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PREFACE

Visualization was not much of a problem for pilots of the very first powered aircraft. They sat out in the wind
stream with a broad view of the terrain. Operations were conducted during daylight in clear weather. The flights were
low and slow. The information which was needed for control of the vehicle came from observation of the visual scene.
With time, aircraft flew higher and faster, at night and in bad weather. Military aircraft became weapons platforms and
pilots required more and more information to do theirjob. The pilot was enclosed in a cockpit and the cockpit was
filled with instruments to provide the information to him. The zinount of information which the modem military pilot
needs has grown enormously. But the size of the cockpit and the pilot's human sensors have rema'ned more or less the
same. As a result there has been a constant search for better ways to present to the pilot the large volume of informa-
tion which he needs to carry out his mission. Much of the added information needs to be related to the same broad
view of the terrain which was the primary input for the earliest pilots. In some cases the outside visual scene has t- be
recreated because the pilot's outside visual references have been obscured. In other cases it is desirable to have new
information appear superimposed on the visual outside scene properly correlated with reality. Techniques for
providing the pilot visualization have grown rapidly. Technology has developed fron mechanical gauges through
electro-mechanical instruments to electronic displays.

Today the cathode ray tube has become the standard electronic display device. There are several in almost all new
aircraft. It has great versatility, but is bulky, requires high-voltage power supplies and is not ideally suited to the bright
ambient light encountered in cockpits. A number of new technologies for displays have been developed and have found
increasing civil markets esp'ecially in the calculator and watch industies. These are sometimes referred to as "flat panel
displays". They include liquid crystal, light emitting diodes, electroluminescent displays and gas plasma panels. There
are others still in the research stage or in development for limited commercial purposes. Many have the potential for
producing flat panel analogues of the cathode ray tube. Some are now finding applications in military cockpits.

Despite the rapid growth in the field of visualization and dioplay in aircraft cockpits, there is no current textbook
which describes the technolog ._' hose basic prinpples which provide a foundation for someone interested in this
area. The purpose of this AGARliograph is to provide some of the basic principles and at the same time report on
recent developments which contribute to the state of the art. The subject mat.er is focused broadly on principles,
technology and -oplications. It is hoped that it will be of value to both the expert in the field as well as the newcomer
who seeks to find out what cockpit displays are all about.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the many persons who have made the publication of this volume possible. First
recognition shculd go to Mr John llollington of the Guidan,. and Control Panel who made initial contact with authors
and oiganized the contributions from the United Kingdom, which constitutes at least half of the dncu'rnt. The
support of past Panel Chairman, Mr Morris Ostgaard, who initiated the topic, and Mr Peter Kant, who provided guidance,
has been invaluable. Other Guidance and Control panel members' help in obtaining authors was greatly appreciated.

V!The interaction with Prof. Ir. D.Bosman and the members of his Avionics Panel Working Group on "Modern Display
Technologies and Applications" was very helpful. Colonel J-C. de Chassey, Guidance and Control Panel Executive,

provided outstanding administrative support throughout the effort. The secretarial assistance of Mrs Marks of M.I.T.

was crucial to preparation of several of the manuscripts. Finally, the willing and enthusiastic contribution of the
individual authors is recognized as the most important element of the total work. My sincere thanks to you all.

WALTER M.HOLLISTER -"

Editor
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THE PRESENTATION OF STATIC INFORMAT:ON ON
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL DISPLAYS

by
R.J.G. Edwards*

DISPLAY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

1.1 DESIGN PARAMETERS

It is assumed that the system objectives and display
system design concepts have already been set and what remains
to be done is to define the physical characteristics of
the display consistent with human performance. Eight
display characteristics have been selected as critically
impottant 50, they are:

1) Frame Rate

2) Contrast Ratio

3) Ambient Illumination

4) Symbol Chatacteristics

5) Resolution

6) Bandwidth

7) Registration

8) Phosphor Type

The exact priority of each characteristic and the
specific result of their interrelationships is a function
of the particular application and so will be considered
with respect to an ATC display environment.

I.1.1 Frame Rate

This is the speed in Hertz wifh which a displayed
image is updated. It is of primary concern because of its
causal relationship with flicker, which is the fluttering

1ior flashing sensation caused by picture brightness altera-
tions. Above a critical flicker frequency (CFF) usuallyI considered to be 30-35 Hz, flicker is no longer perceptible.
The primary determinants of flicker are:

1) Frame rate

2) Brightness

3) Ambient illumination

4) Phosphor

5) Visual angle subtended by the display

6) Amplitude and waveform of the
variation

7) Location of stimulus on the
retina (peripheral vision is
more sensitive to this phenomenon).

*This was extracted from Volume II of Dr. Edward's
PhD thesis written at the Cranfield Institute of
Technology and made available through the courtesy
of Professor John Shepherd.
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Long persistence phosphors have relatively low brightness
modulation and hence relatively low frame rates are
required to prevent f:icker. Figure 1.1 shows CFF versus
brightness 101 and it is worth noting that below approx-
imately 18Hz a residual flicker is inevitable, so there is
little point in attempting to eliminate flicker in any type
of raw radar display unless the antenna scanning rate
exceeds 18Hz which is only feasible in very short range
radars such as are used for ground movement surveillance.

critical O
|iflicker

30frequency
(lz)

20
residual flicker

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

Log. taillilemberts

Figure I.1 Critical flicker frequency at various brightness
levels.

Frame rate for a given display is a function of the
foilowing factors:

1) Volume of information per frame

2) Ambient illumination

3) Phosphor

4) System storage capability

5) System write/erase speed

6) Bandwidth

7) Display control techniques.

In most surveillance raw radar displays the last factor is
limiting.

1.1.2 Contrast Ratio and Ambient Illumination

Contrast ratio is expressed as the ratio of maximum
to minimum luminence:

B -B
CR B ma

min

M-

Y
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The optimum contrast ratio for a display is linked to the
ambient illumination. Although the range of brightness
over which the human eye adapts is very large, the minimum
contrast ratio required for discrimination of two adjacent 102
areas on a display is about 2:1. Military standards
normally specify a minimum of 10:1.

The definition of contrast ratio for light producing
displays where the writing is brighter than the background
may be expressed as:

B +B
s wC- B

s

B is the brightness of the screen from ambient light

Bw is the brightness of the written line when ambient
W light is excluded.

Contrast ratios may be enhanced by use of filters which
reduce the-reflected ambient light but these techniqdes
usually suffer from the drawbacks of reduction in luminance
and additional symbol blurring.

The following factors have a direct effect on contrast
ratio:

1) Display brightness

2) Symbol brightness

3) Ambient brightness

4) Phosphor

5) rype and nature of ambient light source

6) Viewing eometry

7) Shields, filters, etc.

The long persistence phosphors used in raw radar
displays nave low optical efficiency and the low bright-
nc-ss of these displays dictates a commensurately low
ambient light level to preserve an acceptable contrast

% ratio and maintain target detectability levels.

1.1.3 Symbol Characteristics

The legibility of symbols and alphanumeric characters
is a function of the following factors:

1) Viewing geometry

2) Resolution

A3) Method of symbol generation

4) Symbol style

5) Symbol aspect ratio

6) Line spacing

7) Registration accuracy.
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If these factors are not optimised with respect to symbol

legibility, two related effects may occur:

(a) Confusion is known to occur with certain
alphanumeric formats even under optimum
display conditions and the confusion ratio
will rise as the display departs from
optimum especially with regard to complex
groupings of symbols.

(b) Clutter is the overabundance of information
and is one of the major problems in modern
display systems. In a raw radar display
clutter may take the form of noise and false
target returns which mask the "real" returns,
however the problem has expanded so that on
modern displays it consists of being able
to discriminate the required information
from the vast amount of data displayed.

1.1.4 Resolution

This term is not easily defined and :-s generally
a function of display type, the method of generation and
often the training of the designer. in general it may be
thouyht of as the smallest distinguishable display element
separation. Resolution is variously defined is:

1) the size of a focussed electron beam
'i spot on the phosphor screen

2) seconds of arc, the angular measure
of the smallest observable spot in
a given pattern

3) graininess, the irreducible size of
the display medium grain or element

4) lines per unit distance.

For a given display type the resolution achieved is a
function of:

1) Frame rate

ii 2) Contrast ratio

3) Phosphor

4) Symbol characteristics

5) Bandwidth

6) Display brightness

7) Viewing geometry.

Spot shape effects size and therefore resolution.
The spot size is generally expressed zccording to the

( "shriiking raster" definition, that is the distance between
two points on opposite sides of the cenre, at which the
brightness is half that of the centre. iU 3 In displays
where the spot is scanned in a rectilinear manner producing
a raster scan pattern, resolution is expressed by the
number of line-space pairs per unit linear dimension.
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Within the limits described above, the resolving
capability of the eye (about 40 lines per degree of arc)
determines the minimal resolution levels for the display and
optimum performance is generally achieved when symbols

resolve between 12-15 minutes of arc or 10-12 lines.

7 f Digital display resolution may be simply defined as the
minimum addressable element size and may, of course, vary
in differenL directions, depending upon the shape of the
display element. General purpose alphanumeric displays such
as the Digisplay 104 which employs an electron beam excited
phosphor screen or the plasma panel as described in
Appendix 11.2, have square or circular cells so that the
display element produced gives isotropic resolution.

1.1.5 BandwidthI. The specification of bandwidth is basic to any display

system as it describes the available resolving power of the
system and is interdependent with:

1) Frame rate

2) Resolution

3) Symbol characteristics

1.1.6 Registrationi 2 The superimposition of multiple images to form a
'. composite single image requires that the component images

register. Misregistration is failing to correctly overlay
the images and may be caused by geometric distortion or by
improper direction or alignment of the system. 100% stroke-
width misregistration means the images are just beside each
other. Registration consideraticns are of primary importance
as information density increases and with pre-formatted
textural, multi-colour, or complex overlaid disclays.

Registration accuracy is determined by:

1) ResOlution

2) Symbol characteristics

3) Display hardWare characteristicsIf (gun type, deflection techniques, etc.)

4) Prograiming accuracy (in computer
driven displays).

While most displays are capable of registration
accuracy of 0.1% screen width, system requirements may not
require such close tolerance, from the human performance
point of view an acceptable value is 50% strokewidth.

1.1.7 Phosphor tM ICs.ZG6

Screen efficiency, decay time and colour of the
phosphor are important characteristics and the last two
particularly, have direct bearing upon the performance of
%lth huzan pcrator.

4 Decay time, or persistence ir directly related to
the CFF and is thus related to the required frame rate.

VThe persistence needs to be long enough to eliminate
1 flicker but short enough to stop smearing or ghosting of

previous information. Short persistence phosphors are

I
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suitable for high refresh rates, medium persistence
phosphors are used on most computer graphics displays and
long persistence phosphors are generally used for raw
radar where the refresh rate is low. Those phosphors
emitting in the middle of the visible spectrum are prefer-
able to those emitting at the blue end due to human visual
capabilities 107

Phosphor selection affects:

1) Resolution

2) Contrast ratio

3) Frame rate

4) Write/Erase speed

5) Brightness

6) Ambient illumination

Phosphor mixtures have been pro4uced to give special
characteristics for mixed raw and synthetic radar a-nd to
facilitate light pen operationi.1 0 8 The characteristics of
these and other commonly used phosphors in ATC displays and
flying spot scanners are given in table 1.1. The fluorescent
colour code used in the table is as follows:

B - blue 0 - orange

G - green R - red1 IR - infra-red Y - yellow

When describing persistence the common ranges are:

Very long - > Isi Long - lOOms to is
Medium - bms to lOOms
Medium short - lOps to ims
Short - ls to IOs V
Very short - < Ius

The discussion of phosphor types thus far has implied
a CRT display however the concepts involved may readily be
extended to include similar properties of other display
types. Electroluminescent panels employ phosphors which
Pay be described in exactly this way. Decay time or
persistence is a property of all the displays considered
in section 2.2. The LED and liquid crystal displays have
extremely short persistence whereas the intrinsic memory
of the plasma panel may be classed as infinite persistence.

1.2 CILARACTERISTICS REQUIRED OF EFFECTIVE DISPLAYS.

1) Individual characters highly legible

2) Meaningful groups rf characters easily
recognised

3) Characters readily discernible from
each other

4) Weak signals detectable at all display
range scales

5) Display can be viewed equally well from
any required viewing angle

I IC
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6) Minimum fall off in screen brightness

7) Maximum contrast

8) Minimum image distortion

9) Fast observer response time.

10) High observer accuracy

11) Minimum flicker

12) Minimum response time in complying
with user requests

13) Display parameters (e.g. brightness)
adjustable by user.

1.3 COLOUR DISPLAYS

The colour display designer is concerned with
radiant power in the visible range with a spectral
distribution which elicits a given sensation of colour
when viewed by an observer. In colour reproduction
systems such as colour television, the aim is to make the
colour sensation correspond to that which the viewer would
have if presented with the original scene. In other
instances, such as ATC displays where colour is intended
primarily as a coding device, the reproduction require-
ment is absent but the aim is still to produce a particular
colour sensation at a given spatio-temporal position on
the display. Economical representation of colour inform-
ation reduces transmission and storage costs. The chief
property which allows such economy is the trichromatic
nature of colour vision 109 which enables any colour to be
specified as a mixture of three primary colours or
primaries. Any three colours may be used as primaries so
long as none is simply a mixture of the other two. Red,
green and blue are commonly used but others are possible.

1.3.1 Colour Characteristics

Colour sensation can be defined by three attributes,

Luminosity is the apparent brightness representing the
total visual energy of the colour light.

N. Rue is the visual effect of colour determined by primary
components which lead to the subjective discrimination
between colours.

Saturation is a subjective of the purity of a colour. If
7 it is "pale" or "whiteish" it is said to be unsaturated.

1.3.2 Colour Perception

The human eye perceives colour depending on the

following factors:

1) luminance

2) wavelength

3) adaptation

I®R
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4) duration of light stimulus

5) image size

6) ambient illumination.

I -he sensitive elements of the eye are made up of cones and
rods and their distribution varies over the area of the
retina. Colour sensation and high resolution is achieved
by a central concentration of cones in the foveal region.
The cones are most effective at normal light levels, above
1 ftL, giving photopic vision and are most sensitive to a

4 yellow-green hue of 550nm wavelength. The rods are more
sensitive than the cones at low light levels but give poor
resolution and have a longer adaptation period. Scotopic
vision occurs at light levels below lo-5 ftL with maximum
sensitivity to a bluish-green hue of 510nm. These light
levels are extremely low and would not be encountered in
an ATC display environment.

1.3.3 Colour Measurement

Colour sensation may result from several different
simultaneous visual stimuli. The dominant wavelength may
be measured by obtaining a combination of the three
primaries which are said to match the given colour by
observers with normal colour vision. Using the red, green,
blue (RGB) system of primaries it may be necessary to use
negative coefficients (r, g and b) of one or more primaries
since the colour may lie outside the RGB triangle shown in
Figure 1.2. This is confusing as a negative primary is
not realizable and can make the calculations difficult to
handle. The problem may be overcome by adding a known

amount of one pximary to the unknown so bringing it within
the RGB triangle.

The XYZ system of primaries accepted as the inter-
national standard by tue Commission Internationale de
l'Eclairage (CIE) with coefficients x, y and z avoids these
problems by enclosing the entire spectral locus. The
diagram shown in Figure 1.3 shows the "equal energy"
spectrum in which the luminance of every colour is the same.
A point marked "C" represents the co-ordinates cf standard
illuminant white light. The dominant wavelength of a given
colour may be measured by drawing a straight line from C
through the given colour co-ordinates to cut the spectrum
locus. The point of intersection indicates the dominant
wavelength.

Absolute colour measurement is generally made in
terms of the CIE chromaticity diagram where x and y
uniquely define the hue (dominant wavelength) and satura-
tion (purity) of any visible radiation. Three standard
filters with tristimulus valuesx, y and z are used and
the emission spectrum of a known source passed through these
to give X, Y and Z directly, the chromaticity co-ordinates
X and y are then defined as:

x x+Y+Z
T-

*rj
+y+Z



and these values for the spectrum are plotted to give the
CIE chromaticity diagram shown in figuze 1.3.-

In practice the situation is slightly complicated
because:

I
1) x response cannot be achieved by one

filter, so two are used x (blue) and
x (red)

2) Both x and y are difficult to match at
the end of the spectrum requiring the use
of -x and -y fitters to compensate

3) Filter density is not easily controlled so
the photometer reading must be multiplied
by a constant to derive X, Y and Z.

In practice the light passing through six filters is measured
- giving:

X1, ', f', Z', X" and Y"

then X = 2X' + O.75X1 - 2X"

R B

y =Y' -y"

Z = k.Z'

where k is determined for the particular colorimeter.
x and y may be calculated as before. Figure 1.4 shows the
basic layout of a colorometer which may be calibrated using
known filters and light sources.

1.4 ASSESSMENT OF DISPLAY SYSTEM QUALITY

The user will judge the quality of an interactive
display system essentially from two characteristics:

1) usefulness of the information presented and

2) system response time when he wants to'' change the picture content.

The usefulness of information is a function of data
content, layout and legibility and these may be arrived at
by analysis of the user's mental process with regard to the

- environment and what problems he solves with whic.i informa-
tion.

The response time to be useful must measure the time
from the moment the user realizes the need for some reaction
from the system to the moment he becomes aware of the answer.
What response time is acceptable depends upon many factors 54
including workload, urgency and type of task. The inter-
action mechanism must be as simple and natural as possible
and should function in the terms in which the user thinks
thus avoiding as far as possible the need for him to
interrupt his train of thought. The response time achieved
depends upon the distribution of workloads throughout the
system so that system functions must be implemented with
thought to the workload involved, frequency of use and the
resulting build-up of queues within the system.

IMIX

4,WE
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1.5 MATRIX DISPLAY PRINCIPLES

The use of matrix techniques to connect elements of a
digital display makes a considerable saving in terms of

SI driving circuitry in some respects but also introduces a
number of complications. In the following discussion it
will be convenient to designate the rows and columns of the
display as a, b, c .... and p, q, r ... respectively.

1.5.1 Selection techniques

An element is selected by applying a suitable signal
between one of the row and one of the column leads. An LED
display has elements with diode characteristics and suffers
no problems as current may only follow one path through the
selected element as all other parallel paths contain reverse
biased diodes which present a high impedance.

If the display elements have a linear resistive or
capacitive characteristic a number of alternative current
paths may cause partial selection of unaddressed elements
which degrades the display resolution. Two methods of
addressing the display reduce this effect.

HalZf selection is the most common method of address-
ing a matrix display and is illustrated in figure 1.5. Half
the required voltage is applied to the row while the other
half is applied to the column, all other rows and columns
are held at zero potential thus only half the selection
voltage appears across any unaddressed element in the same
row or column as the addressed element. If the display
elements exhibit a sharp threshold that is they ar3 fully
"on" at any voltage above the threshold and fully "off" at
any voltage below then it is easy to arrange for half the
drive voltage to be less than the threshold. However, where
the elements have no threshold as is the case with liquid
crystals, half selection of the elements will cause a cross
to be displayed.

Third Selection involves connection of unaddressed
rows and columns to ±V/3. This results in one third the
full drive voltage being applied to unselected elements
giving improved discrimination and hence resolution as
shown in figure 1.5.

t|V

--J"I

ISI | -U

., . .. . .---

NIhalf selection third selection

Figure 1.5 Selection techniques applied to matrix displays
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61.5.2 Multiplexing

II: a practical situation many elements will be
addressed simultaneously and this introduces another
complication in that addressing elements ap and bq will also
select elements aq and bp.

This can be overcome by scanning the display so that
it is built up row by row or column by column. Consider
this technique applied to a 7 x 5 matrix, when the display
is scanned a signal is applied to each row in sequence and
appropriate columns are energised synchronously. Each row
driver may energise up to 5 elements at a time with a duty
cycle of 1 in 7, while each columi driver energises only
one element at a time, this must be considered when designing
the drivers.

The scanning frequency must be high enough to avoid
flicker. The ideal display element should have a fast
rise time and slow decay time to cope with duty cycles in
the order of 1 in 7 and in general decay time is the limit-
ing factor in the number of rows which may be scanned.

If the display frame time is T and the number of lines

scanned is n, then the "on" time of any element is at most
eT/n, thus for a rise time of Tr and decay time ol Td we

= have:

r < T/n and rd > T

These relationships are modified somewhat if one considers
the integrating effect of a number of addressing cycles,
they do however form a useful basis for considering display
phenomena.

1.5.3 Circuits

To -exploit the economical MOS range of integrated
circuits the drive requirements must be kept below - 25V
and this criterion can in general be met by liquid crystal
devices. Below 5V TTL may be used though this is no
advantage in liquid crystal displays as the current capab-
ility is wasted, LED displays, however, are ideally suited
to this circuitry. For lowest possible power dissipation,
drive levels in the order of 1-2 volts are being aimed at.

DISPLAY CHARACTERS

11.1 CHARACTER FONTS

Although the human operator is unsurpassed for character
and pattern recognition, interpretation time and error rate
will increase if the character is poorly formed. LegibiZity
is a measure of the observer's ability to minimise these

i parameters while the term readability is used to imply
consideration of the ability of the observer to read
accurately words or code groups and this is affected by such
factors as character spacing and the relative shapes of
characters when presented in groups. Much work has been done
on the design of suitable alpha-numeric fonts which improve
both legibility and readability.

Lf i
-" o m e 4
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The European Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA)
has accurately specified a character set Ill which is as
legible as any proposed or existing typeset. It must be
remembered, however, that the method of generation can have
a substantial effect on the ultimate presentation so that
modifications may be necessary to restore legibility when
certain generation techniques are employed. Figure II.1
illustrates the effect of the various generation techniques
which will be considered in the next section on a character
from the OCR B character set.

The upright Leroy font is used in many stroke writing
computer graphics displays but this is prone to confusion
amongst-certain members of the character set, it has been
improved however and versions known as the Improved Leroy
and the Lincoln/Mitre fonts are now used.

11.2 GENERATION TECHNIQUES

A variety of character generation techniques are available

for the CRT display and as this device still commands a
considerable portion of the ATC display market these techniques
will be considered in more detail. All forms of digital
display which employ matrix addressing rely on the dot matrix
character solely.

The ECMA-OCR B character set is based on a constant line
width and therefore poses minimum problems in reproduction
on a CRT screen. Two classes of character generation will
be considered:

Cursive

Flag
Circle
Discrete stroke

Beam Brightening

Dot matrix
Charactron
Monoscope

11.2.1 Cursive character generation
= I

'I The parameters of the cursive generAtor which govern

its ability to reproduce a given font are its resolution and
bandvidth. The resolution is a function of the size of the
matrix used to specify the turning points of the lines and
the maximum number of strokes used to draw the character,
while bandwidth is related to the writing speed and distortion

4so caused. Writing a 16 stroke character in 2ps calls for a
12Ons clock rate which means a broad-band deflection system
is required if character distortion is to be avoided. However
too high a band-width leads to increased noise and jitter.
If, with the parameters cited a compromise band-width of
8MHz were used serious character distortion is still evident
and the most effective means of overcoming this is to "pre-
distort" the character so as to optimise its final appearance.
This procedure unfortunately increases the difficulty in
designing the font and as a last resort, reduces to designing
each character empirically on a "cut-and-try" basis.

Flag generation approximates the symbol with horizontal
and vertical line segments and is the least flexible of the

4 techniques, it does, however, simplify the driving electronicsjand is suitable for limited alphanumeric presentation.I
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Circle and stroke characters require a circular arc
generator which may not be readily available in all display
systems. However, if available, this technique produces
characters of superior quality to the discrete stroke variety
with, in general, fewer data words required in their description
therefore reducing the computer workload. Circular arc
generation is considered further in Appendix VIII.

Discrete stroke is the most commonly employed technique
on computer graphics CRT displays. A typical character would
consist of 16 strokes drawn on a 32 x 32 matrix of connection
points with generation times ranging from 1 to lOps.

11.2.2 Beam brightening character generation

These techniques all require some form of raster scan
which is intensity modulated in order to achieve the desired
character. Sequential selection of either rows or columns
in a digital matrix display forms the "raster" while the
"beam brightening" signal is applied to appropriate columns
(or rows). This form of digital addressing does have its
drawbacks, however, and these were discussed in Appendix I,
section 5.

Dot matrix character generation necessarily requires
a rectilinear or TV raster and is particularly well suited
to EDD usage. Hardware character generators are available 112
and the cost of these display systems has been brought down
to such a level that no other technique can compete where
only alphanumeric data is required on the display. A matrix
size of 5 x 7 is used where a cheap display requi:ing no
special characters is needed, however a 9 x 7 matrix gives
improved legibility and greater flexibility for special
characters and is considered necessary for ATC 'DD applica-
tions.

Charactron generation or the shaped-beam tube involves
a mask incorporated into the CRT through which the main
electron beam is extruded in the shape of the required
character. Further deflection then positions the character
appropriately on the screen. Although this is the fastest
technique to be described, it does have limitations in

* deflection angle if the shape of the character is to be
* maintained. It does, however, share with the monoscope in

having very high resolution and is thus inherently capable
of extremely good characters.

Monoscope character generation involves raster
scanning of the individual characters which are "drawn" on

If a special surface within the monoscope tube. Traditionally
the video output from the monoscope-is generated by secondary
emission from metallic characters and is reproduced as the

- :display screen is scanned synchronously. Advances in
electron beam diode switching technology have led to the
development of a new solid state target monoscope 113UThe device utilizes a character array produced by photo-
lithography on a silicon wafer to form diffused junction
diodes and an electron biam selectively scans the characters.

Life expectancy is considerably better tharn that of the
(g secondary emission monoscope and signal to beam current

gains of 2 to 3 orders of magnitude are achieved.

This technique has the unique property of allowing
character scanning by any form of raster which means it is
potentially usable as a real time character generator on a
raw radar display for alphanumeric information where a
polar raster is employed. It is not so attractive for
computer displays as the minimum generation time is in the
order of lois.

-I
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Flag Circle and Stroke Discrete Stroke

Cursive
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Dot Matrix Charactron Honoscope

.i!Be=m brigahtening14 Figure II.1 Cursive and beam brightening character formation
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OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF COMMON DISPLAY DEVICES

III.! THE CATHODE RAY TUBE

An electron gun situated in the neck of the tube
illustrated in figure III.1 directs a stream of electrons
towards a phosphor coated glass screen. The phosphor emits
light when struck by the high energy electrons in the beam.
Electron optics are used to focus the beam into a fine spot
which is then positioned on the screen by a deflection system.

electron gun

assembly glass face plate

fo phosphor screen

coil deflection
yokes

Figure III.1 The cathode ray tube

Pocus of the beam is achieved either electrostatically
or electromagnetically with the .iat-ter generaily giving
->etter resolution, however deflection de-focussing is more
severe with this technique. Resolution generally varies
across the screen, being best at the centre and is typically
1000 to 1500 lines across a 50cm screen with spot size of
0.3 to 0.5mm. Laminar beam CRTs 114 have been constructed
and give very high resolution as the spot is an image of
the hole in the cathode assembly. Linear electron distrib-
ution rather than gaussian, gives very sharp spot edges
and hence high apparent rejolution. Geometric and deflec-
tion defocussing is also reduced.

DefZection can be either electrostatic 6r cle-tro-
magnetic with the latter being more common in larger
displays as it offers wider deflection angles and thus

4reduced tube length. Also lower voltages are required in
the deflection, circuitry.
Printed circuit coil techniques produce high accuracy repeat-
able deflection yokes. Early raw radar displays had a
rotating yoke which was synchronised with the aerial scan
and driven with a saw-tooth deflection waveform. Modern
displays however employ orthogonal coil systems and the saw
tooth is modulated by the sine and cosine components of the
rotation frequency. The deflection angle of an electron
beam passing through a magnetic field is given by:

sin e =.L 1 e

Q b I
8 is the deflection angle,

where: H the magnetic flux density
L the length of the magnetic field,
Vb the electron beam potential,

and t the electron charge.'mass ratio

MI
II



Boundary effects at the ends cf the deflection system cause
defocussing of the spot towards the perimeter of the screen.
Pin cushion distortion is caused by interaction of the X and
Y axis deflection fields and may be compensated in the coil
drive signals or by shaping the field.

Electrostatic deflection requires a field set up' betve en
plates either side of the electron beam and the deflection
angle is given by:

tan e .=

where c is the electric field strengh between the plates,
L the length of the deflection field,

and Vb the electron beam potential.

The deflection angle is inversely proportional to beam
potential so deflection sensitivity may be improved by
employing post deflection acceZeration (PDA) allowing the

= beam to be deflected while still at relatively low potential.

Typical electromagnetic deflecticn systems will transit
the tube diameter and settle in 15ps whereas electrostatic
systems can achieve times as low as 2us.

Phosphors are considered in more detail in Appendix I.
For raw radar displays, the integrating effect of long
persistence phosphors is used to enhance target detection
and provide history information. For computer driven
displays with high refresh roate, short persistence phosphorsare used. Some phosphors have an initial high intensity

very short duration flash or fluorescent emission before
the phosphorescent emission. This fluorescence, usully
lilue or ultra-violet in colour, may be used to activate
a photosensitive device such as a light pen 115 for position~designation.

Colour CRT displays offer the advantages of a further
coding parameter in ATC applications. The most comon colour
CRT is the shadow m=sk tube -hich is used in commercial

I . colour television. The screen consists of a matrix of
phosphor dots aonsisting of threa primaries, usually red,
green and blue, as shown in Figure 111.2.

glassV /faceplate
electr-on

t. Figure 111.2 The shadow mask colour CRT
Near the s reen and parallel to it is a mask with pattern

~of holes arranged such that each hole is aligned with atriangular group of three phosphor dots. Three electron

= guns, one for each colonr are geometrically placed so as to
;, illuminate only one phosphor dot each through any givenaperture. Shown plotted in Figure 11..3 are the chromaticities

a of the red, green and blue colour television phsphors
reco'ended as primaries for the P syhto e I and SC
-systems 17 1

- 17

system
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The disadvantage of the system is the limited res-
olution attained. Variations of this technique have similar
properties, notably the trinitron tube which has vertical
strips of phosphor and a shadow mask. The Lawrence tube
also has vertical strips of the three phosphors but has a
single electron gun. Colour selection is made by directing
the beam through a wire grid close to the screen and apply-
ing a signal to the grid. However, none of these systems
exhibit sufficient resolution in the close viewing ATC
environment.

i0.9

480.7 - -

0.- O ~ s :

i g r 1t

o. I i " I. .. 00 'M0.2

0 0.1dc 0.2 a 0.4 s 06 0 s siX
'l ~Figure 111.3 TheisoCIE chromaticity diagramprmre of colour

The rost likely colour display to be accepted for ATC
use in the Penetron tube. The operation of this device was

~described in Chapter 2.4.1 and it is illustra'ted in
Figure III.

ii--inert barrier

red phosphor green
phosphor

i ~electron ,

gun/ gl ass

face plate

aluminised

screen

Figure III.4 The Penetron tube

The number of distinctive colours available is limited to
four or five, however in most coding applications more than
this number is undesirable from a human performance point
of view. The chromaticity locus of a typical tube is given
in Figure 1:1.5.
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Figure 111.5 Chromaticity diagram of a typical penetron tube

Data presentation on CRT displays often requires wide
bandwidth deflection systems to cope with large amounts of

odata and consequently noise and jitter of the image can
become a problem. Special techniques have been developed
in order to get over this problem such as the charactron
tube described in Appendix 11.2.2. Another technique
utilizes a multibeam CRT 118 to increase the information
bandwidth of the display.

III. 2 THE GAS DISCHARGE (PLASMA) PANEL o

The gas discharge panel consists of a two dimensional
array of gas discharge which can be selectively established
by a cross-bar addressing system. In many designs the dis-
charges are confined in separate cells formed by an array

Iof small apertures in an insulating plate which is placed
between two electrode systems as illustrated in Figure 111.6.

i j Glass

09f; Opcque caihode

/ Glass

Tronsp rent
anodes 0

Gas cells

Figure 111.6 Exploded view of a cross-bar discharge panel.II
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Tne three plates are sealed together enclosing a gas mixture,
predominantly neon, at reduced pressure. Neon has a higher
light output efficiency than other gases, of the order of
0.5 lumens/watt, which gives a clearly visible display in
daylight at modest current densities. Although requiring a
supply voltage greater than 100 volts, the threshold of
the neon glow discharge are sucn that it may be switched on
or off by voltages and currents compatible with solid state
circuit technology.

The panel can be operated under a.c. conditions in
which each set of electrodes act alternately as anodes and
cathodes, or under d.c. conditions in which one set of
electrodes acts permanently as cathodes and the others as
anodes. In the a.c. operation the electrodes need not be in
contact with the ionised gas, but may be isolated from it by
an insulating layer.

The d.c. gas discharge 25 panel is usually biased at
about 150V and half-select pulses (see Appendix 1.5.1) are
superimposed on both electrodes to ignite the cell. Memory
can be obtained by providing a resistor in series with each
cell,2 8 and in this case brightness values up to lO00ftL.
can be obtained because the cell is permanently on. Self
scanning panels 27 have been developed using a technique
which allows the transfer of glow discharge from cathode to
cathode and an extension of this approach provides grey
scale. 29

The a.c. gas discharge panel has the advantage of
inherent internal memory 24 which will be explained with

' I reference to Figure 111.7.

---------------------------------------------- 7

Figure 111.7 Voltage and current .waveforms of an a.c. gas
discharge cell.

ft t
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A maintaining voltage, Vm , is applied to the electrodes (a)

and by capacitive coupling a similar voltage exists across
the cell but it is arranged that the cell voltage is below
the striking voltage, Vs , as shown in (c). An equivalent

circuit for the cell is shown in Figure 111.8.

Transparent electrodes

?1 Aperture plate

/ Glass CT

III Plasma Ip Spark

t/ gap

Glass C9

Transparent electrodes

I
Figure 111.8 Exploded view of an a.c. gas discharge panel

and equivalent circuit

IAt time t. a positive pulse (b) is superimposed on the

sustaining voltage taking cell voltage above Vs so that the

cell fires and additional ions separate to create an
arlditional wall charge across the cell which opposes the
applied voltage and extinguishes the discharge. The
residual wall charge is such that it will aid the voltage
build-up in the next half cycle and take the cell voltage
above V causing another discharge. At each discharge
iapeS
reversal of the wall charge takes place and the cell con-
tinues to fire every half cycle, (c) and (d). The discharge, is erased by applying a negative pulse to the sustaining

voltage at time t2 such that it opposes reversal of the wall
| charge, reducing it to zero and thus extinguishing the cell.

Typical characteristics are V of 200 to 250V at 50 to
m

250KHz and half switching pulses of 30-60V with brightness
in the order of 50ftL although brightness is dependant on
the maintaining voltage frequency.

Colour is possible by using xenon which emits ultra-
violet radiation and stimulates phosphor deposits on the
walls of the cells 23. Alternatively the phosphor may be
activated by low energy electrons.

22

111.3 ELECTROLUMINESCENT DISPLAYS 33

Junction electroZuminescence 36 occurs in p-n devices
where the recombination process is predominantly radiative
and the semiconductor band gap exceeds 1.8eV in order that
the radiation is visible as shown in Figure 111.9.
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conduction

n-type band electron current

-p-type vance+

band
zero bias forward bias

Figure 111.9 Band structure of a p-n junction

The diffusion technique and associated planar tech-
nology are the most widely exploited and allow complex
monolithic devices consisting of arrays of individual
diodes to be made economically. The most common materials
used to date are GaP, GaAsP and GaAIAs 36 and Figure III.10
shows the spectral emission of these and other materials.
Although the efficiency of GaP emitting in the green region
is not very high, this corresponds to the peak in eye
sensitivity (also shown on Figure III.10) giving an ov*erall
luminous efficiency close to that of the red emitting
compounds. A GaP diode has been produced such that its
colour varies between red and green depending on the drive
current.

S

II

co GooAL,'

460 500 600 700 800 900NM

Nj V.0121 blueo 9,ten yellow O.Inge red infgo,lld

Figure 111.10 Spectral emission of some EL materials

The efficiencies of the diodes are such that the current-4 drivers are still required to interface them with most logic
circuitry although the voltage requirements are directly
compatible ,ith TTL circuitry. Their high reliability is

( somewhat degraded if luminances higher than about 1OO0ftL

are achieved by increasing dr~ive current. The highest
efficiency is achieved with red RaP and is in the order of

1 6-7%, but some materials have efficiencies of 0.1% or less.
Switching times are in the order of nanoseconds and the
devices exhibit a sharp threshold which is an advantage in
matrix displays (Appendix 1.5).

'_a

ThmL-- : -;
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Matrix displays may be formed using two techniques:

1) multichip or

2) monolithic

The multichip array requires the bonding together of discrete
elements whereas the monolithic array consists of p-n
junctions diffused on a single substrate. Both techniques
suffer from difficulties in producing large arrays, even a
100 x 100 array requires 10,000 diodes which must be laid
down accurately and bonded or diffused. A 100% yield under
such circumstances is beyond current technology.

Field effecr electroluminescence devices are normally
constructed by sandwiching the electroluminescent material
which is suspended in resin, between two electrodes, one of
which is transparent as illustrated in Figure III.11. A

potential applied across this "capacitor" causes light
emission and both a.c. and d.c. devices are possible.
Colour is dependant on the material used and the activator,
the most common phosphors being of the zinc-sulphide tZnS)
family.

emission
i 'glass

applied transparent

signal electrode

4 EL phosphor

in suspension

N reflecting

electrode

Ii
V ;j Figure II.11 A field effect electroluminescent device

This display thus far suffers from problems of low
brightness, generally in the range of 5-50ftL, and poor
reliability. Drive voltages in the order of 50-200 voltsiare required. The technique is particularly well suited,
however, to large area Oisplays of several hundred lines

resolution. Present research is directed towards improving
the life and brightness of these displays and has progxessed
to a point where they are quite competitive with LED devices.

3 5

Almost the complete gamut of visible colours should be
available from electroluminescent compounds in the future 34

so that they become a most attractive matrix display device.
Table I11.1 lists most of the compounds in which electro-
luminescence has been observed, those compounds underlined
are of practical use. 33

Table III.1 lists most of the materials in which electro-
luminescence has been observed and those which show promise
in display applications have been underlined.
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SI-iV COMPOUNDS IIl-V COMPOUNDS OTHER MATERIALS

ZnS ZnSe Ga GaAs sic Ge

CdS CdSe GaAsP GaAlAs Si NaCi

ZnO CdTe GaInP GaN C (diamond) AgCl

Be0 MgO GaSb InP ZnFz CaFz

CaS SrS InSb InAs A120 Cu20

BaS Ph BN InAsP Sn02  TiO2

PbSc PbTe AIN AIP BaTiO3  SrTiO3
ZnTo CaTiO 3  kN(')3

FbZn0 3  CaWo4

ZnSi04  ice

and other organic materials

Table III.1 Materials in which electroluminescence has been
observed

III.4 LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS 37

A thin film of liquid crystal is held between transpar-
ent plates, the inside surfaces of which are coated with
transparent electrode patterns so that voltages may be applied
across areas of the film. These voltages produce electro-
optic effects which modulate the incident light on the device.
Liquid crystals are organic compounds having some of the
properties of liquids but with an ordered crystalline
structure. 38 Although many compounds possess the properties
of liquid crystals only a few exist in this state at normal
temperatures and the temperature range is usually limited.
Liquid crystals may be classified into three classes accord-
ing to their crystalline structure; smectic, choZesteric,
and nemetic, and these are illustrated in Figure 111.12. In

F ~each case the long, cigar shaped molecules are arranged in
E an orderly pattern under normal conditions.

000000000o 000

000000o000000

.) SMECTIC

00 0 00 0 o% 0 %0 00
D00 D 0fO~l

000 0 065100 b) CHOLEJ.ERIC

00 000~ 00

C) NEMATIC

j Figure 111.12 Crystalline structure of liquid crystal types

I
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Smectic molecules lie in parallel layers perpendicular
to the plane of each layer and do not normally respond to
electric fields. They are therefore of little use in display
devices.

Cholesteric molecules are arranged in parallel layers
with the molecules in each layer mutually parallel and in

the plane of the layer. There is a constant angle of
rotation of the axis direction from layer to layer. An
interesting characteristic is that they change colour under
the influence of a d.c. field, but despite this little
effort has been devoted to their development as a display
device.

Neziatic materials 39 have the least orderly crystalline
structure and in the passive state the molecules are aligned
with their longitudinal axes mutually parallel. The electro-
optic effects of nematic crystals explcited to produce
display devices are

I i) dynamic scattering

2) electrically controlled 
birefringence and

3) twisted nemztics.

Dynamic scattering in nematic ccmpounds is caused by current
induced disturbances. The electric dipole moment of nematic
molecules does not lie along the molecular axis hence ani electric field causes ion flow and a space charge build 

up.

The consequent shear forces cause turbulence in the molecular
arrangement and changes in refractive index, thus what is
normally a transparent 

liquid will scatter light 
when

field is applied. The layer is usually 5-30 microns thick
and the crystals may be either in a homeotropic (molecular
axis normal to electrode ) or homogeneous (molecular axis
parallel to electrode) state.

There are several ways of exploiting the dynamic
scattering effect and the three most common techniques are
illustrated in Figure 111.13.

• x " S U CE

LIOWOD REFLECTING !pSUC
CYSTA SURFACE--
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( b)reflc(

BLACK b)reflection BEFORE OWFuION

BACKGRND 
USIO

0) d.,CeC ve-ng

AFTER DIFFUSION

BI~ EFOPE AENS
D"FUSSOpd yse

d 
S C R E V IC

c) projection

Figure 111.13 Display techniques emoloying the dynamic

scattering effect
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If light is passed obliquely through the layer as in (a)
the cell appears dark to the viewer until a field is applied
and the light is scattered. The reflective technique is
similar but the light source is on the same side of the
cell as the viewer and the rear plate of the cell has a
reflective coating (b). The scattering effect can also be
used to construct a projection display as in (c).

The slow response of the device means that the pulse
amplitude of a multiplexed display must be increased with
reducing mark-space ratio. Also increasing drive voltage
much above the threshold causes other cells to activate and

§degrades the display (Section 1.5). Dual frequency address-
ing is used as a solution to this problem 40. Figure III.:4
shows the relationship of peak switching voltage to duty
cycle ratio.

No OF LINES

''SCANNED

100

Vpk REPETITIONkp\\/ . PTITIONRATE
3014, 100"4,so -

i2 -

I'+ S0 .2 -5 0.1nt.

Figure 111.14 Peak drive voltage as a function of duty
cycle ratio

Electrically controlled birefringence (ECB) is a field
effect and occurs when an electric field is applied to a
hemeotrcpic liquid (molecules perpendicular to the elect-

'i rodes). If light is passed through a polarizer, through
'-he cell, then through a second polarizer set at 900 to the
first, the device will appear dark when unactivated.
Application of a field causes light to be transmitted, the
colour of which is dependant on the applied voltage.
Although ECB has advantages when used in matrix displays,
manufacturing difficulties and narrow field of view at
present retard its progress.

Twisted nematic devices are homogeneous liquid crystals
lut with the direction of the molecular axis rotated from
one layer to the next. This has the effect of rotating the
plaie of polarization of plane polarized light. An applied
field tends to straighten the helix arrangement of molecules
and change the angle of rotation of the plane of polarization
so that when placed between a pair of polarizers, the device
exhibits high contrast and sharp threshold.

Typical characteristics of nematic liquid crystal

U display devices are given for comparison in Table 111.2.

"I
At
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_ _Dynamic scattering ECB Twisted nematic

Effect Current Field Field

Drive (volts) 10-.0 4 2-4

Current (PA/cm2 ) 10 1 1

T (ms) 10-20 10 10

d (ims) 100-200 100 100%d

Table 111.2 Typical characteristics of nematic liquid
crystal devicesr

111.5 PROJECTION DISPLAYS

Suitable projection techniques fall into three classes:

1) laser displays

2) CRT projection and

3) light valves.

Lasers have two properties which make them seem most suitable
for large screen colour displays; their high brightness and
optimal depth of colour. However, in spite of the fact that
the laser is many orders of magnitude brighter than thermal
light sources, the actual brightness of commercial laser
systems has not reached the power level of about 1 watt/m2

required for large screen displays. Other than holograpnic
techniques for 3-D displays, laser displays fall into two
categories; those in which the laser beam is used to write
information on to optically sensitive material such as
photographic film which is then used to modulate another
light source, and those in which the laser light is projected
directly on to the viewing screen.

i ] Electro-optic deflection systems 4i,42 have been devel-

oped and on3 of the most promising for application in random
access displays is the birefringent crgstaZ such as a calcita
crystal preceded by an electro-optic polarization switch.

SCascading n such devices gives 2n resolvable beam positions.
The reftactive index of a birefringent crystal depends on

the plane of polarization of the light entering the crystal
so the polarization switch is arranged to rotate the plane
of polarization between two orthogonal axes. In one
polarization state the beam will pass through the crystal4 undeflected, in the other it will be deflected through an
angle. If the thicknesses of the crystals follow a geom-
etric progression, then a linear distribution of beam
positions is possible as shown in Figure III. 15. The most
common electro-optic switches are nitro-benzine liquid and
potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) crystals. Unfortun-
ately both suffer from needing drive voltages in the order

" of kilovolts to achieve a 900 swiuch.

Al
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SFigure 11.5A laser beam deflection system

II..15

Resolution in the order of 1000 lines is possible with
such a system and the deflection time between any two
positions is less than lus.

The laser can be used to write on photographic film
or on photochromic materials,4 3 which become opaque when
subjected to light of a particular wavelength. The dis-
advantages are the slow response of photochromic m-.terials
and the fact that they usually require heat for erasure.

CRT projection disp'ays generally involve the use of
an external light source projected through the screen as
the normal image is not bright enough in itself for direct
projection. Tht potassium chloride screen of the skiatron
tube becomes absorbent to green light when bombarded by
electrons. Transparent phosphors exist which become '-daqueK , w.en subjected to ultra-violet light and when pa ntei by, an
electron beam become transparent to green light. Back
projection by a high intensity light source allows the image
to be reproduced on a large screen.Ii~ The light valve relies on modulation of light by de-
formation of an elastic reflecting or transparent film, the
deformation being produced by a surface electric charge
deposited by a scanning electron beam. The original light
valve was the Eidophor which is illustrated in Figure 111.T6
and it uses a transparent dielectric oil film on a concave
reflecting disc to modulate light from a high intensity
light source directed on to the film by a schlieren mirror
systr'i. Resolution is limited to around 1000 lines and
colour is possible by rotating a disc made up of three
primary colour sectors in front of the light source.

li
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LIGHT SOURCE

CONdCAVE MIRROR PROJECj.ON LENS

|N

'SCHLIEAEN
N STRIP MIRRORS

OEFORMABLE N 
SRE

OIL VILIAN
ELECTRON GUM

Figure 111.16 The Eidophor projection display

A later improvement is the use of deformable pitic
films to replace the oil and rotating disc.)4 Also seDara-
tion of the deformable surface from the electron gun assembly
reduces cathode contamination which is one cause of un-
reliability in the Eidophor display.
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APPENDIX IV

VIDEO MAP GENERATORS

IV.l THE FLYING SPOT SCANNER

An optically flat, high definition microspot cathode ray
tube is used as a flying spot scanner, the light output of
which is passed through a photographic plate. The light beam
which has been modulated by the map inscribed on the photo-
graphic plate is focussed by a precision lens system on to a
photomultiplier. The trace is triggered by the radar trans-
mitter and then swept in synchronism with the antenna by
either a fixed or rotating coil deflection system. Constant
c'ifinition is achieved over the entire CRT face by 4ynamic
focussing and shaping of the scan-current waveform ininimises
tangential deflection errors and improves linearity. The
photographic plate must be prepared to very high standards
of accuracy and master drawings are usually prepared from
infcrmation on ICAO charts and drawn on a highly stable base
material such as melinex. The master drawing is then photo-
graphed with an accurate reduction ratio to produce a photo-
graphic negative. The layout of a flying spot scanner video
map generator is shown in Figure IV.l.

I lens
microzpot system htgrpi

/ ./
nCRT photographic . . . .

, pia~o

map0ideo

Figure IV.I A flying spot scanner video map generator

Typical performance 1-,-2 figures are given in
Table IV.l.

A
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Yap Range 10 - 400 W.

Accuracy:

range ± 0.5%

bearin. ± 15 nutes of %re

Resolution 1/1000 of a radius

Stability:
range dri:' ± 1%

bearing erift ± 15 minutes of arc

Operating conditions

tem2erature - 10 to + C

above pe. formace t ± 5°C

Dimensions
Height 200 am.
Width 60 cm.
Depth 70 cm.

Weight 3004.

Power consumption 0.5 AVA

Cooling forced air

Pr es (October 1977)58

basic unit with 1 slides £30,000
extra slides £800 each

Table IV.1 Typical flying spot scanner performance figures

There is a lower limit on the width of a radial map line
which will not be lost between successive sweeps. This is
dependant upon thp angular spacing of the sweeps, th. resolu-
tion of the scanner izrsd varies oith range. The minimum line
width in millimetres may be expressed as:

L Antenna RPOM x Ran+e
-adar PRF

whre X and C are both dependant on the resolution of the
flying spot scanner. The actual artwork line width, G, is
equal to L multiplied by the reduction ratio used when
pa.oducing a slide frox the artwork (typica.3y 10:1). it is

. i'al to ute line widths which may be resolved at maximum
range rzthar tian vary the line idth wit - range. Undet &
these circiu=t-nces a typical expression for line width
where the reduction z tio is 12:1 is civen by:

3kntenna RPM x 5.23

I
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LIV.2 GRAPHICS DISPLAY VECTOR GENERATOR

A display vector generator allows a constart int nsity
-ine to be drawn between any two points on the display and
normally operates under the control of the display system
computer which must provide it with the following information:

1) Start point co-ordinates

I2) Finish point co-ordinates

3) Length

4) Vector rate components

5) intensity level

[ 16) Start drawing sequence.IN
All the information defining a radar video map is

stored along with changing target information in the display
a computer memory and is then drawn on the screen as a series

of line segments.

Typical performance 121 figures for a graphics display

vector generator used in a radar system are given in
, Table IV.2.

Display characteristics

Screen diameter 50 cm.
Refresh rate 55 Hz

Max. beam width .75 mm
Deflection bandwidth 3.5 MHz

Vector Generator

Writing rate o.45 mm/ps
position resolution .006 mm (8192 x 8392 element grid).

Table IV.2 Typical vector ger.rator char-.cteristics

| IV,3 THE REAR PORT PROJECTOR

The rear portis a flat glass window parallel to the
screen mounted in the cone of a CRT. Photographed informa-
tion is projected thcos'ah thc window on to the screen where
the phosphor acts as both ai. optical projection screen and
an electronic screen so 'hat the obsecver is presented with
a combined image. The projector may contain a number of
frames which present alternative combinations of information
remotely selected. The geometry of a rear port CRT is shown
in Figure IV.2.

I",'

Pigure IV.2 The rear port projection system
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Registration is complicated by the fact that an elect-

ronically generated grid pattern on a curved tube faceplate
will suffer from pin-cushion distortion whereas an optically
projected grid will suffer barrel distortion as illustrated
in Figure IV.3.

'e 0

electronic grid distortion optical grid distortion
(pincushion) (barrel)I

Figure iV.3 Rear port projection distortions

This problem may be overcome by predistorting eitherIi the electronic or optical data or both. Typical performance
figures 18 for a rear port projection CRT display are given~in Table IV.3.

SiRegistration 1%

Resolution 0.5m

Repositioning 0.2%

Power consumption 100 watts

Table IV.3 Typical rear port projector characteristics
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FLAT PANEL DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
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INTRODUCTION

Today's, and more importantly tomorrow's, military aircraft and associated d.splays
must be extremely flexible to cope with a wide variety of weai.ons and weapon delivery
options, active and passive countermeasures, enemy weaponry, and complex pilotage prob-
lems. Need for increased capabilities has driven all three services to investigate new
technology to replace the existing limited devices such as the cathode ray tube (CRT),F incandescent readouts, and electromechanical displays.

CRTi presently being employed in military displays, while satisfying the need fcr
flexibility, are bulky devices requiring high operating voltages, high power, and a great
deal of maintenance and do not lend themselves well to being driven by today's solid-state
technology.

Flat-panel technology, however, offers considerable savings in the physical area of
panel space, behind-the-panel depth, weight, power, cooling, and life cycle costs, while
offering vastly improved reliability, flexibility and ease of retrofitting. Basically
there are three display media which are presently receiving the most attention and ap-
pear to be the most promising. These are (1) electroluminescence (EL), (2) light emitting
diode (LED), and (31 liquid crystal (LC), all of which are described in succeeding para-
graphs. There are other technologies that also appear promising but that have not advanced
in development to the point where they are receiving serious consideration for aircraft
use or that have serious limitations, some of which may be eliminated in time. These in-
clude plasma, electrochromic, electrophoretic, ferroelectric, magnetic particle, and micro-
channel playe display technologies. In order to exploit flat-panel display media, develop-
ment of suitable addressing techniques is required. Three representative methods of ad-
dressing display media (silicon, thin-film transistor (TFT) and crossed electrodes) will
be discussed.

Display Media

ELECTROLUMINESENCE (EL). Electroluminescence (EL) enjoyed a surge of interest in the late
1950's and early 1960's which quickly subsided when seemingly insurmountable lifetime prob-

V lems coupled with poor contrast were encountered. Fortunately, some researchers continued

to work with this technology and significant progress has been made in the intervening
years. The maintenance (half-life of brightness at a given drive level) of ac-driven powder
EL phosphors was increased to the point where useful lifetimes were assured, solving theearlier EL lifetime problem. Subsequently, evaporation of thin film layered structures

including a layer of manganese-activated sinc sulfide produced devices that maintain a con-
stant brightness with time, and lifetimes of 20,000 hours have been reported.

In these devices, the phosphor layer lies between two insulating layers (usually
yttrium oxide), and this structure lies between two electrodes, the front one of which is
transparent. Electrically, the device resembles a capacitor and must be driven by an ac
voltage to prcduce the alternating electric field within the phosphor film that excites
the electroluminescence. An advantage of this approach is that the resulting light-emitting
structure is transparent, allowing high contrast display devices to be produced by placing
a black layer behind the light-emitting film. The effect of this increased contrast is1 such that the display on the device, when viewed directly, is legible in direct sunlight
illumination of 100,000 Lux (10,000 fc) with outputs icqs than 68 cd/m2 (20fL). Routinely

Q achieved luminous efficiencies for such films have been 0.6 lumens/watt. Recently, how-
ever, reproducible efficiencies of 4.0 lumens/watt have been achieved in 3" x 3.5" panels.
At the 0.6 lumen/watt efficiency, a 6" x 3", 30 lines per inch display wll dissipate 800Jmw with all of its 25b characters turned on and legible in direct sunlight. The discrimina-

tion ratio (sharpness of the brightness/voltage curve) is high enough to allow multiplexing
of fairly large x-y addressed panels; a fact that has rasulted in successful demonstration
of the graphic and video capabilities of this technology. Furthermore, response time is



fast enough for nonsmear TV operation and is acceptable under the full military tempera-ture range.

LIGHT EMITTING DIODE (LED). Light emitting diode technology is based on an electro-
luminescent phenomenon referred to as carrier injection electroluminescence. In the
presence of an electric field of proper polarity, loosely bound electrons on the n-doped
side of a pn junction drift (i.e., are injected) across the diode junction region where,
upon entering the p-doped region as minority carriers, they combine either by direct or
indirect band gap transitions with majority carrier holes rroducing both light and heat.
Primary success has been achieved in forming efficient l2qht-emitting junctions in single
crystalline solid-state compounds from group Ill and group V elements in the periodic

W1 itable, including: (GaP) (green, yellow, orange and red emission), (GaAsP) (orange and
red evission), and (GainP) (yellow emission). Other less efficient group lII-V, II-VI,
and IV-IV compound LEDs remain in a less developed state due to a combined lack of com-
mercial interest and government support. GaN falls in this category, but is noteworthy
because it has the potential for producing a full-color display. As a technology, LEDs
are continuing to evolve at a rapid pace. The LED has a demonstrated record of reliabil-
ity, long life, ruggedness, compatibility with integrated circuit drivers and is adapt-
able to many display applications. Power consumption can be expected to decrease appreci-
ably for most types of LEDs. In matrix-address LED displays luminance uniformities ade-
quate for video imagery have already been achieved. Additional development would be :e-
quired, however, to improve LED efficiency to the point where seven grey shades would be
readily visible in direct sunlight Further effort is required to produce the same
legibility at the maximum demonstrated resoluti,)n of 128 pixels/inch as is achieved forIi the 64 pixels/inch resolution presently being used in LED arrays suitable for alphanumericand vector-graphics applications. There are near-term applications for the individual
modules as flexible-form-factor spin-offs of t',e modular vector-graphic displays now under
development. In the near term, LEDs are expected to be most heavily applied in the air-
craft discrete-data-readout display applicttions that are presently dominated by incan-
descent-filament-based display devices, and i-a flexible information format message dis-
plays such as radar homing and warning panelsi, weapons status panels, and warning, caution,
and advisory annunciator panels. Aviation Rqd and Yellow LEDs that appear to be adequate
to satisfy these applications already exist. Aviation Green LEDs having adequate effici-
ency are not yet available, although several promising canUidates have been demonstrated.

LIQUID CRYSTAL (LC). Liquid crystal displa. devices are passive, using electro-optic
materials to modulate ambient light by mears of scattering, birefringence, polarization,
absorption, or combinations cf optical effccts. nvnamic scattering and twisted nematic
are the two most commonly used modes of oparation. Dye-based, el ,-p phenomena ap-
pear to show great promise for future displays. LC displays may operate as reflective
devices returning a portion of the ambien-e light to the viewer's eye or they may be
fabricated from transparent materials and. used in a transmissive mode. An integral light
source may be used with either mode of operation. Applications range from digital watches
to large screen projection systems with full-color images. LC displays are generally
credited with the following advantages:

o Low-Voltage Operation - Typically from 2 to 20 volts depending on the application,

making them compatible with any form of semiconductor drive circuitry.

0 Low Power Operation - Typically from 0.05 to 0.5 microwatts/pixel. Most system
requirements, which may include a licht source and/or heating, still result in low-power
operation for most applications.

0 Good Viewability Under Direct Sunlight Conditions - Due to the passive nature of
the display, contrast is relatively independent of ambient and 8 to 10 shades of grey Is
achievable in the reflective mode.

~ o Hih Reliability and Long Life - Too early for authoritative conclusions, but tests
to date and basic ailure mechanism analysis indicate operating life times of i0,OOC hours

: or more.

1A State-of-the-art LCs have the following limitations:

o Provisions for external lightinS must be considered due to passive nature of display.

o Existing LC materials cannot meet the full military operating temperature range
without temperature control. Typically, this can be accomplished by heating. For a*1 5" x 5" display, representative power values would be 5 watts sustaining after a 100-watt,90-second warmup from a cold soak.

Commercial developments have concentrated on numeric displays. Increasingly, LCs
are displacing LEDs in the watch and calculator markets because of their lower power dis-
sipation and lower cost. DoD efforts have concentrated on the development of multipurpose
displays which can display alphanumerics, graphics and sensor images. The state-of-the-
art in these developments is represented by 3.5" x 3.5", 130-pixel/inch display for a
total of 122,500 pixels which can display TV images. Present response times are in the
millisecond range.

PLASMA. There are two basic types of plasma displays: those that operate on ac voltage,
and those that operate on dc voltage.

The ac devices typically utilize a neon argon Sas mixture enclosed between dielectric-
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coated conductors in order to produce an orange glow whe.t proper voltages are applied
to the conductors. The Owens-Illinois Digivue consists of two glass plates with gold
electrodes on each plate. The plates are arranged such that the electrodes on one
plate are orthogonal to those on the other. A dielectric coating is placed over the
electrodes and the two plates are separated 'y small class rods or beads prior to
sealing and filling with gas. Display resolution of 2.0.-2.4 lines/mm (50-60 lines/inch)
for presentation of graphics has been ach.eved with this type of panel. Luminance is
typically 70-170 cd/m 2 (20-50 fL). The fact that the panels can be made transparent
also increases their versatility. Static information such as a map background may be
placed behind the panel or projected on the rear surface. The ac panel is bistable
and therefore does not require a refresh memory as do CRTs. Presently, ac displays are
being used in commercial computer terminals and in some major military ground applica-
tions.

The dc gas vezsion differs from tie ac version in that the electrodes are not sepa-
rated from the gas mixture by a dielectric layer, but are in direct contact with it. A
discharge at one pcint in a dc gas discharge panel makes it very easy to initiate another
discharge at ar immediately adjacent point. Self-scanning panels utilize this effect by
incorporating a multi-phase clock producing a se;uence of voltages to propagate a scan-
glow across the display. The inherent memory of the ac pan,-- is lost, but full grey scale
'7.p.bility is gained. Panels capable of presenting about 500 characters with about
..2 lines/mm (30 lines/inch) resolution are readily available, and many companies have
produced experimental single and multi-color TV displays with this technique. The re-
fresh requirements dictate that about 200 columns of information are a maximum limit on
size. Luminance is generally about 170 cd/m2 (50 fL), but some panels have exhibited well
over 340 cd/m 2 (100 fL). Typical effective luminous efficiency of 0.1 lumens/watt has
been achieved, resulting in a power dissipation of approximately 4 watts when all of t'ie
characters of a 30 line/inch, 256 character display are on. These characters are legible
in relatively high ambient illumination. At present, the commercial panels emit the
standard neon orange glow, however, experimental devices incorporating a variety of
phosphors have exhibited other colors. In practice, the dc panels have been widely used
only in the alphanumeric mode in applications requiring a few hundred characters, such as
a bank teller's terminal. The military is employing the Burrough's dc panel in develop-
mental models of the Army Digital Message Device which is a microprocessor controlled,
hand-held, battery-operated display carried by a forward observer. Existing technoiogy
does not allow utilization at either the low end or high end of ambient light conditions.
In addition, plasma displays are not directly IC addrezsable.

ELECTROCHROMC. Electrochromic technology capitalizes on selective absorption in certain
organic and inorganic materials and thereby utilizes ambient light reflected back to the
observers' eyes. An electric fieli is applied to a film of the electrochromic material
which is usually placed between a traneparent conductor and an aqueous electrolyte solu-
tion. Typically, tungsten oxide (WO ) is used as the electrochromic material, resulting
in a blue or white display. Some otier interesting color effects have been obtained with
lutetium diphthalocyanine constructed in both opaque and translucent cell configurations.
Ranges of color, from rose through a somewhat neutral shade of grey, to green-blue-green,
deep blue, and violet have been obtained by controlling the applied voltages. Electro-
chromics satisfy military operating temperature requirements and exhibit memory capability;
however, material problems relative to stability and efficient excitation of the electro-
chromic material have to date prevented the utilization of this technology.

ELECTROPHORETIC. Electzophozetic technology utilizes reflectivity, based on the transport
of charged pigment particles in a colloidal suspension. The colloidal scspension is a
dyed nonaqueous suspending fluid having pigment particles of a contrasting color dispersed
in it. This fluid is then sandwiched between two transparent electrode surfaces of glass
plates. Depending on the polarity cf the electrodes, the pigment particles are driven to
either the front or rear surface of the sandwich structure. The observer, therefora, sees
either the pigment or the suspending fluid which are different in color, resulting in the
observed display phenom.ena. Because of the reflective nature of the device, displays are
very attractive, look:g like ink on paper. Material problems still exist with this tech-

-2 nology; however, it is expected to be a very viable candidate for display use when these
problems are solved.

4 FERROELECTRIC (FL). Ferzoelectric (FE) technology incorporates transmissive devices which
are birefrinccnt and change the velocity of propagation of light (along two :zes of vibra-
tion) Dy application of an electric field. Therefore, white light, consisting of a multi-
plir-:ty of wave lengths within the vizible spectrum, will eyperience a continuously vari-
able phase shift across the spectrum when passed through a polarizer the FE material, and

Z another polarizer as the FE material is energized by an electric field. The use of FE
ceramic material has several disadvantages. When used in the birefringent mode, two polar-
izers are required which reduce light transmission to about 251. The material is tempera-
ture sensitive so that it exhibits a Curie temperature where the birefringence falls to a
very low level. Voltage levels for activation, are not IC compatible since they are in the
300 to 500 vdc region. The material exhibits a large capacitance and has hysteresis
characteristics so that all voltages must be approached from the same direction. The
material also requires transverse excitation which means either depositing interdigitized
electrodes or cross-slotting the material itself.

MICROCHANNEL PLATE (MCP). A microchannel plate is a plate made up of conductive glass
tubings which act as electron multiplier channels through secondary emission. These
plates are approximately 0.1 mm thick, typically with a tube diameter of 12 microns
(0.47 mils) with 15 micron (0.59 mils) center-to-center sparing, and variable gains up to
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)105. Microchannel plate technology has been pursued in re!Otion to image intensifiers

and other display applications for some time. There is work underway on an experimental
display device consisting of a cathode, microchannel plate, and a phosphor screen. The
cathode and MCP are structured as an array, with the cathode striped vertically and the
MCP striped horizontally. When one stripe on the cathode and one line on the MCP are
addressed simultaneously, one pixel located at their int-rsection would be activated.
With a viueo modulated light source illuminating the ent.re cathode, synchronous, se-
quential array scanning would result in a display of the video information on the phos-
phor screen.

MAGNETIC PARTICLES. The magnetic-particles display is a flat-panel, matrix-addressable
display device. Freely rotating, tiny, spherical permanent magnets, each of which is
half dark and nalf light in color, form the image of the display. The amount of ambient
light reflected by -the particles is a function of the rotation o: orientation of the
particles which is controlled by an applied magnetic field. The magnetic field emanates
frnm a nearby array of electromagnets that function as a non-,olatile memory. Sites in
the memory can be selectively magnetized by currents through conductors imbedded in the~display.

"QUASI" CRTs. Current efforts to redesign and shorten CRTs for display purposes dictate
that t! is technology be considered in any discussion of flat panel displays. Two of
these technologies axe discussed below. The results obtained to date preclude the evalua-
tion of these technologies at this time.

"Flatscreen" operates by extracting electrons from a gas discharge and accelerating tiem
to high energy to excite conventional CRT phosphors. Scanning is accomplished by an X-Y
matrix. Depth dimensions using this approach have been reported as low as three inches.

"Area Cathode" approach replaces the point source cathode of the conventional CRT with an
area source cathode consisting of an array of closely spaced filament wires. A multi-
layer control and switching stack is inserted between the cathode and phosphor screen.
The depth of this mechanization has been reported to be two inches.

Display Addressing

THIN FiLM TRA1,SISTOR ARRAYS (TFT). Significan. advantages can be obtained using flat
panel displays by placing active control elements at the location of each picture element
on the panel. TFT switching devices can be deposited over these large areas ueces-ary
for many display addressing applications. The gain of these devices provides the neces-
sary discrimination for X-Y addressing, minimization of cross-talk, anI maximizes bright-
ness by providing an essentially 100% duty cycle for an "on' element. Since the TFTs are
used only as switches and can switch analog as well as digital inp:-t signals, gZey scale
operation is an inherent capability of this approach. The voltage levels and output
capabilities of these devices make thpm compatible with a wide range of display tech-
nologies including electr2lim.nescence, liquid cry-tal, and eloctrophoretics. Single
crystal technolcgy is n,,t easily compatible with large area display devices but, at the
same tine, such displays do not require the device qualities f;r which single crystal
technology is noted. Thin film transistors nicely fill this gap.

The producibility of 6" x 3", 222 by 77 line (37 x 26 lines/inch) TFT addressing ar-
rays has recently been established on a pilot line facility, and samples of this display
using powder phosphor are available now and have been delivered for incorporation into
experimental models of the AN/PSG-2 (Digital Message Device). Ongoing efforts are direc-
ted toward !:ambining these TFT arrays with the high contrast, thin film phosphor structure

A and integration scanning circuitry to the periphery if the array using compatible TFT
V circuitry. The resulting device will combine the advantages of small size and ueight.

low power consumption, excellent legibility under all conditions, operation under the
full military temperature range, and a minimum of external connections. The first of
these fully integrated displays is expected to be available in 1979. In the meantime,
designs for handneld terminals and aircraft instrumentation displays using this tech-
nology are being initiated.

I!TEGRAL SILICON DRIVE. The highly refined tilicon processing techniques of the semi-
conductor industry can be used to produce matrix arrays which pxovide an int-gral, active
element for control of each picture elemrent. This technique, at present, has been con-
fined to liquid crystal displays.

This approach makes use of the technology and production equipment that have been
developed for high volume LSI production operations. High density ccnfigurations are' bible, and the resulting switch devices are of high quality and uniformity. (Up to
58 pixels/inch over an area of approximately 0.25" by 0.25" had beer. demonstrated.! At
present, the size of the display module is limited by commercial processing equipment and
silicon wafer technology. The 3.5" silicon wafers no% used have ?roduced display modules
which are .175" square (an array of 175 x 175 pixels). Larger display surfaces must be
carefully assembled from the basic modules, and module size will be paced by the commer-
cial processing lines. Arrays have also been successfully fabricated using Silicon on
Sapphire (SOS) that simplifies the processing steps, iacreases the voltage breakdown
threshold and, because the sapphire is transparent, produces transparent drive arrays.
Further development in this area is hindered by thL lagging interest of coeercial houses
in SOS technology for other applications. Charge coupled device (CCD) tachnology has
produced sensor airays of matrix elementu which aze scamed to read out the i - using

i _ _



bucket briqades of CCU shift registers. It has been suggested that a matrix display
could be fa,)ricated in an analogous manner, with the Lmage shifted in. CCD may offer

| distinct advantages in sixmplification of the addressing problem.

CROzSED ELnCTRODL MATRIX1. The approach of utili-ing a simple set of crossed electrodes
for drivinc a matriy display iz used with a variety of display materials including LED,
LC, plasma ,'anels, and FL films. The applicability of thii approach as an addressing
technique depends on the extent of the nonlinearity of the display =aterial involved.
This approach ir .ieing coupled wi~h a thin film electroluminescent phosphor t. form a
passively driven matrix display-a display without an active element at each picture
element site. The success achieved dep:.ds on the extremely nonlinear brightness vs.
drive voltage charaterist-cs of the electroluminescent film layer which minimizes
crosstalk from activated picture elements. Typically. wit- h line at a time address,
half tha reLuired voltage would -,ar on one row electrode, and half would appear on
the column electrodes with the appropri2te pulse width modulation to obtain the desired
brightness le-el for those picture elements being activatee. This approach has recently
b,-:n de.onstrated over a small area at electrode dersities of 500/inch with crsstalk
contrast valuE- 6L the order of 70:1. The appioach has also been use-. to demonstrate
a 180 x 240 elerent patel (at lower element densitizs) with a black background layer
for real-time TV %hich is legible in bright room ambient.

I:
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SUMMARY

Display systems are currently developed by a cyclical two-stage process. Anequipment ip developed, and there is then a period in which its suitability for use byan operatoz is assessed. The results of the evaluation determine the modifications
which WilL be introduced into the next cycle of the process. This paper considers the
possibiliiy of adopting a design strategy which initially assesses operator performance
and then uses the result of this azsessment to determine what equipment development
would best meet the requirements of the operator. As the subject under consideration is
visual display systems, the text considers only the visual aspects of human performance
and relates these attributes to display parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid advances that have recently occurred in technology, particularly in the
microelectronics i~dustry, have created an environment in which the systems designer hasat his disposal a vast number of design options which only a few years ago were not
available. These developments have given hi~r the capability to construct systems which
are more complex than any previously envisagead. This situation has come about by two
means; firstly, we are rapidly reaching a sicuation where the designer is able to
request the introduction of novel techniques, knowing that such requests can often be
met, given sufficient time and financial investment; secondly, many modern systems arenow based on relatively old, well-proven 'ardware which permits flexibility by means of
software options. The designer increasingly finds himself in a position of having to

9 j select what he considers to be the optimum combination of hardware and software to
produce a viable system. This selection process is proving more and more difficult, and
frequently represents the critical activity in the design phase of a system.

Whereas in the past almost every information source that could Le made available was
rapidly incorporated into the cockpit, and the problems encountered related to the
selection of the optimum display device, position and format, there are now so manysources and derivatives of these sources that the problem frequently becomes one cf
selecting the correct derivative to display to the -!lot. There can be little doubt
that the military pilot's information requirement nas been increased by the need tocarry out precision navigation and weapon delivery tasks at low altitudes whilst flying
at high speed in conditions of reduced visibility. However, because the piloting taskhas increased in complcxity it is essential that the information presented to the pilotshould assist in simplifying the task and not make it even more difficult.

The pilot may be considered as a discontinuous, sequential operator' of limited
capacity, with the ability to process and act on information at a rate which is
extremely slow compared with the speed obtainable with microelectronics. Although
microelectronics may be superior to the human for carrying out relatively mundaneScalculations, the pilot is made irreplaceable by his ability to access informatio, at
random in his memory and make decisions based on novel combinations of information
sources. If we assume that these particular human qualities necessitate the retention
of a pilot as part of an overall system, we must carefully consider how this will affect4 the critical decisions made by the system designer.

It would appear that whilst the pilot is able to provide the flexibility within the
system, which microelectronics and associated software alone cannot offer, this
flexibility is achieved at the cost of seriously reducing the speed of operation ofother parts of the system. One could argue that when the electronic systems are
operating correctly the pilot becomes the limiting element. If this is so, it shouldbe the role of the systen, designer to appreciate the nature and extent of the pilot's
limitations and design his system to minimise their effect, at the same time making
best use of the pilot's scperior performance in other activities.
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Traditionally the system designer has paid careful attention to ensuring that the
major sub-components cf a system are correctly matched, so that the overall transfer
characteristic of the hardware ib optimal. During the design and prototype assembly
phases the research staff reduce the number of switching and software options they are
prepared to make available to the pilot. rrequently this latter process is carried out
in a very unsystematic manner, based on the intuition of the designer. Eventually the
complete system may be assessed in a flight trial, when a very limited number of pilots
may provide subjective assessments of the system. Even if trials are mounted in which
objective data are gathered, all too often the number of data points gathered is in-
sufficient to analyse the complex interaction of parameters that occurs. Consequently,
this makes it impossible to assess the system accurately. In addition, the limited time
available in the air and the problems associated with an equipment refit make it
difficult, if not impssibLe, to introduce and evaluate modifications. The introduction
of programmable digital avionic systems should in theory improve the ability to introduce
modifications but c.ie cannot help but wonder whether, in the future, software changes
are going to be any less difficult to implement than hardware changes have been in the
past.

The traditional approach outlined above is an "evolutionary approach" in which there
is no ideal specification towards which the designer's activities are directed. The
approach is one in which the specification is based upon a refinement of the specific-
ation used to produce the last generation of equipment, and relies upon past experience
to make modifications to what arp considered to be the nost important parameters. One
cannot deny that this approach has proved successful in the development of many systems,
but there are also examples where a badly conceived system has been continuously refined
to realise an only partially adequate final result, and in these cases a total redesign
should have been undertaken. There is little to be gained from intellectually brilliant
developments of a concept which is fundamentally wrong.

What then are the alternatives? Should we design by exclusion rather than by
inclusion, removing all the parameter combinations that obviously will not work for one
reason or another and retaining dll the potentially viable combinations for further
evaluation? Obviously, the answer to this alternative must be "no", as we would create
impossibly large numbers of combinations which we could not hope to handle in any
systematic analysis. Perhaps the answer lies in the phrases "ideal specification"
mentioned above. Should we not ask ourselves whether such an entity could exist when
first addressing the design problem?

The designer all too often forgets that !e is attempting to produce a system for
information transfer and not just information display. It is the transfer process
which is all important and involves not only the sensor/display system but the human
operator (pilot) as well. The system designer should therefore consider the operator
a., an element within the system, and should incorporate human performance
characteristics into his calculations when attempting to assess the relative potentials
of alternative systems. It may be that we would approach the "ideal specificati.on" if
we were to design systems that weie matched to human performance characteristics; after
all, a human will eventually operate the system. If we allow ourselves to be convinced
that such an approach may have at least some possible benefits over the evolutionary
approach, we must now consider how to proceed.

.aving hopefully stimulated the reader to consider at least the possibility that5data from axperimental psychology studies may have some relevance to system design
problems, it is not the intention of the authors to present masses of numerical
information which may cause such confusion that the fundamental concepts cannot be
grasped. It would appear to be much more profitable to make the reader aware of the

1types of information available in specific reference sources and outline the
, 4 relevance of the data to particular design problems.

2. THE OBJECTIV1 MEASUREMENT OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE

Innumerable measurement techniques have been devised to quantify specific aspects of
human performance. Many of the techniques realise data in a form which makes them
unsuitable for use by the system designer. It becomes impossible to derive an "ideal
specification" because all too often the units adopted are incompatible with those of
the parameters manipulated in the rest of the display system. Display performance may
be described typi'ally in terms of a modulation transfer function (MTF). In the 1960's
it was realised that the MTF approach could also be applied to the human visual system.
The opportunity at last appeared to exist to enable certain attributes of the visual

6system to be represented in the system calculations. Although considerable developments
41 have occurred since these early beginnings, proving the relevance of the measure to

display design, the fundamental difficulty of applying MTF techniques has not changed
significantly. There are at least two separate aspects of the visual system which must
be considered2 : the spatial transfer characteristics and the temporal characteristics.
One must now consider how these descriptive parameters relate to the essential
operations that occur in the perception of visual information.

The visual perceptual process may be conveniently subdivided into two major
subprocesses; the peripheral reception process which occurs at the eye, and the
integration and decizion making process which occurs centrally within the brain. In
the first of these subprocesses may be included the fundamental activity of signaldetection, whilst the second subprocess contains more complex activities such as signal
processing, signal correlation, pattern recognition, decision making and responseLL~ _-- -
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control. All these 1 components of the perceptual process possess non-linear
and discontinuous p. ies which make it extremely difficult to utilise an KrF
approach to describe the entire mechanism quantitatively. It is possible, however, to
generate data which at least partially describe the simpler aspects of vision, such as
the detection of radiant: energy in the eye, the transmission of semi-processed
information to the brain and certain aspects of central processing. As many of these
simpler operations provide the essential information on which the more complex
processes operate, great potential benefits are to be gained by ensuring that thp
properties of such operations are fully appreciated and that equipments utilise their
performance to the full. The data are insufficient to describe the pattern recognition
process, althoug several attempts have been made to model this extremely complex
activity 3. The authors concede that although such moeels have certain credibility,
they represent a very specialised application of the MTF approach and consequently fall
outside the terms of reference of this paper.

In the sections which follow, the discussion describes the procedures adopted to
realise MTF data for the simpler perceptual operations before considering them in terms
of their relation to display image parameters. Where appropriate, the interactions that
may occur and the compromises that may have to be made in system design are indicated.
Thioughout the text emphasis is placed on the visual conditions that must exist for the
efficient transfer of unambiguous information across the electro-optical display /
visual system interface.I 3. DISPLAY SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND SPATIAL 11ODULATION TRANSFER

The spatial modulation transfer function of the visual system may be plotted by a
technique devised by Campbell which requires subjects to respond to a sine-wave grating
of known visual angle. By presenting a sine-wave grating of known spatial frequency
(calculated as cycles per degree of visual angle) on a cathode ray tube and increasing
the cignal luminance modulation until the grating becomes visible, the threshold of
detection for the known spatial frequency can be obtained. By repeating the procedure
over a range of discrete spatial frequencies, a curve of spatial frequency by screen
luminan-e modulation can be plotted; this is the so called spatial MTF curve of theI .visual system. Unlike the MTF curve for an electronic system, which precisely describes
the system, the MTF curve produced by the above technique only describes the visual
system's characteristics under the conditions present when the data were obtained.
However, b adapting the procedure, spatial MTF curves may be obtained which relate more
precisely to the design problem under investigation. For example, simply by changingI the spectral emission of the cathode ray tube the effect of wavelength and bandwidth on
the transfer characteristic can be evaluated s, or by changing the orientation of the
grating relative to the visual vertical the orientation specificity of the visual system
may be revealed0 .I The fact that a family of MTF curves may be generated indicates the complexity of
the interface undei consideration. It is important to realise the relevance of
individual display parameters, but even more important to understand the way in which
parameters interact; the correct selection of the most important parameter interactionsI for optimisation is essential if the optimum display / visual system interface is to be
produced,

Having outlined the magnitude of the problem with which the designer is faced, let
us now consider how spatial MTF data for the visual system may facilitate the
selection of particular display parameters for further investigation. Perhaps the
easiest way of presenting the relevant information to the reader in a manageable formI would be to consider each component of the electro-optical display / visual system in
turn, and to show how each element relates to frequency and modulation data independ-
ently. This, however, is only partially possible as the frequency and modulation

VF components of a visual stimulus cannot be considered to be orthogonal. In the sections
which follow an attempt has been made to discuss these two aspects of the stimulus
independently, and where interactions occur the relative importance of each of the two
stimulus dimensions is indicated.

3.1 Display Surround

The panel and instruments surrounding an electro-optical display reflect at least
some of the incident ambient illumination, and this reflected light is often perceived
in peripheral vision whilst fixation is directed to the display. The presence of this
peripheral stimulation not only causes changes In the adaptation state of the eye, but
also affects perception in the central portion of the eye retina owing to the
significant spatial interactions that occur within the system7 . The presence of
peripheral stimulation by the light reflected from the panel thus has the effect of

Tl changing the eye's spatial MTF, with the nett result that the ability to perceive low
4 signal modulations and high spatial frequencies within the display image under fixation

is reduced.

The peripheral stimulation may take several forms, ranging from discrete glare
C -sources, which may be due to highlight reflections from instruments, to even surround

luminance caused by general reflection from the panel oi uniform emissions from adjacent
displays. it is more usual for a combination of these two extremes to exist when a
complex panel is under observation. Fortunately the effects of glare sources on vision
within the central retina are additive8 and this enables the effects of a number of
sources causing simulta.3eous peripheral stimulation to be calculated, The effect on the
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eye's spatial MTF of each source is proportional to the illumination produced at the eye
by the source, and is approximately inversely proportional to the square of the angular
separation from the line of sight to the image under fixation. Because of this
additivity an even surround may be considered as an infinite number of small glare
sources in order to perform the necessary calculations.

Glare effects have been quantified experimentally by determining the luminance an
even surround must possess in order to have the same effect as the glare source on the
eye's spatial MTF. By this means it has been possible to explore systematically the
effect on the eye's MTF of peripheral stimulation caused by spurious reflections. The
majority of results are in agreement that the ability to detect both low signal
modulations and high spatial frequencies within the display image is optimal Rhen the
surround luminance to display background luminance ratio is unity9 1 ". Suprisingly
perhaps, as this ratio is reduced below unity, i.e. the surround is darkened, the
display signal modulations must be increased tomaintain operator performance, but the
increment required is only very gradual and over a limited range. When the luminance
ratio is increased above unity, i.e. the surround becomes brighter, display image
modulations must be increased rapidly and over a much larger range. The change in the
eye's ability to detect contrast within the display image is proportionl to the
increase in the surround luminance that has occurred and follows the tollowing
relationship"1 :

C' =Cref O.9815 +0-0185LS)
reLBLB

LSwhere: C' =threshold contrast for a given ratio fB> 1

C r threshold contrast when S = I

ref LB

LS = surround luminance

LB = display background luminance

From the above it may be concluded that the optimum perception of display inform-
ation is achieved when the luminance induced by the presence of ambient illumination on
adjacent panel and instruments is equivalent to the background luminance of the display.
Obviously any formulation which includes a term for display background luminance can
only be applied to a situation in which alphanumeric or symbolic information is

- Ipresented against a blank background. Difficulties arise when such formulations are
applied to displays which are required to present a sensor derived pictorial image of
the outside world on a raster or matrix format. Here no uniform background exists and
the problem becomes one of deciding whether it woulo be beneficial to have increased
asymmetric modulation from the adaptation level of the eye (i.e. the display background
of the symbology case) or to have increased modul -tion symmetrical around the
adaptation level. That is, should the black or the mid-grey level of the imaging
display be equivalent to the display background term used in the above formula? This is
a question which within the limits of out knowledge remains unresolved and is currently
under investigation.

Only luminance contrast has been considered above but more recently the introduction
of colour displays offers the possibility of using colour contrast. A second type of
adaptation must now be considered, which also affects the MTF of the eye. The presence
of a coloured surround may induce a change in the colour adaptation of the eye which can
dramatically alter the apparent colour of the displayed information. For example, a red
surround can cause a yellow symbol to appear green. To alleviate this problem it is
recommended that, wherever possible-, display surrounds should be black, grey or white to
ensure colour balance in the peripheral retina and thus reduce the possibilitl of
differential colour adaptation occurring. The introduction of multiple colour display
installations may present specific difficulties, as several large areas of dissimilar

A colour may be present simultaneously in peripheral vision, causing indeterminate changes
in the adaptation which may result in the incorrect interpretation of colour coded
information. Further studies are urgently required to investigate these effects more
fully.

3.2 Display Visual-Field Size

The visual angle subtended by the display at the eye depends not only upon the
absolute size of the display but also upon the real or apparent viewing distance. When
the display image is vicwed indirectly, via an optical pathway, the optical components
themselves rarely limit the performance of the system significantly. Perhaps the major
exception to thi. statement is when a fibre-optic bundle ic introduced into the pathway.
For all but the latter type of optical element, the transmission of spatial
frequencies up to the maximum of 60 cycles per degree of visual angle resolvable by the
eye can comfortably be met by the optical components. The attenuation of display image
modulations which may occur within the optics significantly reduces visual performance
only at ':he highest spatial frequencies. In indirectly viewed systems the design of

-the exit pupil often limits operator performance more than the simple transmission
losses. The relationship between %;he total field of view and the instantaneous field of
view is particularly important, especially in binocularly viewed systems such as the
conventional head-up display, where portions of the fielc .nay be viewed monocularly
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whilst other portions are viewed binocularly. Precise image alignment must be achieved

in this and similar systems to ensure that the optimum convergence of the two eyes
results, in order to reduce eye strain and false depth cues to a minimum12.

In the design of both directly and indirectly viewed systems it is essential that
the display image plane falls within the accommodative range of the eye (approximately
0 to 6 dioptres) if high spatial frequencies are to be resolved". Within this range
maximum performance can be obtained over prolonged periods of observation by positioning
the display image at the resting position of accommodation (mean 1.7 dioptre) , thus
ensuring that maximum cpatial resolution is achieved with minimum muscular fatigue.
When the image is positioned near oi outside the limits of the operator's accommodative
range, high spatial frequencies can no longer oe resolved and performance rapidly
deteriorates. It must also be remembered that it is not easy to specify absolute design
limits, since the range over which accommodation is possible differs sigo.ificantly from
operator to operator. In addition, the range available is seriously reduced with
increasing age13 , and this may represent a primary consideration in defining the final
position of the display image, particularly in civil and surveillance aircraft where the
operators may be more mature.

Assuming the above considerations have been used to define the position of the image
plane of the display system, simple calculations may be performed using display image
size and subtended visual Pngle to obtain the magnitude of the smallest displayed area
that will remain withir che spatial bandwidth of the visual system 6 . It is pointless
to develop flat panel or cathode ray tube displays which are capable of displaying
information tar beyond the bandwidth of the visual system, since the information will
simply not be perceived. The calculation outlined above provides a method for defining
approximately the minimum picture point size that is required at the display surface if
the entire bandwidth of the operator's visual system is to be utilised. Regrettably,
even if such high spatial frequencies were to be displayed, the signal modulation
required to enable them to be perceived would be extremely high and would probablv be
beyond the capabilities of most display devices. Because of this serious limitation,
the calculation may bc more appropriately used to determine what spatial frequencies the
operator will be able to resolve within the limitations of the display technology. If
the operator's task is one of identifying small targets, which may be represented as
high spatial frequencies, the result of this calculation may influence the choice u.
field of view of the sensor adopted to provide the image signals. The same calculation
also allows one to predict whether the raster structure of a CRT or the matrix format
of a flat panel display will be clearly and perhaps disturbingly visible at the eye.

In addition to determining the detail v-i1 ble within the display image, the angle
subtended at the eye by the image determines the area over which visual search must be
performed. The majority of visual information is assimilated via the central fovea of
the retina, which is directed to areas of high or relevant information content, but
additional information of low spatial frequency content may be assimilated by the
peripheral retina. The extent to which peripheral display information is available is

primarily determined by the visual angle subtended by the display image. Data in the
literature describing the ability to perceive image modulations in peripheral vision
appear initially to contradict each other, but the inconsistencies may be resolved when
the adaptation of the eye is taken into account. Plots produced during scotopic
adaptation show that the ability Lo detect luminance modulations improves with
increasing eccentricity from the fovea'7 until an asymptote is reached at 5 degrees. In
photopic adaptation, however, increased luminance modulations are required with
increasing eccentricity 9  . As would be expected from the above, spatial frequency
resolution is also retinal position dependent. The highest spatial frequencies are
best detected at the centre of the fovea, with a measurable loss in spatial resolution
occurring at as little as 5 minutes of arc of eccentricity. Beyond this point spatial
resolution falls off extremely rapidly with increasing offset, until at approximately
20 degrees little further decrement in performance occurs

0 
21

f One may conclude from the above findings that, since the perception of high spatial
Sfrequencies may only be achieved by the central retina, a display which subtends a

large visual angle may not significantly increase the ability of the operator to
assimilate information about a stationary image. On the contrary, the large area over
which visual search must occur to allow the fovea to extract relevant information may
substantially reduce performance. However, the ability of the peripheral retina to
detect movement infermation in a display image is an important factor determining the
final selection of display visual field size (see Seation 4.2).

7
3.3 Monocular, Biocular or Binocular Viewing

r Monocular systems have the potential advantcges of being smaller and cheaper than
binocularly viewed displays. Their small size may also permit them to be brought close
to the eye to produce a much larger visual-field than is possible with a panel mounted
display. Although initially the use of monocular displays appears attractive there are
several operational features which must be evaluated before selecting this option.

Monocular displays frequentiy have a very limited exit pupil which requires the
operator to position his eye extremely close to the display optics. For a display
mounted in the panel this has the obvious disadvantage of requiring the pilot to make
large physical movements which are time consuming and seriously disrupt his search
activities across areas remote from the display. In the airborne environment where

_flying activity is primary, this is the major factor which restricts the use of

A
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monocular displays in single seat aircraft. In dual seat aircraft the operating
environment is less restricted and the second crew member may have sufficient time at
hii disposal to make a head-down monocular display a viable proposition. However, there
can be no doubt that the presence of information in the non-display eye which is either
totally uncorrelated or only partially correlated with the information in the display
eye causes decrement in visual performance. Under certain circumstances fusion may
occur across the two eyes, or the phenomenon known as binocular rivalry may occur.

r Rivalry is outside the terms of reference of this paper and the reader is directed to
more extensive discussions of the subject22 23. Suffice it to say that this phenomenon
dramatically affects the ability of the operator to process displayed information andi ultimately may become the limiting element in certain monocular display systems such as

the helmet-mounted display.

IWhen the display is viewed with two eyes either biocularly or binocularly the
operator frequently experiences increased comfort. There is no one factor which can
account for this benefit, but the ability of the visual system to integrate the highly
but not totally correlated information from the two retinae may reduce the effort
involvea in processing the signal within the brain. The summation of the two images
which occurs is not total 23 , but the overall effect of this binocular iziteraction is to
improve the signal to noise ratio within the system, increasing the statistical
probability of detecting signal modulations24 2. The nett result of viewing the display
image binocularly is that the ability to perceive limiting contrast is improved, as is
the ability to resolve high spatial freauencies 2 .

For a single, directly viewed display image, the above effects are beneficial;
however, for display systems such as night vision goggles, where two images may be
present or a single image may be viewed biocularly, the mechanical alignment limitations
of the display device may seriously erode the benefits to be gained from two-eye viewing.
The visual system is relatively intolerant to vertical 27 and rotational 28 alignment errors
which may cause convergence difficulties 29 , double imaging 2 and subsequent loss in
visual resolution. Unequal magnifications also make binocular image fusion difficult

30

and binocular rivalry may occur. The necessary degree of image correlation usually falls
*within the capabilities of most optical systems and care in the design and alignment

processes associated with production can usually obviate all these difficulties and
allow the operator to reap the benefits to be gained from binocular viewing.

3.4 Display Luminance

It is convenient to divide the discussion on display luminance effects into two
sections. Firstly, since the MTF of the visual system is affected by the adaptation
state of the eye, it is important to consider the average state of adaptation, which may
be related to the average luminance of the display image and to the effects of surround
luminance. Secondly, consideration must be given to the extent of signal modulations
around the average luminance and to the spatial distributions of these modulations.

The average luminance of the display and its surround will determine whether the
eye is operating under conditions of scotopic, mesopic or photopic adaptation. Over the
range of luminances represented by these adaptation states, the pupil of the eye changes
its diameter considerably 3 , and this affects the ability of the retina to resolve high
spatial frequency data32. At low luminance levels, when retinal illumination is low
and scotopic adaptation exists, the ability to resolve high spatial frequencies is
poor 33. At moderate luminances, the ability to resolve detail increases rapidly, until
a maximum value is reached when the pupil reaches its minimum size 3

4.

When scotopic adaptation conditions prevail, high signal modulations are required
Nto make low and medium spatial frequencies visible in the image, and high -patial

frequencies will not be perceived. In the mesopic range, the necessary signal
(I modulations are of smaller magnitude and re]atively high spatial frequencies will be

visible. In the photopic range, signal modulation may be reduced still further and the
highest spatial frequencies become visible". Within the photopic range, a relatively
constant relationship may be established between the absolute luminance of an area of
the display image and the increase in luminance that must exist in an adjacent region
in order that two separate grey shades may be visible. This is expressed in the Weber-
Fechner Fraction (Luminance increment/Absolute luminance = Constant) 3 . The value of
the constant is generally taken as 2% and using this figure it is possible to predict,
using an iterative procedure, the number of perceptible grey shades that can be
displayed. The complex spatial interactions that occur in the retina when areas of
inequivalent luminance are juxtaposed allow this low 2% figure to be achieved36 , but
in the absence of juxtaposition a contrast of approximately 7% is required to ensure
perceptibility. This increase in contrast seriously reduces the number of grey shades
which can be perceived in a display of limited dynamic range. A host of unusual
interactions may be observed, affecting apparent image quality and raising doubts as to
the validity of the use of the term "grey scale"36 ". All of the above effects are
i.mportant in determining the ability of pilots to detect targets in display images.

Display luminance alone is insufficienit to describe the conditions under which the
display is used. The ambient illumination incident upon the disrlay and its surround
has a considerable effect on the pilot's ability to detect signal-modulations. Light
reflected from the display surface adds to the light emitted by the display and causes
the mean luminance level to increase whilst at the same time reducing the effective
signal modulation. To ccinter this effect a number of alternatives are available.
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If the display has sufficient dynamic range, the luminance and modulation levels
may be increased, but although this may appear to be the simplest solution, it is far
from the best, since it may seriously reduce the life of the dibplay. Also, the eye may

be driven into saturation by increased display luminance, so that the pupil can contract
no further and the limit of the ability to resolve high spatial frequencies is reached.

f A further adverse effect is that veiling glare within the eye may reduce retinal
M! illumination modulation to a significant extent.

The most successful method for reducing the adverse effects of high ambient
illumination is to use filters on the surface of the display. Simple neutral density
filters can increase signal modulation by attenuating the display emission only once
whilst attenuating the ambient illumination twice 39. Polarising filters may achieve a
similar improvement in signal modulation, but a far greater improvement can be achieved
by the use of narrow bandwidth display emissions with matcl.ad absorption filters

0 
"i.

Although the peak luminance to the eye is considerably attenuated by the filter, the

signai modulation is much improved and the display luminance can frequently be reduced
without loss of information.

Display visibility in high ambient illumination conditions can also be enhanced by
the use of directional filters, in which a structure of louvres or cells is arranged to
prevent ambient light falling on the surface of the display except from the direction
which is effectively masked by the pilot's head. The effectiveness of filters of this
type is inversely proportional to the acceptance angle of the structure used and this
makes them more suitable for aircraft with single-seat cockpits, in which the range of
angles from which displays are viewed is very limited, than for transport aircraft in
which cross-cockpit viewing of displays for monitoring purposes is required.

3.5 Display ColourIBecause of technological limitations, airborne electronic displays have until
recently been single-coloured (monochromatic). One of the major difficulties has
always been to produce a display with sufficient luminance to compete with ambient
illumination. The luminous efficiency (V) of the retina is not equal for all wave-lengths, and also varies with the state of adaptation42.  In scotopic adaptaticn, at a

wavelength of 507 rm minimum radiant energy is required to achieve a given subjective
brightness, whilst rapidly increasing amounts of energy are required to maintain this
brightness for changes in wavelength in either direction. In photopic adaptation,
minimum radiant energy is required at 555 nm and more energy at other wavelengths.
Since displays are used predominantly in conditions in which the eye operates
photopically, many green displays have been developed. However, the current avail-
ability of more rugged phosphors for CRT's, capable of high radiant energy at di'ferent
wavelengths, and of light emitting diodes operating at a variety of wavelengths, makes

4 it possible to use alternative display colours. The operator factors which should be
used in the selection of display colours now assume a grezter importance than the
technological factors.

Although in scotopic adaptation larger signal modulations are required at long
wavelengths to enable high spatial frequencies to be observed ", these levels are
usually within the range of the display. At photopic levels, wavelength effects become
insignificant in determining modulation levels required",and one must search for other
criteria on which to base the choice of colour. The-e are various factors whic
influence this choice. The accommodative mechanism of the eye appears to be most
strongly activated by yellow light and less affected by emission3 of other wavelengths

5 .
Since chromatic aberration occurs in the eye, because it is unable to refract all
wavelengths equally, short wavelengths will be focussed in front of the retina when the
eye is accommodated to primarily yellow light and long wavelengths will be focussed
effectively behind the retina. The tesult of this phenomenon is to cause the eye to be
myopic to short wavelengths and thus to yield poor acuity, whereas long wavelengths may
be accommodated, though possibly at the expense of considerable eye fatigue. This is
particularly true if the emissions are extremely saturated due to their narrow bandwidth.
It could be argued, therefore, that short wavelengths should always be avoided and long
wavelengths should be used sparingly. On the other hand, the increased visual saturation
that can be achieved at the extremes of the visible spectrum' "'offers the opportunity
to use colour contrast instead of luminance contrast to compete with ambient
illumination 7 . On balance, it appears that the banefits to be gained by using colour
contrast may be outweighed by the accommodative difficulties which may be experienced,
and intermediate wavelengths filtered by contrast enhancing devices are to be
recommended for all conditions except where scotopic adaptation is essential".

When multiple colours are employed on the same display surface, care must be taken

to balance the radiant energy of each emission to take into account the effect of
variation in luminous efficiency described above. A single balance equation is probably
inadequate to maintain equivale ft perceptible colour separation at all luminances, as
the apparent hue of a given wavelength changes with luminance"

9 . The accommcdative
effects already described are also very relevant when rmultiple colours are displayed
simultaneously. Because of the inability to focus all wavelengths equivalently at any
instant in time, the lens of the eye must be continually adjusted to bripq into focus
the information required". When one wavelength is in focus, high spatial frequencies
at that wavelength can be resolved, but the frequencies resolvable at other wavelengths
are seriously reduced. This means that in a complex multi-colour display, only the
detail at one particular wavelength may be resolved at any instant, a change in eye
focus being required to see detail at other wavelengths. This refocussing may lead to
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considerable eye fatigue, and may also present to the brain a distance cue which is

inappropriate since it results from a two-dimensional image. The result is that the
display, particularly when presenting symbology, may have an apparent three-dimensional
quality, with some elements appearing to float in front of the display surface. One
possible way of overcoming this effect is to desaturate the colours to facilitate
refraction at the lens of the eye, but this seriously reduces the possibility of using
bandpass filters to enhance image contrast.

An additional consideration is the sensitivity of the peripheral retina to different
wavelengths of light"1 . The peripheral retina is able to detect red and blue emissicns
much more readiLy than green, but the response tie to red peripheral stimuli is
considerably greater than that for either blue or green. Few data are available
describing the spatial frequencies which can be resolved peripherally at each wavelength.
The trade-offs between luminous sensitivity and speed of response must be carefully
assessed to meet any particular display requirements.

Even when care is taken to balance different wavelengths to maintain equivalent
colour separation, and information is carefully positioned to make best use of
peripheral vision, colour adaptation effects can negate all this careful planning. If
the retina is adapted to a specific wavelength, the apparent hue of a stimulus may shift
by the equivalent of 15 nm52 towards the adaptation wavelength. This can cause
difficulties in colour coding, since a code can appear to move into the next category.
The effect is not limited to the situation where fixation changes from one display to
another; unequal distribution of information in a relatively large display image may
result in the generation of the effect. Spatial interactions resulting in simultaneous
colour contrast can have similar, disturbing effects S3.

3.6 Visor/Spectacle Transmission

This element of the display system is often forgotten in the design phase simply
because, like the operator, it is spatially separate from the integrated electronics
comprising the display system. Visors designed solely to protect the pilot in the event
of bird strikes, or ejection, may have a transmission efficiency greater than 80%, but
attenuating visors are frequently only 15% efficient. The three main features to be
considered in spectacles and visors are their attenuating properties, their wavelength
specificity and the amount of dispersion that occurs in the material from which they are
constructed.

The effects of attenuating average luminance levels and signal modulations have been
pointed out in the section on display luminance. In addition to these, it should be
remembered that the attenuation of ambient illumination that will occur when visors or
spectacles are in use will result in a change of the adaptation state of the eye, and
will affect modulation and spatial frequency sensitivity. If wavelength specificity is
a feature of the optical material, this may prove beneficial in enhancing the apparent
contrast of the outside world, or, if appropriately matched to the display emissions,
that of the display 5 4. In an environment where multiple wavelengthZ are present, care
should be taken not to attenuate vital coloured information Friously.

Even when new, the optical materials which comprise the visor or spectacles often
di perse light and produce veiling glare which further reduces the effective modulation
of the display. When, with use, scratches and finger marks appear on the optical
surface, these cause further dispersion, particularly in high ambient illuminations, and
cause a dramatic loss in apparent signal modulation.

3.7 Raster or Cursively Written Display

Although these two types of display have strikingly different image formats,
calculations based on disilay image characteristics show that only in one area are the
differences major. it djiplay image modulation were unlimited, the maximum spatial
frequency resolvab e at tne eye would be the resultant of the relationship between tube
spot size and viewing distance. Eventually the spot size becomes the limiting parameter
and thc minimum size achievable limits the horizontal resolution of both types of
display. For the cursive display, vertical resolution is again limited by the spot size
but the raster display may have either similar or inferior resolution, dependent upon
the line standard adopted. Difficulties arise when symbology is to be written if the
line standard used is considerably below the resolution limit of the tube. Whereas the
cursive system has the ability to write smooth, continuous symbols, the raster system
has to write discontinuously at spatial frequencies which frequently allow the
discontinuities to be perceived, unless specialised signal processing is performed.

In typical installations, in an attempt to remove the disturbing influence of
perceptible raster structure, the visual angle subtended by each raster line is brought
close to the spatial frequency limits of the eye. As a result of using high spatial
frequencies, the image modulation required is increased and this may become the
limiting factor when the display is required to compete against incident illumination.

'In the raster mode, when writing symbology alone, the maximum luminances achievable are
considerably (by a factor of 10 to 20) below those obtainable from a similar tube using
cursive writing, owing to the requirement to spend time writing the entire raster
structure. This enhanced performance obtainable by the cursive system makes it
particularly suitable for use in conditions when the adaptation state of the eye is such
that high luminances are required.

I
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If symbology alone is required, the cursive system has much to recommend it; however,
there is an increasing requirement for an overlay of symbology on sensor-derived
imagery. Only the raster system is able to offer the flexibility that is necessary to
meet this requirement, but the penalties paid are reduced luminance and discontinuous
symbology.

The relative advantages and disadvantages of using the two alternative methods of
address on colour tubes dre related to the tube construction. Limited data only are
available discussing this topic and further evaluations are required before the merits
of each tube/address combination can be accurately assessed.

4. DISPLAY SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND TEMPORAL MODULATION TRANSFER

The temporal modulation transfer function of the visual system may be plotted by one
of several widely differing techniques 32 , but the one which has produced the most
extensively used data is that devised by Kelly55 . The procedure requires subjects to
observe and respond to a luminance source which is modulated in luminance intensity
sinusoidally with respect to time at frequencies between 2 and 75 Hz. Their task is to
determine whether the source, modulated at a particular frequency, appears to be
continuous or flickering when compared with a continuous luminance surround. B' repeat-
ing the process over a wide range of frequencies, luminance modulation may be plotted
against the temporal frequency necessary for fusion (the critical flicker frequeLcy -
CFF) to produce the so called temporal MTF of the visual system. As for visual spatial
MrF data, the curve produced by the above technique only describes the visull system's
characteristics under the conditions present when the data 4ere obtained. Again, by
adapting the technique, curves can be obtained which relate more precisely to the design
problem under investigation.

The magnitude of the problem with which the designer is faced is considerably less
than that experienced when utilising spatial MTF data, as the manifestations of the
temporal characteristics of the visual system have less effect on overall system
performance. The electro-optical display / visual system elements which must be
considered are similar to, but not identical with, those presented for spatial MTF.

4.1 Display Surround

The mode of action of ambient illumination incident upon the surround, and the means
by which it affects the adaptation level of the eye, have been discussed in Section 3.1.
For temporal modulation detection the luminance adaptation of the eye appears to have
considerably less effect than is the case for spatial modulation detection. The
luminance of the surround has little influence on the frequency necessary to achieve
fusion except at the limits of spatial frequency resolution . However, the area of the
constant luminance surround does affect performance, presumably as a result of the
snatial interactions that occur within the retina. The CFF is found to increase
linearly with the logarithm of the surround areas7 .

The ability of the visual system to detect flicker at frequencies as great as 80 Hz
at high average luminance levels, gives rise to doubts as to the adyisability of
incorporating raster displays using domestic frame rate standards itto large
installations. Only if the operational scenario is one in which th. display is to be
operated at modest luminance levels, in reduced ambient illuminati, n, can the
relatively low frame rates employed in present military systems b.. used without the
introduction of peripherally perceived flicker from non-fixated eisplays. This
limitation will be particularly relevant in the future to both military and civil
cockpit installations, where ambient illumination may be high and several display
images may simultaneously be present, all emitting high luminances. In both of these
%) environments, the narrow bandwidth filters used for image contrast enhancement
(discussed in Section 3.4) may be beneficial, not only by improving the legibility of
the display under fixation, but also ny reducing the peak luminances of the temporal
modulations present in peripherally perceived displays, thereby reducing their apparent
flicker.

The presence of such transient responses in peripheral vision has frequency specific
effects. Frequencies below 3 Hz act as good alerting signals, directing the operator's
attention away from the display being fixated $'. Care must obviously be taken to ensure
that any signals within this frequency ranqe are not unintentionally present.
frequencies in the range 4 to 7 Hz cause tolerable discomfort, but modulations within
the 8 to 15 Hz band cause confusion, with an accompanying loss of operator performance
and in some sensitive operators even loss of consciousness. One cannot overstress the
importance of avoiding such frequencies. Beyond 15 Hz and below 30 Hz luminance
modulations are found to act as distractions and prove annoying but less so than the
ler frequencies. Dependent upon the luminance levels prevailing, not until between

Ii 30 and 80 Hz does fusion become complete. (The relationship between mean luminance,
modulation level and the CFF will be considered in more detail in Section 4.3).

An additional effect which must be considered when inastigating transient phenomena
| related to peripheral vision is the ability of the peripheral retina to perceive motion.

LStudies of visual movement perception have been concerned almost exclusively with foveal
responses; consequently, data relevant to peripheral responses are somewhat limited.

. The data that are available'sugest that the ability of the periphery to detcct the
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movement of small stimuli is worse than that oi the fovea, but for large stiaulus speeds
and large target sizes the periphery is as sensitive as the fovea. one may deduce from
this tha: when fixating an electro-optical aisplay only rapid angular rates of change of
large areas that occur in peripheral vision may be detected. The implications of this
statement are that relatively small changes in either sensor image or symbology present

on displays which are not being directly fixated will most probably go completelyj un noticed. Only if relatively large areas of a peripherally perceived display image are

made to change rapidly will motion be detected.

4.2 Display Visual-Field Size

The spatial interactions which occur within the retina permit summation to occur,
with the result that as the area of the display image is increased the ability to
perceive flicker is enhanced". An almost linear relationship can be observed between
the frequency necessary for image fusion and the logarithm of the area of the retina
stimulated, the effect extending over a luminance range of approximately 3 log units.
This finding would suggest that displays with large visual-field size, in which
considerable areas of the image are continuously active, are more susceptible to
flicker than small disrlays. Additional support to this conclusion is offered by
observations on the seihsitivity of the peripherzl retina to temporal modulations. The
sensitivity of the retina of the eye to temporal modulation varies across its area. The' fovea is considerably less sensitive to flicker than the peripheral retina"1, where
even at 10 degree eccentricities the ability to detect modulations in luminance may be

as much as 20% sperior.

With the introduction of large field of view displays, the quantity of information
imaged on this sensitive region of the retina has considerably increased and careful
consideration must ncw be given to the positioning of transient information within the
display image. The tendency to position digital readouts of aircraft systems in the sky
region of the image produced by a forward looking electro-optical sensor may
significantly redu.. image clutter, but if an inappropriate update of the readout is
selected the constz.nt change in peripheral btimulatlon may be disturbing. This is
pdrticularly so for transients positioned in the upper portion of the display, as their
images stimulate tie inferior nasal portion of the retina which has maximum temporal
bandwidth. The su. rior sensitivity in this portion of the retina also means that, in
large installations, displays positioned in the upper corners of the panel are most
susceptible to perceived flicker. Similarly, on the occasions in which the line of
sight is directed to objects at approximately knee level (e.g. throttles), displays
normally positioned in the panel just below th% straight ahead line will now be in upper
peripheral vision and may produce disturbin cker.

It has already been pointed out (Section 4.1) that a refresh ratu of 80 lIz would be
sufficient to eliminate most of these flicker 3ffects, even at the high luminance
ievels required in the airborne environment. However, there appears to be a reluctance
to move away from domestic standards and to progress to the higher frame rates more
appropriate for aircraft displays. Even if the improved rates were to be adopted,
there is an additional effect that may occur which should be given careful
consideration: when display images adjacent within the visual field are refreshed at
different rates, beating may occur between the temporal modulations prcent within the
two images, producing apparent low frequency flicker which has been shown a'ove to
reduce operator performance. This effect can also be easily removed by ensuring
adequate synchronisation of display images, but this has serious implications for
display systems where sequential address is used to reduce the computing capacity
required.

4.3 monocular, Biocular or Binocular Viewing

Not only may temporal modulations be summated within the retina but additional
summation may occur centrally within the brain to allow 2ntegration of information
across the two retinae. The result is a modest elevation in the ability to perceive
flicker when the two retinae are stimulated by .emporal modulations which are in phase
and a modest decrease in flicker detection when the modulations are 180 degrees out of
phase62 . This decreaise in flicker detection becomes even mnore significant when a
continuous stimulus is presented to one eye and a discontinuous stimulus is presented
to the other eye6  Under these conditions further reduction in flicker detection
may be achieved by increasing the luminance of the continuous stimulus and ensuring that1both stimuli are of the same colour.

These observations have particular relevance to stereo television systems and helmet
mounted displays. In the former it is important that the independent images presented
to Lh- two eyes be out of phase with each other if the possibility of induced flicker is .
to be kept t- a minimui. This implies that a device which uses two synchronised

Idisplays should be more susceptible to flicker than a system in which two images are
sequentially presented o. '-he display surface and cptlcally switched to the requisite
eyes. The precise phase r'2ation'-hips adopted are i.portant if the beating phenomenon
described in Section 4.2 is ro be avoidcrd. In helmet mounted displays the presence of
a monocular viewing arrangement should reduce the ability to detect flicker within the
display image; however, the effect of a continuous image in the other eye is difficult
to determine, as it will be dependent upon the colour and luminance of this image, and
these in turn are determined by the operational role for which the system is conceived.

I' )- -.---- _ - - - -
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It should be emphasised that the effects described in this section are relatively

small and should not significantly influence the choice of viewing conditions selected
by the designer.

4.4 Display Luminance

This attribute of the display becomes somewhat complex when temporal modulations
are considered. The luminance of the display image may be described not only in terms
of the average luminance over time but also in terms of the peak luminance, its
duration, its rise and decay times and the duration between successive peak luminances.
Each of these factors affects the temporal modulaticn function of the visual system.

When continuous sinusoidal modulations centred around different average luminance
levels are disDlayed, the CFF plots produced by the observer closely resemble the
spatial frequency plots (Section 3), with maximum sensitivity occuring between 10 and
30 Hz6". When the average luminance is reduced, a substantial reduction in the ability
to detect temporal luminance modulations occurs. At very low luminance levels fusion
may occur at a frequency as low as 10 Hz, but at the other extreme, when the average
luminance is very high, frequencies between 80 and 100 Hz may be necessary to maintain
fusion. One may be tempted to interpret these extremes of frequency as the refresh
rates required for displays to be used for night and daytime applications
respectively, but rarely, if ever, is the display modulated sinusoidally in a regular
manner in the operational environment. The effects of the temporal distribution of the
luminance must therefore be considered when assessing adequate refresh rates.

Luminance discontinuity is usually discussed in terms of the light-to-dark ratio.
Using this descriptor, a continuous image would have a light-to-dark r.tio of 1:0 and an
image with a 50% duty cycle would have a ratio of 1:1. When this ratio is
systematically investiated a number of interesting effects are observed. As would be
expected, the higher the light-to-dark ratio the nearer the perceived brightness is to
that experienced when a continuous emission is observed. However, at a ratio of 1:1,
rather than observing a rcduction in perceived brightness, which would be expected if a
simple integration process were in operation, a peculiar enhancement effect occurs and
results in a brightness sensation approximately twice that produced by a continuous
emission. Beyond this value large changes in the ratio are required to produce only
small changes in the tem.peral modulation necessary to maintain image fusion. The
frequency required for fusion increases approximately linearly with increase in the
logarithm of the relative duration of the dark interval.

The fact that the frequency required for fusion depends on the light-to-dark ratio
has major implications for the design of optimal displays, particularly of the raster
scan type. In most so id state displays flicker does not present a major problem, as
the refresh rates employed are sufficiently high to maintain image fusion even when the
light-to-dark ratio may be very small. The major difficulties arise when images are
generated on CRTs, where interlace and phosphor characteristics have large effects on
system performance". Data are available which show the interreldtionship between~~interlace technique, phosphor type and the refresh rate required to prevent flicker 7
but these data are somewhat limited in that they were obtained at luminance levels
below those which may be employed in some airborne applications. This limitation means
that although the data are useful in enabling one to select phosphor types permitting a
reduction in refresh rates, the absolute rates specified are too low for use at high
display luminances, where the operator's ability to perceive flicker is increased.

The high refresh rates required to eliminate flicker at high image luminances
require the use of increased bandwidth in the display electronics, which may introduce

'mas ing noio.a into the display image and hence seriously affect operator performance .
The displa*- designcr is faced with evaluating the co.lex trade-offs which exist
between phosphor persistence, refresh rate, system bandwidth and signal to noise ratio
to enable Lim to construct a device which will meet his specific requirements. There' s a tendency to reduce the options available by limiting the system bandwidth and
-.electing a phosphor which has the correct persistence for the expected task, For
forward looking electro-optical sensors short persistence phosphors are usually
selected, to reduce the image smear that occurs with rapid image motion. The penalty
paid for adopting these phosphors is the necessity for high refresh rates and
accompanying high system bandwidth, if the system is to be used in high ambient
illumination for a task such as air-to-ground target acquisition. Rarely is this
penalty paid, and flicker predominates. More often such devices are used in conditions
of reduced visibility, where the display luminance is low and perceived flicker is
minimal. When image motion is restricted or absent the longer persistence phosphors may
be adopted to eliminate flicker entirely.

A phenomenon closely related to flicker, which also results from the temporal
properties of the visual system, is line crawl. The perception of line crawl in a CRT
image results from the line scan causing apparent bands of brightness. This annoying
phenomenon can be considerably reduced by arranging for the sequence of retinal
stimulation to be such as to harness the spatio-temporal interactions present in the
retina. This can be achieved in displays using short persistence phosphors by
discarding sequential interlace and employing staggered interlace techniques.

II !
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4.5 Display Colour

The ability to perceive flicker in images of equivalent luminance but of differing
colour is not always equivalent. The major iifferences are caused by the differential
sensitivity to specific wavelengths that occurs when the eye is in different states of
adaptation . In scotopic vision, the ability to perceive flicker is markedly wave-
length dependent, the short wavelengths having to be displayed at much higher
frequencies than the long wavelengths to maintain image fusion. In the photopic region
little wavelength specificity is oLberved until very high luminance levels are reached,
when the frequencies required to obtain fusion are highest at 575 nm and lowest at
535 rm. From this one may conclude that, at high luminances, with central fixation,
green display images are more effective in reducing flicker than image3 of any other
colour.

Display image colour may be considered to have a relatively insignificant effect on
the operator's ability to discern temporal modulations. Only in scotopic vision does
wavelength play a significant role in flicker perception, but this rarely affects the
choice of display emission, since at these low luminance levels the frequencies
required to maintain image fusion are so low (approximately 15 Hz) that even the modest
refresh rates employed in CRTs are sufficient to maintain fusion.

Another very important factor which iniluences the spatial frequency resolution of
the visual system by affecting the temporal characteristics is the presence of
translational and rotational movement between the display imaqe and the eye. This
movement may be the result of voluntary actions which occur during visual search, or may
be involuntarily induced by the presence of vibrations which cause both the display and
the man to move. Both effects are extremely complex and limitations on space do not
permit them to be discussed here. The reader is referred to two excellent documents 70 "'
which deal most thoroughly with these subjects.

5. CONCLUSIONS

It is not suggested that it is possible at this point in time to assess an
operational environment and formulate an ideal display design specification based
solely on human performance data. The data available in the experimental psychology
literature are all too often inadequate to allow them to be incorporated into a system
where complex interactions of parameters occur. It would appear, however, from the way
in which it has been possible to utilise relatively simple data to make recommendations
on the selection of display parameters, that the overall strategy has significant
credibility. It is hoped that, in the limited space available, it has been possible to
expose the display designer to some of the problems that he will enccunter when
eventually the operator is introduced into the system. It becomes clear that many of
these problems can be avoided if he is prepared to expend a small amount of effort to
locate data on human performance and carry out relatively simple calculations to
convert display image data into units compatible with these performance characteristics.
The modulation transfer function approach offers considerable promise in allowing this
operation to be achieved.
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INTEGRATION OF SENSORS WITH DISPLAYS

Alan C. Wesley (Chief Engineer)/Ian T.B. Blackie (Eng. Executive), Electronic Systems
Department, Ferranti Limited, Ferry Road, Edinburgh EH5 2XS, Scotland.

SUMMARY

The sensors commonly found on military aircraft often provide
information for display. The various categories of displays
available are described with their signal characteristics,
cockpit location and operational uses together with discussion
on their particular suitability to provide integrated sensor/

display systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

From its title this paper could be expected to encompass a vast array of situationsadequipment., ewl try trerittepossibilities by talking about the sensors

and displays which are to be found in high performance military aircraft engaged in the
tasks of attacking both ground targets and airborne targets (or alternatively, defending
against attack from the air).

The point of view taken will be that of a designer with experience of both sensors
and displays, tackling not only individual equipment problems but also the problem of
integration and their association with the other avionic equipment in the aircraft.
Thus we must recognise the need for a satisfactory methodology which can start from a
clearly defined requirement and argue logically towards the equipment arrangement that
will satisfy this re.uirement. In the real world it may turn out that the requirement
is not clearly defi. or, even known. In such circumstances the designer must define
clearly the situatioi e has assumed - even if this is eventually shown to be wrong, .
good methodology will enable him to change the design in a controlled manner. It must
also be recognised that digital equipment and digital processing are an important part of
modern military avionic systems. It follows that the software which determines much of
the system operation must be properly conceived and strongly controlled. This can only
be done satisfactorily when there is a good scientific method behind the design process.
There are various high level langaages dedicated to use with real-time avionic sensor-
and-display systems which can be very valuable during a development phase but cannot of~themselves produce an integrated concept.

Integration is a word with good connotations but we must realise what is meant and
what are the advantages and disadvantages. Broadly, by integration we seek the main
advantage of the elimination of unnecessary equipment; by which means we should be able
to reduce the price and the weight and to enhance the reliability (resulting in further
reduction of the overall life cycle costs); or we may solve a problem that is otherwise
insoluble.

A major disadvantage may lie in the difficulty of providing satisfactory (both
technically and commercially) interfaces between different items of equipment to be fur-
niched by a variety of suppliers. Note that this problem exists also at the conceptual
design phase.

".1 2. SENSORS

The equipment which springs immediately to mind is that using the electromagnetic
spectrum. In our chosen aircraft the wavelengths may vary from 100 millimetres to 1
micrometre - a variation resulting in marked differences in the technology employed.
Nevertheless, these equipments are all used for the purposes of detecting the existence
of objects (which we conveniently think of as targets), recognising these targets (tanks
or personnel carriers?) and if possible identifying them (theirs or ours?). Note that
in some cases the equipment is active but in others it is passive.

The information from the sensor will be displayed on some surface or surfaces and
Athis process is the subject of the paper.

Other sensors are concerned with determining acceleration, velocity, position,
Pdirection of the aircraft itself, or of the pilot's eyes. Such sensors are also involv-

ed with the display of information.

2.1 Electro-optical

The first of the passive sensors is television, often low-light television in
order that it can extend the frection of the day during which the aircraft can
operate. It produces an image that can be shown either on a head-up or head-down
display. The line of sight must be directed either by moving the complete camera
or, better, by interposing a space stabilised steerable mirror. Using a camera
wit-h an optical system permits the use of a zoom lens. A pointer or marker, track
stabilised and adjustable by the pilot, appears on the picture.
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The appearance of the display depends on system parameters and therefore on
the operational requirements. Basically an extension of the human eye, the
definition must be adequate for detection and recognition. Thus the stabilisation
and pointing accuracy must be good and the line standard suitable. Stabilisation
by physical movement may be augmented ovet restricted r.gles by picture processing
at the display itself.

Broadly there are no dedicated displays ±n the cockpit so that each acts as
a television monitor operating on an agreed standard (FIG. 1). Commercial tele-
vision standardz offer the first obvious choice, but frame rate may be too low and
produce unacceptable flicker. Furthermore, in the pursuit of higher definition a
larger number of lines may be desirable. Whereas the "optical" sensors (TV and
IR) may take advantage of the higher line standard, it is doubtful that radar
definition can take similar advantage. Hence the systems designer in his desire
to integrate sensor wtth display is faced with choosing a little used line standard
or choosing the standard and suffering some loss of performance.

This choice may (certainly in the future -hen more powerful processing will
be more readily available) be influenced by the addition of image processing
equipment. Such a device improves the apparent definition of the picture by op-
erating on the stored picture elements by previously defined rules.

2.9.1 The operation of a thermal imaging device is not unlike television in prin-
ciple but there are practical differences which affect integration.

The picture is currently formed by a small number of detectors capable of
showing small temperature differences, which are scanned over the scene by a
device similar to John Logie Baird's mirror drum. The result may not conform to
a CCIR television standard so that an electronic scan converter must be employed.
However, as mechanical scanning progresses in speed, the so-called half-st&ndard
of the Post Office videophone is obtained.

Subjectively, the picture produced from an IR sensor seems to be about the
same standard as television.

I Typically the wavelength of operation is about 10 micrometres needing
.j germanium optics which would be unsuitable for other electro-optical devices and
Uf therefore a bar to integration.

Whilst the integration of television and a thermal imeger may be unlikely,
a laser sensor to measure range may be required. The chosen wavelengths of

operation must allow common optics.

We must not forget that the integration of sensor and display must have due
regard of the overall economics of the situation.

2.2 Radar

2.2.1 Radar (FIG. 2) may be used to investigate either airborne or ground targets
and each situation places its demands on the display.

2.2.2 Airborne targets are essentially point targets whose relative position and
behaviour are to be displayed. Most forward looking airborne radars (FIG. 3)
scan mechanically at a slow rate. In order to increase display brightness a scan
converter is used and this fits in well with the universality of display surfaces
which also demands a single television standard. Note that the signal displayed
will be synthetic because of the processing carried out by doppler signal proc-
essors, scan converters, etc.

The displayed signal may be used to give direction to another sensor (LLTV
as visual identifier) and the process of integrating adequately the two sensors
must be considered carefully.

The radar may have to deal with several targets at a time, leadina to the
process of marking, track forming and threat evaluation. The latter is most im-
portant and may require the integration of signals from various sources. For
example, by measuring the geometry of the situation and the velocities, directions
and accelerations (if possible) of all the participating aircraft, the chances of
encounter at all can be assessed. Also the aircraft may be fitted with an IFF*
device whose interrogation can lead to displayed information and subsequent recog-

( nition. On the display the IFF recognition signal must be pr-,jerly associated
OR with the processed skin echo.

2.2.3 In looking at the ground the radar may be trying to obtain a map or picture

such that a given location may be recognised. The definition of the radar and
hence the recognisability of the picture used to be limited by the pulse length
and the antenna beamwidth. However, nowadays the use of coherent radar permits
doppler frequency discrimination to be used with great effect.

* Note Strictly, IFF refers only to the "question and answer" equipment, but in
pri-n-iple a variety of sensor outputs may be integrated to give an assessment of1o .identity.
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For an authoritative description the reader is referred to Skolnik. There
is confusion about the terms doppler beam sharpening, synthetic aperture, squint
angle spotlighting, etc., but as an illustration it is pointed out that the antennaof a coherent radar may be pointed at the ground (accurately pointed independent of
aircraft motion) at, say 450 to aircraft track. The rate of change of doppler
frequency is proportional to the sine of the angle off track. Consequent frequency
changes across the beamwidth of the antenna can be analysed by the doppler spectrum
analyser and thus effective angular discrimination will be an order better than that
provided by the physical beamwidth.

From the display point of view this means that a small area of a coarse def-
inition map may be "blown-up" and show a high definition picture. It is interest-
ing to speculate how for transmitter technology and processing technology will
advance, but at the moment the definition of a CCIR television monitor is adequate
for the high definition radar pictute.

2.2.4 Transmission of radar signals provides the enemy with a good clue about your
whereabouts and even your intentions. It will therefore be operationally desirable
not to transmit for longer than is necessary. However, it is not a good idea to
have an expensive radar on board in a prime situation, but doing nothing. Thus the
radar when not used actively to gain information about targets must be used in a
passive or listening role. For the radar (and radome) this may mean an extension
of the bandwidths over which some reasonable performance may be expected.

For the display two considerations are obvious. It may be desirable to freeze
the picture obtained from the last moment of active radar operation (carried out in
the scan converter associated with the radar) and it may be desirable to display the
signals received during the passive mode. These signals must first be processed
(analysed), associated with other signals from a radar warning receiver and an
assessment made of the resulting threats. In a high speed, low level, single-seat
aircraft it is a difficult decision as to what can usefully be displayed.

2.3 Motion Sensors

Inertial platforms will measure the acceleration, velocity and position of
the aircraft but these outputs do not always appear directly on displays. However
the parameters are involved with other equipment whose output is shown. Attitude
is also available.

The positional output of the platform(s) can be used to drive a map display
continuously relating the aircraft to the earth. Currently the map information
is stored on film but there are proposals to store simplified maps in a computer
memory (see however para. 7.5 showing the excellence of film as a storage medium).

Instructions about tracks to be followed and dangerous areas to be avoided
can appear superimposed on the map display in order to direct the pilot. In-
formation arriving in flight can be used to update the display presentation.

2.4 Flight Sensors

Air data may be used in various maps including standby basic flight display.
There is an argument whether this facility should be continued in view of the
high integrity of inertial platforms.

The act of flying the aircraft should be possible whilst looking through the
v windscreen at the outside world. To this end the flight sensor information often

appears on the head-up display.

2.5 Housekeeping (General Aircraft System)

Fuel supply and engine data must be displayed together with the warning
system. Communication must be made controllable.

Included in this section for convenience are the displayed features necessary
-for the control and delivery of the stores which the aircraft carries.

3. DISPLAYS

3.1 General

So far the introduction of electronic displays in military aircraft as an. alternative to more conventional instrumnents has been slow, conditioned, perhaps,by the rate of change of the aircraft themselves. Although there has been wide-

spread adoption of display techniques in other fields there are some particular
difficulties associated with military aircraft such as excessive vibration and a
wide variation in ambient illumination.

The instrument and electronic display surface is the primary interface
between the crew and a complex aircraft data system. The work load is usuallyI very high and they may well require to observe a number of dials simultaneously.
This is one of the reasons why instrumentation in the past has displayed data in
an analogue manner rather than digitally in order that changes can be observed

"I-.
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partly by peripheral vision and electronic displays still perpetuate this analogue
trend supported by the conservatism of the crew. Pictorial data from TV or FLIR
senscrs usually calls for high resolution and brightness to improve detection and
aid recognition.

Some aspects which must be considered when choosing disple ; for military
aircraft are outlined below.

3.1.1 Space

Since space is at a premium in advanced military aircraft, the accent muatI be on multi-function capability. The inclination is towards the use of smaller
displays with optical magnifiers for head-down displays and collimated displays
for head up sights and helmet mounted systems. The latter is particularly
important since they do not occupy panel space.

3.1.2 Illumination

The ability to read the display under the widely varying cockpit ambient
lighting conditions is a primary requirement and for pictorial data it is essential
to preserve grey scale resoluton at both extremes. When direct sunlight is
present collimating optics can help by preventing it from falling directly on the
display face, whilst narrow-band filters tuned to the emission can offer contrast
enhancement capability of about 10:1 relative to broad-band reflected light.

I 3.1.3 Vibration

Vibration affects both man and machine. Even when the whole body is
vibrated at certain frequencies the eyeball can also vibrate with respect to its

socket. Similarly the display frame will vibrate and the image on the screen
may vibrate with respect to the display frame. It is obviously important to
avoid co-incident resonances. At present research is being carried out in an
attempt to measure the vibration sense and amplitude in real time and to move the
image in sympathy to provide spatial stabilisation. Vibration is a contributory
factor which has slowed down the use of colour television displays in the military
environment (ref. 3.2.1, para. 4) although some progress is being made.

3.2 Types of Display

3.2.1 Cathode-ray Tube (CRT) Displays

In spite of its obvious disadvantage in terms of shape, weight, and electrical
properties, the CRT is currently the best display device and likely to remain so

-- for many years.

A wide range of glassware is now available giving screen sizes from 19 mm
upwards. The smallest sizes are particularly useful for Helmet Mounted Displays
(ref. section 5). Sizes for panel-mounting are mainly limited by the depth
behind the panel and an optimum size of about 200 mm d~igonal rectangular screen
is normal for the average viewing distance in the cockpit. Larger screen areas
using tubes up to 600 mm diagonal are useful in observer situations.

One of the most critical factors as already mentioned is to be able to see
the displayed data even when the display surface is bathed in direct sunlight to
an intensity of 105 lux. This implies both brightness and contrast and new high
intensity narrow-band phosphors such as P43 can provide this capability especially

", when matched with a contrast enhancement filter. In this case since the ambient
light passes through the filter twice (incident and reflected) but the image only
once the corresponding gain occurs.

Unfortunate. y and naturally the above technique has so far proved very
difficult to apply to colour tubes which require broad spectrum transmission
characteristics. Colour CRT's have been triel in the military field with varying
degrees of success for some time now and brief details are given below of the
various types of CRT used.

a) Shadowmask Tubes

This particular CRT incorporates three electron guns (red, blue and green)
and its operation relies heavily on the mechanical/magnetic registration of
these guns with a mask containing either a dot or stripe pattern interposed
before the phosphor screen. So far this configuration is unacceptable for
the military environment since the inherent vibration encountered causes
loss of registration although some experience and success has been achieved
in the less stringent commercial aircraft field.

b) Beam-index Tubes
These CRT's only have one gun and the beam is electronically indexed to
colour phosphor stripes thus making it more acceptable to the hostile
environment. However these tubes are relatively new in concept and re-
quire further development before adoption.
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c) Penetron Tube
The Penetron tube oerates in an entirely different manner to the others.
The screen is constructed of two phosphor layers one red, the other green,
with a barrier layer between. As the beam energy is increased the colour
can be modified progressively between red and green as it penetrates through
the barrier layer. This tube, largely because of its mechanical simplicity,
is particularly suitable for operation in hostile environments but presents
serious problems of adequete brightness especially at the red end of the
spectrum due to the reduced beam energy.

To sunmarise then, no colour tube has yet been produced which can match the
monochrome tube in terms of brightness, contrast and resolution in a hostile
environment. Work continues on both cathodes, to provide higher current densities,
and more efficient phosphors as well as techniques such as the beam index tube
device which shows the greatest promise for the future. The following sections
assume that a monochorme tube is used.

3.2.2 Sensor Matching

At present sensors such as thermal imaginq and radar both produce basic
10 - pictorial data in a form not ideally suited for direct transmission to a display.

Probably the best compromise is to employ a versatile digital scan converter to
accept the different scan patterns and data rates from the sensors and to convert
them to a form suitable to drive a raster TV display.

3.2.3 Raster 9isplay

Present standards for TV displays are, in Britain, 625 line, 50Hz, 2:1
interlace and in America, 525 lines, 60Hz, 2:1 interlace. Neither is ideal; the
American version has the advantage of a higher frame rate giving less flicker
effect (a particularly nasty peripheral effect) whereas the British has a finer
line structure. Recently there has been a movement towards 875 line rasters and
this upwards trend will continue but must be accompanied of course by a similar
improvement in sensor devices.

3.2.4 Gamma Correction

It is preferable to fix the gamma (brightness/voltage relationship) of the
display. The implication is that the gammas of the sensors should be matched, at
their output, to the display or at least signal processing carried out before it
reaches the display.

3.2.5 Resolution

With recent advances in CRT manufacture the achievable resolution has been
increased to typically, 800 - 1000 TV lines/picture height. However it is im-
portant to qualify this figure by specifying other parameters which could limit
this performance such as tubes size, picture brightness, position on screen, dis-
tortion correction methods and even manufacturing tolerances. Thermal imaging
systems can benefit more by increased display resolution than radar.

3.2.6 Bandwidth

Using the latest techniques in solid state video amplifiers it is relatively
easy to obtain bandwidths up to 5OMHz. This offers considerable improvement in
horizontal discrimination which is very important for both surveillance pictures

and text.

3.2.7 Linearity

The eye is quite sensitiu;e to optical distortions on certain data such as
lines or text and corrective circuits and optical techniques such as fibre optic
face plates are usually employed to improve the picture.

SLinearity and distortions are particularly critical when images are optically
combined for accurate correlation (see combined displays).

3.2.8 Panel Displays

Panel displays offer significant advantages in their considerably reduced
depth requirements. The displays using light emitting diodes (LED) and liquid
crystal displays (LCD) are very go3d for alpha-numeric displays and are already
widely used. However, the use of LED's to con. truct pictorial information is
limited both by the maximum size achievable of a monolithic array and the address-
ing complexity resulting from multiple stacking.

4LCD's on the other hand have reflective properties giving a fixed contrast
ration, can cope with wide variatiotns- in ambient lighti.-g but, so far, have serious
temperature limitations. A matrix LCD providing 100 x 100 elements has been
available for some years and reports that a compound matrix 6 in. x 4 in. has been
developed for raster display indicates its future potential.

Electro-luminesce,. exists in two forms - ac devices incorporating trans-
parent thin films of phosphor and dc devices using powdered phosphor. The dis-
advantage of this type of panel is, once again, lcw brightness output but they
are cheap to manufacture, and ideally suited to fixed format display.

I.!



3.3 Display Drive

3.3.1 Cursive or Stroke Writing

Cursive drive is produced by deflecting the CRT spot with analogue signals
in x and y and controlling the bright-up at the same time. The advantages of
this method are efficiency in light output and resolution and it has been used
very effectively in Head-up Displays. The disadvantage lies in its application
to the display of pictorial data and to the integration with digital processinq
techniques.
3.3.2 Raster Drive

Due to the need to display pictorial information from TV/FLIR sensors there
is increasing use of raster generated formats. Improvements in CRT brightness and
the use of higher line szandards mean that factors previously against raster drive
are no longer valid and the advantages of lower power consumption and digital
storage techniques can be fully realised.

3.4 Combined Displays

Whi]st it is natural to assume that most displays will be viewed directly,
some will require to be optically collimated and also mixing of images whether by
electrical or optical means is often desirable. An example of mixed electrical
images can be found in the super-position of variable text on pictorial data.
Images from two or more sensors can be mixed optically to provide more comprehension
e.g. radar and map matching (see Fig. 5).

3.4.J Collimated Displays

Head-up displays and Helmet Mounted Displays provide images viewed aqainst a
background of the outside world often demanding bright and distortion free pictures.
The CRT's used are usually quite small and operate in conjunction with optical
arrangements which both magnify and collimate the image. Advances in this area
relate to both the quality of the tubes and the increasing interest in applying
diffractive optic techniques in which the narrow bandwidth light output from the
CRT phosphor is matched to the chromatic characteristics of the diffractive combiner.

3.4.2 Combined Map and Electronic Display (COMED)

A good example of combined displays is the Ferranti COMED (Fig. 4) in which
a coloured topographical map is projected and combined with an electronic display.
the map data relating to 1000 NMS x 1000 NMS is stored on 35 mm film which is driven
from the airborne navigation computer. The electronic display overlays the map
image with pre-programmed data such as sortie route, threat areas such as SAM sites
and may include status of on-board weapon and fuel supplies as well as flight in-
strument simulation data. An advantage of this particular optical design (Fig. 5)
is that the pilot's head fills the exit pupil and prevents direct sunlight im-
pingJng on the viewing screen.

The CRT can also be used to display scan converted radar pictures to provide
a map-matching facility. The map, being driven by the inertial navigation system
may be subject to long-term drift and any mis-match registered between the radar
image and the map can be used to up-date the system.

4. SYSTEM

Having outlined the nature of some of the "bricks" which can be considered in the
foundation of our avionics structure (and others are described in section 5) we had

b better look at the "cement". To pursue the analogy further we will examine the archi-
tectural design later. This is not a denial of the essentially "top-down" approach
being taken but is intended to make this paper more readable.

4.1 Electrical Integration

We must assume that the interconnection between elements is of a digital
nature and the resulting system is defined and controlled by software. The latter
statement conceals a significant problem.

iiThere are variou argument about te style of interconection which are

affected, for example by the size and complexity of the system. It is prudent
however to assume the use of a databus. Physically "the" databus may be duplicated
for integrity and tr, fact, there may be several - the main, general bus: a
dedicated flight -ontrol bus; and a bus dedicated to stores management.

Z At least the participants in the proposed system must agree on thle rules
q governing the databus and it is desirable to have a wider agreemenh if possible.

The rules given by MIL-STD 1553B are the nearest to gaining universal acceptance
4 but not all NATO countries have agreed every detail. In particular the French

and the Germans have reservations.

Our interest is mainly with the integration of sei.sors and displays. AnI important signal from sensor to display is likely to be a video signal (e.g.
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output from a scan converter). It is not sensible to load the databus with such
a signal because of the high bandwidth involved. Thus video signals would have
their own network with such redundancy as deemed necessary to satisfy the integrity
requirements. The databus would carry control signals ensuring proper correspond-
ence between sensor and display and dealing with any reconfiguration brought about
by failure of some element of the system.

Scan conversion has been mentioned in connection with various sensors and
the possibility of unification should be considered although the parametrical
requirements are usually sufficiently different to prevent this. Displays show
the pictures derived from the sensors but they also show symbology which is related
to flying the aircraft, target characteristics etc. When a television raster is
used the lines forming the symbols tend to break up - especially when movement is
involved. These undesirable effects can be reduced by clever design in the wave-
form generators. However soe users feel so strongly about the need for smooth
unbroken symbology that they insist on the cursive writing technique. Thus the
system may have to cope with both raster and cursive writing.

4.2 Mechanical Integration

4.2.1 There is little space available in a high performance aircraft fuselage so
that pods may be used to carry equipment. Electro-optical equipment and
electronic warfare devices are typical examples. In the case of electro-optical
sensors where accurate positioning can be essential the use of a wing pod musz be
thought out very carefully. Obscuration of the field of view by the fuselage is
likely.

Wa have already noted that there can be problems brought about by the
integration of, say, a laser and a thermal imager (Fig. 6) because of the differ-
ent wavelengths of operation. Common optics must be able to deal with such a
bandwidth. The materials that can be used (Fig. 7) and also having the necessary
structural integrity and capable of surviving exposure to the full slipstream
(forward looking window) are difficult and the subject of modern development.

Bearing in mind the need for stablising and pointing the direction in which
the sensors look (Fig. 8) optical integration of two sensors is best obtained
through the use of a stablised mirror (Fig. 9). The relatively small inertia of
the mirror permits a good control performance with high accuracy.

4.2.2 The integration of sensors with a widely different operational wavelength
e.g. radar and laser deserves special mention. So far there is no material
available as a window (radome) which is sufficiently transparaent to a wide band
of wavelengths. Therefore the equipments use separate windows and, integration
is the act of unifying the pointing direction. Use of cor'.on control circuits
is possible and may confer technical advantage but it illustrates a problem which
tends to argue in general against integration. Eventually equipments must be
procured by some acceptable commercial contractual process by which a vendor has
an identifiable responsibility for which he receives a commensurate reward. Theprocess of integration inherently blurs the interfaces of responsi:bility.
4.2.3 Electronic warfare equipment includes both the passive sensors which detect

incident radiation and interprets its meaning and the active devices which are
intended to frustrate the enemy either by force or de-eption.

5. HELMET MOUNTED SYSTEMS

,V Helmet Mounted Systems have been used for over ten years but until recently have
not been generally accepted.

These systems fall into two related categories; sights and displays. A Helmet.I Mounted Sighting (HMS) System is designed to measure the pilot's line of sight to a
target in relation to the airframe and to process that information for use in direct
control of weapon delivery systems and remote sensors. The Helmet Mounted Display (HMD)
System provides the crew member with a head-up TV display monitor which is lightweight,
low-powered, gives high resoltuien and can also be used as a sight. In either case the
position and attitude of the helmet must be measured relative to the selected reference
frame.

5.1 Helmet Angle and Position Sensing (HAPS)

There are, in general use, three systems which are used to measure helmet
angle and position. One is optical, one uses infra-red and the other is magnetir
in operation.

5.1.1 HeLmet Optical Position Sensing

In this configuration three triangularly disposed LED's are mounted both
sides of the helmet arranged so that the lower LED's are parallel to the pilot's
line of sight. The LED's are viewed with two V-slit cameras positioned either side
of the cockpit and behind each V-slit is a linear charge coupled device (CCD).
Each LED is flashed cyclicly and the CCD detects the co-ordinate position of each
and computes the hIelmet angles. The effccts of ambient illumination are claimed
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to be eliminated by stori.ag the CCD lignt pattern with, and without, LED flashing
and computing the diffeience.

5.1.2 Helmet Surveying System

This system is similar to the optical unit described above in that a number
of infra-red detectors are mounted on both sides of the helmet. Two sensor
surveying units (SSU) are hard-mounted on each side end generate pairs of thin,
collimated, fan-shaped infra-red beams which rotate at a constant angular velocity
and generate pulses from the helmet detectors. The elapsed time between the
helmet pulses and a reference pulse together with the angular velocity of the beams
is then used to compute the helmet angle.

5.1.3 Electro-Magnetic Systems (SPASYN)

The most recent development in Helmet Angle and Position Sensing Systems is
the SPASYN - or Space Synchro - which operates on similar electro-magnetic prin-
ciples to those associated with rotary synchros but applied to full three dimension-
al space measurementand involves a closed (or open) loop transducing and computing

V_ system. This gives a precise and continuous measure of the relative position and
orientation between two independent co-ordinate frames - the aircraft and the helmet.

The system comprises a small three-axis electro-magnetic radiator attached
to the airframe and an associated miniature sensor mounted on the helmet. The
radiator provides a magnetic field which induces output signals from the sensor.

6 These are computed to determine the position and attitude relative to the radiator.
The associated electronics unit contains a microprocessor which is programmed to
remove errors introduced by the variation in the environment of different aircraft
types.

Of the various systems described both the optical and the infra-red use devices
on either side of the pilot which occupy useful cockpit space and are emissive in
nature. The SPASYN however is very small and lightweight, gives unlimited angular
coverage, is probably more accurate, gives a greater dgree of freedom co head
position.

5.2 Helmet Sight

For the helmet to operate as a sight it is necessary to have an aiming mark.

5.2.1 Sight Display

The simplest possible sight is an illuminated cross or circle whose image
is focussed at infinity.

The image source can either be a graticule illuminated by a miniature lamp
or an LED matrix array. This image is then projected and focussed by the opticsi and presented to the eye after reflection from the visor. Latest advances in-
clude the use of a diffractive optical element in the visor which both reflects and| focuses the image.

Another version removes any heat dissipation problems y remotely mountingthe array and conveying it via a fibre-optic pipe to the combiner.

An advantage in using a matrix LED is the flexibility to change the image.
In addition to the aiming mark, discrete data such as speed, range, altitude and
pressure can be digitally displayed. Also, flashing direction indicators can
direct the crew member where to look for a target.

5.2.2 Helmet Sight - applications

The Helmet Mounted Sight allows the pilot to acquire the line-of-sight to a
N target outside the normal field-of-vew of the Head-up Display. This data is

then immediately available for use by the Weapon Aiming System or to update the
Navigation system by spotting way-pointc.

In addition both slewable weapons and sensors can be slaved to the Helmet.
The pilot's head, in effect, beco-,es a very sophisticated and ergonomically
attractive directioncontroller 11eieby integrating the pilot's visual/motor skills
with the specialised accuracies of weapon and navigation systems.

In multi-seat aircraft whore crew-members are equipped with Helmet Sights
there can be a real improvement in inter-cockpit communications. For example,

Ztarget position observed by one crew member can be signalled to other crew members.
Coded instructions can also be passed between crew mensbers in a passive manner.

5.3 Helmet Mounted DisplayI

The HelmetMounted Display (HMD) (Fig. 10) as opposed to just a Sight, combines
a Helmet Angle and Position Sensing System (5.1) with a helmet mounted cathode-ray
tube and optics to provide a highly flexible system incorporating many of the
facilities to be found in both head-up and head-down displays. Because it is a
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[ I quality imaging system, it is possible to present both pictorial and symbolic
information together offering a combination of synthetic imaging and sighting! information.

5.3.1 Cathode-ray Tube

The recent developments concerned with miniature cathode-ray tubes has en-
sured that in spite of their size (19 mm dia.) there is no reduction in performance
from these devices. Also by mounting a miniature CRT on the helmet close to the
eye this effectively provides the equivalent of a much larger panel-mounted CRT
with the ddvantage in saving both weight and power in the process.

Under good viewing conditions the eye can resolve 0.25 milli-radian and it
is quite obvious that the performance from the display will fall short of this.
It is however very important to get the maximum benefit from the HMD by having as
high a resolution as is possible by using a compatible line structure for the
picture and high bandwidth.

5.3.2 Optics

Another very important factor associated with Helmet Mounted Displays is
that the picture scale and viewing angle should not be compromised by limitations
in the optics. The first factor to be realised is that the image to be displayed
will be collimated to appear at infinity since it should register with the outside
world. Secondly the instantaneous viewing anqle should be chosen to suit the
application with a suitable exit pupil to accommodate a range of users.

When one bears jn mind that the objective of such a design must be to achieve~the above specification with the least weight Penalty and with minimal obstruction

to direct vision, some idea of the problem emerges.

The best solution appears to lie in the use of a diffractive optical elementI preferrably embodied in the visor which will both focus the image at infinity and
operate as a high efficiency (90%) reflector at the narrow band wavelength of the
CRT phosphor but offering see-through ability at all other visible wavelengths.
It would be appropriate to discuss mechanical aspects here before leaving the
optics. The first concerns the weight of the CRT package and optics on one side
of the helmet and this should be counterbalanced by a similar weight on the opposite
side. The second is adjustment to the optics to compensate for different users.
Such an adjustment to ensure that the centre-line of the op.ics is aligned with the
user's eye-ball may reduce the exit pupil size with corresponding reduction in the
size of the diffractive optic. Also an interesting solution is to mount the
CRT off the helmet and transfer the image via a fibre-optics pipe to the helmet.
At present, however, no suitable light pipes exist which will not degrade the
picture and at the same tine irmposc undue constraint on the helmet.

So far we have only discussed the provision of a monocular image but there

could be considerable advantages in providing bi-ocular or even binoculir images
to both eyes. This would combat the inevitable binocular rivalry which will

:1 otherwise occur and would ensure harmonized viewing by both eyes.

5.3.3 Head-up Advantages

The principal advantage of the Helmet Mounted Display lies in the f-ict that
,j data is presented to the eye irrespective of the direction of regard. Tnis is

particularly important when operating a high speed advanced combat aircraft close
to the ground and the data can be conveyed subjectively to the eye whilst the
pilot's conccntration is focussed on flying. Also in the surveillance operational
role both during the day, especially in poor visibility, and at ni ,h*, the ability

4 to slew sensors directly from the hAPS system so that the sensor is oriented to
the viewing direction of the pilot, provides a "head out of the cockpit" capability.

When the combat aircraft is carrying sophisticated weapons and sensors there
is all the more reasc, for adding a Helmet Mounted Display. This should improve
the chances of a first-pass attack on a target which is not only difficult to see
but will almost certainly materialise outside the immediate scope >f a Head-up
display. Without the aid of an HMD it would be essential to overfly the target
first pass and to attack on a much more vulneraulu second pass. It could be a
matter of survival.

6. WHAT DO WE WANT

we now come to the "architectural" aspects of the integration of sensors or displays
1 - which in effect is a significant part of the design of the avionics system for the
rd aircraft.

ii The design will depend on operational needs.

6.1 As our .xample we will take the role of a low-level ground attack aircraft
whose mission is the destruction of a known and specified ground target.

I __
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6.1.1 The Pilot will be briefed with details of the locaton and nature of the

target (may define the weapons to be used), any information about enemy forces
and areas to be avoided. Such information will be encoded in a portable data
store to be read into the aircraft system. The display apparatus must on demand
be able to show, and thus enable verification of, the information.

6.1.2 Displays willbe used in the pre-flight check.

6.1.3 Various flight profiles are possible according to circumstances but we will
assume the aircraft flies low (not more than 200 ft. above mean ground level) in
order to reduce the chance of detection by enemy radar. In daylight the pilot
will avoid obstacles with skill by looking through the windscreen. It may be
decided to afford a sensor (or sensors) which measure ground profile along the
proposed track ail give instructions through the head-up display.

6.1.4 Accurate inertial navigation and a moving map display will permit the pilot
to follow his intended track. On the display will be superimposed those areas
defined by pre-flight briefing which, it is believed, should Le avoided.

6.1.5 At some point the aircraft will be within sensor range of the objective and
the information must be displayed so that the pilot may verify and identify the
target.

6.1.6 Sensors may also supply parametric information on the target location (range
and direction for example) which is used to compute release conditions for the

F weapons in use. The required steering and release point will be displayed even
R when automatic. The pilot must always have the facility of over-riding an auto-

matically controlled facility (this argument becomes more complicated when appliedI to the act of flying the aircraft).

6.1.7 Implicit in the attack is the control of the stores. Their nature will
determine the computation; an automatic control will eacide stick length, arming,
etc. but the status will be displayed continually to t!he pilot.

6.1.8 Either during t!- approach to the target or the subsequent escape, the air-
craft is likely to be under attack from both ground and air. On-board sensors
(main radar, radar warning receiverl etc.) can provide warning and assessment of
the threats, display the situation and invite pilot decision or arrange an auto-
matic counter-measure. In the latter case it may be desirable to inform the
pilot of the acticn taken. For example if he was dispensing chaff he would need
to keep tabs on the stock available at any moment.

6.1.9 Besides the limits imposed by the requirement to fulfil the mission defined
above there are other concomitant limits such as a price limit, weight and space
limits, reliability and maintainability requirement.

So intricate is the compromise that the de3ign process will be iterative.
It will be better that this iteration is carried out at the "paper" stage rather
than when much of the equipment has been physically implearented.b

The above constraints constitute the most powerful arguments for the designer
to integrate with the sensors and displays.

6.2 We have a requirement to satisfy which lemands answers to such questions
as:

How many sensors?
,W4.hat are their specifications?
How many displays?
What are they and how used?

The process of answering these questions properly will. not only lead to the design
of the system but will ensure the "best" (defined by our own rules) integration
between sensor and display.

6.2.1 Despite constraints from limitations of time, political considerations and
commercial zombitions, the process of design/integration must be carried out by
using a scientific mt.thodolcgy. In fact, although it is not an easy philosophy
to persuade the participants to adopt, the desired political, commercial, etc.
goals can probably only be reached through the use of such a methodology.

There is probably no single correct method; they are all versions of what
the systems analyst calls "flow diagrams". The method advocated here is referredI : to as functional documentation because of its characteristic that it seeks first to
determine the exact nature of the function to be performed and delays until the
last possible moment the specification of the exact hardware/software arrangements
that will bring about the desired result. It is a picture language which can be
made understandable with the minimum of auditional explanatory text and thus
becomes a very good medium for the recording and transmission of information amongst
the participating designers. Whilst its very nature tends tc prevent the need for
modifications (unless somebody charges the requizement') it has the property of
making clear what the overall effect of any gi- -n modification rill be and enabling

- , appropriately accurate steps to be taken towards rectification.
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As experience grow it is possible that some aspects of the operation will be
taken over by a computer operating a high level language. There is a danger that
the difficulties of such an arrangement will be just as great as those of the
avionics system which it is designed to control.

it is important to realise that these scientific methods of controlling the
design of complex avionic systems are not a substitute for thinking. The creation
of the design can only come from the excellence and experience of the human designers
themselves. Methodology provides a valuable stimulus and method of recording.

6.2.2 The proposed system of functional. documentation is not described in this paper
I but experience shows that if pursued rigorously it is possible to start with a

blank sheet of paper and end up with very many sheets which first of all define
the functions to be accomplished and then the hardware/software required to im-
plement them. The most difficult trap for the designer to avoid is that of think-
ing in terms of "boxes" rather than "functions". The second most difficult trap

iis that of believing that the functional documentation process is that which he
always adopted anyway.

First of all the functions demanded of the aircraft may be categorised in
Kbroad terms. Then each category may be examined level by level, each level

delving into greater detail than its precedert. The integration of sensor and
display could be involved in several categorLes but perhaps none more obviously
than te weapon aiming category.

Whilst it is assumed here that we are conceiving a system from scratch there
is no reason why the process proposed should not commence at any level that is
convenient. it would merely mean that initial constraints would be differently

The important features to remember are:

1. Designers must still design - the system helps them to think logically
and record their thoughts so that all can see and understand.

2. Recording is mostly pictorial and thus aids appreciation.

3. The method can be started at any level and stopped at any level and
the temptation to mechanise (by computer for example) must be viewed with
care.

6.3 We have now examined the constituent elements of the integration of a sen.sor/

display system, the technique of interconnection and the philosophical method 6f
deciding what should be done and how to do it.

Other constraints such as price and reliability must be introduced. Foth
elements are in fact combined in the process of producing minimum life cycle costs.

It can be argued that maximum reliability is achieved by the use of the mini-
mum possible equipment - what isn't there can't go wrong! But which reliability
are we talking about? If it is mission reliability then there are argum'nts
about redundancy and reconfiguration after a fault, which do not necessarily argue
for minimum equipment. Redundancy may improve mission reliability. On the other
hand peace time reliability - low maintenance costs - may well be obtaiued from

Il the minimum amount of physical hardware. What of software? How does its reliab-
ility influence the system? In a complex system the reliability of software can
never be completely authenticated. It is essential however to embark on its
design in a controlled, logical and structured fashion.

6.4 Multi-Zunction Facilities

It is obvious with such a comprehensive capability existing in the advanced' combat aircraft that the needs of the pilot are to be able to communicate with the
avionics as easily as possible and under the best available conditions. Probably
the most important device in this respect is the display and its ability to operate
in a multi-function capacity.

6.4.1 ControlI
Control is particularly important not just for data selection but to regulate

the quality of picture. First of all it must be easy to choose whether to display
Radar, FLIR, LLTV or Flight Management data always assuming these various sensors
are present. It should also be possible to combine images from two or even three

a sources. Having selected the data sources it must be possible to vary both the
brightness and contrast to cope with the wide range of rapidly changing ambient
illumination normally found in the cockpit. Also it would be advantageous to vary
the differential brightness of combined images and to have the option of outlining
one image relative to another especially when text is super-imposed on pictorial
data.
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6.4.2 Environmental Effects

Although this has been mentioned already the environment has an important
bearing on the pilot's ability to communicate with his avionics. When one
remembers that a lot of the flying takes place at very low level, under far from
ideal weather conditions in a high performance aircraft the problems are self-
evident. Turbulence and vibration are very predominent. Durinq and immediately
after an attack phase, when the aircraft and the man may be subjected to high *g"
effects during escape manoeuvres his ability to see can be seriously impaired.
As was discussed earlier even without "g" effects, eye ball tremor in an already
vibrating human frame resting on an oscillating seat watching a quivering box
displaying a moving picture, gives one some idea of what the pilot is up against!

6.4.3 Pilot Work Load

In a single seat combat aircraft pilot workload can easily reach unacceptable
limits. Even sitting in the environment and doing nothing is fatiquing in itself.
Add to this the concentration required to fly the aircraft at low level, to coarse-
navigate his way -o and from the target, to find and deliver an attack on that
target, to observe intelligence data with respect to enemy defences, concentrations
and movements, to monitor his own fuel and weapon reserves and to defend himself
from air or ground attack is expecting too much of a human mortal without con-
siderable help.

Some help may already be given oy:

- terrain avoidance radar for low-level flying

- inertial navigation system for guidance to the target
- weapon aiming and computing systems incorporating laser ranging

for accurate attack delivery,

but this workload should and can be reduced still further to get the best out ofI existing avionics and to assist the pilot in the important decision making tasks.

This additional help can. come from:

- combined map and electronic displays

- infra-red sensors fo7 actual target detection and recognition

- helmet mounted sights for off-boresighting of targets, navigation
up-dates and intelligence data

- helmet mounted displays which supplement direct vision by TV or IR
sensors display whilst adding aircraft flight and management data

- voice input to the avionics.

However, great care must be taken that the human factors are properly assess..d.
Dangers lie in physically overloading the helmet with extra gear, in causing eye
rivalry with images fed to one eye only and in providing too much data on one
picture it confusing results. Assuming these factors are carefully evaluated

Sonsderable improvem.ent on pilot workload and the utilisaton of sophisticated
aircraft and weapons can be realised.

6.5 Data CommunicationI ?
Radio Communication, whether it be with colleagues flying at the same time

or cohtact with base, is obviously undesirable. Because it causes radiation it
may be detected by the enemy and used by a homing missile to lock-on to the radiation
source. Radar, as well as its merits, also is a pc-cential hazard on the aircraft
just as it is on the ground. Most aircraft are squipped with warning devices

i which signal when it - the aircraft - becomes a potential target. Other forms of
external "communication" normally found on combat aircraft and integrated with the
weapon systems are the 1FF facility for interrogation and identificatica of a

- potential enemy target and facilities for the detection and decod!.n4 of reflected
laser energy from a target illuminated by ground forces - known as a Laser Ranger

FB Marked Target Seeker (LRMT.S - Fig. 8).

Whatever comnunication with the outside world is considered necessary and
desirable it must be clear, u;n-ambiguous and secure without the risk of enemy
jamming and interception.

6.6 Inteqration Philosophy

W-hat we really want, of course, is the minimum hardware to serve as many
useful purposes as possible and to give the best performance at the lowest price.

OR But the ideal is compromised by existing technological capability. However some
Rl 1progress can be made towards partial integration of both sensors and displays.

So far our assumption has been that sensors and displays are permanently
part of the aircraft avionics systems. However, some missiles contain sensors

such as television cameras whose pictures are viewed on the aircraft display in

TI
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order to prcvide guideance. In these circumstances arrangements must be ==de for
the necessary signals to pass between missile and aircraft.

6 6.1 Senscrs

At first sight it would seem almost impossible to provide an.y form of in-
tegration between

- V operating in the visible spectrum

- Necdymium/Yag Lasers - 1.064 mic-oretres

- IR Sensors - 7 - 14 m=crometres

- CO 2 Lasers - 10.59 micrometres

The provision of separate windows to permit efficient transmission over the
whole spcctrum is essential and it is possible to bracket TV and ND/Yag lasers
together using a Claciu= Fluoride window as well as IR and CO2 lasers using
Chalcongenide Jn combination with Germanium. (Sea Fig. 7).

Fig.o 6 sho scheatically a typical multiple electro-optical sensor system

which includes both stabilisation and steering mirror facilites. There is little
opportunity for the integration of radar with the other sensors.

6.6.2 Displavs

We have already discussed the use of multi-function displays. Perhaps two
or even three displays may be necessary with logical combinations of data on each
such as thermal i-aging with LLTV plus text or Radar with map matching, track and
route data.

7. F1TURE POTE.'T.AL

7.1 Fibre Optics Databus

The feasibility of using fibre optic data transmission in avioniz systems
has alreaiy been widely demonstrated as a result of a number of research contracts.
The studies have given an indication of the potential advantages likely to be
achieved using a fibre optic system. These are: irmunity to electro-magnetic
interference, e&ectrical isolation between terminals and wide bandwidth at low cost.

Tne Fibre Optics Databus Svstem will provide an optical version of MIL STD
1553B as far as data rates, formats and facilities are concerned. The remaining
technical risk areas are those associated with the standar-_isatjan and approval of
component parts in the new system. When this has been. achieved a full assessment
of the total advantages can be made but will almost certainly lead towards a better
and "cleaner* systems inftegration than exists at pra.ent.

- , 7.2 Low-level Flying Synthetic Iraging
4

fFast low flying seeks tc avoid detection by enemy radar. Since the per-
,1 formance of all air breathing aircraft is restricted in the heavy air at lcw

* levels, high speed is of itself a protection against being caught by other air-
craft (although not necessarily by their misriles).

Successful low flying entails avoiding ground obstacles. In good weather
conditions the pilot succeeds using eye and skill. The detection of power cables
is probably the most difficult problem. Radar sensors can be used but the
definition is too poor to represent the obstacles by other than arbitrary lines.
Thermal imaging can b. used to provide a 'televinion picture of the approaching
terrain. Note that despite poor defin!-tion radar can have the virtue of providing

1A range and thus a degree of early warning. Ther-al imging, as in television
produces a monocular view.

Based on the assuption that future technol--gy will progress to the extent
thai enormous speed and memory capacity can be available on board the aircraft,
it is possible to conte-late the use of full synthetic i=ages displayed to the
pilots. Such images could be in colour and would be a reasonable facsimile of
the actual wurld.

Aerodrmas could be - "remembered" and knowing te direction of approach the
apprupriate view could be presented. Unknown territory would have to be keyed by
the sensor in use and the displayed picture would provide perspective.

7.3 Advances in Display

Q In sections 3 and 5 we have indicated likely trends in anel mounted and

helmet mounted displays.

7.3.1 Panel m~ounted Displays

In su=.ary, cathode-ray tubes are likely to remain superior to flat-panelV_ ___ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _



displays for picture-imagitng in the forseeable future. Colour CRT's will soon be
in the cockpit providing displays with adequate brightness and able to withstand
hos tile environemnts.

7.3.2 Helmet Mounted Displays

Helmet Mounted Displays show promise and offer considerable potential for
further development. Images presented to both eyes with see-through reflec.ive
capability will provide both a physical as well as a mental balance. Helmet
symmetry is also desirable from ejection considerations. Therefore, if you have
a left and right display it may be possible to feed data from two sensors to
provide stereo-scopic images. It is possible to imagine this being useful in
giving depth visualisation for VTOL aircraft or for more realistic synthetic
terrain-mapping techniques.

7.3.3 Inter-active Facilities

As the avionic systems become more and more complex, communication with an
integrated system must be made easier. Voice communication has been mentioned
as one method of giving commands to the system. Another possible facility already
proven in other fields is to inter-act with the display either by pointing at it
or by moving a marker to overlay the picture. For example, an instruction list
could be displayed on the screen below the picture and by moving a cross to point
at the word "fix" and then pointing at a position on the pictorial image - perhaps
the target - the co-ordinates of the target could be acquired by the system. The
main advantage is that it is fast and slick.

As long as the eye remains one of the most sensitive and active of hurnan
sensors the impetus to continue the development of the display surface will remain.

7.4 Automatic Target Detection/Recognition Idfnti.fication

This is a huge subject in its own right but it Is an area in which techno-
logical advances will be made and its potential relatior with the integration of
sensors and displays must combine in such a way that information is presented en-
abling him to perform these functions. When such a functio; becomes autormtic
then only the outcome of the operation needs presentation. However it is 'ifficult
to believe that the pilot will have such unbounded faith in the apparatus that he
will forego completely the functions of monitoring and over-riding. Thus
automaticity in practice means both styles of presentation must be available with
the more basic information being available at choice or as part of the autonatic
recorfiguring process required in the event of failure.

At this point perhaps we might digress to wonder about the function cf the
pilot himself in the face of such splendid automaticity. Again this is a wide
ranging subject which will not be dealt with here. However it may serve as a
timely reminder that the process of integrating sensors and displays must also
conform to constraints such as cost and reliability. Whilst technically e.!citing
the complex solution might not necessarily be the overall best compromise.

Detection involves the discovery of a wanted signal amongst many unwanted
signals. The atmosphere may contribute difficulty. Advances in processing
technology have improved and will continue to improve radar preformance; better
electro-optical receivers are/will be availabl3. Thus information may be avail-
able at longer ranges.

Definition is also improving as technology advances and with it the likelihooK
of deriving advantage from the combination of sensors.

Identification may involve the target "signature" - the characteristics
imposed on the signal reaching the sensor which are known to be attributable to
specific targets. Usage of such characteristics implies a fair amount of pro-
cessing (comparison of measured characteristics against the on-board look-tip table
of known features for example).

7.5 Data Storage

The last few years have seen dramatic improvements in the ability to store
data magnetically. Bubble memories are now available to store 64K characters and
soon this should move up to 256K. Nevertheless several orders o' improvement are
necessary before it would be possible to do electronically, what the COMEr does so
elegantly by using film. When one considers that the whole of northern ' irope
can be stored, in colour, in one film cassette then some idea of the magn tude of
the task can be assessed. Even if the maps are simplified by re&:aining -ily
important features and stored electronically the ability to store the dat in
flight would be limited to that associated with a particular sortie and w- th little
flexibility to change that data. The whole concept of electronically st red map
information must be supported by a ground-based mission control centre pr: riding
pre-flight mission planning and portable data stores which are then transi rred
into the aircraft's airborne computer.

Perhaps one aspect which could be derived from this data base would e the
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provision of route sectional contour information to provide synthetic terrain pro-
files on the head-up or helmet-mounted display as an aid to low-level flying.

8. SUMMARY

In summary lhen advancing technology will provide the possibility of
I integration over a wider field of sensors and activities and the system designer

must define carefully what exactly is required.
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provision of route sectional contour information to provide synthetic terrain pro-
files on the head-up or helmet-mounted display as an aid to low-level flying.
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Fig. I General Purpose TV display for low-light television and infra-red pictures.
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JLIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS

A J Hughes

'Royal Signals and Radar Establishment

Great Malvern, Worcestersh-Ire, WRl4 3PS

England

SUMMARY

An introduction is given to the physical properties of liquid crystals and the elec-
tro-optic effects that may be used for display purposes. A more detailed description
follows of both the "twisted nemat-ic" effect, as used in the vast majority of current
liquid crystal displays, and of the "dyed phase-change" effect, which is a likely candi-
date eventually to supercede the twisted nematic display. The performance and limita-
tions of sinple, directly driven displays are analysed, and the problems and difficulties
associated with more complex, matrix addressed, displays are described. Finally, a brief
description is given of a sslection of laboratory prototypes and drive methods that
demonstrate the progress of liquid crystal research towards solving the various problems
associated with high complexity displays.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last three or four years Liquid Crystal Displays (LCD's) have had an enor-
mous impact, initially in digital watches and more recently in calculators and other
digital instruments. The main advantages of LCD's over other display technologies for
this type of application are as follows:-

(a) the display does not emit light, it merely modulates the ambient light. Con-
sequently it is not only effective in dim lighting conditions but retains its per-
formance in even the brightest ambients where light emitting displays are unreadable;

(b) the display power consumption is minimal, a few microwatts per square centi-
I metre, sc. continuous battery-powered operation is feasible over very long periods;

- (c) the effects occur at very low voltages, ~ 3V or less, so very low power drive
circuitry is appropriate;

(d) the cost of displays in large quantity production is very competitive.

In spite of the success of LCD's in low complexity displays for the consumer market,

j| there are many difficulties in making high complexity LCD's and there are many aspects
which must be carefully considered when using them in harsher military environments. The
aims of this article are:

(a) to provide a simple background understanding of liquid crystals, the effects
used for display purposes, and their limitations;

(b) to summarise the capabilities of the present generation of production displays;

(c) to describe a selection of devices demonstrated in laboratories around the
world that are potentially capable of extending the range of application of LCD's
in the future.

2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON LIQUID CRYSTALS

Detailed references are not given in this section; for a more comprehensive review
and bibliography, see reference (1).

Liquid crystals may be described as an intermediate state of matter occurring in cer-
tain materials between the solid and liquid states, and having some of the properties of
both solids and liquids. They are generally composed of long thin organic molecules, and
the distinguishing feature of the liquid crystalline state is the way in which the mole-

d cules are spatially arranged. In a perfect crystalline solid the relative positions and
orientations of the molecules are well defined, whereas in a liquid the relative positions
and orientations are virtually random. In a liquid crystal, however, the ralative orien-
tation of the molecules remains well defined, but various aspects of the positional order-
ing of the crystal are lost, as shown in Figure 1. In a "nematic" liquid crystal all posi-
tional order is lost, only the orientational order remaining. In a "smectic" material, of
which there are several types, the molecules are constrained in layers but are raadomly
positioned within the layers. "Cholesteric" materials are closely related to nematics,
but have a small angular twist between molecules which results in a spiral structure of

well defined pitch. In spite of all this ordering, however, liquid crystals are clearly
liquid, flowing readily with quite low viscosity. Consequently the orientational order of
the "nlecules is not preserved automatically over indefinite distances as in a solid cry-
stal, but exists typically over distances up to perhaps a millimetre.
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FIGURE I Phase diagram and schematic structures of a hypothetical liquid crystal.

Figure 1 illustrates the phase diagram of a hypothetical liquid crystal, showing one
nematic and one smectic phase. In real materials the number of distinct smectic phases
may be different, and the nematic pha ,e may be absent or replaced by a cholesteric phase.

An important concept is that of the "director" which describes the local alignment
direction of the molecules. It does not refer to the orientation of an individual mole-
cule, since that is subject to thermal fluctuations, but rather it refers to the average
orientation of a group of molecules.

A most significant aspect of liquid crystals is the large anisotropy of most of their
physical properties when measured in directions parallel and pqrpendicular to the director.i For example, the anisotropy of dielectric constant means that electric fields can be used
to control the orientation of th? director. This effect is utilised in all the displays
discussed later. This dielectric anisotropy may be either "positive" (ie maximum dielec-
tric constant parallel to the director) -r "negative", and both types of material have
been exploited in displays. The anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility is also significant
and permits orientation control by magnetic fields. This is used extensively in researchII but nas not yet been exploited for display purposes. The anisotropy of refractive index,
usually between 0.1 and 0.2, is much greater than in most crystalline solids and is the
basis of most optical effects used in displays. Other physical properties, such as elec-

- trical conductivity, elasticity, visco ity, etc, are also strongly anisotropic and have
significant effects on the static and dynamic behaviour of materials and devices.

Finally, liquid crystal materials may also interact strongly with solid surfaces.
These effects are also important Ince, in the absence of electric or magnetic fields, the
structure and orientation of thin layers of liquid crystal are largely determined by sur-
face interactions. Methods have been developed of treating glass surfaces with organic
or inorganic films, possibly followed by controlled mechanical abrasion, which align the
director either perpendicular tothe surface ("homeotropie" alignment), or parallel tc the
surface ("homogeneous" or "planar" alignment) or at some intermediate angle. This control
of alignment via surface forces permits very large areas of uniform orientation and tex-ture to be produced, which is also important for the uniform appearance of displays.

3. LIQUID CRYSTAL EFFECTS USED IN DISPLAYS

3.1 Introduction and Cell Construction

A large number of distinct electro-optical effects have been demonstrated in liquid
crystals for display purposes. These include various scattering effects, interactions
with pclarised light to produce either variable colour or monochrome contrast, bire-
fringence, absorption in dissolved dyes, etc. All of these effects involve molecular re-
alignment caused by the interaction between the applied electric field and the dielectric
anisotropy of the liquid crystal. Furthermore, over a wide range of drive conditions it'4 is found that the response of the liquid crystal is determined by the root mean square
(RMS) of the applied waveform, rather than by the peak amplitude. Drive waveforms are
normally constrained to be AC since, although liquid crystals respond to DC, the presence
of DC gives rise to various electrochemical reactions which may rapidly degrade the dis-play.

Before describing the various display effects in more detail it is worth considering
the constructicn of a typical liquid crystal cell, as shown in Figure 2. The figure, which
is not to scale, shows the two flat glass substrates which are separated by a uniform space
typically between 5ijm and 20un thick, which is filled with the liquid crystal. The inner
walls of the glass are covered by the electrode patterns which define the active areas of
the display. In transmissive cells both electrode layers are made of a transparent con-
ductor such as an indium tin oxide mixture, whereas in some reflective cells the rear set
of electrodes may be metallic. Covering the electrodes are insulator layers of sufficient
thickness to protect the liquid crystal from inadvertent exposure to DC. Finally the
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FIGURE 2 Schematic representation of a typical liquid crystal cell. Not drawn
to scale.

insulators are coated with the appropriate alignment layer3 if needed. The spacing of the
cell is often controlled by a spacer around the periphery, though rather better spacing
control is sometimes obtained using inconspicuous spacers distributed over the whole area.
The cell is sealed arouind the edge by either a thermoplastic bond or a higher temperature,
more hermetic, glass-frit technique. The polarisers and reflectors required by some dis-
play effects are attached to the outside of the glass.

3.2 The Dynamic Scattering Effect

It is unfortunate that this effect (2), which was historically the first to be used
commercially, did not give a fair indication of the enormous potential of LCD's.

The effect uses a nematic naterial of negative dielectric anisotropy containing a
dopant to increase its conductivity. Homogeneous alignment layers ensure that clear
transmission occurs in the undriven (off) state. An applied electric field produces both
current flow and a torque on the molecules. When a critical threshold field is exceeded
a turbulent flow condition occurs. in this state the director alignment is lost and
spatial variations of refractive index occu'r on a scale suitable for strong light scatter-
ing. The on-state then appears cloudy, but when used in reflecticn the achievable con-
trast ratic 4-A rithpr puor.

This effect was soon replaced in most applications by the twisted nematic effect
(described next), largely because of the better visual contrast, longer life, lower vol-
tage operation and reduced power consumption of the latter.

3.3 The Twisted Nematic Effect

A schematic twisted nematic (TN) cell (3) is shown in Figure 3, where a material

with positive dielectric anisotropy is used. The diagram of the off-state shows homo-
geneous alignment on both surfaces of the cell, with these two alignments mutually at
right angles. The director then spirals uniformly from one surface to the other giving
the 900 twist that is used to name'the effect. (in practice various cefects in perform-ance are avoided if the surface alignment is not precisely homogeneous, tilt angles of

up to 300 from the surface being used in some instances, but this does not materially
affect the description given he-e). The front polariser produces linearly polarised
light whose polarisation direction is either parallel or perpendicular to the director- at that face. Because of the large refractive index anisotropy of the liquidcrsa

the plane of polarisation is guided through the cell, following the rotation of the
director. It thus emerges polarised orthogonally to the incident polarisation. If the
ana~yser is perpendicular to the polariser this emerging light is transmitted.

When a voltage above threshold is applied, the director rotates to be parallel to

the electric field in all places. No guiding of polarisation occurs, so the transmitted
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FIGURE 3 Twisted nematic cells in ON and OFF states, used in transmission

between crossed polars.

light is absorbed by the analyser. Of course, by rotating the analyser through 900 the

opaque and transmittirg states are reversed.

When the applied voltage is reduced below the threshold value the surface forces
then re-establish the original twisted structure.

The display may be used either in the transmissive mode with an independent light

, source illuminating the rear of the display, or it may be used with a suitable reflector
stuck to the rear polariser to reflect the ambient light. In the latter case a diffuse
reflector which does not depolarise the light is required to maximise the display bright-
ness and contrast.

4 An elegant, low power, solution to night-viewing of reflective TN displays is to
use a "transflective" rear reflector, ie a reflector that transmits say 10% of incident

a| light. A very weak light sourcu, possibly a beta-light, placed behind this transflector

-Ithen gives good transmissive mode viewing in the dark, with a smooth transition to re-I flective mode viewing at higher light levels.

3.4 The Cholesteric-Nematic Phase Change Effect

With this effect (4) no polarisers are required, the display being switched elec-
trically betwe.n transparent and scattering states. The cell is filled with cholesteric
material of positive dielectric anisotropy, the cholesteric pitch being a small multiple
of the wavelength of light to optimise the scattering effect. When a field above thresh-
old is applied the positive dielectric anisotropy causes all molecules to align parallel
to the field, the cholesteric twist is lost and the molecular ordering and alignment are
similar to the on-state if the twisted nematic cell. Since no polarisers are used the
cell is completely transparent. When the field is removed the cholesteric twist is
rapidly re-established throughout the bilk of the material. There is then no preferred
directijn fo- the orientation of the cholesteric spirals so a quasi-polycrystalline struc-
ture results which is strongly scattering. Surface alignment layers are not essential
for this effect, but may be used to stabilise the texture of the scattering state.

This effect has a threshold field, rather than a threshold voltage,which is deter-
mined largely by the cholesteric pitch used. It is generally found that cells which give
strong optical effects require somewhat higher drive voltages than twisted nematic rclls,typically 5-10 V.

When used in reflection this effect does not give very high optical contrast, but
quite acceptable contrast can be obtained in transmission. In projection, a simpl6
Schlieren arrangement will give excellent contrast.

3.5 The Dyed Phase Change (DPC) Effect

This is a direct extension of the above effect which includes dye*, dissolved in the
liquid crystal, to give optical absorption rather than scattering (4,5) The dye mole-
cules must e high.y anisotropic, both physically and optically. They must align accurately
with the director of the liquid crystal at all times; this is known as the "Guest-Host"
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effect. Also, they must be pleochroic"; that is, their absorption spectrum should de-
pend strongly on the relativa orientations of the molecules and the polarisation of the
light. Ideally, absorption should be zero when the optical polarisation is perpendicular
to the lon$ molecular axis, and strcng when the polarisation is parallel to that axis, as
shown in Figure 4.-

STRONG

WEAK ABSORPTION
~ABSORPTION

POLARIZED
LIGHT

FIGURE 4 The anisotropic optical absorption of pleochroic dyes as used in the
dyed phase-change effect.

In the driven (on) state oe a DPC cell all the liquid and dye molecules are forced to
align perpendicular to the plane of the cell, so light paissing through the cell is only
weakly absorbed. In the undriven (off) state the twisted cholesteric structure ensures
that all polarisations of incident light encounter sufficient dye molecules whose axes
are suitably aligned to give strong absorption. As in the previous effaet, the electric
threshold is field rather than voltage dependent.

With a suitably designed diffuse reflector this effect is visually very attractive.
It should te noted, however, that Lhe displayed information appears bright or. an absorb-
ing backgrcund, the direct inverse of the conventional TN display.

Although dyes of adequate performance are now available, and cell design and drive
requirement3 are well understood, displays using this effect have not yet been exploited
commercially to any significant extent. Tt should be noted, however, that the elimina-
tion of polarise-s gives not only a considerably brighter display but also one that is
intrinsically more stable in a hot humid environment. I is believed that this type of
display will be the natural successor to the TN display for a wide range of applications.

3.6 Birefringent Effects

iThe large anisotropy in the refractive index of aligned nemati_. liquid crystals per-
mits electrical control of birefringent effects (6). An exampie is shown in Figure 5,
where a thin layer of planar aligned liquid crystal of positive dielectric anisitropy is
placed between parallel poiarisers. The incident polarisaticn is jet at h5° to the direc-
tor. By direct analogy with birefringence in solid crystals the transmission may be
analysed in terms of ordinary "o" and extraordinary "c" rays polarised perpendicular and
parallel to the director respectively. For certain waie&engths of incident light the
optical path dii'ference between o and e rays through the liquid crystal will be an inte-
gral number of wavelengths and the resultant will pass unhindered through the analyser.
For all other wavelengths the light emergi.ng from the liquid crystal will be elliptloally
polarised, to g.eater or lesser extent, and will therefore be partially or even completely
absorbed by the analyser. Thus, in general, the transnitted light will be coloured.
When an electric field is applied the director rotates changing the degree of birefringente
and consequently alt-ring the transmitted spectrum. In the limit, for very high fields,the director becomes normal to the plane of the cell and birefringence is reduced to zerc.

A similar effect is obtained with negative dielectric anisotropy material in a cell
with nearly honeotropic surface alignment. With zero applied volts there is no bire-
fringence and therefore ro transmission between crossed polars. As the applied voltage
is increased the molecules tilt away from homeotropic and the birefringence rises. Pro-
vided this tilt is in a plane at - 450 to the polarisation direction this birefringence
results first in increasing transmission of white l5ght, followed by a series of colours
at higher fields.

These effects are also field rather than voltage dependent, so to obtain uniform
effects over large areas requires extreme skill in constructing cells with flat and para-
lel faces. Effects of this type have rnly received a limited amount of attention both
for alphanumeric displays and for electrically controlled colour filters.

I,
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FIGURE 5 Typical "variable birefringence" device at various voltages.

4. REQUIREMENTS FOR SIMPLE DISPLAYS

4.! Introduction

In this section the properties of and requirements for simple displays are considered
in a little more decail. A simple display is defined here as one in which each element
of the display is directly driven with no multiplexing. Attention will be concentrated
entirely on TN and DPC displays, but before considering the complete displays it is nec-4 essary to consider the acceptability of liquid crystal materials themselves.

In order to be generally acceptable there are many requirements placed on the
materials. Firstly, it is vital that they should be non-toxic, both for ease of handling
during manufacture and to avoid risks caused by breakage during use. Secondly, they should
be highly stable, not only to ensure long life in the operating environment, but also to
avoid the need ror difficult and costly manufacturing processes. Many of the early liquid
crystal materials were suspect on account of either toxicity, susceptibility to atmospheric
oxidation or to degradation caused by blue or ultraziolet light. The discovery of the
biphenyl family (7), however,hasprovided a satisfactory solution to allof these problems.
Indeed, some manufacturers now claim operational lifetimes in excess of 30,000 hours.

Temperature has many effects on LCD's. The most important consideration is the range
over which the material remains liquid crystalline. This is bounded of course at high
temperatures by the transition to an isotropic liquid, and at low temperatures by a
transition either to another liquid crystal phase of higher order or to a solid phase.
The nematic to isotropic transition is well-defined, but solidification is often accom-
panied by extensive super-cooling. It is most important that the quoted minimum tempera-
ture for a material represents meltirg from the solid and does not rely on supercooling:
the super-cooled state is only metastable, and damage to the surface alignment layera is
possible if repeated solidification occurs.

Single chemical compounds are rarely liquid crystalline over a usably wide tempera-
ture range, but multi-component mixtures have been developed (8) which have nematic phases
over a wide range. Figure 6 shows the phase diagram of a two-component mixture of bi-
phenyls, where the eutectic composition is nematic from 200 C to 700C. By adding pi.ecisely
determined quantities of other materials a multi-componen eutectic can be made with even
wider range. For e;ample, the four'-component mixture E7 (BDH nomenclature) used in watch

*displays operates from -10C to +600C. More recent mixtures have considerably extended
this range and at the same time afforded improvements in other material parameters.
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FIGURE 6 F.,ase diagram of a two-component liquid crystal mixture, showing the
wide temperature range of the nematic phase at the eutectic composition.

4.2 Twisted Nematic Displays:1 For low power, portable applications, drive voltage is a most significant considera-
tim. Figure 7 shows the transmission at normal incidence of a TN cell plotted against
applied voltage. There is a fairly well defined threshold voltage, VT, normally occurring

between 0.8V and 1.5V. The transmission then falls to - 10% by between 1.3V and 2.2V.
To achieve good contrast requires dri.e at about 2 x VT, although quite usable contrast
is obtained at slightly lower voltages. Since power dissipation is roughly proportional
to the square of the drive voltage it is clearly beneficial in terms of battery life to
operate with low VT materials. Batteries, however, are available only at certain vol-
tages, so the major consideration may often be to match the required liquid crystal drive
voltage to that produced by 2 or 3 cells of a specificd battery.

Good liquid crystal materials have high resistivity, > 1010 flem, so that cells
normally present an impedance of > 107 ohms per square cm in parallel with 1000 to 3000 pF
per square cm. *hen driven with low frequency AC the power dissipation is consequently
limited to a few microwatts per square cm.

The appearance of a TN cell driven slightly above threshold is a strong function of
the direction from which i. is viewed. This arises because the molecules ace constrained
to rotate in a particular direction in going from the off to the onstate. The threshold
voltage for the optical effect is lower than that at normal incidence in one particular
viewing quadrant, known as the "low voltare quadrant". From all other directions the
threshold is higher. It is therefore most important to obtain the optimum relative posi-
tions of display, observer and illumanation. The observer should always view from within
the low voltage quadrant. Me ambient illumination may throw shadows of the displayed
data onto the rear reflector. Usually these shadows increase the observed contrast, but
if the reflector is a significant distance behind the liquid crystal layer then there
may be disturbing parallax between the data and its shadow. In this cas2 the intensity
of the shadows may be reduced by illuminating from directions well outside the low volt-
age quadrant.

T1 e threshold voltage, VT, of most liquid crystals is temperature dependent, so the

V___ =
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FIGURE 7 hormalised optical transmission of a TN cell between crossed polarb as
a function of applied voltage at I-ree angles of "ncidence. The 100 and450 data apply to the "low voltage" quadrant.

temperature coefficient, dVT/dT, is a parameter of interest. Typical values range from
-0.4 to -1.0% per oC for TN materials. This effect is not too important for directly
driver displays, providing that enough volts are available to turn the display fully on
at the lowest temperature, but it is a very significant parameter for multiplexed displays(see Section 5).

Perhaps the most striking effect of temperature is on the response speed of the dis-play. This is determined largely by the viscosity of the material which is almost inevit-: S ably a strong fanction of temperature. Figure 8 shows the variation of both turn-on andturn-off times for a particular TN display as a function of temperature. It is clear

i is

T~URN-OFF

lrs -10 0 10 20 30 40 so to

TEMPERATURE, o
FIGURE 8 Variation of response times of a typical TN cell with temperature. Cell

spacing !2um, material E7. Note that response times are proportionalto viscosity and to the square of cell spacing.
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that, while rapid response is possible at room temperature and above, -esponse is very

sluggish below O°C. Increasing the dri-e voltage speeds up the turn- i time, but, since
the turn-off driving force is determined by the surface alignment layer, one is able to
affect the turn-off speed only by reduoing the viscosity. In principle one could achieve
faszer response with a given material by rziucing the cell spacing, but in practice th
also affects many other aspects of cell desi-,. and cannot be reduced. There is, however,
a class of materials known as "two-frequency" materials discussed in Section 5.5 where
this difficulty is alleviated.

T here are many other less significant effects of temperature on liquid zrystal para-
meters, for example resistivity, cell capacitance, refractive indices, etc, but no dis-
cussion of them will be included here. The remaining effects of temperature relate to
the cell. In general two methods of cell aealing are in commercial use. The first uses
a low temperature, - 1500C, thermcplastic bond. This is perfectly reliable for mos. dom-
estic applications but there are doubts about its reliability in harsher military environ-
ments, particularly in hot, humid situations. The second uses a high temperature, - 500C,
glass frit method which produces a fully hermetic bond capable of withstanding much ha-sher
environments. The TN cell, however, faces the added problem that the adhesion of the
polarisers is liable to degrade in hot, humid conditions uless some form of secondary
encapsulation is used.

4.3 Dyed Phase Change Displays

in principle DPC displays have two major advantages over TN displays. Firstly, *hey

do not require polarisers and therefore should appear mueh brighter than TN display,.
Secondly, their cptical p-operties are far less anibotropi- - there is no "low voltage
quadrant" - so chey can be viewed clearly over a much greater angular range.

The basic cho.-esteric materials are made by adding small quantities of "twisting"
agents to normal, wide temperature range, nemctic mixtures. The temperature ranges and
riscosities of the resulting mixtures are therefore "ery similar to those of the nematic
components.

Choice of the dye component involves many considerations. Its alignment in the liquid
crystal host is described in terms of an "order parameter" (5) which must as high as pos-
sible to mininise absorption in the on-state. its absorption spectrum mutt be suitable,
blue and black being preferred but not readily obtainable. It must be sufficiently soluble
in the liquid crystal host to give adequate absorption and contrast without risk of the
aegregation of dye particles at low temperatures. Finally, it must be highly stable when
exnosed te solar bU radiation. Dyes ro far discovered (9) which have the highest order
pa:u Lers have rather poor UV stability and conversely, those with adequate stability
have lower order parameters but nevertheless give adequate contrast. These dyes are now
adequate for commercial exploitation, but there is scope for improvements in order para-
meter, solubility, absorption spectra and UV stability.

The overall design ana performance of a DPC di:rplay is subject to many compromises,
since each variable parameter affect more than one' of the observable features. For
example: a large cell spacing provides good contrast, but at the expense of either slow
turn-on or high drive voltage; short cholesteric pitch improves contrast and gives rapid
turn-off, again at the expense of hig. drive voltage; high concentration of dye gives good
contrast but reduces cn-state brightncss aad may involve low temperature solubility prob-
lems. Clearly, the achievable speed, contrast, drive voltage, etc, will depend strongly
on the external design constraints.

As an example, consider a moderately thin cell driven at about 1OV RMS. A high
brightness display is possible with 10:1 contrast razio uaing a high order parameter dye;
3:1 contrast is possible with the more stable counterpart. Turn-on times of - lOOms and
turn-off times - 2Oms are achievable at room temperacure, which is much faster than the

Lresponse of a TN display.
Temperature affects the threshold voltage in much the same way as for a TN display.

Val.i s o" dV /dT are of the order of -1% per °C. Similarly response times are affected
by changes of viscosity with temperature. However, the fundamentally faster response of

=the DPC effect means that usable response speeds can be retained to much lower temperatures.

The angle of view of a reflective DPC display is determined largely by the propertiel
of the diffuse reflector. By control of the surface .exture of this reflector the on-axiE
brightness of the display may be played off against the wide-angle appearance. Further-

Imore, since no rear polariser is required, the rear reflector can be located inside the
LC cell, thus eliminating the shadow parallax problems discussed above, and further in-creasing the brightness and contrast of the display.

The same technologies for cell sealing can be used ':ith DPC cells as with TN cells.
The absence of polarisers, however, means that the DPC cell should be less susceptible to
degradation in extreme environments.

5. COMPLEX DISPLAYS

i 5.1 Matrix Addressing

A complex display is arbitrarily deTined here as one to which the number of connectiona
is less than the number of individually selectable dispSay elements. For a numeric display
using the 7-bar format, a row of ten digits requires at least 70 elements. To supply a

I' __
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drivee nd connecting wire to each of these elements is obviously uneconomic. For alpha-
nu.eric displays, where each character requires at least 35 dcts, the problem is far more
severe. The obvious solution is to cse a matrix addressing mthod. The transparent con-
ductors on both cell plates are patterned so that each electrode is shared between several
display elements. The behaviour of this arrangement is electrically equivalent to that of
a rectangular matrix of n-rows and m-columns, the cross-points representing the display
elements. The minimum numoer of connections is obtained when n=m,but even with n=> the
number of c-nnections to the abcve 10-digit example is reduced from over 70 to less than
30.

A simple gay of addressing a matrix display is shown in Figure 9. The r~ws of the

Is
--vo -- ---
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--------------------

t FIGURE 9 Multiplex drive scheme for a 3 Y 3 matrix. Scanning pulses, VH, applied
to rows; data pulses i VD, applied to iolumns. Polarity, reversal forI AC drive not shown.

display, are scanned repetitively in 4equence by a "row select" pulse of amplitude V1.
While each row is selected the anp-ropriate "selectr and "non-select" data pulses, or
amplitude ± VD, are applied to the columns. The liquid crystal elements respond to the
root mean square of the differeil - between the row and column waveforms. Net AC drive
is achieved either by reversing ne drive polarity after each scan or by replacing each
pulse by an alternating waveform.

The problem now arises that supposedly "off" elem-nts experifnce a significant drive
voltage, large]y composed of the data pulses to all other element: in the column. The
ratio of RMS voitages applied to "on" and "off" elemenrs, and the'efore the display con-
trast, may be maximised by correct choice of VR and Vn. Alt and *leshko (10) have shown
that, for a display consisting of n rows, maximum voltage ratio is achieved when VR/l VD.
Thjs relationship is very importsnt for large values of n, but for values oZ n around
four a convenient solution is VR = 

2VD.

The 4mportance of this optimisation is apparent when the liquid crystal character-
istics such as acceptable contrast, ;ngle cf view and temperature range are considered.
Figure 7 showed the transmission versus voltage at both normal incidence and 450 from
normal in the low vltage quadrant of a TN cell. Figure 10 shows normal incidence trans-
mission plotted against voltage over a wide temperature range. Satisfactory viewing over
a wide angular and temperature range requires:

a, the value of V must te below threshold at the most oblique viewing angle at

the highest temperatfe;

b) the value of VON must give adequate absorption at the steepest viewing angle
at the lowest temperature.
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The multiplexed performance of a disply at a fixed temperature therefore depends on
the steepness and angular dependence of the threshold curve of the mterial ase, which
may be characterised by various figures of merit. For example, the ratio of voltage
giving 0% transmission at normal incidence to voltage giving 90% of meximir trnsmission
at 45° incidence immediately shows how many lines may be multiplexed at that temperature.The material E7 mentioned earlier, which was not designed for multiplexing, has a figure

Sof merit of about 1.9. Tis is Scacely adequate for even 3-way muItiplezing wth full
contras' over this anglar range. Alternative materials, however, have bf~en developed
with figures of merit less than 1.7 which give quite presetable performance in 7-way

It multiplexed reflective displays.

The large values of dVc/dT of all liquid crystal material* preclude multiway multi-
plexed operation over a wide temperature range with fixed drive viltageu. Accurate methods
for temperature compensation of drive voltage have been developed which can mairtain the
visual appearance of displays over practicall3 the entire temperature i-ange that the
material is liquid crystrine. These methods either involve a thermistor or other tempera-
ture sensor mounted close to the display cell, or may use the liquid crystal material as
its uwn temperature sensor. This latter method (11) makes use of the dependence of liquidII crystal capacitance on temperature and voltage, and has the advanta& of sensing temera-
ture at exactly the right place and with no tize delays. In spite cf the achievable accu-
racy of temperature compensation it is still advantageous to use mazerials with small
temperature coefficients in order to minimise the effects of temperature gradients across
the cell.i To date, commercial alphanumeric displays have been produced using up to l1d-way multi-
plexing of reflective TN cells, operating typically over a 400 temperature range. The
format of these displais is either a single row of up to 80 hearacters, or two rows of
characters addressed as a single row. The viewing angle ranges from normal to 4 100 fr.:r: normal in the low voltage quadrant, but the precise location of this cone of high contrast
can be varied b adjusting the drive voltage.

To make further progress from this situation there are five main avenues that have
been followed in various laboratories:-

(a) Restrictions on the optics of the display(b) iLprovements in materials for use irr estalished effects;
(c) Improvements in drive methods for conventional liquid crystal effects;
(e) Exploitation of new liquid crystal effects whos? characteristics are better

suited to multiplex drive;
(e) Tncurporation of electrical components at the matrix cross-points of display

da cells.

5.2 Displays with Restricted Angle of View

hen reduced angle of view is acceptable, or when projection is used, far more corplex
displays are possible. One of the most complex was reported by Hitachi (12) where a 120
line TV picture with 160 dots per line and 16 e levels was demonstrated. The 1N effect
was used. and the entire TV receiver and display consumed about 5W from a 15V SupPly. One

I
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must assume, however, that since 60-way =m4tiplexing was usJ the angle of view and tem-

perature range of the display =ust both have been extremely narrow.

Another TV-type de=onstration was by Robert (13) who used the variable birefringence
effe- t in a negative nematic material as .-entioned in Section 3.6. To satisfy the severe
tolzrance on cell spacing that this effect incurs, the active zell area was restricted
to 6.4= square. A lCom square i=age was then produced by projection. The display con-sisted of a 128 z 128 d-t atrix with r grey levels. The response speed at room tempera-
ture permitted only 5 i=ages per second, but this rate doubled at 0uc.

5.3 Improved TN Materials

There :s considerable commercial pressure for improved =aterials for multiplexed
displays, and it is clear that gradual improve=ents are continua!ly being =ade. However,
i major b-eakt-rough would be required to imprc-e the threshold sharpness from its present
typical value capable of '-way tc 10-way multiplexing to a value that would permit 50-way
mulidi;Vxing of a reflective TN display. Such a breakthrough seems rather unlikely, so
one may only anticipate rather steady progress towards displays of perhaps t or 6 lines
of alfhanu=erlcs from this approach.

5.4 improved Addressing Wavefo--s

The Alt and Pleshko optimisasion of drive voltages mentioned in Section 5.1 assumed
a rather restricted type of wavefor= wLere only one voltage ratio was adjustable and where
the addressing wavef.r-ms depended in a very si=le way on the data to be displayed.
Several authorz (26) have -ecently considered the potential of co=plete2y generalised rve

4methods. The conclusions of these theories are that, in general, improvements are possible,
but these improvements are only significant either when the nu=ber of tcar-ned rows is very
small or when the prurber of elements per colu-n which are different fro= the background
is very smal. Clearly, neither of these conditions pertains to complex alphanumeric dis-
plays, but the application of this type of approach te various special purpose displays
is discussed in Section 5.7.

5-5 Alternative Liquid Crystal Effects

Although there are many liquic crfstal effects that might eventually be exploited in
this way, the two efects mentioned here have been chosen largely bezause of existing
de=onstrations of their capability.

Th e first, known as "two-frequency multiplexing", uses the optics of a conventional
TM display, but incororates nenatic materials having unusual dielectric properties.

7 Figure 11 shows the variation of the principal dielectric constants with applied frequency.
= There is a critical frequency f., kn°s:n as the "cross-over frequency", at vhsch the two

-values are equal. Below f-, thp parallel dielectric constant exceeds the perpen-dicular
so a low frequencY tends to turn the dis.la on. Above fC the reverse is true, so
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FIGURE 11 "Twto-frequency" nematic material; variation of the principal dieAlectri-c

I e-anstants with the frequency of the applied electric Hield.

a high frequency field tends tc turn the display off. A few useful m-aterials exist having
Ain the range 1-10 Me.= at roc: tenperature_
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This effect has been exploited by van Doorn and de Clerk and by Hosakawa et al(14).
both cases high and low frequency drive signals were applied simultaneously. The selec-
tion of on and off elements was done via the high frequency signals. The low frequency
signal, of constant amplitude, effectively counterbalanced a large part of the effect of
the high frequency signals. It can be shown that, provided the ratio of various signal
amplitudes is correctly controlled, the number of lines that can be addressed increases
proportional t, the appli.ed voltages. The main problem with this method is the variation
of f with tL. .ature; typically fc doubles with every 80 C rise. Consequently, the
total temperature range of the method is restricted to maybe 40 degrees by the rarne of
practicable drive frequencies. The demonstration of this method by Hosakawa et al (15)used
56-way multiplexing to generate 8 rows of 64 characters. Drive amplitudes were restric-
ted to 40V peak-to-peak, and the temperature range covered was 00 to 400C.

The second method, developed by Tani et al (16), exploited thu hysteresis and stor-
age effects sometimes found in the characteristics of the cholesteric-nematic phse change
effect. Both clear and scattering states were obtained that remained stable for several
hours at room temperature, and a method was achieved of switching between these states in
a few milliseconds. The largest display consisted of 306 lines of 574 dots at O.'Imm
pitch and was driven with ± 14V. The contrast ratio was 24:1 and the angle of view was
greater than ± 700. Unfortunately no information was given on the temperature range of
these displays. These a'e probably the most complex multiplexed LCD yet demonstrated,
and ma-y be capable of further development, possibly with incorporation of the pleochroic
dyes mentioned in Section 3.5.

5.6 Internal Electrical Components

The advantage of this approach is that it makes only minimal demands on the steepness
of the transmission-voltage characteristic of the liquid crystal. The complexity now re-

3 1sides in the cell substrate, where an electrical device, either active or non-linear
passive, is placed in series with each liquid crystal element. The electrical character-

istic of each device must achieve two objects; firstly, it must block all partial select
pulses addressed to other elements; secondly, when a full select pulse occurs it must~permit the capacitance of the liquid crystal to charge up rapidly, and when this pulse

ends it must prevent the charge leaking away until the next select pulse occurs. Three
approaches have been pursued, namely active silicon substrates, thin film transistors on
glass, and Varistors.I The Si substrate approach of Lipton et al (17) used a complete 3 inch diameter Si

slice as one side of a 1.75 inch square dynamic scattering display. On this substrate
was a 175 x 175 arra. of fairly conventional MOSFETs, addressed via an x-y matrix of eon-
ductors. A silver reflector was provided for each display dot. The display drive r2rcuits

- operated at the TV compatible rate of 30 frames per second, but the contrast and gre-
scale capability were not disclosed. This approach has considerable potential for :ZrtherI development with the inclusion of decode and drive circuits on the same Alice, the .se of
the DPC effect for better appearance, higher resolution, etc. The chief limitation isthat the overall area of the display is restricted to that obtainable from a cingle

slice until some reliable method of butting substrates together is developed.

I The thin film transistor approach is electrically very similar, in that each display
element is addressed via a FET, but it has the great advantage that the substrate is a
glass sheet on which all components are vacuum deposited; the size limitation of the Si
slice is eliminated. The work of Brody et al (18) was based on a 6" square display with
up to 180 x 180 elements. The semiconductor was CdSe, produced in polycrystalline form
by vacuum evaporation followed by careful annealing. In this case the TN effect was
used, but in principle any other liquid crystal effect could be used. Both alphanumeric
and video display modes were demonstrated, the video being refreshei at 60 Hz and achiev-
ing 6 shades of grey.

Spear (19) has recently suggested that the characteristics of thin film transistors
made of amorphous Si on glass are adequately suited for this application. This material
is now readily deposited in thin film form by various methods. Ultimately it may prove
to be an easier material to control, requiring simpler processing and producing PETs with
more suitable characteristics, but present data .s very limited.

The third approach, developed by Castleberry (20),used a slice of the Varistor
material, ceramic zinc oxide, cs the display substrate. Careful design of the conductor
configuration on this substrate ensured that each liquid crystal element was directly
in series with a Varistor. The extremely sharp kee in the I-V characteristic of this
material was used to discriminate between partial select and full select pulses. A half
inch square cell, divided into a 16 x 16 dot matrix, was used to simulate the behaviour
of up to a 250 line matrix. The DPC effect was used, producing very good contrast and
viewing angle with a black dye mixture. Substrates up to 8" diameter were said to be
feasible.

At this stage it is difficult to predict which of these approaches has the greatest
potential. Each has the capability of addressing several hundred lines of data, but each
also requires considerable technological skill, so the ultimate choice will most probably
depend on relative costs and achievable yields.
5.7 Displays with Restricted Information Content

It was noted in Section 5.h that improved drive methods could Le devised for large
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matrices provided enough restrictions were placed on the information to be displayed.
Two examples of this situation are bargraphs and oscilloscopes.

A digital bargraph display consi-ting of a single column of dots would normally dis-
play data by having all dots below the indicated level on, and all dots above that level
off. A liquid crystal display of this type has been described by Kmetz (21) in which the
connections between elements were configured to be electrically equivalent to a conven-
tional matrix. This matrix required few external connections and very few distinct drive
waveforms. Nevertheless, the 3:1 voltage ratio between on and off elements ensured high
contras4 viewing over a wide angular and temperature range. Further extension to the
multiplexed drive of double and triple bargraphs was demonstrated with only slightly de-
graded visual appearance.

The oscilloscope scheme of Shanks et al (22) utilised the fact that, when displaying
a single-valued function on a matrix display, only one element per column is different
from the rest. In practice it is convenient to turn the background elements on and hold
the data elements off. The method used a set of different waveforms, one per row, driving
the matrix continuously. To obtain an off element at any required row and column inter-
section it was merely necessary to apply to the column the same waveform as was applied
to the row. The pseudorandom binary aaveforms chosen here had the advantage that a high,
uniform voltage was applied to all on elements giving good contrast and permitting very
wide temperature range operation. The entire oscilloscope with 100 x 100 dot display re-
quired only 60 integrated circuits and consumed less than 500 mW. It was demonstrated in
reflection with both TN and DPC displays, while one model used a transmissive TN display
for large scale projection.

5.8 Light Valve Projection Displays

The two examples chosen here are notable for the fact that they use effects thal are
not exploited elsewhere.

The first, described by Hong et al (23), was the result oP many years of development
at Hughes Aircraft Company. The system contained a CRT which acted as a primary image
generator and which was optically coupled to a liquid crystal cell either by fibre optics
or by a lens system. The complex liquid crystal cell included a photoconductive layer
on which this data was imaged and which controlled the spatial distribution of voltage
across the liquid crystal. The liquid crystal effect used was a hybrid between the TN
and the variable birefringence effects. Polarised projection light was incident on the

opposite face of the cell, and was isolated from the photoconductor by a dielectric re-
flector and a light blocking layer. Different wavelengths in the projection light were
reflected, according to the state of the liquid crystal. The projected image then con-
sisted of data in one colour on a background of another colour, the colours being partially
selectable by the operator. The system, which was portable, was capable of producing highcontrast images with up to 700 line resolution, but no grey scale.

,:n earlier laboratory demonstration (24) using a different liquid crystal effect gave
a multi-colour information display with a simultaneous black-grey-white capability. Un-
fortunately, the stability of the liquid crystals used for this very versatile effect was
not adequate for commercial exploitation.

The second approach, developed by Melchoir et al (25), Dewey et al, and others, is the
only display device discussed here that uses smectic liquid crystals. This smectic material
can exist indefinitely in either a transparent, homectropic &ligned, state or a scattering
state. The state may be controlled locally, with resolution of a few tens of microns, byI laser heating either with or without an electric field. In this way data may be written
into the liquid crystal cell, stored, and if necessary erased or up-dated. The cell can

act simultaneously as the transparency in a simple Schlieren projection system, permitting
real-time storage and display of dyiamic data. Several variants of the scheme have been
made, some used in transmission, others in reflection, with various writing lasers. One
of the most complex was capable of completely rewriting the 1500 x 1500 resolution elements
in 3 seconds.

6. CONCLUSION

In this brief review an attempt has been made to provide sufficient background know-
ledge of liquid crystals for the display user to understand the physical basis of the
effects used to display information. Some of the capabilities and limitations of currently
available displays have been detailed, together with information on a wide selection of
laboratory prototypes and techniques which may eventually be used in more complex, and
possibly more specialised, applications. It is clear that progress has been rapid and
many possibilities are now available for further exploitation. Although a high resolu-
tion, television type, display is still a long way off, prospects are very good for dL-
velopment in the near future of displays having high information content, wider tempera-
ture range, higher speed at low temperatures, better visual appearance and improved en-
vironmental tolerance.
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I

SUMMARY

The various types of electronic display presently being incorporated in aircraft and
the displays being proposed for future use are reviewed and their technical requirements
examined. These include head-up displays, helmet mounted disolays and various head-down
displays which can be generated by TV techniques. The state of the art of CRT and d.c.
plar. a technology is dercribed and the suitability of these two devices for the different
displays is discussed, along with possible future improvements in performance.

INTRODUCTION

The use of electronic displays in aircraft has increased steadily over the last few
years and shows signs of increasing more rapidly in the future. Apart from weather
radar, the displays have up to now been virtually confined to military aircraft but the
next generation of commercia.. aircraft will almost certainly have several electronic dis-
plays. These are likely to include a vertical situation display, horizontal situation
display, attitude direction display, fuel and engine management display and perhaps aI' head-up display.

In future military aircraft additional displays are also required for FLIR, radar
and weapon TV and for moving map. Because of the limited space available in the cockpit
the trend is towards multi-function displays. Even so. several displays per aircraft
would still be necessary to cope with all the requirements. The British AeLospace
advanced cockpit design incorporates seven CRT displays, which with about 10 other
instruments, replace more than 100 conventional instruments.

All of these displays, by definition need some form of display device. Up to now
the device that has been exclusively used is the CRT and most of the new displays
presently in development also incorporate the CRT. The CRT is, however, a rather bulky
device and because of this there has for many years been a search for a flat panel
replacement. One possible candidate for this task is the gas discharge or plasma panel.

The purpose of this article is to look at how present-day CRT's and plasma panels
meet the requirements for the display device in aircraft electronic displays and to
briefly discuss the improvements that could be expected in the near future.

i DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS

Before the suitability of the CRT or plasma panel for aircraft displays can be dis-
cussed it is necessary to know the rL;uirements of .he various displays.

The different types of display may first of all "isefully be divided into two main
categories, namely those that have to be viewed ir the "open" cockpit of a high perform-
ance military aircraft and those that may operate in the back seat of military aircraft
or in the cockpit of civil aircraft where at least some shielding of the display from
external illumination may be achieved. The basic difference in these two sets of appli-
cations is the level of external illumination which may fall upon the display. In the
former case where there is unshielded sunlight or sunlight reflected from white clouds
the illumination is extremely high and is usually quoted as 10,000 ft.cd.

In civil airline cockpits it may be possible to impose a limit of perhaps 3,000 ft.
cd., a significant reduction, whereas in other areas the illumination may be controlled
to any desirable level. Thus for use in "open" cockpits the display brightness must be
as high as possible. This also applies to a head-up display which has to be viewed

= against this high external illumination as a background.

In all other characteristics, the requirements for displays whether in the open
cockpit or not are similar. Generally accepted requirements for some typical displays
are summarised in Fig. 1.

Three of the displays will be looked at in a little more detel, the head-up display,
an extension of the head-up display - the helmet mounted display, and the TV display
which as far as ,evice requirements are concerned is quite similar to all other displays
such as thr EADI, HSD, FLIR, Engine Management etc.
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D lay Navigation He
fead-Up EAD! HSD FLIR and Fuel Tactical Rae Radar Ulmet-

Paramter M anagement DisplAy a. nted

Brightness

C.vil Vlewuble Viewable Viewable Viewable
against under under under
10,000 ft.L. 3,000 ft.cd. 3,000 ft.cd. 3,000 ft.cd.
bacKground ambient ambient ambient
brightness llumination illumination illumination

Military Vuewable Viewable Viewable Viewable Viewable Viewble Viewable
under uunder nder under under against
10,000 ft.cd. 10,000 ft.cd. 10,000 ft.cd. 10,000 ft.cd. 10,000 ft.cd. 10,000 ft.cd. 10,000 £t.L
iluminitioi il l i lluninat on illumination illumination illumination background

Writing Stroke Raster Raster/ Raster Raster Raster (Scan B. Scan Raster
Hode Stroke zoeverted)

Radar

Contrast 2:1 against 2:1 against 2:1 against 2:1 against 2:1 against 2:1 against 2 1 against 21l against
highest highest highest highest highest highest h.ghest highest
background background background background background background background background

Rtsolution Trace width 800 TV lines 800 TV lines 800 TV lines 800 TV lines 000 TV lines Trace width 800 TV lines

app:o., approx.
0.010" 0.020"

Dynamic 1 level 7 grey shades 1 level 7 grey shades 4 grey shades 2 grey shades 1 )evel 7 grey shades
•Range ________________________________ 1

Size Device should 5* to 9" 5" to 9" 5" to 9" 5" to 91 I" to 5 to 9" Dvice shuld
be as small b as small

as sstile 7 aspossible

Fig. 1. Summary of Typical Display Requirements

HEAD-UP DISPLAY
1

In this type of display the internally-generated image is projected at infinity and
superimposed upon the real world view of the observer. For two main reasons this tech-
nique imposes tremendous requirements on the brightness of the device on which the
internally-generated image is produced. Firstly, the image is superimposed upon the
real world and hence must be brighc enough to be visible against this background bright-
ness. Secondly the conventional optical elements which collimate the image and combine
it with the real world view have losses such that only somewhere between 15% and 20% of
the light produced by the image source is usefully used.

Using some approximate figures; if a projected image brightness of aroundl,800ft.L
is necessary for adequate visibility, then the source brightness has to be a minimum of
9,000 ft.L and up to around 14,000 ft.L.

HELMET-MOUNTED DISPLAY2

This type of display is an extension of the head-up display which removes the
restriction of the fixed viewing aperture having a relatively narrow field of view, of
the conventional head-up display. In this case the display moves with the observer's
head movement. Whilst the ba. ic electro-optical requirements of the helmet-mounted
display are similar to those of the head-up display there is one other requirement of
overriding importance and this is the weight of the display. Any increase in the weight
of the helmet is undesirable but it is especially so in high-performance aircraft where
the effective weight may be increased several fold due to 'g' forces in high-speed
manoeuvres.

TV RASTER-FORMAT DISPLAYS

Almost all of the other displays presently used or envisaged are of this type,
although they may be displaying the output from different sensors such as low light tele-
vision, forward-looking infra-red or scan-converted radar and may also have an alpha-
numeric content or other symbology.

Brightness is specified as being sufficient for the display to be viewable under a
particular value of illumination, rather than being specified as a particular value of
brightness since it is possible to trade-off brightness and contrast and grey shades to
produce optimum performance by the use of optical filters. The brightness of the dis-
play is reduced by filters but the background brightness due to reflected ambienL
illumination is reduced even more such that the contrast is enhanced.

THE CATHODE RAY TUBE
3

Since the CRT is getting on towards 100 years old and is universally used as the
display device in television receivers and oscilloscopes, most people are familiar with
its construction and mode of operation.

Basically the CRT consists of an evacuated envelope, usually of glass, with a source
of electrons at one end and a luminescent screen at the other. Means of modulating the
source of electrons and of focusing and deflecting it, are incorporated within the envel-
ope or are provided by external components closely associated with the envelope. A
schematic representation of the CRT is shown in Fig. 2.
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ADVANTAGES

The CRT has two very im-ortant charac-
teristics which presently give it an advan-
tage over all other display devices. The
first of these is the ease with which the
electron beam can be deflected and hence how
readily the single spot can be made to pro-
duce any kind of display. The second
important characteristic, which has many
facets, is the extreme versatility of the
device. The CRT can readily be made into a
variety of shapes and sizes by the provision
of a suitable envelope. The present limits
(not the ultimate) in size are from around
" diameter up to 36" diameter and the

screen shape usually varies from circular to
rectangular with different aspect ratios.

By using different phosphors to form
the luminescent screen the CRT may also be
made to produce a display with widely Fig. 2. Schematic Representation of
different colours and persistence.

TRADE-OFF'S IN DESIGN

Another aspect of the CRT's versatility is the fact that trade-off's may be made
between a number of the important characteristics. For example, a trade-off may be
effected between the resolution and the light output obtainable. Resolution and tube
length may be ttaded, as may deflection power and length. Similarly a trade-off
situation exists between brightness and writing speed.

In general, the following practical considerations apply:-

1. The higher the light output required the lower is the resolution.

2. The shorter the tube, the greater is the leflection power required.

3. The shorter the tube, the greater is the difference between the resolution at the
centre of the display and at the edge of the display.

4. The shorter the tube, the lower is the resolution.

5. The slower the writing speed, the brighter is the trace.

These are, however, only generalities. Btcause the principle of scaling applies, a tubeof only 4 inches in length (but only I" diameter) can in fact bc manufactured to produce

a display of 800 lines resolution.

Because of the various trade-offs and interrelatior. of the different properties the
design of a CRT may be optimised for a particular application such that a very large
number of widely differing display applications may be satisfied by the CRT.

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

There are two fundanental electron optical limits to the performance of the CRT.
The first of these is the so-called Langmuir limit 4 which states that the maximum current
density which can be achieved in the image (spot) is limited by the velocity distribution
of the electron beam and that the current density in the image is directly proportional
to the current density froi. the cathode. This in practical terms puts the limitation
onto the current density that can be achieved from the cathodi with acceptable life.
Tnus one possible area for improvement is the development of cathodes capable of operat-
ing at increased current density. TheAe is some scope here insofar as the present CRT's
almost all use the oxide cathode whilst it is known that a dispenser cathode5 will
operate at a higher current density. Incorporation of dispenser cathodes will therefore
produce improved performance.

The second fundamental limit is the limit due to space chargE 6, which limits the
beam size into which a particulaz value of electron cu-rent may be constrained.

Further practical electron-optical limits are those imposed by aberrat±ons 7, 8 in
focusing lenses and deflection arrangements. An associated limitation is the conversion
efficiency and life of the phosphors used in the luminescent screen of the CRT. Thus
reductions in lens aberrations and improved phosphors permit of further improvemeats in
CRT performance.

THE CRT IN HEAD-UP DISPLAYS

The CRT is the only device currently used in head-up displays and meets the require-
ments quite well except for brightness where the performance is marginal.
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It is necessary for the trace blightness to be a minimum of 10,000 ft.L and this can
be achieved but only by using a "slow" writing speed. Slow that is, compared to TV
writing speeds, since the-brightness is achieved with a speed of 1,000 inches per second
(with a 50 Hz refresh rate).

Present-day HDU's have a somehhat limited field of view and to increase this, with-
out increasing the transmission efficiency of the optical system, entails an increase in
the already marginal brightness. (It is possible, however, to increase the transmissionefficiency of the optic.al syster by using diffraction or holographic opticslO.) More

accurately, an increased field of view requires the same brightness at an increased
writing speed. This can in fa-:t be achieved by increasing the beam current and/or
increasing the CRT anode voltage.

Increasing the beam current would impair the resolution somewhat (unless a dispenser
cathode were used) and would also decrease the screen life unless a more rugged phosphor
were used or a quartz or sapphire faceplate were used to increase the heat dissipation
from the phosphor.

Increased anode voltage entails incr.eased deflection power and a more expensive and
possibly less reliable high voltage supply. Nevertheless, at present no other alterna-
tive is available, although development work is being carried out on passive devices such
!s liquid crystal displays

i1 .

A head-up CRT and package is shown in Fig. 3.

I
Nq

Fig. 3. Head-up CRT and Package Fig. 4. Helmet-mounted CRT and Package1 THE CROT IN HENlET-MOUNTED DISPLAYS12

The CRT may be scaled down in size, keeping vircuilly the same electron-optical per-
formance. The practical limit at present is a device about I" in diameter and 4" long
with a w;eight of 80 g to 90 g - just about 3 ozs. This is for a package including means
for deflection, high voltage insulation, magnetic shielding and means of mechanically
incorporating the device in an optical system. Such a device is shown in Fig. 4.

The brightness is not completely adequate but this is because the conditions of
operation are different. The conventional head-up display usually just displays sym-
bology whereas the helmet-mounted display usually consists of a raster display, entailing
higher writing speed. Also, the permitted anode voltage is not as high for the helmet-
mounted display as for the head-up display.

it would appear that the CRT may never be a completely satisfactory and fully accept-
able device for a helmet-mounted display but once again it is the only device at present
which will allow a system to be produced for limited application. Flat panel devices,~offering low weight and low power consumption have problems of addressing and do not as

Ayet have the necessary resolution.

THE CRT IN TV RASTER FORMAT DISPLAYS

CRT's of suitable size for cockpit displays, say 7" x 5" rectangular format can be
produced which will display a raster of 800 lines resolution at a luminance of around
2,000 ft.L. By the use of suitable optical filters, the display will substantially
exhibiL 7 shades of grey under the specified 10,000 ft.cd. ambient illumination.

The best performance is obtained using a narrow-band emittinS phosphor such as P43
in conjunction with a matching narrow band-pass filter, with external anti-reflection• ! coating13"



The phosphor emission characteristics and the filter transmission characteristics
are depicted in Fig. 5 and a complete package suitable for a head-down TV format display
is shown in Fig. 6. The actual transmission of the filter to the phosphor peak wave-
length is approx. 15%, whilst the transmission to normal daylight is less than 1%.

4'4 -1i11
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- 1Fig. 5. Characteristics of Narrow-Band Phosphor Fig. 6. Head-Down CRT Package
: } an6 Natching Contrast Enhancement Filter

I POSSIBLE CRT RIZPLACEHENT 2TCHNOLOGIES14

~A suitable replacement for the CRT has been sought for the last 20 yeat.s or more and
i during the last few years several technologies have received considerable .ttention.Ii These include electroluminescent panels, light-emitting diodes, plasma pan'els, liquid

J crystal displays, electrochromic and electrophoretic displays and others. Very many~papers have been published or' the individual technologies and several review papers have

t been written.11 At the present time, however, the only one of these possible contenders that can
j provide a competitive display (including cost, not just performance) of a reasonableii number of characters, say 100+, in the aircraft cockpit environment, is the plasma panel.

Even so, this is limitcd in the applications for which it may be used; it is not, for
example, capable of displaying a TV raster format at the required level of brightness.

~There are two kinds of plasma panel, one a.c. 15 operated and the other d.c.16I i operated. Now, the a.c. panel can in fact display a TV picture, although special tech-
niques have to be employed to provide a grey scale, but it is not sufficiently bright for~aircraft applications. The d.c. operated panel has the necessary brightness but does
not have the resolution for TV pictures. It is used therefore in applications where
alphanumeric information alone is adequate as in Area Navigation or Engine Control Dis-
plays.

hif

d.c. PLASMA PANEL
CONSTRUCTION

iiH

The d.c. plasma panel is a flat panel con-

taining an array of small, discrete gas discharge
cells.

It consists of a sealed sandwich of three F 6
glass plates, one carrying cathodes and their

connectors, one with a matrix of holes to define
the individual discharge cells and the third
carrying anodes, series resistors and connectors.

The connectors are arranqed so as to producean X-Y matrix of rows and columns of cells. The
construction is illustrated in Fig. 7.

~PRINCIPLE OF OPERATIONp A d.c. maintaining voltage is applied to the

Swhole panel and pulses are fed to particular-

celAt the priesettime, hAfter, the pul e s teepssbecnedesta a

anode and cathode lines. Where anode and cathode

pulses of the correct magnitude reinforce eachother at an intersection, the voltage is suffit -vi

cient to thike i s hac i wnthi ap the idvua itremoved, the cell is still kept alight by the

ofphanuecric ischrargion an gas wherebye as cein PaNai anoEl gn otrlDs

maintainin 9 voltage. This arises from a proprty Fig. 7. Construction of d.c. Plasma

the ofindelectric discharge cell an ta heeb ath r a ae
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voltage, whilst insufficient to strike a discharge may be sufficient to maintain the dis-
charge once it has teen ignited by a sufficiently high strike voltage. The value of the
discharge current is set and limited by the value of the resistor in series with the cell.
This property provides inherent memory, since once a cell is lit a positive erase action
is required to switch it off. Erasure is performed by reversing the polarity of the
pulses so that the voltage at the intersection reduces to a value which is insufficient
to maintain the discharge.I : Due to the memory property the duty cycle is effectively 100% so that maximum bright-
ness and flicker-free operation is obtained. A variety of gases may be used, each
giving its own characteristic discharge in terms of colour and operational voltages.
The gas most frequently used is neon or a mixture of neon and argon, giving the familiar
orange discharge. By coating the walls of the cells with a phosphor a larger gamut of
colourz may be produced since the phosphor is excited by the UV content of the discharge

41 and by electrons and ions in the plasma.

ADDRESSING AND DRIVING

Like all other flat panel technologies but unlike the CRT the plasma panel consists
of a large number of discrete picture elements or pixels as they are known, in this case
small gas discharge cells. To produce a TV picture of only 500 lines with equal
horizontal and vertical resolution requires a quarter of a million pixels. To produce
a display of only 100 alphanumeric characters, with each character formed by a 7 x 5 cell
matrix, still requires 3,500 active pixels. To address each one of these pixels separ-
ately requires an impracticably large number of connections. Thus flat panel displays
usually use some form of matrix addressing where the individual pixels are connected into
ortnogonal rows and columns. This reduces the number of connections in the case of the
TV example to 1,000 and in the alphanumeric example to 120.

Having reduced the number of connections, there is still the problem of providing a
satisfactory luminance. In the TV example again, if each pixel is addressed sequenti-
ally, each pixel can only be switched on for one quarter of a millionth of the frame
duration. This means that the average luminance is very low, being equal to the peak

Eluminance from an individual pixel multiplied by the duty cycle, which is the time each
individual pixel is addressed, divided by the frame duration. This is basically no

| jdifferent from the CRT situation where only one element 3f the luminescent screen, equal
to the electron beam spot size, is addressed at a time, but the CRT can have an extremely
high instantaneous peak luminance. The CRT is also helped bu the fact that the pixel is

| not switched off immediately after the beam passes buc continues to emit due to the per-' sistence of the phosphor.

j If the panel is addressed one line at a time rather than one pixel at a time the
duty cycle is effectively increased; by 500 times in the TV example quoted, hence pro-
ducing a higher average luminance. For this reason this is how most matrix panels are
addressed. A further increase in luminance is possible if the pixel has the equivalent
of phosphor persistence and the maximum possible luminance is achieved if it has memory
such that it stays switched on for the whole time between successive frames. The d.c.

Iplasma panel does have memory and hence may be operated at relatively high luminance.
The panel could be operated at as high a luminance as a CRT but at the current densityIrequired to do this, there is excessive sputtering of the cathode material and the life
of the panel is significantly reduced.

I| Using line-at-a-time (row or column) addressing, grey-scale (dimmable display) may

1 |be obtained by varying the time between turning on a line and subsequently erasing it.

In this case, one is in effect not fully using the memory property and hence the
whole sequence has to be repeated at a refresh rate sufficient to eliminate flicker.
Elimination of flicker at reduced refresh rates is also helped, as in the case of the
CRT, by the persistence of the phosphor if one is incorporated.

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Improvements in resolution, light outout and contrast are possible so that the d.c.
plasma panel should be capable of being viewed zatisfactorily under the highest ambient
illumination and whilst the resolution is unliKely to be sufficient for TV applications
it should be possible to present vector and graphic information in addition to alpha-
numeric.

ITHE d.c. PLASMA PANEL IN AIRCRAFT ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY

The plasma panel is not bright enough to be used as the image source for a head-up
display nor can it te made small ent.ugh for a helmet-mounted display.

It does provide an attractive display device for a purely alphanumeric display which
may be used for Area Navigation, Fuel Management etc. The plasma panel overcomes some
of the disadvantages of the CRT. Being a flat panel it does not have the bulk of the
CRT and with its driving circuitry it occupies less volume than a CRT with the same dis-
play area, with its associated driving circuitry. The plasma panel does not require the
very high voltage supply necessary with the CRT. The charazters of the display being
formed from discrete cells, have a distinct, highly legible appearance and of course,
maintain accurate positional registration.

IL
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The gas discharge may be arranged to have a significant U-V content so that it will
excite a phosphor within the cell. Narrow-band emitting phosphors are currently not
very efficient under plasma panel excitation conditions but some contrast enhancement
with filters as in the CRT, is possible using the green P1 phosphor.

The plasma panel is an intrinsically rugged device. comparable to the specially
ruggedised CRT's developed for adverse environments and it is less sJsceptible than the
CRT to the effects of stray magnetic fields.

A display can be made which is legible under illumination conditions encountered in
civil aircraft cockpits. Examples of such display devices are depicted in Fig. 8 and a
packaged version including drive electronics is shown in Fig. 9.

II IN
I-7 1

k IFig. 8. Typical d.c. Plasma Panel Fig. 9. Plasma Panel Display Package
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LARGE AREA GAS DISCHARGE DISPLAYS
by

J.P. MICHEL(*)
THOMSON-CSF

Division Tubes Electroniques
FRANCE

A gas discharge has several Droperties which are particularly appropriate for display. A neon discharge,

for example, emits sufficient light for an attractive display with an efficiency of about 0,51n/W, or

appropriately chosen gases emit ultra-violet radiation than can be used to excite phosphors as they

do in fluorescent lights. The -as discharge is characterized by an ignition voltage above which an

avalanche p-henomenon takes plac.e between the exciting eleztnodes and establ'shes the discharge withI ] simultaneous heavy emission of photons. This threshold potential is of primary importance when the

display should consist of a matrix of cells. There is also an extinction voltage below which no discharge

can be maintained.

Therefore, since between the ignition and extinctiop voltages the cell can be either "on" or "off",

depending upon the previous conditions, it is a bistable element.

Gas discharge displays or plasma displays are generally classed as a.c. displays and d.c. displays. In

d.c. displays the electrodes or resistive extension of these are immersed in the gas (ac operation

would be possible but almost always discharge currents are unidirectional). In a.c. display a dielectric

' ] surface isolates the electrodes from the gas with which they only have an electrostatic coupling and

only a.c. operation is possible. Both can be operated In a storage or non storage vode (storage

meaning that the memory is inherent to the display device, whereas in the non-storage or cyclic mode

the memory is external to the display and the image in-formation is transfered to the display device

sequentially and refreshed frequently enough to avoid flicker).

A.C. PLASMA DISPLAYS
: j Description

I

Fig. I shows a cutaway view and a magnified cross-section of a large area a.c. plasma panel

intended to display a great number of characteres or elaborated graphics. It consists of two

identical glass plates (I) imprisoning a gas (2) in which the discharge takes place. The

inside surface of each glass plate carries rows of parallel conducting electrodes (3)

insulated from the gas by a dielectric layer (4) which is to be made of materials satisfying

specific requirements such as resistance to sputtering by ionic bomba.dment, lowering the

firing voltage etc... the plates are assembled with their electrode networks at a 90* angle to

each other and with a small uniform gar between them. In some products a matrix of holes in

a thin plate locates the cells but in most produztc the cells just correspond to the intersec-

tions of the two sets of crossed rows of electrodes. The gap is first eva-,ated and then

generally filled with a neon-argon mixture where a red-vrange lumineccenc.e occurs with each

electrical discharge.

IOperating principle
In operation, an a.c. voltage called the sustaining voltage is permanently applied to h1l X

and Y electrodes. Its value is such that the electric field is insufficient to cause

discharge of the gas. In the absence of any other signal, the panel is in the "off" condition.

"Each point of the panel corresponding to the crossing of a line and a column can be addres-

This contribution was prepared as a note to the editor in order to stress some important features of

display devices sitailar to those described in the previous paper.
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sed by applying a writinS signal in the form of an auxiliary instantaneous voltage exceedingI the firing voltage which initiates the cischarge.

The ions and elc.trons generated by this discharge will build up on the dielectric covering

J the electrodes creating an opposite potential (-VM), the actual potential across the gas will

drop causing the discharge to be rapidly quenched. During the next half-cycle, when the

substaing voltage presents a reversed polarity, the potential of the wall has no longer

an adverse effect but on the contrary will add to the sustaining voltage so that the resulting

voltage is sufficient to exceed the firing potential. A rew discharge will occur with corres-

ponding electron and ion deposit then extinction ; the addressed point will continue to

fire once per half-cycle of the sustaining voltage.

As a conclusion, the Plasma Display Panel provides a form of bistable memory ; the sustainingvoltage keeps a "non-written" point in the "off" state and a "written" point in the "on!'

state (initiated by 2 short pole of the right phase which has momentarily increased the

applied voltage). Figure 2 illustrates such a process.

In ora.r to erase a selected written point, an appropriate short pulse voltage is applied

- to the correspouzling pair of X and Y electrodes which cancel the stored charges and hence

th corresponding potential.

Characteristics

. The information is displayed in the form of luminous dots at the crossing points of two

sets of conductors : X (lines) and Y (columns).

. Each of these dots can only remain either in the "on" state or in the "off" state thus pro-i j viding an inherent bistable device.

The written information is stored without any need of "refreshing".

. In most cases, the display appears in orange color which corresponds to the emission

spectrum of ionized neon gas (620 rm).

. The display surface is perfectly flat, and thin.

No high voltage, no X ray emission.

Very long operating life.

Rugged constr'.ction.

Transppzent panel possible allowing rear projection or image superposition.

System interface

The voltages to be applied to the electrodes are of the order of 120 V. at a frequency of

about 50 kHz. The operating principles described above are in fact greatly simplified, the

actual operation process being much more complex. Therefore to make the display panels

readily available to the users to achieve a "display function", most manufacturers provide

them with factory-set drive electronics which can be made very corpact and fully envira len-

tali=d f,,r adverse conditions.

The address circuits of most alpha-numeric or graphic &----'-= emloy multiplexing technology,

a network of two diodes and P resistor being associated with each electrode plus high voltage

driving a-,lifiers. This is at present made with discrete components in association with inte-

grated diodes and resistors networks resulting in high cost.

A.C. plasma is one of the two mobt difficult interface I.C. problems (the other one being

21!



a.c. electroluminescence with which there are similarities). The difficulty of incegrating

stems from the high voltsges involved (100 to 170 V or even n-ore for some driving schemes)I and to a lesser extent from fast switching ( 50 k~lz) recuirements, driving capacitive
loads with large surge currents and "totem pole" output etc... 32 chaa3nel 40 leads IC drivers
for plama panels have been announctd, but prices still remin unfavourable dae to their

complex manufacturing process which implies several different IC technologies. HvwuVLcr1

EPI-FET and D). NOS approaches appear to be very promising solutions and work is underway

in several countries.

For instance, apart from the power supply a typical alpha-nmeric panel will only require

the following TTL signals

"line" and "column" addresses of the characcer.I - ASCII code of the character.
- Control signals :"writing", "selective erasure, or "total erasure".

Graphic panels of course require some more inputs.

From the recrecy point of view due to their inherent acyclic type of operation these

panels coapare very f.-vourable with other display media where the information is period icaly

refreshed or delivered through a fixed scheme and ma- thuis be easily deciphered.

ERGONOMIC FACTORS

- Te dsply i aboluelyflike-free due to the very high supply frequency and tept

tern displayed is steady, thus avoiding any fatigue of the operatot ev-m after a long time.

*No image l., ... k-up in case of relativ mtobewnthasence and the dsla~ unlike

with som other types of "refreshed" displays.

The viewing angle is wide (180' and evn 360)

The luminance ef the display ;s perfectly uniform (no vignetting) and high (200cd. = 2
). it

may bc varied. Contrast is good and color is agreable.

The display is inherently free of geometrical distorsion.

The resolution is already high (0,4. cell pitch or 60 lines!inDch) and may still imroved-

I .Other colors are peossible.

STATE OF THE ART

A.C. plasma display technology is currently a mature one being manufactured by a dozen comanies in the

USA, JapaL and Europe. It is indeed the only technolosgy for large area ti&L Z!=,!tys to have reached

such a point after 15 years of continuous development. Panels with display capability ranging from

about 200 characters (16000 pixels) to 21000 characterz (1024% x 1026 pixels) with resolutions from

0,8 to 0,3 =a (i.e. 32 to 83 lines/inch) ard useful areas from 10 x IC cm to 45 £4 45 cm are awailable,

- some with full graphic capability and in assemlies allowing rear projection or through-viewing. They

- have alrealy found numerous civil (like the PL.X.TO teaching systen, or banking terminals) as well asImilitary applications (like the MIFASS project - 71srine integrrd Fire and Air Suaport Syste whb-ra
a large, high resolution, transparent display is requested).
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Resolution

The 512 x 512 pixels with a resolution of 0,4 mm is today the workhorse of most displays and is manu-

factured in large quantities. For a two time increase in resolution, linear cell dimensions would

have to be reduced by a factor of two and the gas pressure increased by the same amount. This value

of gas pressure t comes a problem since it is above atmospheric pressure and the panel "inflates"

imaking the gap between the plates less uniform. Thus high resolution leads to some difficulties

with voltage operating margins which require drive waveforms optimization or matetials or processing

modification or adjustment.

Color

Multicolor a.c. plasma displays have been investigated where stripes of phosphors of different colors

were deposited on the plates. One of these phosphors was excited by the UV radiation emitted by

Xenon of the adjacent cell, but UV optical cross talk was a problem. Other attemps have been

reported but no production of color panels is known at present. However, the development of such

panels remains possible, provided enough interest is expressed.

|Image

The a.c. plasma device, yields two bistable levels of luminance for a single cell operated with a single-

frequency, single amplitude continuous sustain waveform. Several approaches can lead to multilevel

of luminance e.g. by modulating the length of time a given cell is in the "on" state.

Drive electronic

As already mentioned the limiting factor for a very wide use of a.c. plasma panels is the present lack

of high voltage integrated drive-electronics components. Once this barrier is crossed, design and

1assembly of the drive electronics vill be greatly simplified and prices could drop very significantly.
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OPTICAL INFINITY LENS DEVELOPMENTS

FOR FLIGHT SIMULATOR VISUAL DISPLAYS

by

Williamn B. Albery
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~and

Joseph A. LaRussa

Vice President, Advanced Engineering
Farrand Optical Co., Inc.
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SUMMARY

i A very fast, large aperture magnifying optical package which can present.to the observer a
displayed image at optical infinity has been developed. The PANCAKE WINDOWTM*, so called because of
its minimal depth and relatively flat appearance is currently being used in two Air Force flight
simulator visual displays. The optical quality of this magnifier is due to the fact that it is
comprised of reflective, and not refractive elements. The advantages of its configuration as an
on-axis reflective system and the optical properties of its elements are presented. The latest
improvement to its development, incorporation of a spherical holographic beamsplitter mirror, isI I discussed. This development holds promise for reducing both the cost and weight of the package. A
Lechnique for reducing unwanted optical effects by tilting the birefringent package of the window isI also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In ne early 1970's two U.S. Air Force flight simulator programs were in progress which
incorporated viiual displays comprised of in-line infinity optical packages called PANCAKE

! WINDOWSTM. When coupled with a high brightness, high resolution cathode ray tube (CRT), tle- WINDOW1/CRT unit offered a compact, efficient visual display. When mosaicked with other units, on a

dodecahedron structure, this optics/CRT con'ination offered the capability to provide a wide
field-of-view visual display for the pilot observer. The Aovanced Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPT),
developed by the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, has a seven channel visual display with a
wrap-around field-of-view of +1500 horizontally and +1100 and -40o vertically. Of all the
various visual simulation techniques investigated for the ASPT program, only the mosaicked in-lineinfinity display had the capability for fulfilling the majority of the visual simulation requirements.

The Simulator for Air-to-Air Combat uses eight faces of a aodecahedron. Both of these simulators
supply a partial sphere of vision nearly equal to the partial sphere of vision enjoyed by the actual
aircraft they simulate. The fields-of-view are contiguous and even provide overlap fields between
windows to allow for substantial head motion of the pilot. Both systems are monochromatic because the~CRTs are monochrome; the classical PANCAKE WINDOWTM is capable of operation across the whole of the

c olor spectrum.

2. CASSCALPANAKEWINDOWTM

The classical PANCAKE WINDOWTM has proven to be very successful as an infinity display system in
many applications where performance and cost are important. The typical PANCAKE WINDOWT provides
the following characteristics:

a. 37 inches of eye relief for an 840 total field allowing 12 inches of head motion ("pupil"

size) around the center of curvature of a 48 inch mirror.

b. A typical focal length of 24 inches would result in an overall thickness under 12 inches.

c. Maximum d-collimation would be 9 arc minutes over any head motion and any field angle.

d. No color or distortion over an 840 total field where the only significant aberration is the
spherical aberration.

Considering this typical system as a large wide-angle eyepiece, we enjoy the remarkable combination
of naving an eye relief of 160% of the focal length

In other words the total depth of this new type of infinity display system is scarcely greater than11 tPe deoth of the sagitta of the spherical mirror employed.

*Patented - J. LaRussa, 3,443, 8-58 RE 27,356

it _
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This is evident in Figure I where the PANCAKE WINDOWTM is shown as both pupil-forming and a
non-pupil-forming infinity display system. It should be noted from the geometry that the input image
source, whether of the screen type or the aerial image type, is substantially smaller in diameter than
the PANCAKE WINDOWTM as well as being located behind the window and in-line with the observer. These
characteristics of minimal depth, in-line input behind the wirdow and input size smaller than the
window itself make the PANCAKE WINDOWT M ideally suited for nL.aicking the displays in wide
field-of-view systems such as the all-around visual system illustrated in Figure 2.

Referring to the illustration (Figure 3) we see the elements of a PANCAKE WINDOWTM in an exploded
view while in the lower left hand corner the elements are pictured as they are combined in an assembled

window.

In the exploded view there is shown a source of unpolarized light which is usually an extended
source.

A first polarizer imposes linear polarization on the light from the source which passes through
it. The direction of polarization is identified by the vertical arrow although, of course, any
arbitrary direction may be employed. The resultant polarization of the light passing through an
element is indicated by the vertical arrow on the flow line. From the polarizer a fraction of thei ! linear polarized light passes through a partially transparent spherical mirror convex toward the
source. Beyond the mirror, i.e., to the right in the figure, the linearly polarized light which passes

through that mirror encounters a quarter wavelength plate. The plate has its mutually perpendicular
fast and slow axes, F and S, oriented at 450 to the plane of polarization shown on the flow line.
The linearly polarized light originating at the polarizer wnici: emerges from the quarter wavelength
plate is circularly polarized, either right or left according as the angle between the plane ofii polarization and the fast axis F is 450 or -45o . Let it be assumed that the light emerging from
the quarter wavelength plate is right circularly polarized, as indicated by the helical line. This
right circularly polarized light next encounters a plane parti3lly transmitting and partially
reflecting mirror. The fraction of the right circularly polarized light which passes through thei i mirror encounters a second quarter wavelength plate whose fast and slow axes, F' and S', are parallel
respectively, to the corresponding axes of the prior quarter wavelength plate. Consequently, the light
emerging from the second quarter wavelength plate along the direction of propagation has been reduced
to linearly polarized light with a plane of polarization at 900 to that of the first polarizer. This
is indicated in the illustration by means of the arrow on the flow line. This horizontally polarized
light is blocked at a second plane polarizer whose plane of polarization is parallel to that of the
first polarizer.

The fraction of the circularly polarized light from the first quarter wavelength plate which is
reflected at the plane beamsplitting mirror is converted upon such reflection into circularly polarized
light of the opposite rotation, i.e., into left hand circularly polarized light in the case assumed.
This is indicated by means of the left hand helix. In its passage backward parallel to the direction
of propagation but toward the source, this left circularly olarized light encounters again the first
quartgr wavelength plate from which it emerges as linearly polarized light with a plane of polarization
at 90 to that of the light first polarized. This is indicated by means of the horizontal arrow on
the flow line. This horizontally linearly polarized light is in part reflected at the conceve
beamsplitting mirror without change in the orientation of its plane of polarization. The light so
reflected becomes left circularly polarized on passage through the quarter wavelength plate, as
indicated by the left-hand helix. The fraction of this left circularly polarized light which gets
through the plane beamspiicter is converted by the second quarter wavelength plate into linearly
polarized light in a vertical plane of polarization, as indicated by the vertical arrow on the flow
line. This light accordingly is permitted to pass through the second plane polarizer and constitutes
the only fraction of the unipolarized light from the source which is visible to an observer located at
the right of the elements shown in the structure.

This illumination is now collimated. Of course, it goes without saying that if the fast w11d slow
axes of the two quarter wavelength plates are aligned perpendicular to each other, then the first and
second polaroias must be aligned perpendicular to one another in orJer to achieve the. same effect.
Performance characteristics of the classical glass PANCAKE WINDOWTM are listed in Table 1.

3. HOLOGRAPHIC PANCAKE WINDOW TM (HPW)

It soon became apparent that with the present state of holographic technology it might be possible

to reduce the longitudinal thickness of the standard PANCAKE WINDOWTM by incorporating a holographic
analog of the spherical beamsplitter mirror, thereby reducing size and weight and also the cost. This
holographic spherical mirror analog is produced holographically (photographically) in a very thin and
flat gelatin film. Unfortunately however, we soon reasoned that reflection type holograms, typicallyproduced with rmnochrematic light, exhibit serious dispersion with broadband illumination when viewed

in the transmissionmode. This property of reflection-type holograms would apparently negate their
usefulness in image-forming appartus of the present type which are invariably used with broadband

fill umination since the light rays to be collimated by the holographic analog must first pass through
Sthe analog and be dispersed theieby. After having passed ttrough the holographic analog this dispersed

illumination is reflected by a plane beamsplitter u.,k toward the collimating holographic mirror
analog, and it was originally assumed that all dispE-sed light rays reflected from the mirror analog
would bn collimated for viewing by the observer. This dispersion would completely destroy the~usefulnpss of a systemn of this type.

(Ii
!I
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However, in tne course of experimenting with a holographic mirror analog in an in-line infinity
display system we discovered unexpectedly that the dispersed illumination, after being reflected from
the plane beamsplitter back tc the analog, was effectively filtered by the holographic analog. Theanalog only reflecteu and collimated the narrow limited dispersion-free version of tae primary image,
see Figure 4. The holographic mirror acted as a reflection filter, selecting and collimating a narrow
band of illumination from the broadband illumination source.

The holographic analog of the spherical beamsplitter mirror used in this program is a recording of
the intensity and phase characteristics of two wavefronts of radiation. These are recorded a5
intensity variations of the pattern produced by the interference of the wavefronts at the recording

-plane. After being processed, if properly illuminated, the hologram will reproduce the original
wavefronts by a process of diffraction.

7 The holographic recording material can be modulated only at the surface (plane holograms), or
throughout its volume (volume holograms), and can be phase modulated or absorption modulated.

The holograms used in the holographic spherical beamsplitter mirrors (HSRS) are of the volume-phase
type. The material to record these holoqrams is qelatin film photosensitized with ammonium dichromate.

The process is as follows: a gelatin film is haraeneu to tne point in which it just becomes
insoluble in water at normal room temperature. The film is photosensitized with ammonium dichromate
and upon exposure to light becomes slightly harder in areas where the absorption of the light was
greater. After the photosensitized dye is washed out and the film swelled with water, it is rapidly
dehydrated. The dehydration and drying create strain areas and material modifications in the volume of
the film with local changes in its index of refraction. This index of refraction modulation produces a
three-dimensional diffraction grating which is the hologram.

To produce holographically a conical mirror, the film in which thp hologram is recorded should be
illuminated by two wavefronts, each originating ir point sources coincident with its focus. Since a
sphere has the two foci coincident in its center of curvature, two wavefronts are used, one emanating
and the other -onverging at the same point which will become the center of curvature of the HSBS
(Figure 5).

When the holographic mirror is illuminated, it will diffract light. The diffracted wavefront will
have similar characteristics to those of a reflected wavefront from a classical mirror. If the
hologram diffracts all of the incident light, it will be equivalent to a total reflecting mirror. IfI only part of the light is diffracted by the holographic mirror, it will be equivalent to a partially
reflecting mirror or beamsplitter mirror.

As a result of Farrand's successful attempt of making a small ho'ographic PANCAKE WINDOWTM* the
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) at Writ-Patterson Air Force Base awarded Farrand a
coitract to develop a 17" holograhic PANCAKE WINDOWA" which was delivered and accepted. The window
is only 5/8 inch thick. Farrand has also made three 21 X 24 inch holographic monochromatic PANCAKE
WINDOWSTM which are butted together for achieving a multiple input wide field-of-view. These windows
are only 3/4 inch thick.

4. TRICHROMATIC HOLOGRAPHIC PANCAKE WINDOWTM (THPW)

In 1978, AFHRL recognizing the potential of the holographic PANCAKE WINDOWTM , and again striving
to advance the state-of-the-art in display technology awarded the Farrand Optical Co., Inc., a contract
to develop a 21 X 24 inch full color trichromatic holographic FANCAKE WINDOWTM (THPW). Farrand

f icompleted this window in 1979.

This development has proved to be successful in demonstrating the feasibility of producing a
holographic compound beamsplitter spherical mirpr with full color response. The production of a red
hologram utilized most of the program's efforts hnd became critical in proving the feasibility of the
project. In the context of design goals, all of the basic problems have been resolved with the
exception of the resolution of the red hologram which, especially off-axis, needs further development.
Poor performance with respect to some specification goals is due to poor manufacturing calibration and
short manufacturing time and not to basic or inherent problems.

Continued research and development hill be required to produce a tricolor Holographic PANCAKE
WINDOWTM with a white light transmission close to 1%. The resolution of the red hologram needs to be
improved ano it is still not conclusive whether or not the construction wavelength is related to the
resolution problem. The wavelength shift required using an Argon laser is much larger than using a
Krypton laser, but the holographic process is further developed for the green wavelength of the Argon
laser than for the red wavelength of the Krypton laser.

The THPW was selected as toe optics for AFHRL Project 2363, Advanced Tactical Air Combat Simulation
(ATACS). The ATACS is a 3 channel demonstration visual display system incorporating the latest

technologies in computer generated imagery, light-valve projectors and holographic pancake windows. A
small scale version of the ATACS window was assembled in 1979. Development of a full scale THPW
requires an upgrade of the holographic facility to handle holograms larger than 21 X 24 inches. A 48"

-diameter THPW is required for Project 2363. The small-scale window is actually 70% scale and is full
scale, angularly, in that it covers a 900 field-of-view and full scale, resolution-wise. It is 70%
scale linear-wise in that aberrations, decollimations and mapping, for example, are 70% scale This
scale window is a marked improvement over the original 21 X 24 inch THPW.

U*Patented - J. LaRussa 3,940,203
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Mapping, collimation and resolution measurements witt, both monochromatic light (including laser
light) and white light have been taken. It was found that resolution was better for this THPW than the
first THPW over all of the window, including the extreme angles, using the white light source. The
resolution of this white light source (a flourescent light illiminating a resolution chart) was
stperior to that of a lnm wide monochromatic source. It was realized that the fluorescent light has a
green narrow spike Corresponding to a mercury line (wavelength) siperimposed over the continuous
spectrum of the flourescent phosphor.

This discovery encourages the investigation of a new approach in illuminating the THPW. This
approach consists of illuminating the green hologram with a narrow spike and the other two holograms
with a continous spectrum.

The projercted and actual performance characteristics of the THPW as compared to the cldssical glass
window are listed in Table 1.

The PANCAKE WINDOWSTM as described so far, both classical and holographic, suffer imperfections
such as ghosts and bleedthrough. These imperfections are not visible under projected daylight and dusk
conditions; they are observable however, under nightime projection conditions when a dark background
with bright point light sources fo' art of the scene.

The ability to see the input in . directly by looking through the PANCAKE WINDOWT is called
bleedthrough and is described in terms of the ratio of the unwanted image to the collimated or wanted
image (see Figure 6). Current manufacturing techniques and fiaterials result in a bleedthrough ratio of
1/75 for the classical window. Ghost images are formed by multiple reflections off of the plane and
spherical beamsplitter mirrors as shown in Figure 6. Additional reflections forming ghost images
beyond the R3 ghost are too weak to be of any concern (0.03% of source in classical glass PANCAKE
WINDOWTm). In fact, unless the observer is located at the proper distance as shown, the ghost images
are invisiole and manifest themselves only as very dim background noise.

A recent improvement ,n P;tICAKE WINDOWTM design has succeeded in eliminating both bleedthrough
and ghost images from the viewing volume. By tilting the birefringent package with respect to the
viewing axis as shown in Figure 7, the mltiple reflections off of the plane beamsplitter mirror in the
birefringent package are directed away from the viewing volume. Since the screen must also be tilted
at the same angle, the bleedthrough is also directed zway from the viewing volume. The Shuttle Mission

' I Simulator at NASA/Houston is using this display. By tilting the window, ghost images of the stars
projected through the optics are virtually eliminated. It is expected that the Tilted Birefringent

TABLE 1

Comparison of Glass and Trichromatic Holographic Pancake Windows

Full Scale Full Scale Best THPW
Classical Glass THPWa to dateb

Size (inches) 59, diara 59, diam 21 X 24

' Weight (lbs) 600 150 46

Thickness (in- 12 0.875 0.875

Field of View 90 90 90
(degrees)

On-Axis 1.0-1.5c 1 .0 -1. 5 c 1.3c,0.3 d

Transmission
Efficiency (%
of source reach-

i ing observer)

On-Axis Ghost 0.03-0.07 0.01-0.02 0.01-Q.02
Transmission
Efficiency (% of
source reaching
observer as un-
wanted image)

On-Axis Resolu- Eye Limited Eye Limited Eye Limited
tion (minutes
of arc)

aProjected data, to date no THPW has been built which is larger than 21" X 24"

b70 % scale THPW for Project 2363

'1 -iCMonochromatic light source illumination
dWhite light source illumination



PANCAKE WINDOW* principle can be applied to making a holographic plane beamsplitter mirror in tilted
form so that a Tilted Birefringent Holographic PANCAKE WINDOWIM can be manufactured. Such a system
would preserve the minimal thickness of the Holographic PANCAKE WINDOWTM while eliminating all ghosts
and bleedthrough effects.

CONCLUSIONS

The Air Force anticipates reducin both the cost and weight of visual displays for Air Force flightsimulators utilizing PANCAKE W!NDOWS ' n . The PANCAKE WINDOW'S TM4 develop,-.nt has evolved from a

thick, heavy all-glass assembly to a thin, lightweight optical package employing a holographic
spherical ml.ror analog (Fig 8). The all-glass version of the window has met with considerable success
on two Air Force flight simulators and is being considered on others. The Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory has pioneered research on the improved PANCAKE WINDOWTM and has sponsored efforts with
Farrand for the development of the Holographic Pancake Window. Both monochrome and tricolor
holographic PANCAKE WINDOWSTM have been developed and demonstrated by Farrand. Results to date have
been encouraging, but these windows must be scaled-up in size to meet Air Force requirements.

AFFRL intends to demonstrate a three channel visual display system incorporating THP.s on Air Force
Project 2363, Advanced Tartical Air Combat Simulation in late 1984. These optics will be the largest
of theI.- kind ever develojed (48" diameter). Farrand's facility wil, have to undergo extensive
modifications to scale up the current THPW efforts (21" X 24) to develop optics up to 60 in diameter,
which woull be required for A-lO simulator visual displays incorporating mosaicked
optical packages, for example.
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SUMMARY

The opeiational problems which determine the display characteristics of high perfor-
manca military aircraft are particularly exacting in tactical operations flown at low
altitudes ,ver land. Because these operations are related to the terrain, situation
displays having map-lik characteristics have become important and are now being embodied
in full electronic display systems for new aircraft. In such aircraft, the need to
conserve display area and handle sensor data in the context of the terrain has led to
combined display techniques. The paper considers the display :quirements and the avail-
able technologies. It suggests that the optitally combined display based on film storage
is the most notable solution available today although several different electronic

i solutions are being or could be developed. Sowt conclusions as to the relative signifi-
cance of the different alternative solutions are given.

°! 1. INTRODUCTION

Tic application of advanced technologies co the presentation of information has been
particularly pronounced in the case of high performance military aircraft. These
developments have been forced by a number of factors. The complexity of the avionic andI~weapon systems ca-ried has increased, and so the role of tke crew as system managers has

become more demanding. High speed operations at night or in low visibility are onlyL possible with the aid of sophisticated radar or electro-optical sensors which require

advanced displays to realise their full potential. The considerable scope whica exists
for new developments in this area is covered in the contribution by Ucslcy and Blackie (1).

The large amount of dtta involved in such operations and the automatic functions which
have to be introduced to reduce crew work-load can only be handled by the use of airborne
conputers. The rezulting system combines human and aaromatic functions in a cooplex
manner which places further demands on the designer of controi3 and displays.

When high performance air:raft are ased in a tactical role over land their operations
become closely related to the terrain and to the ground forces occupying it. Flying at
very low altitudef this relationship becomes three dimensional and the aircraft must usethe terrain f|,r defensve purposes as well as following a safe flight path which demands

3 safe navigation in three dimensions.

All flight display systems involve at least three elements of information. The first
is concerue with the interface between the crew and the various systems and senzors
wg~ch together secure the operation of the vehicle and its weapon system. The second

I contains the information required by a pilot to fly the aircraft along its plana i flight
profile. Becausz visual clues must also be used for this task such information is
usually displayed head-up. In some cases the inner control loop may be partially ori totally closed automatically. in which case the bead-up information assumes more of a
2onitoring role. The third significant display area is required to present the pilot
or navigator with a comp:ehensive picture of tht situation against which he can monitor

the pro~ress of the operation and take tactical decisions.

IThe earliest intetrated situation displays were fitted to bomber or transport
aircraft and related heading to displacement from a radio defined track. The relation-

q tship to the terrain was established in tactical aircraft through the ise of hand held
topographical maps, and the map itzef was the must important method of position fiudins.
It was only possible to contemplate a practical tactical situation display given a mons
or determining position continuously and 2ttomatically on an area basis, as opposed toj the L-stricted coverage of radio aids. In fact high speed low altitsde fli&ht in jet
aircrafL, more complex avionics and inertial navigation have deveoped togethet and the
natural trftd in display technology has been towards tha moving map, driven by the

I inertial navig..or as a situation di.play.
4LI
4
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The ain of rh'; contribution is to examine thost facets of low level opezations which

smpact the situation display requirements, together with the related features of present
and future avioni-t systems. These can be related to the display technologies which are
or night be available. It is important to note that in common with other areas of
avionics there has been a shift in the balance between operational problems and available
technical solutions. The earliest displays were a partial solution to pressing
operational problems but the situation is becoming less limited by technology with tisp.
Therefore future choices will be more concerned with optimum solutions which can be
implemented in practice and the existence of new technolo3its will not necessarily be a
sufficient reason for their employment.

2. TACTICAL OPERATIOWAL UQUMREENTS

It is important to considetr any display in the full context of the operation, a part
of a complete suite of displays, and in relation to all the rystems which must be
operated by the crew.

Tactical operarions include close support of ground icr-es invtlving relatively short

penetration distances and targets which are not precisely located, perhaps !Lecause they
are *n the more. At the other end of the spectrum they maY include deepcr peaztrovicas
to precisely located targets.

The aircraft involved uay be single seat or two crew, anA this particular choice has
considerable effects on the use made of displays. The pilot of a single seat a.1rcraft
has to fly, navigate, and operate r wzide range of electronic systems concerned with both
attack and defence. The rssures are such that be will inevitably wish to fly with his
head oust of the cockpit as much as piosiicle. Consequently refrrence to r situation
disilay is made as 2 brief transitiont ?om head out flight and the information content
must be cbosen to be self-evident, cznaanding and capable of rapiid assimilatiomm. The
display functions must be 1=lly integrated with the avionic system controls so that
switching operations are minimised.

In a two seat configuration the ab---e consider.tions apply to the pilot in command
but he is backed up t-y a second crew member who can oparate more head devn, in which case
the display can tbecome a man-machine interface enabling 3odes of operation in which
operator, sensors and compaters act together to extract maximum performance from the
avionics.

At low altitudes both pilot and system operator are concernrd with the terraiv

As a scurce of feat,-res which can be acquired visually or through senLors to
monitor navigati n Accur..cy.

As a po.sible hazard, particularly in low visibility. The only completc
protection against striking the Z-ound which does not depend on interp-etation
c.; the terrain iz that provided by a sensor such as terrain following radar-

As a possible fiurce of protectic. against hostile fire.

As the coutextial bact.ground against which possible targets detected by sensorsare seen, and as the ground fr..2e wit~tin which intelligence data about own or12 enemy forces can be interpreted.

Th -j~e indicate that the reouirement is for a display which can combine present
pisition ..nc a projected flight rector against a nap-like representation of the terrain.
This representation must convey a oicture of the external euvironnent in terms which
make sense to a skilled 7ilot flying at low level while in visual contact. it must also
form an appropriate context 3Eaiz..t which to astess information gathered through %hatever
raa-r or eiectro-cptical sensors are carrie4. Finally the fixed information on the
terrain must be 7einforced by ephemeral information peculiar to a mission, inclzding the
programmned ilii-. profile and intelligence data.

.e .he iiv'- !.st take its place in the :otal cockpit design and provide for all
jphases .,f f. pzrticulzrly if the avzilable cockpit real estate does not permit a

dedicated niavxjztv disptay and drives the design towards multi-function, multi-mode
displays.

a To hav.- growth pot-t, -al any situation display used in a tactical env~ronent must
take a.ecoun: of t~e -ri-m-4d and control structure. At present most missions are briefed
Of evon pre-planne. * a--d in flight changes are deteraired by the crew against a 'backgrcund
of relatively poor cznnunications which do not permit closed loop control from the grouv.
3ut future developnents in cozuuications could introduce some Scope for real time control
oi operations mqzh as exists in -he civil ATC system. Such real tine instructions would
have to be translated into pictorial terns, in the context of all the other information

refterred to above.

L_k



3. THE USE OF NAPS

The human factors considerations in the use of any so t uf map are complex and the
design processes behind map making are elaborate and expensive. Aaps form a deeply
rooted part of the professional background of aircrew, who develop skills in their use
and interpretation which are hard to detine. Any intent to provide a display with map-
like features must start from this basis. Hopkin and Taylor (2) have described the
human factors involved in map design in considerable detail as well as surveying the
related fields of technology upon which the cllec'ion, collation and presentation of
information on terrain depends.

A simple comparison between a section of a typical topographical map (Fig. I) and a
combination of symbolic and numerical data describing a navigation situation shows the
difference in the amount of data conveyed in the two cases, The ability of a skilled
pilot to gather an immediate impression of terrain from a map and relate it to what is
seen from the cockpit is clearly a comrlex faculty 4hich must be recognised and accepted
even if it is more difficult to explaJq than most other aspects of display practice.

Hopkin and Taylor (3) confirm that maps do not fit any simple classification of
information displays and go on to summarise what is known about human capabilities as
constraints or. map effectiveness. Tney distinguish between the sensory and cognitive
processes. The sensory limitations are concerned with the eyes response to light
intensity (brightness), colour perception and visual acuity w, ich determines the ability
to see detail. They can be related to the desirable characteristics of conventional
hand-held maps, which have evolved to secure a match between the capability of the average
pilot and the reproduction techniques of the cartographer.

The cognitive processes involved in the interpretation of maps are complex and
include a combination of serial scanning and information processing. Both Short Term
and Long Term Memory are used in the interpretation of symbols and there is in fact a
partnership between the cartographer and the user, who depends on the former to display
information in a structured manner. There is considerable reliance on learning and an
experienced user can look at a map and obtain useful information much more easily than
an inexperienced observer. It is inportant for a pilot to maintain geographical
orientation in flight and he quite frequently employs a mental map which goes beyond the
coverage of any display.

Where navigation depends on map reading geographical disorientation is a feature of
incidents in which aircraft become lost, and is insidious in that it can lead to distrust
of instruments and systems.

Within the context of this note we are dealing with aircraft which are basically
navigated by autonomous systems such as IN, a map-l'ke display being based on computed
position. It is clearly important to display topographical information in such a way
that conlidence in the system is preserved when it is functioning correctly. Any mal-
function should be detected as .:apidly as possible, &.comatically if it is of a
catastrophic nature and progressively if it amounts co a system error, in which case the
state of geographic disorientation should never be reached. A certain amount of dis-
orientation in terms of the mental map may arise, for example after combat when the
aircraft has manoeuvred extensively with the pilot flying head out. It should be the

N , function of the display to rectify such a temporary situation should it occur.

Because existing maps have developed through a long term partnership between
cartographer and user they form tho basis of common expe-ience and have tended to set the
criteria for what is 'best' in any map-like display. It has been pointed out that they

Iare not ideal in content, for example when used in displays or in conjunction with ground
mapping radar.

Carel et al (4) have concluded that standard mapping will continue to be used in the
future and maintain that future displays should aim to make it more legible by inproved
resolution, better optics and high image contrast. This reflect:s a view that ec~nomic
and production factors will dominate the material available for display purposes, as tas
been the case so far for most applications of the projected map display. But Hopkin and
Taylor (5) point out that UK research has shown that available material can be modified
to make it more suitable for display purposes with less cartographic effort than might
have been supposed to be necessary.

A major disadvantage in the use of conventionl hand-held maps in a modern cockpit is
that they are inconvenient to store and retrieve, whatever methods of folding, cutting

4etc. are employed. The attraction of an automatic display using a condensed data base
is that the oper.,tional coverage for a theatre can be housed within the system, permitting
the use of more than one scale, with the variations in content thus made possible. Future

I options are largely concerned with the storage and retrieval techniques to be used and
with the display technology itself, which should be able to match the facilities produced
by the cartographer, including the full ange of coded symbols and the use of colour, all
reflecting the operational experience incorporated in present maps or variations of them.

The alternative to the use of something very much like the present map is the symbolic
chart, conveying much less information &nd thus much easier to store, retrieve and present.
This solution has been used with success in civil aviation where operatiorl are referenced
to an Air Traffic Control structure of airways, c'ontrol boundaties, radio .acilities and
standard arrival or departure procedures. The significant difference between the civil
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requirements and those considered here is that commercial aircraft do not operate by
ref( nce to the actual terrain. Civil pilots operate procedurally and 'head in'. The
most obvious tactical equivalent occurs over the sea where maritime aircraft operations
can be handled quite easily using oymbolic displays.

The best assumption which can be made about tactical aircraft operating low level is
that the mapping material used in displays will continue to resemble that used now with
the possibility of variations achieved as the result of experience, particularly as the
requirements of radar map matching are given more weight.

4. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN CARTOGRAPHY

It is desirable that longer term display developments should have the growth
potential to absorb future developments in the design and production of map material which
will occur under the pressure of new requirements, or new developments in the 1ystem field.

There is a trend to develop radars with superior resolution, as pointed out by Wesley
and Blackie (6). It is probable that radar predictions will be required to use this
potential fully. It is possible to derive such predictions from a digital cartogrphic
base, although it is thus implied that each mission must have a prediction for the route
envisaged. This concept is being realised in the Digital Radar Land Mass (DRLMS)
programme.

However whether or not the infrastructure involved in data base production will be
required in practice depends on the operational benefits to be gained from the use of
high precision radar for navigation, as apposed to its use for target detection. It
does appear that navigation of enhanced arcuracy could result from more than one current
or proposed development programme. Nr':nar (GPS) is scheduled to be deployed in the
1980s with a projected accuracy of better than 10 m. The combination of precise IN and
GPS, or alternatively updates derived visually or through electro-optical sensors, should
control navigation accuracy to limits which .ould make sophisticated radar updating an
unnecessary adjunct to navigation.

Navstar could have a major impact on map making for the separate reason that existing
grids may be rendered obsolete, being replaced by some sort of universal GPS grid. But
here again it is true that the detailed cartographic base available now would be

expensive to rework in its entirity and display users, like all navigators, will have to
adapt to the best material available for any given area at any given time. This includes
adapting to the manner in which the data base is accessible. While map material may
reside in digital form at some point in its editing and preparation by the cartographic
agencies it is not easy to predict how or when a user will be able to acquire map material
with an agreed content in digital form for direct on-line use.

In the same way a digital data base giving the distribittion of ground contours can be

of immediate value to a user who wishes to navigate using correlation techniques.

provided that his desired operational coverage is available t., a resolution compatible
vith his accuracy requirements. But to be suitable for display purposes such a data
base would also have to be edited to include tha features required in a meaningful
display. Hopkin and Taylor (7) have shown that the present 'acceptable' content of

aeronautical maps is the result of a long standing interplay between cartographer and

user, and that even today's maps, which have been cricicised as a display medium,
represent the result of an evolutionary design process which was not easy to achieve, and
could still be imp-oved greatly.

The terrain viewed from a low flying aircraft rolls into view as a perspective

extending to the visible horizon. Prominent features appear with an aspect which
depends on their location relative to the planned track and their altitude relative to
the aircraft. There can be extensive screening in undulating terrain and even over flat
country when roads, railways or canals are blanketed by the lia of the land. Electro-
Optical sensors, like the pilot's eye, will see the terrain from this operational aspect.

Tn contrast, map material is prepared in plan, and requires considerable interpretation

at low altitudes. It is more likely that pilots will acquire particular features as
check points, using their acquired skill to effect a coordinate transformation. It has

been suggested that a digital data base could be manipulated to produce a perspective
situation display which would then correlate more easily with senscr information.

A strategy is required to permit any of these developments in cartography or data
handling to be exploited as and when they become available in a convenient form, which in
turn implies that any modern display should be able to accecs and generate computer

symbolohy to a degree of complexity fixed by the display surface limitations.

But the main thrust in the development of situation displays with a significant

topographical content is still likely to be towards the reproduction, with the highest
possible image quality, of coloured material drawn from the main stream of aeronautical
map development. This main stream will be influenc6d by new navigation requirements and

by its users, but relatively gradually.
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5. FUTURE DISPLAY DEVELOPMFNTS

It is now possible to draw together the requirements for a state of the art situation
display for a tactical aircrp't and to indicate where or how new technologies may be
profitably introduced.

The display should be capable of being integrated into a typical multi-mode/multi-

function display suite. It should have a powerful electronic display element capable
of being interfaced with the mission avionics through a data bus, and thus capable of
accepting whatever formats are made available in the future. Their availability will

expand as digital data bases of fixed or ephemeral tactical information become available,
including real time command data. The information displayed in differsnt phaines of

flight will be determined as part of the overall system design.

The electronic display should be readable throu-h the full range of ambient light

conditions from night to bright sunlight. It should be able to handle coloured
symbology as an option. It should be designed to be positioned high in a single seat
cockpit, contiguous with the Head Up Display, thus also meeting two seat requirements.

For tactical operations over land a map-like presentation is highly desirable for
reasons given earlier. The operational and human factors arguments stated earlier
reflect the present state of knowledge and research and point towards a requirement for a
high resolution full colour map display associated with the versatilc electronic compon-
ent. The evolution of map material appears to be such that the display should be able
to exploit the main stream of such material, however it is produced at present or may

be acapted in future as a result of the interplay between cartographers and users.

The technologies used will depend largely on the baselice already in existence. The

COMED display described by Aspin et al (8) has achieved a high quality by the evolution-
ary development of the details of optical combining. It is supported by a comprehensive
infrastructure for the preparation of data using a most convenient high resolution medium:
35mm film. The data is degraded as little as possible by the configuration in which the
film is directly viewed within the display head. This is also probably the most economic
configuration in terms of total installation volume.

It is clearly possible to exploit the same data base (film) within a separate LRU

housing a film transport, remotely scanned to produce a full colour TV output in
composite video or similar form. At present means exist to combit- raster symbology with
the above by mixing, or to generate symbology by stroke titing in the fly-back period.
Such a map generator would be immediately compatible with an all-electronic display suite

Fbut the full potential of the data base would only be realised in conjunction with a full
colour display head. Based on present experience this should be capable of resolving
three line pairs per mm and of adequate contrast to be viewable under all conditions or

ambient light in a military cockpit. In the present stat- of technology, this would
have to be based on a ruggedised shadow mask or similar CRT.

The two closely allied solutions, the combined display and the pure electronic
display can be contrasted as follows. The viewability of a pure, full colour electronic
display in sunlight will depend on:

(a) The development of a tube of adequate brightness in ll three
primary hues.

(b) The develolment of a polychromatic filter capable of maintaining
contrast without significantly degrading resolution.

In contrast,Aspin (8) has pointed out that COMED produces an image which is viewed
through a field lens system which excludes ambient light by generating an exit pupil
centred on the pilot's head. He has also described other advantages which lead to a
bright image using a CRT with reduced dissipation.

There is clearly a reliability penalty associated with the pure electronic display
solution in that additional electronics to scan the film transport are required. In
addition, the relative large colour CRT may well have failure modes not applicable tc
She small monochrome CRT used in CONED to superimoose symbology or other raster
information.

The single COMED Unit interfaces with the avionics through a single digital interface
for control purposes and a conventional display head interface. It is therefore an
easily tested sub-system contained within a single LRU. In contrast a map generator
solution leads to an additional LRU for which space in an equipment bay must be found.

The single unit COMED solution has a further advantage, particularly in a single seat
cockpit in which space is limited, so that the total number of display surfaces must be

minimised. Because the film can be viewed directly the display will survive a failure
of the electronic element and still provide a navigation situation display. Essentially,
there is dissimilar redundancy and considerable elegance in the fact that the pilot can

view the data store as directly as possible.

Clearly, both of the above solutions are compatible with the main stream of pictorial
map material, however produced.
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Longer term oevelopments beyond the above are possible as a result of the emergence
of new technologies. The successful production of an alternative to the CRT as a colour
display surface would have a considerable impact on displays of all kinds. New mono-
chrome or two colour solutions might be acceptable for many display requirmencs,
particularly if the new devices had other major advantages f-r use in avionics. But it1is not established that solutions other than full colour can present a totally meaningful
display of terrain features except by resort to unconventional mapping materials.

It has also been suggested that with cL 'inued advances in digital technology it
should be possible to dev.lop, store, rc . .%e and display mapping material by an entirely
digital chain of processes. For these .>,pments to establish themselves in operation-al use it is necessary to assuie thp e-. * of:

An acceptable map-like data base w.i content proven to be acceptable to
pilots, which implies much dvelopn 'L of cartographical software and editing
facilities.

Comprehensive ground computer fa -lities to permit a mission data base to be
formed within the imi ations of available airborne computer storage. The
technology for the latter must be assumed to exist as bubble memories etc.IPowerful proven airborne software to retrieve and manipulate the data for use
within an equally powerful high resolutior graphic gencrator. These appear
to fall naturally within the technologies already under development.

The crucial user problem seems to be the emergence of a data base to compete with thefilm data base already in use. It will also be very difficult to compete with film in
terms of information ders:ty and resolution. Even with the introduction of one megabit
bubble memories the sheer volume of the digital store capable of covering an idequate area
of terrain, in colour and with adequate detail, is still a major potential source of
system complexity.

The video tape is an alternative medium which nc not so far been mentioned. Although
it is an established technology it repre3ents an alternative set cf editorial and logistic
problems which it is possibl to escape. As witl. the use of film, a complex mechanism
is required to drive the tape but, unlike film there is no compensating advantage of direct
viewing and subsequently high resolution. The high speeds &t which the tape must be
,canned to produce an image of acceptable resolution pose an additional reliability penalty.
The ephemeral nature of video tape is probably more of an advantage in otner fast-moving
applications such as those in uhich it ii already widely used.

6. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that tactical aircraft operate in close proximity to the terrain
ani. that the most natural situation display therefore has map-like characteristics.

Preset.t maps have resulted from a long interplay between cartographers and users.
Although tney are not always ideal for uisplay purposes maps from this main stream of
development are likely to form the basis of future displays. Their optimum displayIf demands high resolution colour.

There is a high element of skill in a pilot's interpretation of the terrain as seen
visually or through sensors against a map in plan form. Unconventional projections
secured by softwere are possible but the element of skill will probably predominate.
Sepcial maps for radar matching are possible but may be less necessary for navigation
with the advent of precise IN or Navatar.

The optically combined display already provides high resolution colour as well as
being compatible with a full electronic display suite. It provides a form of dual
redundancy and instals in a single LRU. An alternative using the same data base is the
remotely scanned map, which depends on the availability of a full colour high resolution
CRTembodying a proper solution to the problems of high ambient light. The direct view
of the store in the combined display is elegant, and rssures optimum optical quality.

The all-digital solution is a possibility which awaits a viable solution of the
editorial and logistic problems of a digital data base together with a proper full colour
display head. There are considerable digital hardware and software problems and the
stotage required could be massive, even in terms of devices such as bubble memories.
Bearing in mind the complexity of cartography as an activity and the long history which
has led to present mappiag material it would be a considerable task to demonstrate that
such a system is operationally superior to a combined display based on film, or
acceptable in human factors terms if it is different.

4It does appear thct with the combined display and other compleventary display and
digital techniques we have the building bricks for a range of systems wh.ch will evolve
in ture but be stable in technology, giving considerable scope for the development of
new operational and system conceyts. There may be a discontinuity in this end other
display areas if and when a radically full colour solution using some new display surface
is achieved, but tbis subicit is outside the scope of the present contribution.



Figure 1

A typical Topographical Display with Symbology
o~verlaid to describe a simple navigationitact-
ical situation. Note the vast difference in
information content, even over relatively
featureless terrain. Alse the advantage of
symbols placed in context with terrain.

04
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SUMMARY

This paper describes several parameters that must be considered in the design of a
helmet mounted display (BMD). The parameters discussed include: size, weight, exit pupil,
eye relief, field of view: collimation, disto:tion, image quality, and several others.
Detailed discussion and specific related equations are provided for many of these variables.
Optical design approaches to HMD's are discussed with reference to specific systems that
have been fabricated. A summary table is included that shows the values of many HMD
design parameters for six HMD's. HMD image sources, both present and future, are presented.
Ample references are provided for those seeking more details concerning HMD's.

INTRODUCTION

A helmet-mounted display (HMD) is a device attached to an individual's helmet that
produces a virtual image display visible to the wearer of the helmet. The displayed image
may be only a simple reticle or may be complex imagery from an imaging sensor such as a
forward-looking infrared sensor. Often the HMD is used in conjunction with a helmet-
mounted sight (HMS). The HMS is a device that is capable of determining the helmet line
of sight using remote sensing techniques. When used together, the HMD/HMS combination is
called a visually-coupled system (VCS). The HMS determines the helmet wearer's line of
sight; the signals produced by the HMS drive the sensor used in the system such that it
points in the same direction as the helmet. The imagery from the sensor can then be
displayed on the HMD. Thus the sensor is coupled to the helmet line of sight by the HMS,
and the imagery produced by the sensor is displayed to the observer cn the HMD, forming
a closed loop system. Figure 1 shows pictorially the HMD concept.

Fig. 1. Helmet-mou:,ted display i -

(HMD) concept display

so"

Many techniques have been developed to produce working HMS devices. Since it is not
the objective of this paper to provide further information on the HMS, the interested
reader is referred to reference [1] wherein several HMS techniques are presented. The
purpose of this paper is to acquaint the reader with the HMD. Several HMD's have been
constructed using different techniques and image sources for a variety of applications
and mission conditions. Design parameters for HMD's are discussed in detail. Selection
of appropriate values for many of the HMD design parameters are specific to the particular
application and should bc selected carefully to insure a useable display. A compaison
table of many of these design parameters is provided showing typical values for existing
HMD's.

1HMD DESIGN PARAMETERS
There are many design parameters associated with HMD's. Careful considcration must

be made in specifying these to insure the operational utiJity of the HMD for the particular
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application. Desired values of many of the parameters change depending on the application
for wlich the HMD will be used. Table 1 provides a list of the design parameters discussed
in this section.

Table 1 HMD Design Parameters

Size/weight/center of gravity image to ghost ratio
Monocular vs. binocular Color/color contrast
Exit pupil Modulation transfer function
Eve relief Image source quality
Apparent field of view Roll stabilization compatibility
Collimation Combiner reflectivity/transmissivity
Distortiop System transmission efficiency

Safety

Size/Weight
Since the HMD is supported by the viewer's head, the weight and size increase caused

by the HMD must be minimized. This factor is a direct t:ade-off with the following four
design parameters. A binocular HMD weighs more than a ;-.,nccular HMD. Increases in exit
pupil, eye relief or apparent field of view tend to cause an increase in the optics

=resulting in increased size and weight. These are discussed in greater detail in 121.
Weight increases can be partially offset by using plastic optical components and housings.
However, plastic lenses are easily scratched and should not be used in places where they
are exposed.

Monocular vs. Binocular
By far the most common HMD has been monocular. The advantages of a monocular HMD

are smaller size, less weight, easier alignment and lower cost. The binocular HMD does,
however, provide an image to each eye. This prevents any possibility of binocular rivalry
occurring if the two images are identical or are a stereo pair. There has been concern
with the potential for binocular rivalry in monocular HMD's for many years. Several
studies have investigated the question of binocular rivalry in HMD's [11, 13], 141. Many
parameters (luminance, contrast, etc) have been shown to have an effect on the subjective
incidence of binocular rivalry 131. In general, the more disparate the images to each eye,
the greater the possibility for rivalry to be a problem. HMD's that present symbology
only tno imagery) at a luminance level compatible with the external scene luminance show
little or no potential to induce rivalry. In the application where the HMD displays
imagery from a sensor, the potential for rivalry increases. The severity of this effect
has not been determined. Individuals involved in HMD activities vary in their opinions

from indicating that there is no rivalry problem to insisting that the problem is severe.
However, most agree that the suscEptibility to binocular rivalry depends heavily on the
individual and the specific display conditions.

Exit Pupil
The exit pupil of an optical system is the image of the aperture stop of the system

717, from tae image Lpace of the system [5]. In practical terms for HMD's, the exit
pupil determnes nt, av z- . which the eye can move laterally with respect to the display
(helmet) before the image is no longeL For example, if the exit pupil is a circle
of diameter D then the eye can move a distance (D-a), .. - the pupil diameter of the
eye, to the other side of the exit pupil before vignetting due to the P uDil of the
eye occurs. This assumes that the exit pupil of the HMD does not suffer from vignetti*.,I due to other parts of the HMD optical system. Whenever possible the exit pupil diameter
should be specified as not vignetted. (i.e. "exit pupil diameter shall be 15mm with no
vignetting') The reason for a large exit pupil is to prevent loss of tl'e HMD image due
to vibration or helmet slippage. Adjustment should be provided so that the exit pupil of
the HMD can be centered on each observer's eye. Note that as the eye is directed at dif-

ferent parts of the display it rotates about a point within the eye. This causes the pupil
to move laterally with respect to the HMD exit pupil. Sufficient exit pupil must be
provided so that the eye does not move out of the exit pupil when scannig a wide apparent
field-of-view HMD. This problem is minimal or nonexistent for narrow (5 -15 ) field-of-
view HMD's.

Eye Relief
The eye relief is the distance from the eye to the final element of the optical relay

system. It is desirable for this distance to be relatively large (greater than 15-20mm)
to prevent the HMD optics from interfering with the observer's eyelashes and for safety
reasons. If the observer is permitted or required to wear eyeglasses, this distance must
be increased accordingly. Typically as this distance increases, the center of gravity of
the HMD optics is snitted forward and it becomes more difficult to produce a wide apparent
field-of-view.

Apparent Field-of-View
The apparent field-of-view (FOV) is the angular subtense of the HMD image as viewed

from the observer's eye. Figure 2 shows theorelative angular size for several displays
viewed from about 48cm in comparisOno to a 40 FOV HMD. HMD's have been fabricated with
fields-of-vi-w ranging from 5 to 40 along the diagonal dimension. An 800 flield-of-view
HMD has been designed by Farrand Optical Company, Incorporated aAd is under construction
for a ground-based application. The necessary HMD field-of-view depends on theospecific
applicat±on for which the HMD will be used. For sybolo ony a0atFor "symboloy-only .pplicaions to 150 is
usually adequate. For target acquisition and imagery viewing 200 or more is desirable and
in some cast-s, requireg. For piloting and checkpoint navigation much larger fields-of-
view are desirable (40 or greater). As field-of-view increases, size and weiiht also
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i:..:ease since larger, more complex optical systems are needed. Eye relief and exit
pupil diameter may have to be decreased t3 accommodate the field-of-view increase.

8- PANL-

MOUTED

Fig. 2. Relative angular size of
several displays as viewed 4FOV
fromo48cm in comparison to HAPPAREN
a 40 field-of-view HMD IA.GESM

S12, PANEL-
MOUNTED
WtWLAY

A-7 AND F-4

ODSP'.AY

CollimationMost HMD applications require that the HMD image appear to be at optical infinity

(very far away). This is equivalent to stating that the image is collimated. The
advantage of collimation is that there is no parallax between the HMD image and distant
external scenes upon which the HMD image is overlayed. This is important for target
acquisition. It the image is not collimated, then the image (e.g. a sight reticle) wouldmove with respect to the target as the eye shifted laterally in the exit pupil. For other

than direct target acquisition applications it may be desirable not to have the image
collimated. For example, if the HMD is used for viewing sensor imagery it may be desirable
to fix the image location in the same plane as the instrument panel, thus permitting the
wearer to switch between the HMD image and the panel instiuments without changing his eyeaccommod3tion distance. This may also decrease the potential for binocular rivalry for

viewing outside the aircraft as the observer would "look through" the HMD scene when
observing the exterior scene although some studies have not shown this effect
for subjective rivalry assessment.

Distortion/Aberrations
Distortion occurs as a resilt of nonlinear transformations from 'Lhe image source

through the optical system. Typically, distortion appears as a "barrel" or "pincushion"
in rotationally symmetric optical systems as shown in Fig. 3. However, HMD's using a para-I bolic visor as an optical element in the HMD optical chain suffer from a "parabolic"

~distortion (see Fig. 4).

I-

SA Bi Fig. 3. Typical distortion in rotationally Fig. 4. Parabolic distortion

symmetric optical systems A)Barrel increased by use of the
(F distortion, B) Pincushion distortion parabolic visor

Barrel and pincushion distortion may or may not be severe enough to require special correc-
tion but "parabolic" distortion does. In general the distcrtion and other aberrations are
reduced as the number of opt-ical elements is increased; however, this causes an undersirable
increase 4n weight. A reasonable compromise between number of elements (weight) and optical
aberrationz must be achieved. Also, depending on the technology used, a particular optical
design may employ either "F(e)" or *Tan(e) mapping. For F(S) mapping the image field angle
is proportional to the image source chordal height, whereas, in Ta(6) maping the tangent of the
field angl3 is prCportional to the chordal height of the inge source. The characteristics of the image source

7must be matched to the type of optical mapping. Field curvature and astigmatism may also
2present problems especially as the field-of-view for a particular design is increased.

Field curvature can easily be corrected by attaching an appropriately shaped fiber optic
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faceplate to the image source. Distortion and mapping problems can be corrected by

the addition of compensation electronics within the CRT deflection amplifier signal path.
An often used approach to this problem is to first generate a mathematical representation
or least squares fit of the distortion which must be compensated for and then determine
the number of significant coefficients for a given percent decrease in distortion at the
observer's eye. The Jelection of these coefficients must also be balanced against what
represents a practical requirement for the electronics hardware. Critical for the hard-
ware is the small signal bandwidth requirements that the compensation electronics mustmeet based upon either the highest line rate at which the system must operate in a raster

mode or the step response/settling time cnaracteristics for a caligraphic mode of operation.
Due to the methods which most analog circuits use to generate terms with arbitrary
exponents, the inclusion of a second order term will approximately double, and the addition
of a third order term will nearly triple, the bandwidth requirements for the comRensation

rcuits [6]. Depending upon small'signal bandwidth requirements, the inclusion df only a
few higher order compensation terms wil, with current technology, severely strain state-
of-the-art performance for the analog multipliers that are generally used in such applica-
tions, as well as the signal-to-noise performance of supporting electronics. The above
considerations are an illustration of the necessity for concidering all co-ponents of
the helmet-mounted display system early in the design development process so that appro-
priate trade-offs can be made.

Image to Ghost Rat4.o
Most HMD's employ a beamsplitter or combiner that "combines" the HMD image with the

external world s-ene. The combiner is typically coated on one side (closest to observer's
eye) to increasu the apparent luminance of the HMD image. However, some reflection also
occurs at the other surface. If the combiner is flat and the image is collimated then the
ghost image forms directly on top of the primary and no problem is encountered. Tf the
image is not collimated or the combiner is not flat (e.g. parabolic or spherical) then
the ghost image may appear slightly :o one side of the primary. This is particularly
noticeable when the HMD is used for night symbology applications. The image to ghost ratio
can be calculated using the following equations.

The apparent luminance of the primary image is:
L L rp Ic 1)

where:
Lp = luminance of primary image

L T I =luminance of the image prior to combiner

rc =reflectance coefficient from coated combiner

The apparent lumina ce of the ghost image is:LG = L t (l-a) r2 
2

} where:

SG = luminance of the ghost image

LI = luminance of the image prior to combiner
tc = transmittance of combiner
a = absorption coefficient

r = reflectance coefficient for outside surface'

- Thus the image-to-ghost ratio is:
rcIc 2

If the visor coatings are wavelength sensitive, then the spectral reflectance, transmit-
tance, and absorption curves must be used with integration over wavelength. Note that
for night HMD applications it is desirable to keep the combiner as transparent as possible.
As an example, assume that no coating is used and the combiner is made of clear plastic.
This wvuld yeild the following approximate values:

rc = r - 0.04; to = 0.96; a = 0
c 2c

For these values, the image to ghost ratio would be:

R = 0.04 -1.085
(.96)2 (1)2 (0.04)

This indicates the ghost image would be almost the same apparent luminance as the primary.
For day HMD applications the combiner is usually made of a dark-tinted plastic

(a=0.85). With a moderate reflective coating (r=0.30, tc=0.60) the image to ghost ratio
is greatly improved: 0.30

R =- 2=.02926
(0.60)2 (1-0.85) (0.04)

Color/Color Contrast
Most HMD's constructed to date use a monochrome image source such as a miniatu;re

cathode ray tube (CRT) or a light emitting diode (LED) array. The CRT's use a green (P-1,
P-44, P-43) or red (P-22R) phosphor and the LED's are red (X = 650nm). The effect of the
narrow band color is to make the HMD image mole easily visible than would be expected
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from the photometric contrast values measured for these devices. This color-contrast

effect should be invest.igated further to improve the visibility of the H!D image.

hodulation Transfer FunctionIThe modulation transfer function (MTF) of an optical system describes the ratio
of output contrast to input contrast as a function of spatial frequency for a test pattern
that varies sinusoldally in intensity (luminance) along ine dimension. !he MTF has a
value of unity at zero spatial frequency and usually decteases monotonically as frequency
increases. The image quality of continuous (not sampled or discrete), linear imaging
systems is probably best determined from MTF information. It is particularly well suited
for debcribing the image quality loss (reduction in contra-t) due to external scene trans-
mittance through the HMD combiner. Further information of MTF as it applies to CRT
displays can be found in references 17]. [8], [9].i mage Source Quality

There are several devices that have been used for, or are under development for,
imaging sources for HMD's. The simplest of these is a set of five incandescent lar.ps used
to project a reticle and four information/status lights. The most widely used is a
niniature (25mm diameter by 125mm long) CRT. Other devices include a light-emitting diode
(LED) array, a liquid cry-stal (LCD) array and an electro-luminescen: (EL) panel array.
These latter solid state devices are more recent and are presently under development to
achieve higher element densities [10] compatible with HMD image source requirements.

There are several parameters associated with image quality of imaging disp'.ays[ 81
It is not the objective of this paper to treat the image quality area in detail. However,
the following table lists the parameters that are probably of the most importance to the
image quality of CRT and solid state displays. Note that such parameters as limiting
resolution, contrast ratio and number of gray shades can be determined from the MTF [7].

Table 2. Image Source Quality Parameters

CRT image quality parameters: Solid state disrlay image quality parameters:

Modulation transfer function Total number of picture elements
Peak luminance Peak luminance (for LCD this includes
Number of active scan lines illumination)
Scan line spacing/percent line Adjacent element contrast ratio

pairing Percent active area

It should aJso be noted that strictly speaking aa MTF does not exist for the solid state
displays as they violate the continuity requirement (they consist of discrete elements).
Therefore, the best measure of "resolution" for the solid state imaging devices is the total
number of pictuie elements or "pixels". This number will determine if the devic4 is capable
of producing imagery or has only sufficient quality to display symbology.

Roll Stabilization Compatibility
When the HMD is to be used in airborne applicdtions or in aircraft simulators for

presenting either scene background imagery or graphics, such as a space-stabilized HUD,
it is desirable to provide derotation of che display imagery with respect to the horizon
and/or aircraft. Thns when the obrrver rolls his head, the appropriate portions of the
HMD imagery roll in the opposite direction to maintain stability with the actual horizon.
To accomplish such derotation it is necessary to employ a helmet-mounted sight system
which measures not only head azimuth and elevation but roll as well. The sensed head roll
about the observer's line-of-sight can then be fed back to the graphics processor and/or
to the display electronics so that appropriate signals may be generated in the deflection

apisfe irmusyto becaabe ofe inacmatn this retin partivel ara thh imgebe considered if the derotation is to be effective. First, the image source and rplayoptics of the HMD must be capable of accommodating this rotation. in particular the image
source must be capable of rotating the image and the relay optics must have a large enough
clear aperture to allow the rotation. Solia tate displays may have greater difficulty in
accommodating these requirements than the stadard CRT since their pixels are typically
fixed in a rectilirear array. For in-raster presentations another problem arises,
especially if higher line rates and resclution is required. A consideration of the lollow-
ing example illustrates this problem. suppose that a 1225 line system capable of 1024 x
1024 active pixel elements requires derotation compensation. If multiplicative errors that
vill cause display discontinuities are not to be a problem then sufficient resolution
must be provided across the image source. A good subjective value is to hold display

'I discontinuities due to derotation to about 12.5% of the line width. This requires 12 bit
resolution (0.025%) which is beyond the current c:pabilities of analog multipliers that
might be used in the HMD electronics. This forces one to cOnsider the use of a 12 bit
multiplying D/A connector. However, depending upon tha bandwidth and signal-to-noice

t performance required, one may quickly find himself pixshing the state-of-the-art for thase
devices.

Combiner Reflectivit /Transmissivity
The selection of the combiner coating, which determines the combiner reflectance and

transmittance coefficient, is probably the most critical HMD characteristic to be specificd.
This funaamentally determines the ratio in luminance between the HMD image and the external.
wotld scene. The maximum modulation contrast of the HMD imagc can be calculated using
equation 4. ;nother point of consideration is the luminance disparity between the two eyes

LL __
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D L r+2L t (4)

where:
CD = contrast o: HMV image (maximum)

LI = HMD image luminance prior to combiner

LB = background scene luminance
rc = combiner reflectance coefficient

tc = combiner transmittance coefficient

with the HMD on and with it off since luminance disparity has been sho-n, to have a

significant effect on scene dominance ] The luminance ratio can be calculated from
equation 5. Display Eye

"L = Non Display Bye

LIrc+LEtc

| = Lt (5)

where:
RL = luminance ratio: display eye tc non-display eye

t = transmittance of uncoatea combiner

The choice of a combiner coating must consider these two equations(l), (5) and mus' also
consider the perticular MID application. There are four possible HMD situations:

Daylight vewing - symbology only
Night viewing - symbology only
Daylight viewing - imagery or imagery and symbology
Night viewing - imagery or imagery and symbology

Of all these combinations, the one that is e-asiest to implement and has the lowest
potential of incurring difficult human integration problems is the first one; daylight
viewing-symbology only. The reasons for this are:

1. Symbology presentation only requires "one gray shade" above the backgrcund
luminance to be easily visblbe (CD = 0.3 to 0.4 from eq. (4)) whereas imagery requires far
more shades of gray to produe reasonable quality imagery (C = 0.8 to 0.9).

2. Since the HD luminaoce can be reiatively low compa~ed to that required for
imagery, the combiner transmission coefficient can be kept fairly high (low reflectance
coating) and thus the luminance disparity with the HMD on or off is low.I - 3. Over laying symbology on the real world scene is a compatible process and produces
a reasonably integrated cotal scene: whereas HMD imagery tends to produce a result more
like a double-exposed photograph. TI:is effect can be minimized but the potential for
binocular rivalry problems is greater with imagery than with symbology.

4. The daylight presentation tends to "wash out" any ghost images and provides a
better luminan::e balance between the two eyes tha. the night situation.

i f A way to improve the transmittance coefficient of the combiner while still maintaining
a high reflectance coefficient is to use a so-called dic'.roic coating tnat is "tuned" to
have a high reflectance coefficient but for only a narrow wavelength region. By matchingthp coating and the primary wavelength of the iiage s,:urce it is possible to achieve an

fi overall, integrated reflectance coefficient with respect to the source of 0.8 to 0.9.
This is especially ideal for night viewing where the overall combiner transmittance should

be kept very high. An alternative to the dichroic cnating technique is the use of so-
called holographic optics. This achieves basically the same end but uses holographic
techniques instead of coating technology 11, pp. 275-333]. A caution with either of these
techniques is that the wavelength that is highly reflected for the lIMD image is also
reflected from the combiner from the external world scene and is therefore not very visible
looking tnrough the combiner.

The effccts of the combin, r transmittance and reflectance values on the HID MTF for
daytime and nighttime viewing conditions are shown In figures 5 and 6 respectively. Four

4, typical coating/combiner combinations were used to generate the functions shown in figures
5 and 6:

A) transmittance = 0.15
reflectance = 0.8
(tintcd visor with dichroic coating, integrated over wavelength)

transmittance = 0.12
reflectance = 0.25
(tinted visor with thin metallic coating)

C) transmittance = 0.9
reflectance = 0.8(clear visor with diehroic coating, integrateS over wavelength)

D) transmittance =0.92
reflectance 0.8

(clear visor with no coating)

For daytime calculations, the external luminznce was presumed to be 5000 cd/m and for
tse nighttime, 10 ;d/n2. The combined MTF of the ige source and cptical system was
assumed to be gaussian with a standard deviaion of 0.0005 of the display width. In
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equaton form: MTF = e2 2

where: -
MTF = Modu!Picn Transfer Function
C maximum PHt contrast (eq. 4)

= tandard deviat.on of the point spread function ( = 0.0005)
f = spatial frequency in cycles/display width

It is apparent from Figures 5 cnd 6 tnat the daytime conc.tions result in a considerably
poorer display quality than the niqhttime conditions.

us A
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Fig. 5. Effect of typical combiner Fig. 6. Effect of typical combiner
coatings on HKI MTF for daytime 2 coatings on HMD MTF for nighttime
backgrouni luminance of 5000 cd/m. background luminance of In cd/!2 .
A) tinted visor, dichriic coating A) tinted visor, dichroic coating
B) tinted visor, metallic coating B) tinted visor, metallic coating
C) clear visor, dichroic coating C) clear visor, dichroic coating
r ) clear visor, no coating D) clear visor, no coating

'- System Transmission "iffciency
As the image is transferred from the image source to the eye some image apparent

luminar is lost. Losses are incurred at each lens surface, mirror or prism surface and
the comb-.--r. The efficiency of the system is the ratio of the apparent luminance of the
image as viewed through the HMD system to the luminance of the imaging source.

Safety
The RMD for airborne applications must be designt i such that it will not hinder tie

pilot in case of emergency egress. This means that the HRM must be either easily removed
from the pilot or the wires, .ables, or fiber optics leading to it from the aircraft rzst
be easily disconnected.

In the case of the miniature CRT as the image source, there is an additional problemi associated with this quick disconnect requirement. The CRT typically has an anode voltage
of from :,000 to 9,000 volts. The ztored charge associated with this voltage must be
depleted in such a way that there is no spark at the connector as the disconnect occurs.
Such a connector has been designed by Amp, Inc. and successfully underwent limited testing
of it3 sparkless disconnect capability.

Since the primary purpose of a pilot's helmet is to afford the pilot some head -zo-
tection, this capability must oe preserved as the HMD is incorporated into or added to the
helmet.

IMD DESIGN APPROACHES
A helmet mounted display typically consists of three sections: 1) an image source,

21 relay optics, and 3) a combiner element. Image sources are discussed in some detail in
a later section. The relay optics brings the image from the image source to the viewer's
eye. The combiner element: which may also be part of the relay optics, combii:es the HlMD
image with the external world sceae. The optical coating on the combiner .s extremely
important since it determines the reflection and transmission characteristics of the com-
biner, which in turr determine the see-through capaLility and the relative lumi,.euc lcvels
of the HZ0 image and external scene.

4 The most basic HMD optical design approach is a simple magnifier. This approach is
discussed in [1] and [21. In the design approach by Hughes Aircraft Company [II], the
image source Is a miniature cathode-ray tube (CRT), the relay optics is a multi-element
simpic magniflez and the combiner is a flat, coated beamsplltter. Figure 7 shows one of

41 tie optical designs for this approach. The HMD housing mounts to the side of the helmet
at eye level. The disadvantages of this approach are relatively little eye relief, lorsof periphe:al vision on the HW' side and limitations on aaximum achievable apparent field
of view. However, this dpproach is simple and permits reasonably efficient (high luminance)
transmission of the image f:o the CRT to the eye.

A second simple magnifier approach to the HMD, desi~ned by Marconi Aviation of
England 1121, is shown I.T Fig. 8. The image source is a 20 by 23 element light emitting
diode (LED) array with secialized symbo s at thr bottom, a prism and spherical reflector1 comprise relay optics w;th the zpheriesl reflector also acting as the combiner element.

I .
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Fig.- 7. Simple magnifier H1'.D Fig .8. Simple magnifier HO using
with flat combiner; Hughes Air- LED image source and spherical combiner;
craft, Co. Ref. [111. Marconi Aviation. Ref. 112).

Ii. this vf.-rsion the spherical combiner is inset, at an angle, into the flight visor.
Later vers eas blend the combiner into the visor to form a cont i.Aus surface. The prism
relays th- LrZ 4rray image to the focal plane of the sphnerical combiner. The spherical
combine.7 acts as a si4-ple magnifier and produces avirtual image of the LED array at
infinity, that is visible to. the viewer. The corbiner optical power is lanited by the
optical distance between the cotabiner and the LED array since the combiner '0ocal length
m~ust be a-qual to or greater than this distance to proauce a vi-zible virtual imaeie. When
this distance and the focal length are equal, the image appears at optical infinity; if
the fn~.-:l length is greater than the optical distance then the virtual image is produced
at scoae finite distance fro= the viewer's eye. The an~gular field of -slew is related to
the magnifier optical power and the LED array format size hv:

e = Z arctan ;T) !6)

where
e angular field of view (FOV)

F s = object size (L.ED array diameter)
Lf = manifier focal length

It is apparent from e.;'iatic.. (El t.aat either the format size, s, must increase or the
* magnifier focal length, f, Lu.st decrease in order to increame the angalar FO'V. The

preceding discussion outlined zh- - limitations of decreasing f. If the size, s, is
increased, then the- prism~ size must be increa~ed to prevent clippiziq of the image. As the

Sprism and LED array sizes are increased, the entire assembly becomes heavier and 1Larger.
Thzse same -i~nsiderations affect any simple magnifier approach.1 '1 Io d strict sense, the simple magnifier optical iesign does not prodice an exit pupil

~ as slich. Instead, there exists a trade-off betwec- eye relief and maximum permIssille
.ateral movement of the eye before 501 vigncttinc ocr.Equation (7) shows this rela-
tionzim.

where:(7
p = pseudo exit pupil diametler
D= useful magnifier diameter !clear aperture)
r = eye relief distance (magnifier to eye pupill
s= object format size (LED array diameter)
f = magnifier focal length

;he pzrameter. p, corresponas to %he exzit upil diameter for exit pupil forming optical
I systems. lro determine the maximum L,-teral =ovemrent of the eye that can occur -erore any

vignettin.? occurs the pupil diamet.r or the eye must be_ subtracted from 'p in equato (7).
Thus:

5
=P-P = O-r 7 -p (8e I e 8

whre mai-llow-_d eye movement with no vi~net' ing

~e pupil diameter of the eye

is edcedifthe latera.1 movement envelop (mn) is increased. Agaiin, these two equations
appy t al siplemagnifier dv ign approacnes. Tne Natconi k-iat iomn spherical combiner

dequatls (7)oce a limie 3hOw thata for a atheua "eimpupea mgife tystecalh eye r~ief -

A tirdsimlemagnifier approach was constructed it the Naval Weapons Center using
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device provided an image of a circular reticle to the viewer's eye. The holographic opti.-
cal element is basically a complex diffraction grating (typically a reflection, phase~grating) produced by holographic techniques. One major advantage of this approach is
that the direction in which the image is diffracted from the holograplic optical element
(HOE) is independent of the substrate shape or orientation. Also, for reflection phase
HOE's the reflection coefficient can be made very high for only a narrow band of wave-
lengths while the transmission coefficient can be maintained at a high level for all other
wavelengths. By using a narrow wavelength band image source, both the see-through capa-
bility and the HMD transmission efficiency can be kept at high levels. However, there are
several problem areas associated with HOE's that make them difficult to work with. While
it is true that the first order image direction is independent of the substrate shape and
orientation, the optical aberrations are not. As the substrate differs more from the
shape and location of the optical element that the HCE is imitating the optical aberra-
tions increase rapidly. Techniques for reducing this effect are being invebtigated withI) some success. Other problems include production difficulties, materials limitations, and
design complexities. Several studies have been done in the area of holographic optical
elements [1]. Hughes Aircraft Company has successfully fabricated a wide field of view,
holographic heads-up display, but efforts to build a HOE HMr have resulted in experimental
HMD's which are bulky and possess moderate image quality.

A fourth simple magnifier design was constructed under an AFAMRL effort by Honeywell,
Inc. which produced an image of a reticle and four discrete information lights. A parabo-
loid shaped visor served as both magnifier and combiner. The image source consisted of
five miniature incandescent bulbs mounted behind a transparency of the circular reticle
and four discrete lights. This "reticle generator" was mounted above the focal point of
the paraboloid visor, just in front of the pilot's forehead. The reticle assembly was
mounted to the upper part of the visor on a spring mount such that it would flip into
position as the visor was brought down into place, and fold up as the visor was shifted Ix
the stored position. The apparent angular sizes of the two reticle rings were approximately
10 milliradians and 50 milliradians. The four discretes were located approximately 75
milliraaians from the center of the image. The line width of the reticle rings was about
2 milliradians.

Several more complex optical design approaches have been constructed. These are
characterized by intermediate image planes that are reimaged by relay optics. The advan-
tages of this class of approach are that the image scurce can be mounted further from the
eye and the eye relief distance can be made larger. Typically these devices produce aI well defined exit pupil.

mOne of the earlier examples of this type of design was produced by Hughes Aircraft
Company (13]. The image source was a miniature CRT, the relay optics consisted of two
folding mirrors, two relay lenses, a field lens and an eye lens. Several viewers were
fabricated having various apparent FOV's. The FOV's ranged from 18.90 to 62.80 (calculated)
with a minimum exit pupil of 4mm. These HMD's had no see-through capability since no
combiner was Lted. The absence of a flat combiner permitted the exit pupil to be formed
closer to the last optical element and thus allowed the eye to be situated closer to the
eye lens. This small eye relief distance (14mm) and small exit pupil (4mm) were the
factors traded-off to achieve the large 62.80 FOV.

Honeywell, Inc. fabricated several HMD's that used the relayed-image optical designr Iapproach. The Honeywell Model 7A incorporated the paraboloid visor, previously discussed,
as a key part of the optical system 11, (14], (15]. The initial version of this HMD was
the Model 6 which used a heavy glass visor to demonstrate the concept. The Model 7A useia thin, molded plastic paraboloid visor. The image source was a miniature (25mm diameter

by 125mm length) CRT mounted horizontally at the lower rear of the helmet. The CRT image
was reflected from a folding mirror vertically upward through a relay lens to the input
face of a 750,000 element coherent fiber optic bundle (FOB). The FOB conducted the image
from the rear of the helmet to a point above the left front edge of the helmet just over
the pilot's foreheac. The image formed at this surface of the FOB was focussed at infinity
(collimated) by the coiimation optics. The beam of light was bent outward by a mirror anddirected to a coated area on the upper left part of the paraboloid visor. The visor
focussed the light back to a mirror located in front of the pilot's forehead producing an
intermediate image in approximately the same p'ane as t.te mirror surface. The image
reflected from the mirror to the lower right section of the visor where a reflective
coating directed the beam back to the pilot's eye. On the first bounce from the visor the
paraboloid served as half of a relay lens system and on the second bounce it served as aneyepiece or eye lens. Figure 9 shows schematically the optical design. The numbers 1

Fig. 9. Pictorial conceptual FFO8[!I layout of the parabolicvisor HMD.H3 LLos

7
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through 4 on Fig. 9 refer the image planes,at the CRT face, input and output of the FOB,
and the central mirror. Note that any dust or particles collected on any of these
surfaces is imaged through the system with the desired picture. The apparent angular FOV
of this device was approximately 200 on diagonal with a 10mm exit pupil. The projected
image produced with this technique suffered from parabolic distortion as shown in Fig. 4.
The CRT drive electronics had to be modified to distort the image on the CRT in such a
way as to compensate for the optically produced distortion. Also, the coating in the
area of the first bounce from the paraboloid was necessaiily made opaque to insure that
sunlight could not accidentally be reflected down the light path to the pilot's eye.

Later versions of this approach, designated the Model 7B and Model 8, were fabricated
by Honeywell. In order to improve the image quality, the CRT was moved to the top left
side of the helmet and the FOB and first relay lens were eliminated. This removed the
matrix structure and broken fiher blemishes of the FOB, but shifted the center of gravity
of the total HMD upware and to the front. Also, the size of the HMD above the head
increased signiticaitly.

Another approacit to HMD design that has been experimentally investigated by personnel
at the Naal Air Development Center, the US Air Force Aeromedical Research Laboratory,
Marconi Aviation, and Honeywell, Inc. is the use of a flexible fiber optics bundle (FFOB)
for transmitting the source image to the helmet. The advantage of this approach is that
the image source weight can be removed by mounting the source off of the helmet. However,
the size and flexibility of the FFOB are adversely affected as the resolution (number of
fibers) of the bundle is increased. For this reason, the optimum use of this approach is
probably for applications requiring intermediate resolution levels (40,000 to 150,000
elements). This level of resolution is quite adequate for aynamic symbolcgy such as that
displayed on a heads-up display. However, it is marginal to inadequate for many sensor
imagery applications (forward looking infrared, low light level television, etc.).

Table 3 shows a comparison of several of these HMD's for many of the HMD design
parameters.

Table 3

Characteristics of Several Helmet Mounted Displays

Hughes Honeywell Honeywell Honeywell Honeywell Marconi Aviation
Side-Mount IHADSS Mod 8 Mod 7A Mod 3 Mark IV

Weight 530 gms 410 gms 400 gms 570 gms 450 gms 230 gms

Exit Pupil 15 mm 10 mm 13mmx 16mm 15 mm - 16 mm

Eye Relief 12-18 mn 49 mm 64 mm 50 mm 12-18 mm 64 mm
FOV 30 diag. 300 x 40c 200 diag. 200 diag. 40 diag. 10

(45 diag)
Transmission 0.8 0.75 0.8 est. 0.2 est. - 0.74

)Efficiency
(before combiner)

Image Source CRT CRT CRT CRT CRT 32 x 32 LED array

Combiner Type flat flat parabolic parabolic flat spherical
Ig Cvisor .±sor

image Color phosphor typically typi.cally typically typically 650 nm

color (green, green green green green red, narrow
white, typical) P-43 P-43 P-43 P-1, P-43 band

-I IMD IMAGE SOURCES

The most basic device that has been used as an HMD image source is the inandescent
light bulb. Five miniature incandescent bulbs were used in the Honeywell built Visual
Target Acquisition System (VTAS) reticle generator assembly. One lamp illuminated a pair
of concentric rings that constituted the sighting reticle; the other four illuminated
individual status indicators positioned equally around the outer siqhting ring. This
pattern of reticld sighting ring plus four descrete status indicators provided the pilot
with a minimum amount of information. However, when used with the helmet-mounted sight
if proved to be a highly successful target acquisition aid.

Incandescent lamps have rany disadvantages. Manufacturing techniquez limit the degree
to which lamps can be miniaturized. This limitation, coupled with size and weight concerns
on the helmet form an upper limit on the cosplexity of display possible. Also, incan-
descent lamps are highly inefficient, converting most of the power consumed to heat
instead of light. This heat must be dissipated rapidly enough to prevent unacceptable
.emperature., in the vicinity of the lamps.

Of all devices that have been tried as HMD image sources, the cathode-ray tube (CRT)
A is by far the most versatile and the most capable of producing a high quality image. For

applications in which the helmet-mounted display (HMD) re1uires either high resolation or
_ random positioning of symbology on the display, the cathode-ray tube is usually the first

choice as an image source. Solid-state displays are currently promoted ds lightweight,
flexible, hiqh resolution image sources of the future, but uDrkinq production solid-state
displays with performance comparable to a CPT are not presently available. As has been
the case with the optics for HMV systems, there have been very few hardware alternatives
from which the system designer can choose. Normally the designer will select hardware
already available, to save time and money, and try to make it fit a particular application.
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In selecting or d c ... g a CRT for use in a helmet mounted system there are a number of
factors that shoulc . considered. For example, the field-of-view, transmission effi-
ciency, intended use of the optics, and the required resolution of the complete display
system will determine critical CRT parameters such as active area size, maximum usable
luminance, number of scan lines, MTF, large and small signal bandwidth and phosphor type.
These paramet'rs will in turn impact each of the three main components which comprise the
image source subsystem: electron gun, deflection yoke, and deflection amplifier.

Helmet-Mounted CRT's in use today are typically cylindrical in shape with a length of
approximately 125 millimeters, an active display surface diameter of 19 millimeters and a
weight of about 110 grams. The need for good image quality helmet-mounted displays
dictates that a CRT using magnetic deflection be employed. The primary reason for this is
that the quality of the display is superior to that obtained with electrostatic deflection
because the magnetic field does not interfere with the beam-forming process[1 6]. This
factor permits brighter displays and clearer, more controllable spot sizes. It allowsi i cost and more reliable designs possible. It also minimizes high voltage component
ccnsiderably rore design freedom for the deflection amplifier electronics, making lower

stresses and shock hazards to using personnel. A major drawback for this type of miniature
CRT have been the nonlinear relationship between the deflection current and the deflection
of the beam (spot), which results in a phenomenon known as "pin-cushio, distortion".
A..other drawback is the difficulty with achieving high line rates due to high coil induc--

diL tance and its effect on rapid changes in deflection current (L -). Pin-cushion distortion
it

has been minimized through the use of sloped fiber-optic faceplates whose center of| curvature coincides with the center of deflection. The design problem involved in achievinghigher line rates using lower inductance yokes and high efficiency ferrite cores, to

minimize heat build up, has been eased considerably with the advent of the power field-
effect transistor.

Spot size and luminance is a function of the CRT final anode voltage that is selected,
with higher acceleration voltages permitting higher luminance levels at lower beam currents
and corhsequencly smaller spot size. The present upper limit imposed by adverse radiation
Lffects and consideration for operator safety is slightly over 10 Kilovolts. Miniature
CRT's currently available have final anode voltages of 7 to 7.5 Kilovolts. Since CRT
elect.on image, lens aberration and space charge effects can be helped significantly by
using nigher acceleration potentials while the required deflection current increases only
as the square root of the final anode voltage, [17] it is usually desirable to maximize
final anode voltage. During 1960, new CRT's with appropriately designed cathodes, electron
optics and deflecticn coils that include higher (9 Kilovolt) acceleration potentials should
appear. The increaqed deflection current can be handled by the new power semiconductors
mentioned above. Tube performance should increase from present levels (for an active
CRT faceplate area or 19mm horizontally by 14.5mm vertically) that exhibit a spot size of
16 microns at 50 ft-Lamberts, to a spot size of 14 microns at 250-400 ft-Lamberts.

The phosphor type selected is also critical to the total performance of the display
system. The most popular types for helmet-mounted CRT's have been P-l, P-2, P-4, P-43,
and P-44. P-43 has been the most popular choice due to its decay characteristics, narrow
spectral bandwidth, relatively good phosphor efficiency and the small grain sizes that
are obtainable. Using matched dichroic coatings with P-43 allows it to be operated at lower
Juminance levels and still preserve a reasonable contrast ratio between displayed informa-
tion and the ambient scene. This maximizes the relative life of the phosphor compared to
broad spectrum phosphors such as P-I that must be operated at higher luminance levels to
achieve t:.e same apparent image luminance. One problem P-43 has is its sensitivity to
"burn through". Newer phosphors such as P-53 recently developed in England with spectral
characteristics similar to P-43, appear to have great potential for alleviating this

* problem. Resistance to "burn through" appears to be at least an order of magnitude greater.
*Other key characteristics of the new P-53 phosphor also appear to be similar to P-43

including the ability to obtain small grain sizes, a phosphor efficiency of 30 lumens/watt
and a decay time to 10% of approximately 8-11 milliseconds.

There are three types of solid-state displays presently in use or under development.
The light emitting diode (LED) array has been used successfully as an HMD image source
for applications requiring symbology only. LED arrays consisting of 20 x 23 elements and
32 x 32 elements (with additional dedicated alphanumeric segments) have been fabricated
and tested by Marconi Aviation in HMD's. These LED's emit a narrow band of light at about
650 nanometers producing a bright red im.age. This narrow spectral bane makes the LED
naturally compatible with dichroic coatings and diffraction optics. Also, the monochromatic
red image is highly vis.ble against many high luminance backgrounds due to the color-
contrast effect. The disadvantage of the red LED is that red is used to denote danger in
most man-machine systems. Using the red on the HMD may tend to reduce the association of
red with danger or warning in other applications.

LED arrays produced wi.th present technology do not have a sufficiently high element
density to be used for sensor imagery presentation on the HMD. The active to total area
ratio and the luminance uniformity for LED arrays are much poorer than for CRT's, although

( these have not shown themselves to be a problem for symbology only HID applications.
One of two present parallel development efforts for miniature, high resolution,

.imaging, solid state HMD display sources utilizes the crossed electrode thin film electro-
luminescent (TFEL) approach. The development of an extremely high resolution TFEL display
source capability specifically for helmet-mounted displays will result in a 525 line TV
compatible feasibility model. The image is generated in a truly "flat panel" consisting
of the thin film electroluminescent phosphor sandwiched between orthogonal electrodes at
a density of 500 lines per inch. The image format of this display is 500 x 683 picture
elements. This imaging substrate is connected with all of the hybrid drive electronics by
means of flexible cabling. The hybrid drive electronics can therefore be folded around
behind the disolay or follow the contour of the helmet shell. The other unique advantages
of this approach are the flat panel nature and relatively simple construction of the imaging

I;.. . .
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system. One majcr question area to be addressed durinq development efforts is thq
successful interconnect at extremely high line densities. The incorporation of memry
phosphor technqiues to raise the peak luminance capability of this display approach is
also an area for investigation. Typical performance characteristics to date for imaging
displays of this type include a peak luminance of 10-20 ft-L, the capability for a minimum
of eight /2 grey shades, and a broadband orange spectral output. Incorporation of memory
phosphor techniques could provide a 200-400 ft-L luminance capability. This approach
represents a very low power consumption display capability.

The second parallel development effort for miniature, high resoluL4vn imaging display
sources utilizes the liquid crystal-silicon approach. This effort will also result in a
525 line TV compatible Zeasibility model. The development of an extremely high resolution
liquiJ crystal-silicon display source capability specifically for helmet-mounted displays
will initially concentrate on a high resolution integrated display chip. The imaging area
of the silicon chip ccnsists of an array of 240 x 312 picture elements, with a MOS FET and
capacitor located at each picture element site. The picture element density for this
display is 588 per inch. The chip includes the integrated electronics for driving the
display located around the periphery of the imaging area on the same silicon chip. This
therefore represents a total of over 75,000 active elements on a single chip, wlich is at
the leading edge in terms of the state-of-the-art of the silicon semiconductor industry.
In this display, 525 line TV compatibility i3 achieved by displaying the second field
on the same elements used to present the first field, while still maintaining a 60 Hz
field rate. Since the liquid crystal display is a passive, or light mcdulating display
approach, using the dynamic scattering effect in the liquid crystal, a light source must
be incorporated into the system design. One of the unique advantages of the liquid
crystal-silicon display approach is that the entire display system, including peripheral
drive electronics, can be fabricated using the same processes on the same chip, thus
avoiding any high density interconnect situations. The large commercial technical base
and ever-increasing level of complexity in the silicon semiconductor industry certainly
benefit this development. The illumination source/projection scheme inherent in this
approach offers high luminance potential. Since the illumination source is chosen with
overall systems ccnsiderations in mind, the spectral output of the display (both peakwavelength and bandwidth) can be tailored to be compatible with a variety of conventional

and diffraction optical systems. The size and optical interface with the resulting display
source "packaging" scheme must be considered in an overall system design. One major
question to be addressed during development efforts is that of yield for a chip of this
complexity and area. The response time associated with a liquid crystal display is, in
part, inversely proportional to tne thickness of the liquid crystal layer. A part of the
development effort should therefore be a sufficient control of the cell thickness and
uniformity of spacing over the display area to achieve a response time which is commen-surate with video display rates.

at-a-time addressed displays. The rows of the display are sequentially addressed, andIthe video information for an entire line is entered and displayed at once via the columns.
Both display techniques are relatively low voltage approaches. Typical operating voltages
are 200 volts for the TFEL and 30 volts for the LC as compared to 7KV for the anodeLvoltage in miniature cathode-ray tubes. Both of these approaches represent a relatively
low power display capability, with typical display system power consumption under 2-5 watts.
Both types of imaging display sources offer a small size, lightweight unit for system
integration.
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I SUMARY
It will be difficult to modify current aircraft instrument panels to accommodate all new information

required to operate within an increasingly cc-iplex air traffic control system. Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) and
computer technologies have reached the stage where current flight and eng 4ne instruments can economically
be replaced by computer-controlled CRT displays. This provides a tremendous opportunity for flexibility
to the cockpit display designer, but the use of this flexibility should stay within the realities of the
flight environment. This report describes one approach to the replacement of flight instruments, using
three separate color CRT's. Each CRT displays information pertinent to one of the three orthogonal projec-
tions of the aircraft flight situation. Three airline pilots made a preliminary assessment of this display
set. Ccmments, rankings, and ratings show that, in general, the pilots accepted the concept of pictorial
flight displays.

INTRODUCTIGN

The aircraft instrumentation designer faces the prospect of designing for information requirements
that will be continually changing in the future and changing increasingly in the direction of providing
more information for the pilot to process. The information from new complex avionics systems, needed to
operate within an increasingly complex air traffic control system, will have to be added to, combined with,
or made to replace the already large array of cockpit instruments. Because the number of instrLnents can-
not increase without limit and because current instrumentation appears to have nearly reached a saturation
point, these new systems see- certain to force extensive cockpit instrumentation redesign. This paper is

) Ilimited to a discussion of flight instrumentation systems; however, generalizations to engine instrumenta-
tion or other aircraft instrumentation systems are readily possible.

Opposing cockpit change are economic and operational realities of the commercial flight community.
Due in large part to safety considerations, sub!rtantial changes in cockpit instrumentation cannot be
imposed within short periods of time. Because airline pilots have served extensive apprenticeships using
instrumentation that has changed very little in 20 yr, it would be unwise to abruptly change all cockpit
instrumentation, even if the economic factor were not involved. Moreover, many years of experience with
current instrumentation have led to operational procedures that are optimized in terms of those instruments.

Fortunately, there appears to be a natural solution to this seemingly contradictory need for change
and the desire for stability. Cathode ray tube (CRT) and computer technology have reached the stage where
replacement of flight and engine instruments with CRT and supporting computers can reduce weight while
lowering first cost and maintenance costs (Ref, 1). With this new equipment, the standard instruments can
simply be reproduced on the CRT's by using proper computer software. Once this is done, it will be possible

to make future instrument changes by changing the computer software. The way is also open for fundamental
changes in overall format if it can be shown that such changes have the advantage of making pilot interpre-
tation easier. Such a format change can be viewed as the goal of a series of evolutionary changes.

There are two situations in which rapid assimilation of the flight situation is especi&fly necessary.
The first is the higher-than-usual workload situation in which flight conditions are changing, communica-
tion demand is high, etc. The second is the very low workload situation that is interrupted by an unex-
pected event. In both cases, the need is for a display set from which the current situation can quickly
and easily be assessed at a glance. This display set must also furnish appropriate information for all
intermediate levels of decision and control functions.

There is a variety of approaches that could be used in the design of such an easily interpretable
format. This paper describes one such approach and explains how it evolved. This entire display set is
called the coordinated cockpit display (CCD) because of the coordination of information among the indi-
vidual CRT's. Once the basic design was complete, it was necessary to see if line pilots could use it, in
executing maneuvers, and to obtain their opinions of the design. The same maneuvers were also flown with
standard-type instruments for comparison. There was no strong expectation of any difference between the
two for this first phase of the project. The next phase will be to implement CCD within a simu'atcr con-
text where pilot performance can be measured under extremely high and low workload conditions. This will

Al be a major effort and will be integrated into othpr programs within the Man-Vehicle Systems Research Divi-
11 sion (MVSRD) at Ames Research Center.

ORIGINS OF CCD

The following requirements were established as essential characteristics f any potentially feasible
cockpit instrumentation system:

1. The system was to be based on sound human factors principles.
2. The system had to acc-,pt any new information that might be requirEd for operation in the future

National Airspace System without major hardware addition or redesign.

f
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3. The system had to accept any new information that might be required for operation in the future
National Airspace System without irtroducing clutter or logical inconsistency.

4. The system had to be acceptable to pilots trained on standard cockpit instrumentation, yet
capable of evolution in accordance with criteria (2) and (3) above.

The need for the first criterion is obvious. Some of these num n factors principles will be seen
when the CCD is explained below. A more detailed rationale for some of the design decisions is given in
Ref. 2. Criteria (2) and (3) were discussed in the Introduction. The logic used for the placement of
information on the CCD takes care of much of criteria (4) )y analogy with the basic "T" flight instrument
arrangement. Also, a color selection scheme based on the instruments "information category" will be
explained.

Basic "T"

The basic "T" (Ref. 3) instrument configuration, whi:h is standard for virtually all civil trans-
ports, does more than rerely standardize placement of instruments. In the basic "T" configuration, those
instruments that present position and motion information are selected and then positioned to help the pilot
visualize the situation in three dimensions. In general, the position and motion information presented on
an instrument is related to the instrument's position as though the aircraft's position and motion had been
projected, from the interior, onto screens composing the front, right, and bottom of a box (see Fig. i),
which is then folded flat.

In the basic "T" format, the attitude instrument is placed top center, as close as possible to the
pilot's out-the-window line of sight. Directly below the attitude instrument is the direction or course
indicator; directly to the right of the attitude instrument is the altimeter; and directly to the left of
the attitude instrument is the airspeed indicator. The attitude indicator displays information about the
aircraft's motion, but not position, in a vertical planc through the wings. Hence, attitude is associated
with the front of the box and so is placed top center. The altimeter disriays information about the air-
craft's position and the rate and direction of the pointer movement also yields an indirect indication of
the aircraft's motion in a vertical plane. Hence, altitude is associated with the side of the box and so
is placed top right. The course indicator displays information about the aircraft's motion in the hori-
zontal plane. Hence, co.rse direction is associated with the bottom of the box and so is placed bott3m
center. The airspeed indicator displays infermation about the aircraft's motion in the forward direction.
This information, used in conjunction with other instruments, enables the pilot to extract information1 ) about the horizontal position of the aircraft.

ighBy relating the side-by-side locations of the instruments to the three sides of the box, represent-
ing the three coordinate planes in space, the pilot can, presumably, more easily transfer instrument

J readings into the current situation in space (Ref. 3).

I The above suggests that the goal of the basic "T" instruments may be taken to provide the pilot a
frame of reference in space and an image of the aircraft's motion relative to it. Mechanical instruments,
however, are limited in the information relationships that can be explicitly shown, and for any information
relationships that are not explicitly shown, the pilot must make the effort to construct that image. As
stated by Hopkins (Ref. 4), "...it is important for all crew members to have a good mental model of the
aircraft situation at any time." The goal of CCD was to expand the idea of the basic "T" to a more graphic,
therefore more explicit representation of the aircraft situation.

Instrument Information Categories

>Air Force Manual 51-37 divides flight instruments into three categories: control, performance, and
navigation instruments (Ref. 5). The control instruments reflect the aircraft's immediate response to
control inputs; for example, a stick movement that results in an attitude change is first indicated on the
attitude indicator. Hence, the attitude indicator is a control instrument. The performance instruments
reflect the changes in the control parameters; for example, after a sustained pitch change the flight-path
angle, sink rate, and airspeed assume new values. Hence, the flight-path angle, sink rate, and airspeed
indicators are performance instruments. The navigation instruments indicate aircraft position relative toground references.

There are, of course, categories of information in addition to these. Flight directors and pre-
dictors are two important ones. Neither was included in this initial evaluation because the nature of the
first set of maneuvers would have made the task trivial with either of these elements. They will both be
integrated into future CCD.

-OORDINATED COCKPIT DISPLAY

In general, the coordinated cockpit display (CCD) flight instrumentation system can be thought of as
an evolved basic "T" which more nearly achieves the goal of the basic "T" instruments. The CCD coalesced
as a resolution of the need for short-term flexibility while maintaining long-term adaptability. To. satisfy the needs for flexibility and adaptability, CRT's displaying line-drawn, computer-generated indi-

akcators were used. To preserve the basic "T" relationship, the CCD uses three CRT's placed in a modified
1T'r configuration, as shown in Fig. 2. To ensure category separation, three different colors of line-4 drawn indicators were used, one for each category of information.

Modified "T"

The basic "T" instruments appearing in current flight instrumentation systems also appear in CCD and
in a more-or-less familiar manner. The essential difference is that position and motion information, which
is implicit in standard instrumentation, has been made explicit in CCD, primarily by the use of a pictorial
presentation. This pictorial format enables a higher density of information without a concomitant increase
in the number of instruments a pilot must scan. The values associated with appropriate flight parameters
are used by a computer to calculate the current frames of reference and the aircraft's motion relative to
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them. These relationships are displayed in a pictorial format on three CRT's along with the standard
information indicators, that is, attitude, altitude, etc.

Each of the three CRT's informs the pilot about the aircraft's position and motion in the particular
coordinate plane most closely associated with the conventional instrument in the same respective position.
Thus, "up" on the bottom CRT and "left" on the top right CRT are the directions of forward motion. These
relations can be seen by comparing rigs. 1 and 3.

Because the information displayed in a particular CRT is related to the aircraft's position and
motion in one of the frame of reference coordinate planes by the relative position of the CRT, each CRT
instrument compleA has been named for its respective plane: the CRT occupying the position of the standard
attitude instrument is called the Vertical Situation Display (VSD); the CRT occupying the position of the
altimeter is called the Side Vertical Situation Display (SVSD); and the CRT occupying the position of the
course indicator is called the Horizontal Situation Display (HSD) (see Fig. 3).

Several of the indicators used in the CCD system are based on the use of a sequence of DME and
altitude pair% to establish a theoretical flight path, called the desired flight path. The desired flight
path is displayed pictorially: (1) on the VSD as a waypoint symbol, one at a time showing next waypoint;
(2) on the SVSD as a portion of the graph of the altitude versus accumulated ground distance along the
desired path; and (3) on the HSD as the horizontal projection of the desired flight path. The position
of the aircraft relative to the desired path is also used to drive altitude and airspeed error indicators
on the VSD and an expanded lateral error indicator on the HSD. The CCD system assumes that such a three-
dimensional waypoint sequence will be programmed into an on-board computer during preflight preparations.

Indicator Information Categories

Each of the indicators on each of the three displays is drawn in a unique color which designates its
information category. Although the three-color information-category concept as a whole is important, the
three particular colors chosen were selected for technical rather than theoretical reasons.

The control indicators are displayed in red and consist of (i) aircraft symbol, (ii) potential
flightpath-angle indicator, (iii) 100 pitch marks, (iv) 10* roll angle marks and indicator, and (v) horizon
line. This category of indicators, the CRT's un which they appear, and their representations are shown inIFig. 4.

The performance indicators are displayed in green and consist of (vi) altitude tape and digital
readout, (vii) flightpath-angle indicator, (viii) vertical-speed indicator, (ix) airspeed tape and digital
readout, (x) heading tape and digital readout, (xi) turn-rate indicator, (xii) horizontal flightpath indi-
cator, and (xiii) groundspeed and windspeed vectors. This category of indicators, the CRT's on which they
appear, and their representations are shown in Fig. 5.

The navigation indicators are displayed in yellow and consist of (xiv) waypoint symbol, (xv) ground-
plane dots, (xvi) altitude-error indicator, (xvii) airspeed-error indicator, (xviii) desired vertical
flightpath profile, (xix) Jesired horizontal flightpath profile, and (xx) expanded-scale lateral-error
indicator. This category of indicators, the CRT's on which they appear, and their representations are
shown in Fig. 6.

The ease of making changes and of incorporating new information into this framework was demonstrated
by a separate study on pilot response to windshear. The necessary information was a natural addition to
the SVSD and was somewhat more difficult to interpret on the VSD.

Indicator Interpretation

- j Although CCD instruments are computer-drawn instruments displayed on CRT's rather than the conven-
F tional electromechanical gauges, there are no physical or conceptual differences in reading and interpreting

most of them. A brief explanation of those indicators that are naw or unique follows.

Indicators (ii) (potential flightpath-angle indicator, Fig. 4) and (vii) (flightpath-angle indicator,
Fig. 5) constitute an energy management complex. (Indicator (ii) indicates the constant speed climb/sink
angle for the current power setting and (vii) indicates the cur ent flightpath angle.) These indicatorsare scaled to be read against the VSD and SVSD pitch scales. Indicators (viii) (vertical-speed indicator,Fig. 5) and (ix) (airspeed tape and digital readout, Fig. 5) are expanding tapes, lengthening or shortening

as appropriate. Indicators (xiii) (groundspeed and windspeed vectors, Fig. 5) are arrows whose direction
and magnitude (as numerics) reflect their respective current parameter values. Indicator (xiv) 'waypaint
symnbol, Fig. 6) is a symbol that indicates any waypoint in space that the preprogrammed ideal flightpath
should intercept. Indicator (xviii) (desired vertical-flightpath profile, Fig. 6) is a portion of anIaltitude versus accumulated distance profile of the preprogrammed desired flightpath. Indicator (xix)
(desired horizontal flightpath profile, Fig. 6) is a horizontal projection of the flightpath, or someportion thereof, of the preprogrammed desiied flightpath. Indicators (xviii) and (xix) move in relation

to indicator (i) (aircraft symbol, Fig. 4); together, these indicators completely determine the aircraft's
vertical position relative to ground. Indicators (xvi) (altitude-error indicator, Fig. 6) and (xvii)
(airspeed-error indicator, Fig. 6) move along the altitude and airspeed tapes. They point at the current
value of the preprogrammed desired flightpath. Zero error is indicatec by alignment of indicators (xvi)and (xvii) opposite the tape pointer/digital readout box for altitude and airspeed, respectively. Thus,

4, current value, desired value, and error are related and can be seen at a glance. Indicator (xx, (lateral-
error indicator, Fig. 6) gives an arbitrarily expanded indication of the aircraft's lateral error relative
to the preprogrammed desired flightpath. Zero error is indicated by alignment of element (xx) with
element (xix).

Despite some dramatic differences from conventional instrumentation, the CCD system could be readily
implemented as a series of minor adaptations of current cockpit instrumentation. The orly major change
necessary would be the initial replacement of current basic "T" gauge instruments, perhaps only some of
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those of the copilot at first, with their CRT displayed, computer-drawn equivalents (see, e.g., Preliminary
Investigations: Displays, below). Although initially wasteful of the power of computer graphics, such a
procedure would have a number of advantages, not the least o7 which would be the accumulation of experience
with airborne computer implementations.

PRELiMIMARY INVESTIGATION

The primary goals ot the preliminary study reported here were to refine the CCD system, to explore
some variations of CCD configurations, and to ubtain some idea about the differences to be expected between
the CCD variants and a more-or-less conven-.ional instrument system. Because of the preliminary nature of
this study, no attempt was made to do either a balanced experimental design or to extract rigorous quanti-
tative data.

Desired Flightpath

It was felt that a fairly difficult task would accentuate any problems with the system, so the
flightpath task chosen for these studies was based on a proposed location for a STOL airport in the down-
town New York City vicinity. At this proposed STOL airport, a missed approach requires a go-around path

= that must simultaneously (1) avoid existing reserved flight corridors (JFK and Newark airports), (2) accom-
- imodate prevailing weather conditions, and (3) return the aircraft to an approach position. Because these

constraints make any go-around path quite complicated, a potential go-around loop was selected as the
flightpath task. A map of the path showing target altitudes and speeds is given as Fig. 7.

I The path required a steep climb-out from the decision height (DH), arriving first at the go-around
waypoint (GA), and then finally completing the loop at the original starting point, waypoint (18).

Displays

Instriment configurations - In this study, two instrument formats, each with two levels of informa-tion content, were examined. The two configurations were (1) a conventional mechanical pointer and scale
instrument basic "T" configuration with the mechanical course indicator replaced by a computer-generated,
CRT-displayed course indicator, and (2) the CCD.

The mechanical horizontal-situation indicator on the convetional configuration was sirulated on a
i16.51 X 13.97 cm (6.5 X 5.5 in.) CRT. The VMD, SVSD, and HSD of the CCD were simulated on 17.7 X 17.7 cm

(7 X 7 in.) CRT's. The lines and dots that made up the displays were generated by an Evans and Sutherland
LDS-2, modified to drive beam-penetration color CRT's. An SEL-840 computer interfaced with the LDS-2 to
calculate the display parameters. The SEL-840 also generated the aircraft dynamics, navigation, and
guidance equations, and recorded the performance data.

Information content - The two different levels of information content of the conventional configura-
tion were (1) a system approximately equivalent to conventional instrumentation systems, that is, a basic
"T" instrument configuration, and (2) a sy-tem that presented additional information so that the total
system information was roughly equivalent to the CCD as described above. To make the .onventional con-
figuration comparable to the CCD, the following additional information, in pointer and scale format, was
incorporated: (a) identifier for the next waypoint, (b) the distance to the next waypoint, (c) an indica-
tion of bearing to the next waypoint, (d) the flightpath angle, (e) the antle of the desired descent path,
(f) the potential flightpath angle, and (g) the wi;idspeed a'd direction. ('hese items of information are
referred to later in Table 1; they are identified in Table 1 by the letter esignations used here.)
Figure 3 shows the conventional configuration that corresponded most close'j to the CCD as described above.
The level configured to be comparable "with a conventional basic "T" was otained by removing indicators
(d), (e), (f), and (g).

The two different levels of information content of CCO were a reduced CCD with information comparable
to the first- conventional system and the CCD system as described above. The reduced CCD was obtained by
removing elements (ii) (potential flightpath-angle indicator, Fig. 4) and (vii) (flightpath-angle indicator,
Fig. 5) from the VSD and SVSD, element (xii) (horizontal flightpath indi'-ator, Fig. 5) from the HSD, and
element (xiv) (waypoi,t symbol, Fig. 6) from the VSD.

Task

The simulation dynamics were a simplified set of Buffalo (SIOL) dynamics. Each flight began at
waypoint (18) of the desired flightpath from an altitue of 1371.6 m (4530 ft), in a trimmed attitude in
level flight and at an airspeed of 92.6 m/sec (180 knots). When a change in airspeed or altitude wasr~requireJ between waypoints the change was linear. A 20-knot wind was inse-ted on approximately half of
the runs. This was chosen to be a quartering headwind or tailwind from either left or right on the final
approach leg. The subjects were requested to fly as close as pcssible to tve desired flichtpath, which
has been described before and is illustrated in Fig. 7. Each run lasted about 13 min The runs, rests,
and longer breaks altogether required about 3 hr each day.

It
The chart (Fig. 7) was available to the pilots at all times. The desired airspeed, altitude, and

course bearing were listed beside each waypoint on the map. (Color codig was used to enhance information
discriminability). Also included on the chart, shown outside the flightpath, were nominal bank angles for
the turns (zero wind values) and prompts for pitch and roll maneuvers. These OHE readout-prompts were
in:luded to facilitate flying the conventional instrument system.

Subjects

The subjects for this studv were three commercial airlie pilots. A brief introduction to the pur-
-i pose of the study, an explanation of the simulatior., and a description of the task were given to each pilot

before his first trial. The pilots were encouraged to experiment and get the "feel" of the aircraft,
including handling qualities at various flap settings. Generally, the pilots preferred to fly the task



TABLE 1. PILOT AVERAGE RATINGS AND RANKINGS FOR FOUR INSTRUMENT DISPLAYS

Ratings
Display Orientation Confidence Workload Rankings

Information Segments Segments

Configuration contenta Overall (range) Overall (range) Overall. (ranne) DVb CWc TK

CCD (i)-(xx) 2 1-5 3 2-4 5 4-6.5 l le 2.8

(i)f 2.5 2-6 4 2.5-4.5 5.5 4-7 2 29 4.3

(iii)-(vi)

(viii)-(xx)

Conventional a-g 3 2-5 4 3-5 6 4.5-7 3 3 5.2

a-c 3 2-5 5 3.5-6 6.5 4.5-7.5 4 4 8.2

i aIdicators are defined in text.
bDeviation (DV).
cCrosswinds (CW).

j 'dOverall task P-rformance (TK)
eAll pilots selected this order except where noted.
flndicator (xiv) was deleted from the VSD only.9One pilot rated the other three displays in the same relative order but with this configurwation last.

after a few minutes rather than to explore the simulation. Each display was explained in detail when it
was first presented to the pilot. Since this was an exploratory study, the pilots were free to develop
their own strategy for using the information on each display to complete the assigned task. Each pilot saw
the displays in a different order. The three pilots flew a total of 90 runs; 17 runs over 4 days for
Pilot A, 37 runs ovr 7 days for Pilot B, and 36 runs over 6 days for Pilot C. Fifty-two of the runs were

a I made using CCD (26 runs with full CCD, 26 runs with reduced CCD), and 38 of the runs were made using the
conventional configur-tion (20 runs with maximum information and 18 runs with reduced information). Ques-
tions and comments were encouraged throughout the study, and a structured interview with a formal question-
naire was administered at the conclusion of each 'u5ject's trials.

Results

Performance data - When individual flights were analyzed it was often possible to detect some of the
perform are trade-off being made by the pilot. However, consistent evidence for differences in performance
due to differences in displays was meager, caused largely by changes attributable to learning. Each pilot
had his own unique performance pattern. In general, however, Pilots A and C had lower airspeed and altitude
errors and Pilot B had lower lateral error using the CCD format. Pilot B had about the same altitude error
..n both the conventional and the CCD formats. Otherwise, the pilots had lower error scores on the conven-
tional format. Within a given display format, altitude error was less when fligi,.p3th angle was present.
This trend for altitude error was present for each pilot whereas, for airspeed and lataral error, opposing
pilot trends averaged out to mask any statistically significant effects.

Rating data - Three arbitrary rating scales were devised to ascertain the pilots' estimation of the
utility Of the inst-ument systems. Each of the rating scales had a minimum value of I and a maximum value
of 10. The items that the scales measured and some approximate scale positions were (1) a degree of
orientation (complete mental picture, 1, to completely disoriented, 9), (2) confidence in appropriate next
control action (complete confidence, 1, to mostly uncertain, 9). and (3) the degree of workload (completely'4 undemanding, 1, to completely demanding, 9). On their last day the pilots were asked to rate the four
display alternatives considering the overall flight and also coisideripj each waypoint to waypoint segment

of the desired flightpath. The overall average values are given in Table I under "ratings." Also listed
under "ratings" are the range of ratings given for the individual flight segments, the lower number for the
easiest segment, and the higher number for the most difficult segment.

The pilots were also asked to rank-order the instrument displays on the following questions:

1. Deviations (DV): Which display would you choose if you had to suddenly deviate from the planned
flightpath and then return to it?

2. Crosswinds rW): With which display did you best cope with crosswinds?
3. Overall task performance (TK): With which display did yoiu best perform this task? Now rate the

four displays on a scale from 1 to 10, 1 being ideal, and 10 being absolutely unacceptable.

[r The rank order of the displays is given in Table 1 under "rankings."

Pilot comaents - The appendix contains a summary of the most interesting of the pilot's comments.
Becausp some of the result, were redundant, the separate pilot comments in the appendix are a combination

of daily coments. responses to direct questions, and responses given during the structured interview.

All the pilots felt their performance would have improved given more practice with the task. In
particular, they felt that more experience with the flightpath angle, potential flightpath angle, and wind-
information indicators would be necessary before they would be able to make full use of them. All pilits
claimed a positive learning transfer across all systems, that is, they felt experience with any one system

I, led to improved performance on all the systems.
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Generally, the pilots preferred systems with more information and liked the pictorial indicators.
The pilots preferred to use the SVSD when interpreting flightpath angle and potential flightpath angle;
one even suggested that this information be removed from the VSD. This may be contrasted with a NASA

- pilot who flew the display extensively during development and program debugging; he preferred to make use
of tiwe combination on the VSO.

i The pilots were asked to specify those features anong all the displays which they thought were best
and worst. Pilot A thought that the best feature was the side-view projection of the desired flightpath
(elertant xviii) on the SVSD and that the worst feature was the flightpathipotential flightpath-angle com-
ple). on the VSD. Pilot B thought that the flightpath-angle (vii) on the SVSD was the best feature and that
the flightpath angle on the VSD was the worst feature. Pilot C wa; more general and thought that the best
feature was the SVSD and HSD CRT's and that the worst feature (the lack of definition ai.d the obtrusiveness
of) was the horizon line on the VSD.

iCONCLUSIONS

The comments, renkings, and ratings show that, in general, the pilots accepted the concept of the
pictorial systems.

The concept of drawing standard instruments on CRT's as a first step in the use of CRT displays
appears to be a feasible one. The instrument HSI drawn on the CRT was accepted without question or

• ! 'omnent.

It was observed that the pilots appeared to adopt different strategies for each of the four dif-
ferent configurations. This raised the warning that each step in the eisplay evolution must be taken with
care, considering the effect of new configurations jn all flight regimes. The implications for training
and procedures must be considered at each step.

Coupled with the favorable pilot comments about CCD, the finding of no performance differences of
practical significance between the pictorial and conventional instrument systems indicates that it is
worthwhile to go on to the next phase of research. The CCD pictorial approach is a promising one.

APPENDIX - PILOT COMMENTS

PILOT A

1. Easily incorporated at SVSO into his scan. He did so on his first run.
2. Found the CCD airspeed-error indicator easier to read than the error indicator on the conven-

tional configurations.
3. Found it easier to keep track of how to get back to the desired altitude or track when using

the CCD.
4. Liked indicator (vii) (flightpath-angle indicator, Fig. 5). He foLd it a good substitute for

the VSI.
RI 5. Had sore trouble with indicator (ii) (potential flightpath-angle indikator, Fig. 4). He thought

it should be selectable by pilot.
6. Thought the method of combining indicators (ii) and (vii) on the VSD gave an unwanted illusion.
7. Did not like the "off-center" position of the indicator (ii) and (vii) combination on the VSD in

crosswinds.
S. Commented every day that he missed a flight director.
9. Missed having a compass rose on the CCD. He has had a "rose" for many yea,'s.1 ". 10. Had better overall inner spatial picture with the conventional configuration. He stated that,

"...by necessity, (he had) to work harder at the job."

PILOT B

Stated 'after flying CCD extensively), "(conventional configurations) seem strange after getting
used to pctoria displays."

2. State , "Keeping mental picture on pictorials is easy, it's done for you."
3. Would prefer a convertional VSI (speaking of CCD). He had some trouble bringing indicatorI (viii) (vertical speed indicator, Fig. 5) into his scan pattern.
4. Would like flight-director information. He would rate CCD, with a flight director added, about

two units higher than CCD as iN.

PILOT C

1. Quickly adopted indicator (vii) (flightpath-angle indicator, Fig. 5) for power settings and

indicator (ii) (potential flightpath-angle indicator, Fig. 4) for controlling flightpath.
2. Found indicator (vii) most useful for increasing his confidence in his control actions.
3. Spent little time scanning the HSD and SVSD. He stated that, "a glance peripherally" was all

that was needed to know where he was. He stated that, "(It was) very useful."
( 4. Thought that indicator (vii) (vertical speed informatior.) needed to be more centrally located

(speaking of CCD).
5. Thought that indicators (ii), (vii), and (xiv) (waypoint symbol, Fig. 6) should be taken off

the VSD.
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SUMMARY

The paper discusses in a broad context tLe effect o-" visual requirements for combat aircraft with
emphasis on the next generation of fighters. External vission is vital for success in air-
air engagements hence the need to define canopy lines with extreme care. The criteria for
doing this are discussed in some detail.

Problems of internal vision are discussed next. Cockpit display layout is considered from
the point of view of moding and presentation of information as well as the more human factors
problems of search. The paper concludes with an insight into the workload aspects of cockpit
assessment.

1. INTRODUCTION

With current developments in aircraft performance and particularly cockpit infurmation presentation
techniques, it is becoming more apparent that the pilot is becoming the limiting factor to advancement in
fut-re military aircraft systems. Whereas in the past we have talked of manned aircraft, it might be fair
to say that we are now approaching the position of aircrafted men. Vhat makes us suggest such a change?

Over the last 15 years or so there has been a steady development in military aircraft technology part-
icularly in the sphere of avionics systems. This has meant in practice that the pilot has had to core not

I only with more difficult aircraft flight characteristics, largely as a result of expanding aircraft flight
envelopes but more paqticularly with additional cockpit operational equipment such as E.O. sensors and
E.C.M. devices. As aircraft Yave been developed to keep up with their changing operational roles so aadi-
tional controls associated with those new equipments have appeared in the cockpit. Only in a limited number
of situations has it been possible to redesign cockpitsto accommodate these new lacilities, see Reference 1.1.
In the majority of cases, the situation has simply been a matter of finding an additional few square inches
in the cockpit, either on the instrument panel, coaming or consoles to accommodate the appropriate controls.
Any considerations of ergonomics in no way enter the discussion. The practicalities of finding space dom-

' iinate the situation.

i stThe trend for the next generation of cockpits is to effectively replace discrete controls and dedicated
instruments by electronic displays, keyboards and integrated controls. The arrival of Active Control Systems

f employing electronic signalling has again presented many new possibilities as well as engineering challenges.
L It does however, allow more precise aircraft ccntiol and relieves the rilot of dubious handling characteris-

tics that certain current service aircraft possess at certain points in their flight envelopes. In cockpit

associated freedom for positioning in the cockpit are now becoming common place. Arguments as to what charac-
terisLics such sticks should have nevertheless continue but the concept is firmly with us.

Electronic displays have been with us for a long time. The ubiquitious C.R.T. is still likely to be
with us for some time. Historically it is worth recalling that the C.R.T., albeit in crude form, was with

*uB before the first flight of the Wright Flyer. Recently, however, the fundamental change has been the
development of suitable waveform generator techniques which enuble virtually complete freedom for generation
of information in whatever format or colour is desired. This priciple in conjun tion with appropriate
integrated controllera operating via data-bus concepts enables the cockpit environment to be considerably
tidied up both from the point of view of space utilieation but more appropriately from an ergonomic point
of view.

The acceptance on the part of the operators of such different concepts from those that haw been 1ed hitY*_'
to is still a topic for debate. In other spheres of engineering, e.g. A.T.C., industrial control, electronic
displays have been readily received. In the civil aircraft field, the trend is dS -inctly towards electronicI displays. (Reference 1.?, 1,3). Probably in the military field the reluctance nas been on the basis of two
main points. Firstly, the poor reliability of electronic displays currently in service e.g. H.U.D.'s and
dedicated radar displays and secondly following from tniq the absolute dependence on flight iiformation which
is currently thought to be best appreciated on conventional blind flying panels,

tnv
In the layout of cockpits it is clearly the visual -considerations of the pilot's needs tit are a major

driving point in their design. The requirement to be able to see easily both displays and controls within} , the cockpit with no head movement and the necessity for good ail round vision for operational reasons are

I the dominant design factors. What is of importance however, is not just the visual requirements but how
these relate to the overall psycho-motive capability of the pilot. In considering this, we must take account
of the relevant discussions and know-how available in the psychological literature. This discussion will
be delayed in detail until later. It is sufficient here to describe the broader aspects of the problems.
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Figure 1.1 suggests a qualitative model of the way in which the human operates in a piloting environment.
The primary sensory input is visual with the eye/brain combination performing the major part particularly
as regards information processing. However, as is well known other senses can readily be confused by cer-
tain aircraft manoeuvring situations, The visual factor provides the dominant one in such situations.

Perception these days is now better understood than in the era of the Gestalt psychologists. In part-
icular, the notion of the bLiin as a real time Fourier analyser of both spatial and time varying inputs is
now well unde-stood, see References 1.4 and 1.5. Perceptual signls are recorded in both the short and
long term memory and, depending on the situation, such signals may be acted on to manipulatp the limbs for
control purposes. The model indicates the feedback loops associated with the internal functioning of the
pilot as well as the more microscopic effects resulting from vehicle response. Because the pilot is a
biological system, he is subj~ct to a number of factors unlike a machine. Use is made of his adaptive,
learning and decision making capabilities. He does. however, suffer from limitations as regards abilities
to take on a number of tasks and of course fatigze is a limiting factor.

Tuning to the macor concern of the present paper the visual aspects of the cockpit environment, the
problem is that of relating the capnbilityof a human visual system to the tasks in hand. Such factors as
contrast thresholdn, colour responses etc., are the topics of companion papers. What is of basic importance
is the way in which the visual system detects appropriate stimuli. In a practical environment, both head
and eye movements are used to scan the visual scene for information. For in-cockpit viewing, eye movement
dominates. Out of cockpit viewing jeakes use of both head and eyj motion. The eye scans not in a smoothifashion but by means of so called saccades or discrete angular perturbations. Normally there are some two
or three saccF.des per second and the angular scans vary from a few minutes of arc to 15 degrees. A model
of the way the eye moves is described in Reference 1.6. This suggests that the eye hag a sample-data con-
trol system and operates according to a reciprocal-inervation model. This means that two muscles are em-
ployed in eye scanning, one the agonist, which shortens and pulls the eye ball and the cther the antagonist
which lengthens and relaxes. The parameters of interest in the real world are the angular velocities of
motion and dwell time of the saccade as a function of angular scan. Figure 1.2 shows this data. It is
seen that larger angular perturbations demand larger scan rates although dwell times remain constant over
a large range.

Such data is invaluable to an understanding of the search process used in visual scene scanning and
tasks involving attention allocation. This theme will be developed further later in this paper.

S2. VISUAL CONSTMAINTS

Current studies into advanced cockpit designs has focussed attention on the fighter pilots constant
need for a significant area of unobscured external view. Various studies have shown that the external view
from present generation fighter/attack type aircraft is considered by the operational pilot to be less than

, adequate.

4 When the opportunity for design of a new cockpit arises we need to answer two basic questions regarding; a pilots external viewt-

is) What view is considered adequate for the aircraft role?

b) Can this view be provided?

This chapter attempts to i) Identify the pilotb basic visual field when encumbered by his flying
ii , kit.

ii) Define an adequate view for the aircraft role anO indicate the problems

L of providing this view.
iii) Establish the inevitable compromise solution and compare it with pre-

sent generation aircraft.
iv) Indicate the operational aspects of external pilot view.

2.1 Basic Visual Capability

Before any design or layout work is undertaken a basic understanding of the pilots visual capa-
bility is desirable. It is not intended here to explore the physiology of the eye but to describe
the pilots visual field.

The abillty to see and identify an object principal.y depends on what area of the ,etina the
image falls. Also important for Identification is whether the object is viewed monocularly or bin-
ocularly. When an observer views a point using his central or foveal vision his general capability
to view farzher objects un be expressed as a function of that objects position, size and contrast
in the visual field. Ii: all points of constant detection are plotted together, then an irregular ring
around the centre of vision is obtaine4. This plot for an eye is the monocular field of view. When

J both monocular fields of view are plotted together the central overlap is the true binocular field
of view.

The visual field is limited by the mechanics of the eye, but the nose, eyebrows, cheek bones
- and other stratures of the face account for the major limitirg factors. Considering the monocula=

Zield, since the cornea is convex, light from behind can be transmitted onto a sensitive portion of
the retina. Light rays as much as 1014 from the optical axis o-n be detected. PhyQsical features
Though limit this view to only the temporal fie;d. The brow cuts off light at about 509 elevation,
tho nose imposes an irregular limit at 600 - 70 in the nasal direction and the cheek limits light at
-80 elevation. These limits are general and are shown in Figure 2.1. The superimposed monocular
fields which form the binocular field of view are shown in Figure 2.2. It is important to note that
any obstruction close to the eye can significantly reduce the area of binocular vision.

I
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Figures 2.1 and 2.2 assume ths the head and eyes are at vest. With full head and eye movement
the facial limitations are overccme and objects within a complete sphere can be viewed. Normally
visual limits are then unimportant, for the aircraft pilot however, they are very significant. The
pilot often needs to be aware of another aircraft while fixating an internal cockpit instrument. Also
with the advanced aircraft being considered which can sustain high 'g' levels, it will be extremely
difficult to move the head, thus fine tracking at this time will be undertake- by eye movement only.

For the piloting task colour vision is also very impcrtant. An objects position in the visual
field dictates its colour. The first colours to be recognise1 from the grey edges of the filid of

view are blue and yellow, while red appears only in the centre of the field of view. This colour
spread is shown in Figure 2.3 and is important when considering the high 'g' situation and the posi-
tioning of warning indicators.

The foregoing discussion describes very briefly the pilofs visual fields when not encumbered by
his flying equipment. The main items of equipment which affect his view are: a the helmet,bthe face mask.

Figure ?.4 shows this 
equipment.

a) The Helmet

The Hel'et restricts the view in two distinct ways. Firstly its presence restricts
the pilot, head mobility and thus his total vJsual field. This limitation is most
apparent when the pilot attempts to view "past the tail." The helmet also has a tend-
ency to lag under rapid movement forcing the head to rotate within it. The helmet
may also contact various objects within the cockpit thus preventing further move-
ment. The second major effect is to cause a blinkering of the pilot's peripheral
vision. This affect is caused by the helmet wings. It is worth noting that if too
much peripheral view is removed, the pilots performance will be significantly re-
duced.

b) The Face Mask

The mask is of importance since its obscuration is introduced v.ithin the binocular
field of view and this affects detail viewing. The time when mask obscuration is a
problem is when viewing the side consoles. With head movement this can be overcome
but with the additional helmet weight, over long periods this causes additional pilot
fatigue. The mask obscuration could become more critical with the additional NBCI i Nuclear, Biological and Chemical equipment, (2 hoses not one). The obscuration is
caused by the oheek valves and the tension chain.

Figure 2.5 shows the t~fpical reduction in field of view caused by the helmet/mask combination.
A number of pilots have suggested that the present helmets are too heavy for the high 'g' environment
and the new American light weight "form fit" helmets should be used. These helmets have reduced wings
and so have an increased field of view.

2.2 Required Vision

The view available to a pilot in a particular aircraft is clearly dependent upon the geometry
of the cockpit and the limits to which he can move his h-ad and shoulders. Tr.aditionally the external

i vision requirements have been influenced by the following statemer.f:-

The U.K. AVP 970 Requirement States:- Chapter 109 View and Clear Vision

2.2.1 The pilot shall be provided with the
most extensive effective view possible.

i Any mounting frrmes or reinforcing mem-
bers in the general field of view shall
not exceed 2" width in order that mon-
ocular view around can be achieved.

2.3.3 The real downward view required is 110
and no aeroplane shall be produced with
less. It is desirable that this limit
be exceeded in practice and the foliowin;
should be provided.

ii) Fighter type aeroplane 150

2.3.3 It should be possible to see at least 4o
above the horiznn when the aeroplane is
on a normal approach to land.

2.4.1 Adequate view shall be provided for the
provisions of flight and performance of
the aeroplane roles bearing in mind flight
refuelling, formation flying and flight

qsafe ty.

The U.S. MIL-STD-850B Requirement States%- Chapter 5 Fighter/Attack Aircraft

5.1 Single Pilot
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5.1.1 Forward Pilot Position

The vision criteria set forth in this
paragraph are applicable to the forward
pilot station:-

a) The following shall be the minimum
angles of unimpafred vision available
to the pilot from the design eye pos-
ition:-

1) 0
0 Azimuth at least 110 down and

10 up (Everg effort should be made
to exceed 11 )

2) At LO Azimuth, lef .and right 200
down.

3) At 300 Azimuth, left and right 250
down.

4) At 900 Azimuth, left and right 400
down.

5) At 1350 Azimuth, left and right 200

down.

These angles are shown in Figure 2.6 along with the requirement for a Lanopy arch.

These statements by definition are onlyoadvisory but represent a reasonable desi3n starting point.
Both statements advise a greater view than 11 over the nose but what angle is necessary? Due to the
aircraft dynamics and the high velocity guns presently being propcsed a lead angle of 150 will be re-
quired during sustained turning dogfights. oAlso as retarded weapons will be used for ground attack
if view to release is required, at least 15 over the nose is needed through this will depend on speed
and altitude. Both cf these requirements could be fulfilled using predictive type displays but pilots
claim "real view" at weapon release is very important. There are other basic aircraft design factors
which can influence view over the nose, these will be considered later.

Another ill defined area is that of rearward view. A number of present attack aircraft have been
shown to be deficient in rearward view. Also of the pilots sampled in discussion, 85% considered
rearward view "totally necessary" for air combat. Rearward view can be defined as the ability to view
past the right side of the fin from the left side of the enckpit and vice versa. The implications of
this on cockpit design will be discussed later.

1 From data available, the 400 down side view is considered adequate for the major over side task,

that of updating the nav/attack system by over flying a way point.

The external view is also influenced by a number of other items such as the position of the
canopy arch and the shape and size of the windscreen pillars. The impact of these items on the view
will be discussed later.

The above discussion can then identify the view one should aim for in an advanced fighter. This

1) Over the nose 150 or greater.

2) Over the side 400 or greater.

3) The abiliy to view past either side of the fin.

4 2.3 Design Problems of Obtaining the Required View

4
In the previous seutions various design areas were identified as having influence on the external

view from the cockpit. These affects are now discussed in more detail:-

View over the Nose

! Figure 2.7 shows the aircraft design aspects which influence view over the nose. From
jthe basic aircraft sizing process a maximum aircraft depth can be defined. This then

allows the design eye to be fixed. With the rearward view requirements this needs pos-
itioning above the level of the aircraft dorsal, from this position and the engine size,
a fuselage base can be fixed. From the maximum depth and eye position, using cross sec-
tional area plots a nose profile can be defined within which the required radar dish
size can b- located while complying with the view over the nose requirement. The pro-
cess is not simple and "?ds many itera.ions to provide an acceptable solution. When
finally defined the cockpit transparency and structuro can be identified.

In most pres:n.. fighter aircraft the wituscreen structure causes significant obscuration.
The British Aerospace Hawk however, uses a one piece cylindrical section forward wind-
screen. It is possible to use this type of screen for a high powered aircraft but thgre
are engineering problems The screen/airframe angle will need to be approximately 27
to allow for aerodynamic rain removal, though this will not ensure removal of flies or
other large debris. Since the screen is curved a wiper is ineffective so removal fluids"I'

I
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and air blasts will be required. These systems however, at present are less than ade-
quate. Also a revised U.K. bird strike requirement has been suggested which would
require a thicker screen and would therefore introduce optical distortions or require
costly corrective processes. It is felt that despite these problems the ope.ational
advantage of increasing the view over the nose by removal of the screen pillars should
be pursued at all costs. Present design studies are still using a windscreen canopy
combination as significant engineering problems exist with the F - 16 one piece
type canopy. The design of the canopy arch should then be small in projected depth
to allow monocular vision around it.

Forward view other than that directly over the ncse is determined by the cockpit coaming
and this in turn oy the forward display area. Most advanced fighter designs being
considered presently employ some degree of seat reclination and this has an adverse
effect on display area. The use of electronic display techniques has provided the
ability to "trade off" display area against extey. al view to obtain the MIIL-STD angles.

Rearward View

By placing the pilots eye above the aircraft dorsal line and extending the transpar-
ency to the dorsal, this is all that can be effectively done to provide a good rear-

i ward view. One then nas to reduce factors within the cockpit which affect rearward

vision. These Pre the width of the seat head box and the canopy.

The seat head box on some seats is larger since the parachute is installed within it.
By machine packing the parachute the headbox volume could be reduced although logistic
problems can occur with this type of packing.

The canopy width is an aerodynamic trade off. With sufficient width the pilot can roll
his head, lilt his shoulders and view behind, though this desirable feature may increase
aircraft drag beyond an acceptable performance level.

Side View

With the forward and rearward view defined, the side view tends to be also defined.
The only area which is worth detailed consideration is the canopy/fuselage interface.

The discussion has focussed attention on external view but a clear unobstructed view
of the isplay and consoles is also very important.

2.4 Evaluation of External Vision
Te The method used to produce 'he visual plots for the advanced cockpit are theoretically derived.

The method used is that stated in MIL-STD-850B which produces azimuth and elevation angles for plotting
on an Alitoff's equal area graph.

: • Figure 2.8 shows the view from a projected Advanced Cockpit Moc~up. For comparison, a typical

modern combat aircraft is shown in Figure 2.9. Layouts such as these provoke comment by pilots in a
number of areas. The major complaints being:-

Forward windscreen pillars position.

Installation of inatruments on the glare shield.

From Figure 2.8 it can be seen that the canopy arch is small enough to allow monocular viewing
and thus reduce head movement. Due to the display console layout the coaming obscures more view tban
normal. This seems to be offset by the removal o' the windscreen pillars. The view over che side is
greater than any of tha comparison aircraft.

Figure 2.10 shows the rearward view from the same cockpit. This shows that the major obscuation
is caused by the fuselage and wing. This view is produced as3uming the pilot has released his shoulder

t straps and roldhis head across the head box. Even by lifting the shoulders no siSW'.ficant nrse

in rearview car be obtained. These movements have been performed within the cockkit mock-up and proved
possible though this does not mean that this iis so when pulling high 'g'.

This comparison shows that the removal .of the windscreen structure has a very beneficia? effect
on view over the nose. It is possible to place the canopy arch in a position to provide monocular
view around it thus reducing its previous detrimental effect. It is also shown that greatly improved
rearward view can be obtained along with adequate view over the side. These statements are based on
the assessment of reported data on other aircraft.

, 2.5 Operational Asl~cts of External Vision

The fighter pj .has the fundamental need in any type cf combat to know the positi.- of targets
within his external -plane of reference and usually before weapon release he requires a viuual verifi-
ation For an Air to Ground attack the parameters which affect the ability to achieve visual verifi-i ' cation include:

Terrain screening, Aircraft speed,

Weapon delivery height, Aircraft turning capability,
Weapon type, Type of target,
Target range, and Meteorological conZitions.

'it" __
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Texrain profiles of typical areas in which ground targets may be detected have been analysed to

produco carves indicating the probability of a targe-. being unmasked at a given range when viewed from
a given .-loarance height. Typical recults are showL in Figure 2.11. An analytical fit has been derived
and is givei. by:-

Punmask = 1 - exp (---) where R = CH (1)

R

R = mean armask range (kilometres)

R = range (kilometres)

H = height above target (metres)

C = constant

Figure 1.12 shows the unmask range for the curves in Figure 2.14. It is clear that terrain
screening is . major factor in limiting available time for target search and attack.

For an attack using conventional weaponuof an off track targ-t the 'turning' performance of the
aircraft oeo-nmeb a limiting factor. The use of smart weapons which can be launched with the aircraf-I i in non turnine flight considerably increases flexibiliiy since greater manoeuvrability can be bu'Ilt into
the missile thun in the aircraft.

A typical view of the ottside world as seen by the pflot at a height of 100 ft (30 m) is shown
in Figure 2.13. Tne perspective presentation is drawn to scale and indicates the ranges and angles
involved. Superimposing the range at which targets are expected tc clear the terrain masking and the
turn limitation cvrve of the aircraft (in this case 2.0 g to account for time to bank, pilot decisior
time and weapon forward throw), clearly indicates the narrow band in which potent'al targets will appear.
The pilot must therefore concentrate hi3 search in this region to maximise the probability of target
detection.

EThis problem can be further compounded by supeiimposing the release limits of a retarded weapon
and a forward firing autonomous guided weapon with its target marking requirements. Figure 2.14 shows
these limits again presented on a perspectfve view from a height of 100 ft (30 m), for reference a
typical target size box is also presented at 0.5 and 1 Km range.

For the initial target acquisition phase of an air-air combat the most important visual constraints
are: type and size of target and the meteorological conditions. Once a contact has been established
the actual sight line to the target becomes critical. Such a parameter clearly depends on both the
relative aircraft performance and the tactics and starting conditions employed. Use has been made of
a comprehensive digital air combat simulation programme to derive such data. A number of starting cond-
itions were employed for 42 dogfights analysed in compiling the sight line distribution shown in Fig-
ure 2.15. This figure shows distinct regions in which a larget is likely to be tracked. The for-
ward region shows a concentration of angles from ahead to 200 azimuth and in elevation from 0 to 500
it also shows a low occurrence of sight lines beyond 60 azimuth and 800 in elevation. The rearward
region has a mirror-like distribution relative to the forward quarter. An insignificant number of
sightings below the tail occur.

Another factor which is of interest is the sight line rotation of the target during combat. Pro-
cessing the data derived from the above mentioned 42 dogfight simulations yields the distribution shown
in 7igure 2.16. The histogram derived from 1,000 samples shows a significant positive skew. The mode
occurs at a rotation rate of 5

0
/sec. It should be noted however, that rates of up to 30 0/sec have been

observed. This data is of interest when considering the possible use of Helmet Mounted Sights for tar-
get sighting and tracking.

3. DISPLAY CONSIMATIONS

oince the early days of flight the answer to the increasing sophistication of ground defences and the
requirements for increased mission effectiveness has been to increase the displays and controls within the
cokpt. Figure 3.1 illustrates this near exponential growth of cockpit displays. If this trend were to
proceed unchecked it becomes inevitable (if it were not already the case) that the pilot would be literally
saturated by the nuzmber of displays confronting him, This has led to attempts being made to ratiotlise
dicplay system design by the introduction of cathode ray tubes (CRT) in current aircraft such as the F18
Hornet, with the likelihood of still further reduction passible.

The change to these more advanced display techniques led to a number of new design problems which re-
quire consideration, including:-

.i How and what data should be displayed?

A ii) Ergonomic design criteria?

iii) Controllers.

3.1 Dipplay Moding

It is considered lgical to present only the essetial flight information for any phase of flight
in context and in a format easily inter;reted by the pilot. This rationalisation of aircraft data
rcqiiree an analysis of all system informtion requirement both for the pilot and the aircraft. TheA analysis requires The develolem-t of a functional flow diagrPm, an ejamplo of which is shwn in Figure 3.2.I
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This logically splits the missier into manageable discrete phases of flight. These basic events can
then be expanded to show all the functions and options available during any particular event.

Using the functions described in the rlow diagram an analysis is then made of the information and
action requiraments for the total system, an example of this is shown in Figure 3.2. This analysis
provides the identification of parameters which will require presentation to the pilot during the var-
ious flight phases but does not define how the parameters are to be presented.

The pilot basically requires 3 types of data presentation to enable him to fly the aircraft, these
are:-

a) Quantitative Information - from which the pilot obtains the actual value of some
variables for example, fuel contents, speed etc. This information in general is
suited for presentation to the pilot in digital form.

b) Qualitative Information - from which the pilot obtains the rate of change or trend
of a value such variables are the rate of climb or vertical speed and attitude.
This type of data is generally presented in an analogue form.

c) Status and Warning Information - from which the pilot would identify the specific
status or condition of some system/components, for example the centralised wa.ning
panel. This data is typically presented as an 'on' light or as a flag on an instru-

• ! ment.

Each of the parameters previously defined can be classified into one or other of the groups de-
fined above, this leads to a nesd to understand where the optimum location for the display of the data
would be.

Generally displays presenting data relating to flight control and target acquisition are best
located within the pilots near peripheral field of view. In present day cockpits the main occupant
of the central anel is the Head Up Display (PUD) which presents flight and weapon aiming related data.
Figure 3-3 shows the Jaguar GIR H-. 1 in which the hUD can be seen with the associated HUD controls and
o-itics below the colAimator glass. Other displays for map-target imaging and aircraft systems are lo-
cated to one side low down in the cockpit. When viewing such displays the ability to continue flying
the aircraft with any degree of precision diminishes rapidly. It is only when the imging displays are
Physically close to the HUD that both good detection capaoility with the display and good tracking with
the HUD becomes possible. These general considerations l.d to the desirability of an integrated HUD/
general purpose display unit (Head Level Display) with remcte display controls.

There still exists the need for the more usual cockp.t information such an engine parameters,
cormunications, frequencies etc. Here a knowledge of priority of information is required. Cenerally
a large proportion of the currently displayed itformation in the cockpit is only of use when a mal-
functlun occurs. The pilot could normally be satisfied with a simple yea/no a tatus indication that the
parameters are within tolerance. This requirement suggests the need for multi purpose tabular displays
and not necessarily directly in front of the pjiot since priority is low. From the information aralysisK i' is obvious that two such displays would be alvantageo-us, this also provides increased system integ-
rity and dnta availability.

From thi2s rationale the display system layout shown in r-igare 3.L has been developed. This figure
also shows a typical data presentation (this being the Cruise Mode): Figure 3-5 describes in more de-

t tail the data presentation on each of the display surfaces.

3.2 Display Search Times

In the cockpit environment, a fundamental is that of extracting data from the displays and instru-
ments. Important factors are the ti.e .nd accuracy to extract the presented cati. The implicatiors
of these pa_-ameters on the everall pilot loading will be discussed later.

Future militar; cockpits will contain a greater number of CRT's with a corresponding lower domi-
nance of the conventional instr-'xents we have seen for many years. State-of-art cockpits make use of
both types of information presentation. By the 1990's however, it is expected tha. the clectronics
display, in one for- or anotner, will be almnst exclusively used. Their flexioility of operatin will
mean that a single display surface is likely to assume a number of formats during a given miasion.

~ i The selection of formats for moding is a speci-.ised topic in its own right.
The cockpit display tasks can be ilentilied. The first is the e:traction of .4 numerical type

data from t.e display. The second relates more to searching displays of real time video pictures of
some target scenes e.g. deteotin,. tasks against vegetatior type background. To give somze indication
of the problem involved, a seti-enpirical approach is dapted here, relating theoretical models to
existing data.

Consider first t.e pr-iblem of searchi.g a diaplsy for s all targets in a cluttered background.
Thc major preblem in detecti.g possible targets at ranges .efficient to enable them to be overflownA or attacked depending on the miesion requireme-nts. inevitably the required targets are physically
small Lnd ol low cont-Pst at typical terrain umask rengfs. Additionally the cluttered nature of
terain images can lead to the confusion of the desired target with other similar natural or =an-made
features. This leads to loTg decision tines on th- part cf the operator in view of the large asount

Two facters need to be corsidered in some detail in studying the scee;ch problem. The first is
Lie mean tine to find a tariet takicg account of tho parameters involved. The second is the distribs-
t-.cn of search times since large operator variability occurs in ractice. Reference 3.1 presents

I @
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a body of experimental data involving the systematic variation of target contrast -'.d size. Unfort-
unately the study was restricted to single targets viewed against plain backgrounds and hence direct
applicability to the present problem is limited. Two results stemmed from this work. Firstly the

4 mean ttme to find a target increases linearly to a first order with the display size and secondly the
search time distribution is approximately exponential. An interpretation of these results in terms of
Visual Lobe Theory is presented in Reference 3.2. In this theory the eye is assumed to be capable of
detecting a target within an angular radius whose magnitude in determined by the target size, contrast
and ambient light conditions. Outside this radius no detection is assumed to occur.

Additional to this, the eye is assumed to search a scene in a random fashion of glimpses, each
lasting about 0.3 seconds.

A real scene, in contrast to the experiments normally undertaken, has a structured rpture and as
already noted, is cluttered by taeget like objects. It is here hypothesised that as the eye scans the

4 scene, the size of the visual lobe fluctuates. The question to be answered is; What is the distributicn
of its size and how does this effect the search time distribution? We shall assume here that the fluc-
tuation follows a Gamma distribution since this can be readily fitted to experimental data and satisfies
the intuitive reQuirement of possessing positive skew:

r r tr1w
P (W) .. g\rlexp( - r-)

r(r) (2)

Following the results of Peference 3.1, the exponential search time distribution is, conditional
on

P (w)= exp (3)IT T(w) tW
Combining these distributions gives

P(t) =oP(t/ ) P(.) d (4)
0

which on evaluation yields in cumulative formP(t<T)=1- 1
(1 1 - r- r (S)

This is a general search time distribution of wide applicability.

An evaluation of equation (5) is shown in Figure 3.6. When r is infinity, the usual exponential
curve results. When r = 1 a very good fit to the accumulated search data of Reference 3.1 is achieved,
see Figure 3.7.

Equation (5) also shows negative values of r which indicate P less random search. The case r = -1
for example describes perfect systematic searching.

For the multi-target envi Dnment, we take m - fold convolution of the exponential distribution
equation (2) noting that to a first order the mean target search time is

T tf (6)

This gives

P (T exp
Sf. (m) .f (7)

Evaluatirg as before using equation (4), we obtain for m -o oo i.e. , a highly cluttered scene.i~P(t<T) =fJe du (8)
This is simply the Incomplete Ga=a Functior.

A fundamental factor in all search prcblers is the limted resolution capability of the eye.
This is entirely a function of its physiological make-up and is laraley determinod by the density of itsI basir- resolution elements, namely the rods and cones which 1orm the retina. As with all optical systems,

7 te visual acuity of the eve is determined zy he size of the rods and cones and the focal length of the
optical aysten. Sinze the density of these resolution elements decreases away from the eye's optical
axis, azuity also varies rapidly 4i acreased angle off the so called central or foveal regior. It

N ,', turns ou: that to a first order, th - .olution of the eye is linear with angle and given by

o 0 =6 + 0.338 (9)

where 1, is in minutes of arc, and 9, the angle off the fovea is in degrees. This relationship is
applicalJle for reasonably bright viewing conitions. in very low light the eye's acuity can diminish
considcrabl,.
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A further question which needs to be answered is how big should the target be relative to the
resolution of the sensor in order to enable recognition to take place. Reference 3.3 presents results
of an experimental investigation into s.he chance of recognising small armoured vehicles as a function
of the namber of resolution elements N covered by the target image. It turns out that the results can
best be fitted with a Weibull distribution as follows:PR = 1 - exp (-0.08 N1 4 ) (10)

4here % is the recognition probability. Since N is simply the target size 9 divided by the sensor
resolution, in our case the eye, equation (10) can be written using equation 9)-

PR = 1 - exp .O8 ( 0 1.4(
T.6 + 0.533 ) (1

For a display having a limited number of resolution elements which i3 generally the case, then it is
rot the eye which is the limiting factor for target resolution in foveal viewing but the sensor and/or
display. In this case the denominator of the exponent term in equation (I1) should be replaced by
angular display resolution.

Even though the target is sufficiently large to be recognibed =t may be that the
contrast threshold of the eye is not exceeded in which case recogaition cannot take place. Amn thisproblem is statistical in nature. From experimental result:', the probability of exceeding the thresholdcontrast Cth with a target image on contrast C is described adequately by a Fermi distribution.

p 4 ( - (12)

Cth

SThreshold contrasts of the eye have been a large research topic for a number of years and many investi-
gations have been reported in the literature. For the present exercise use has been nade of the rela-! tionships presented in Reierence 3.4., suitably adjusted to describe structured search fields. Contrast
thresholds vary with the angle off the foveal axis according to the relationships:

C = + * 87.5-.. , 0: 0.8'T O2 (13)

C T 8.5 + 7t 2 
, 0< 0.80

* A further effect which .has to be m-delled is the ability of the observer to distinguish the target
against display noise. If SN is the display signal to noise ratio, the probbilitj of detection PSN is
given again to a first order 1y the Fer distribution.

1 (14
SSN =1 + exp -1.636 (SN - 3.2)

This equation is an empirical fit to experimental data of Reference 3.5.H

The three probabilities described above P , PT and P when combined are suffizient to describe
the detection process of a target in a single glimpsc on the display relative to the targt known?
In practice the eye does not search a display in a unifor- way but ia a discrete fashion of glimpses
each lasting around 0.3 seconds. The movement between successive glimpses kno-.n as sa:cade- is surapid as to be negligible compared with the dwell period of glimpse.

It is known from studies using eye-point-of-rega-d te.niques that the density of glimpses on a
Iiisplay is not uniform. In fact, relazi e to the display centre the probability density distribution• has positive skew and can be adequately modelled oy a Rayleigh distribution. That this particular
distribution is applicable is hardly surprising in view of the fact that the search procesa resembles
the 'rrsom ealk' problem which itself is described by a Rayleigh distribution. he fact that the Ray-
leigh cur-e has s long tail means that so=-- glimpses fall outside the display area. It so happens that
the mode of the d~atribution ozcars at one half of the display radius. This is demonstrated in the
experim--ntal results available in Reference 3.6.

On the whole, the display is searched equally likely in a circumferential manner, The probability
of glimpsing an element of the display of size d 0 is given by

P4 exp 1-2 0 1 dO -(5

where ff is the display argular radius.

A program was written to compute the target detection probability averagvd over the search dis-
tribution. This involved specifying the position of the target on the displa$ i.e. its distance from
the display centre and computing the detection probability from eacn possible gl5"mpse position relative

_
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to the target. Weighting this by the probability of the glimpse occurring in that position and sUMMing
for all glimpse positions yields an ave.age target det'ction probability, Pd. The average time to find
the target is given by the glimpse time tf divided by Pd.

In Figure 3.8 the effect of display size is investigated. It is seen that, as the display area
is increased, the search time increases approximately linearly, at least for the combination of para-
reter), chosen. Higher contrast targets, as expected, are detected in shorter time. An interesting
feature of this model is the prediction of a significant search time even for small display sizes.
This only occurs for low contrast targets and results from tne target contrast not sufficiently exceeding
the threshold level. Such effects have been observet in practice, Reference 3.1 but not previously
explained in this way. Figure 3.9 indicates the effect of target size on search time ard quite clearly
indicates desirability of having the target at least 20 min. arc on the display otherwise the search
time becomes prohibitive. A larger display leads to correspondingly longer search times. These results
agree qualitatively with the experimental results of Reference 3.7- Fig-are 3.10 demonstrates the in-
fluence of target position on the search time. For high contrast targets, search times are low and the
effect of target position is of little consequence. This is a result of the parafoveal detection cap-
ability of the eye. As the target contrast is lowered, then the search times vary significantly with
target position. Minimum search time occurs for the target located approximately half the radius from
the display centre. Thig Gneral shape of c rve has been found in the experimental studies outlined
in Reference 3.8.

A final problem of sore signif!cance is the optimisation of display size. Given that the target
occupies a certain fraction of the display area, what is the size of display which minimises the search
time? Results are presented in Figure 3.11 for two target contrast levels. It is seen that there is
indeed an optimum size of display and as long as this is greater than about 100 angular subtence
search times are reasonably short.

In considering the detection and read times of e numeric data, the problem is co-parable though
oy no means identical with the real time dijplay search problem. Since formats are chosen supposedly
for clarity and the approximate position of required data is known it cannot be assumed that the display
is fully cluttered or search is entirely random.

On this basis therefore, one would expect the search time distribution to depart somewhat from
the usually assumed exponential shape. Some experimental data has been derived from evaluation of the
civil flight deck. The tasks involved reading specified items of data from a numerie formats. The
times to read out various data from the initial stimulus are shown ir Figure 3.12. An adequate empli-
cal fit is a Rayleigh distribution.

In considering th? visual aspects of aircraft piloting, as pointed out in the Introduction, these

cannot be removed from the mental and physical actions. Although the visual sensory system is the most
sigficant channel through which information is absorbed, other senses play their part too. These are
mainly the vestibular system governng orientation and of course audio inputs.

To put the visual problem into perspective, an overall assessment of the pilot's capability is
needed and this in the broadest te;ts can be considered as pilot workload. Despite many attempts over
a number of years, particularly since World War !I, no precise definition of the term workload has been
arrived at, though on an every day basis, the probem is well appreciated. To attempt some sor of

3 iquantitative approach, definitions have to be made. Detailed studies of the implications cf a number
of factors have been reported of which Reference 3.10 gives a very good up-to-date summary. In the work
reportea here, an attempt will be made to cover the topic from a heuristic point of view without attemp-
ting to cover or explain the finer academic points. These are left to 9sycholo&.- literature.

The everyday interpretation of workload is simply having a lot to do and a short time to do it in.
implicit in this is the demand task wire made on the human coupled with the effort and time involved in
completing these tasks. It is thus logical even for the cockpit enviromaent to establish this timebased sidel. One way of presenting the basic problem is shown in Fiture 3.13. Here we indicate a
ber of tasks being presented to the pilot. In reality, these could include suh items as manoeuvring
the aircraft, operating a co-munication set, i uert.'ng -;a.a on a keyboard etc. Tasks can be repetitive
requiring intermittent attention or apparen-Ii- conti.-uous depending on their nature. There is a body
of experimental evidence existing which supports the notion that the human handles tasks in a sampling
fashion, even continuous tasks. If there is a multiplicity of tasks to undertake togetner then the
human tends to allocate attention to these taaks scanning from one to the other. The dwell time of the
sample is essentially a function of the task difficulty and the repetition rate of sampl.-3 is a func-
tion of the time varying properties of the tasks.

Pro- this simplified assessment ,f the situation we arrive at au index of activity for the pilot
which is simply:

F = Tdi
L Ts-i (16)

where 1di is the dwell time on task i ar.d Tsi, the sasplirng interval. If F approaches unity then

clearly the pilot is aprx.oaching an overload situation. The problem in practice is trying to apply this
notion to a practical cockpit situation.

A =ore detailed exposition of the applicability of such analyces to cockpit design is given in
Reference 3.11. Tasks nuea to be broken down into continuous tasks and intermittent areas. The fo-merI implies mainly aircraft flight characteristics though hand controller operations for weapon aiming also
come into this category. Switching operations such as comunications or weapon firing coing intoe
I=
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intermittent category and generally rank as secondarf tasks.

In control tasks, the tifficulty depends on the ,Tecision of control to be achieved and the order
of dynamics being controlled. With modern Active Control Systems theze is significant improvement in
the precision of contro - so zalled manoeuvre demand and a consaquent reduction in pilot effort. Cor-
tincou3 tr". are handled by an operator in a sampled fa.3hion, the dwell time Td dependent on the task
difficulty and the sampling interval Ts dependent on the bandwidth cf the input signals.

Switching tasks being secondary in nature demand division of attention, both mental and visual
with a consequcnt 1'ss oz performance on the main control task. The dwell times on thetask including
arm movement are more readily determined from cockpit action studies.

From an analysis of the tasks at any one instant in a mission, it is possible to assess the degree
of involvement of the pilot in flying the aircraft and hence attempt to broadly quantify the woe-load
index. To dc this'in detail requires techniques outzide the szope of the present paper. Topicz which
need to be covered are pilot psycho-motive capability, adaptatiou, fatigue, vehicle dynamicz, control
accuracy. number and difficulty of additional tasks.

By way of illustration within the framework of the current study topic the pilot's reaction time
to visual stimuli in the peripherol field will be considered. Such data is of basic use iz. the under-
standing of response to changes of iro.rnation status displayed within the cockpit while the pilot con-
tinues to view through ,he HUD. Reference 3.12 reports an appropriate experimental data. It has been
found that a good theoretical 'odel for this data is hased on the equation for the Ovals of Cassein.
The fundamerml equation in R, 6 co-ordinate is

R= Fos 2e+ {CosS 8 (K4' - I)

The constant K defines the value of reaction time. R is the noimalised argle off axis measured from
tha fovea. Typical contours of constant reaction times are shown in Figure 3.14. Off axis it is seen
that reaction tine increases significantly. Tne employmunt of this model to describe the data implies
that the overall reaction tine el the sensory/data processing systm is the geotric mean of each in-
dividual eye's react-on tinc.

' i ', . CON^LUSIONS

The Paer has attepted t., look at the relevance of visual problems zo cockpit design in the broadest

sense. It has been emlhasiscd that to gain a full appreciation of the pilot's difficulties and capabilities
in the cockpit envir =.ent, a t ood deal more than Just visual aspects need to be considered. Hence emphasis
has been placed on concept of an ov-rall model of the way in which a pilot is considered to operate. The
present paper ic not the appropriate context in which to dwell on the more mathematical aspects of the pilot
model. Suffice it to sa that a more coprehensive understanding of human psycho-mtive capability has been
gined t.an apparent from -he sca tored results available in the psychology literature.

The influence of fac-ors external to the cockpit have been discussed in relation to visual problems.
in particular, viewirng angles ir both air-to-air and air-ground missions have been dicussed. The more gen-
eral proolem of vision from tne cockpit has been dwelt or. at length and typical existing and projected air-
craft designs hve de tiscussed. Basic design problems such as canopy arches and seat design have been
discussed as well ja ;ht more i.mediate effects of helmet obscuratli.n.

"-tnr. cockpit viewing is discussed next. The major factors here are the influence of electronic dis-
! ia s and the possibilities these present for future military aircraft. 4n indication of how these can be
moded t c ean up the Pockpit environment is given followed by a discuasin of the ever prerent problem of
n 4ay search and extraction of appropriate data. The paper concludes wi h an outline of one approach to
a!wrse overall workload in the cockpit environment.
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SUMMARY

The unique flight modes of a Control Configured Vehicle (CCV) need to be taken into
account in the design of displays for these craft. Several compensatory displays are sug-
gested and evaluated using a fixed-base, F-16 CCV simulation. The displays were found to! enhance the improved tracking performance available when CC~q modes are used in comparison
to conventional flight.

INTRODUCTION

The United States Air Force has utilized several test beds for the design and evalua-
tion of Control Configured Vehicle (CCV) concepts (i.e., B-52, F-4, F-8, F-16). The F-16
CCV is chosen as an example here to utilize recent F-16 CCV flight test and evaluation re-
sults and available aircraft dynamics data. CCV and Display research conducted in the past
15 years has been done independently. There has been virtually no research conducted com-
bining Advanced Display Concepts with the CCV aircraft. In this paper progress on Control
Configured Vehicles and Advanced Displays is analyzed, and candidate displays for CCV air-
craft are developed. It is important to understand the display design as part of a total
closed loop system including the pilot, pilot's controls and aircraft dynamics. Since the
F-16 CCV offers decoupled aircraft dynamics, isometric controls and fast sensors, the op-
portunity exists for significant performance improvement and reduced pilot workload with an
advanced, task-oriented CCV display system.

The F-16 Control Configured Vehicle

As part of its continuing progress in the area of Fly-By-Wire control systems, mission-
'tailored control modes, advanced displays and decoupled flight path control, the Air Force

Flight Dynamics Laboratory contracted with Geneal Dynamics in 1973 for an 87 flight, 125
hour test program of the F-16 CCV (Ref. 9). Flight testing of the F-16 CCV marked the first
exploitation of decoupled six-degree-of-freedom flight path control. Completed in June
1977, test pilots evaluated the CCV control modes in air-to-air and air-to-ground missions.The test program validated the new CCV control concepts and demonstrated significant poten-P tial to enhance the overall mission effectiveness of fighter aircraft.

Modifications to the F-16 include vertical canards added to the forward fuselage with
structural beefup, isolation of the right and left fuel tanks allowing manual CG control for
relaxed static stability performance improvements, flight control system modification for
implementation of CCV modes, and utilization of wing flaperons for additional functions. In
the cockpit, the trim button on the sidearm controller was replaced with a two-axis force
controller to activate and control the CCV modes. A CCV control panel was added in the for-
ward cockpit for selecri3n of the various longitudinal and directional CCV modes controlled
by the sidearm-mounted, 2-axis force controller and former "rudder" pedals. In addition,
canard, rudder, wing flaperon and horizontal tail angles along with sideslip angle and
lateral acceleration States were displayed on the forward display system.

1,~.Once the flight control system feedback loops were properly modified and compensated,
6 new "decoupled" flight zontrol modes were possible for CCV button and pedal inputs. These
new modes were horizontal and vertical direct force, fuselage pointing, and translation.
All the longitudinal modes are vertically activated by the thumb controller; the direction-
al modes are either activated by horizoneal thumb controller movement or by the rudder
pedals (this selection may be made on the CCV control Linel). The design is such that the
pilot does not have to move his hands or feet from the conventional controls to utilize the
CCV modes; they do not disturb normal aircraft operation and augment the fighter capability.

An additional maneuver enhancement node (activated by an on/off button) enhances pull-
ups and helps to alleviate gust disturbances (reducing RMS aircraft response to gusts 20%
to 30% (Ref. 2). The P-16 CCV mode operations were recorded during flight test by quanti-
tative tracking recordings and pilot Cooper-Harper ratings and qualitative pilot comments.
The evaluations provide insight in choosing the most viable CCV modes and in designing a
proper display to augment the pilot/CCV aircraft performance.

Heads Up tDisplays

A decision to choose Heads Up Display (HUD) to augment the CCV aircraft follows from
an analysis of the CCV aircraft/mode controller/pilot interface. The flight regimes uhere
CCV modes will improve fighter performance are air-to-air combat, air-to-ground weapons

j
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delivery and landing in variable weather conditions. In all these missicns the pilot's

attention will be focussed outside the aircraft, at another aircraft, a ground target, orl the runway. The Heads Up Display allows the pilot to keep hA3 attention oriented outside,
with his eyes focussed at infinity. The measured and displayed information are in one-to-
one correspondence with the outside world. While CCV modes add direct force, pcinting,
and tra..slhtion odes, the pilot may no longer determine velocity vector direction by air-

1 craft attituda. For this reason test pilots recommended an HUD presentation of the velo-
city vector and pointing direction (Ref. 1).

Figure 1 illustrates how a Heads Up Display system operates. By projecting flight
information through a lens on a half silvered mirror oriented inside the canopy, the pilot
may cimultaneously view the outside world and flight data focussed at infinity. Delays

| are eliminated in refocusting his eyes from infinity to the instruments and back to in-
finity again. The dangerous transition from flying heads down on instruments to heads up
is no longer necessary. The pilot also feels more confidence in his instruments since the
flight data is in a simultaneous one-to-one correspondence with the outside world. The
time delay in scanning from one instrument to another is significantly red;ced since most
of the relevant flight information is integrated on the HUD display.

WINDSHIELD

HALF-SILVERED

PILOT'S A___________
EYE

i LENS

Figure 1. Heads Up

Display
(HUD) Optics.

Figures 2 and 3 show how the flight information and outside scene appears through the
HUD. The primary information a BUD should displ3y is the flight vector, the horizon, and
the intended track or target superimposed over the actual view. Other information whichcln be displayed is an aircraft attitude symbol, reference angle-of-attack, limit angle-, of-attack (stall) and potential path (the path of the aircraft in accelerated flight).SThe potential path is used for thrust management: when the symbol is above the velocity

vector excess thrust exists and when the symbols coincide, the velocity is stabilized.
Similarly, when the velocity vector is above the horizon the aircraft is climbing and when
below the horizon it is losing altitude. When in one-to-one correspondt nce angularly with
the outside view, flight data is easily visualized, the aircraft is more easily contrclled
with a reduction in pilot workload.

If the velocity vector, horizon, and aircraft body axis are displayed on the BUD as
in Figure 4, the following angles are readily apparent. (see next page)

In general, a pilot can monitor seven to eight data items without difficulty, accord-
ing t3 research carried out by the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, England
(Ref. 19). Thus the d~splay should be designed to show only those instrument readings
necessary for a given mode of flight. The highest priority data should be close to the
nominal field of view to reduce scan lag. Information should be displayed in the appro-
priate analog (compensatory) or digital (numerical) form to minimize pilot workload. Targe
eye movements should be minimized, and the display axes should physically correspond wicl
the outside world (ex. altitude along the vertical axis, heading angle along the horizon-
tal axis), in "natural display directions" (as viewed from the aircraft outward). The
nearness of the display to the nominal Point of view and it. priority should follow aGaussian distribution (the stost frequently scanned displavs closest). Displaying infomi-
tion in the zppropriate analog ("tape") or digital form should minimize both interpretation
and compensatory workload. In determining the HUD dimensions, the scale must be fine
enough to perceive ceveral mils of pipper error for adequate tracking performance.-- At
the same time, the field of view must be wide enough so that velocity, heading and altitude
may be peripherally displayed without interfering with target acquisition. Since angular
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relationships are preserved between the HUD display and the real world, and the BUD is
nominally located approximately 19" from the pilot's eyes, a 10" HUD screen will yield
a 2 tan-' (5/19) or 301 field of view. This appears appropriate for the + 50 pointing
authority (a 100 diameter circle in a 300 by 30* field) and the angle of ittack varia-
tion from high to low speed operation.

Display Design for the CCV Aircraft

In designing an appropriate advanced display to fully augment CCV performance, one
should consider the display as part of a closed loop system, Figure 5, where the double
line de-notes a matrix of states and control actions. In a conventional system, the pilot

CCMMANDED VISUAL CONTROL AIRCRAFT
STATES INTERPRETAI ION ACTION STATES

, DISPLAY . ILOT , AIRCRAFT [

AIRCRAFT STATES UPDATE DISPLAY

Figure 5. The Display System as part of the Total
Pilot/Aircraft System.

I

' i must utilize several controls in a closed loop fashion to bring about a conmanded state.
Here the pilot adjusts his internal transfer function to effectively decouple the system.
In general, the human controller in not particularly efficient at decoupling multipleI degree-of-freedom, coupled systems; such systems increase the workload of the pilot. For
instance, in initiati.g a heading change, %he pilot must utilize the aileron, rudder and
elevator to initiate the bank, to bank, and return to wings level flight when the desired
heading changg. is achieved. The aircraft is strongly coupled and the pilot must apply
"lead" or anticipate when to complete the maneuver. The decoupling and lead the pilot
must apply corresponds to an increase in concentration during the maneuver and thus an
increase in pilot workload.

Hereii. lies the advantage of the CCV aircraft. One control may be utilized to c-m-
mand a change in one state; with properly designed decoupling of the CCV mode dynamics and
controller implementation, the task is easily conducted by the pilot. In the above example,
in the CCV direct side force mode, the rate of change of flight path angle is directlyI' proportional to thj lateral thumb force on the "Coolie Hat" thumb controller. The CCV
aircraft response is decoupled, the heading change is easily conducted (without internal
decoupling or lead generation by the pilot), resulting in a reduction of pilot workload.
By being decoupled and proportional to one controller input, the longitudinal and lateral
direct force, pointing, and translation modes offer strategic new aircrift control capabili-
ties.

There ate already features of conventional displays which augment CCV performance.Since the modes are decoupled, pure vertical or horizontal slew rates are obtained for
vertical or horizontal forces on the thumb controller (diagonal forces yield a vector sum
of horizontal and vertical rates). Thus the conventional system of crosshairs serves as
a great aid in compensatory tracking or mulling the diagonal offset of a target. In track-
ing with the thumb controller one aims for the intersection of the crosshair axis (Figure
6), *If one axis is met, the human controller knows to translate purely along that axis.

1Z116

figure 6. Nulling Offsets Utilizing Aircraft

Crosshair System.
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The responses to horizontal and vertical inputs are parallel to the axes. In this way the
CCV inner display design (. nner portion of HUD) has been reduced to human compensatory
engineering analysis.

In nulling the pointing error the display should improve CCV performance if it dis-
plays aircraft slew rate magnitude and direction. These are sensed on the thumb controller
(slew rate is proportional to force on thumb controller), but the authors believe that
force magnitude and angle is not sensed accurately ennugh by the thumb. A proper display
of CCV slew rates and direction of slew would augment CCV performance in air-to-air and

! l air-to-ground tracking. One possibility is a vector display (Figure 7) which shows the

Fi .rc- 7. Vector Compensatory Display

Showing CCV Mode Magnitude
Iand Direction According to

-Coolie lat" Activation.
magnitude and direction of the slew rate. The human controller, visualizing the actual slew
rate magnitude and direction, can change the force and direction ekerted on the thumb con-
troller to null the pointing error. The overall CCV tracking capability should improve
since the diiplay applies an additional more accurate feedback to the pilot than the force
feedback from the thumb controller.IIf there is concern that the arrow will interfere with target acqui-ition, ancther
display could be a .ne showing the angular direction of the thumb force exerted on the

1 'Coolie hat" (Figure 8). Angular data, rather than magnitude data, is presented since the

Figure 8. Angular Compensatory Format
and "Coolie Hat" Activation.

thumb probably senses force level better than force direction, and thns it is force direc-
tion data that is incorporated in the display.

Another feature which should be incorporated is an authority circle. With equal point-
ing capability in pitch and yaw, the circle illustrates the region in which CCV pointing
modes may be utilized. No guesswork is necessary: once the pilot acquires the target
within the authority circle, he may utilize the quick, decoupled Cf-V modes for precise
aiming. Thus for the pointing mode, there are two candidate compensatory fomats. Figures
9a and 9b show the authority circle (limit of CCV pointing rithority) and their respective
compensatory formats. In Figure 9a the magnitude and direction of the pointing slew rate
is indicated by the length and direction of the displayed vector (the maximum slew rate is
indicated when the vector tip reaches the authority circle). In Figure 9b the location of
the line on the authority circle indicates the slew rate direction. Both of these candidate

-compensatory formats aid in the utilization of the pointing CCV mode.
Similar magnitude and direction information could be displayed for the direct force

and translation modes (e.g. fox acceleration, vector length and direction indicates magni-(tude and direction of acceleration, maximum vector length inside authority circle corres-
ponds to maximum CCV acceleration). The nominal velocity vector would serve as the vector
origin with a deadband for small force inputs. Thus either Figure 9a or 9b could be used
Zor compensatory tasks involving the direct furce, pointing or translational CCV mode, de-
pending on which mode was presently in operation.

The next step is the display of numerical flight .ata. This includes airspeed, rate-
of-climb, heading, and al-itude. Airspeed will be displayed alonv, the left border, heading
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along the top, and rate-of-climb and altitude along the right hand side. An artificial
horizon will be displayed along with pitch angle demarcations at + 50 and + 100. N- ari-
cal data will be tcwards the outaide of the display (to avoid clutter with -the target and

Figures 9a,b Vector (a) an0 Angular (ib) Compensatory Formats
with Authority Circle.

symbols). Desired and .actual readings of the flight data will be displayed with triangles
in analog form. The analog "tape" form has been chosen since flying is a compensatory
task and pilot workload is lower nulling analog stape" errora. rather than reading a digital
format, interpreting the data and making an appropriate control action (rate information
is lacking in the digital display format).

Based on the analysis of CCV operation and advanced displays, the candidate Heads Up
Displays shown in Figures 10 and 11 are proposed.

I

'M

.4

Figure 10. Candidate Heads Up Display Proposed with Compensatory Display (Arrow)

Development of an F-16 CCV Simulator

LIn order to ev..luate these concepts an existing 707 simulator was converted to an
F-16 CCV simulator with an advanced Heads Up Display (Ref. 36). The 707 simulator had
been developed over several years' effort in work by Conneily on Airborne Traffic Situa-
tion Displays (Ref. 37). Extersive modifications had to be made to the assembly language
programs to accommodate the ±9-16 aircraft dynamics. A Heads Up Display was progra med
with moving tape scales for airspeed, heading, and altitude. Rate of climb/sink and Mach
number values were displayed in a digital format, and the designed compensatory displays
were also included .n the HUD. A numbered runway and horizon line was added to represent
the external scene, including rigorous transformations incorporating the aircraft position-
al perspective and attitude. The interior of the cockpit was modified to represent a
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speed brakes, flaps and navigation equiment. As Figure 13 demonstrates, the simulator
pilot moves these controls to change the states of the aircraft. These mechanical inputs t

-°-

CRTJ
CONTROLSTROL

CONTROLS; DEFLECTIONS

ANALOG

I LOT SIGNALS

AID CONVERTER

UPDATE DEMULTIPLEXERDISPLAYS

AGT-30 COMPU.TER

AIRCRAFT DNMC
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STATrESf

t 
~(HUD,j EK PNL _iwGENERATE DISPLAYS

COMPENSATORY DISPLAYS)

I !Figure 13. Simulator Operation with AGT-30 Computer.
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are converted to electrical analog signals which are then samled into digital form using
an analvg-to-digital converter. The signal: are deultiplexed and read into the appropriate
channels in the assembly language program. The Adage AGT-30 host computer calculates the
change in aircraft states utilizing an assembly language 12 degree-of-freedom aircraft modeL
The AGT-s0 updates the aircraft instrument display on the cathode ray tube and the simula-
tion continues.* For both the 707 and F-16 CCV simulation the update occurs at least every1/20 second. The flicker frequency is below the threshold of human visual perception. The
present 707 simulator with controls, h-tads dcwn instruments and a traffic situation display
is the product of ten years of research programs at M.I.T.

F-16 CCV Simulator Implementation

The right half of the cockpit was modified to represent the F-16 CCV (Figure 14). An
isometric sidearm controller was installed as is currently utilized in the F-16 aircraft.This is interfaced with the Adage AGT-3(! computer for flaperon and eleven inputs ("aileron"

_She F-16 dynamics programming, the stick gains were
adjuasted for the proper stick force/:-ll rate or stick force/q in both the lateral and

the CCV iliight tests was installed on the sidearm stick and interfaced with the AGT-30.
Maximum coolie hat inputs corresponded to maximum direct lift and side force levels sugges-
tea by the test pilots in the flight test program (approximately 2 g's). Equal authority
and gradients existed in the two directions.

Thus the flight controlf of interest were well-implemented fstick in right hand,
throttle in left hand; flaps, landing gear, etc. within reach). Figure 15 shows the Heads
Up Display and external scene the pilot sees on the CRT 21" ahead of his eyes. Therefore
in operating the aircraft controls the pilot sees the external view change as well as the
readings of the Heads Up Display.
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Figure 15. Heads Up Display Overlayed on External Scene.

during a descent from 2560 feet to sea level. At the end of each run the average RMS
tracking error was recorded. Three runs were made totalling 6 minutes of tracking for
each configuration (with samplings every 1/20 second).

,AI
VELOCITY
VECTOR ERRT= V'(ERRX) 2 + (ERRY) 2

i ERRX

Figure 16. Diagrar Showing Tracking Error Measure

The four configurations of interest were the basic F-16, F-16 CCV, and F-16 CCV with
each of the compensatory displays. Three runs were conducted for each configuration, in
the presence of no wind, moderate winds (6.6 kts RMS, peak gust 18 kts) and severe winds

(13.2 kts RMS, peak gust 37 kts). The pilots flew the basic aircraft, CCV aircraft, and
CCV aircraft with compensatory displays in the presence of various wind levels for ap-
proximately 45 minutes for familiarization with the aircraft dynamics to minimize any bias

TABLE 1 during the testing due to learning. The tests
TEST RUN MATRIX themselves were conducted in several different

orders to minimize learning curve bias. Table
WIND CONFIGURATION 1 shows the test run matrix. Displays 1 and 2

were not tested for the no wind case since in-
puts do not exceed the deadband of the compen-No Wind Basic F-16 satory display. The pilots were not aware of
their tracking performance until all the runs

F-16 CCV in the entire test matrix were completed. No
effective comments (positive or negative) weremade to the pilots to influence performance.6.6 kts RMS Basic F-16 Before quantitative tracking results were re-

vealed, subjective comments were recorded and
F-16 CCV past flight experience outlined. The quanti-

tative and qualitative results are given in
F-16 CCV w/Display 1 the next section. The pilots did not have to

adjust trim or thrutst and therefore just util-
___F-16 CCV w/Display 2 ized the stick and the CCV thumb button during

_the conduction of the tests. The pilots were
13.2 kts RMS Basic F-16 instructed that they would be rated purely on

how well they tracked the circle of the velo-
F-16 CCV city vector over the runway numbers. The

pilots were alone in the simulator during the
F-16 CCV w/Display 1 tests of the various configurations and wind

levels. Most of the pilots had combat experi-

r-16 CCV w/Display 2 ince in fighters.
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Simulation Results

The results of the test program are given in Table 2. One notes the substantial im-provement in tracking perform&nce with CCV modes, and significant increase in performance
with the desion,' displays. Tible 2 shows the percent improvement with the CCV modes over
the basic a and percent improvement of the F-16 CCV tracking with the advanced dis-
plays for e j-lot. An approximately 40% improvement in tracking aDility with the direct
force modei .tpares favorably with the gun camera films recorded during the Edwardn Air
Force Base flight test program.

TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF TRACKING IMPROVEMENTS WITH CCV MODES OVER BASIC F-16 FOR VARIOUS
WIND LEVELS (RANDOM ZERO MEAN GUSTS) AND SUMMARY OF IMPROVEMENT IN CCV
TRACKING PERFORMANCE WITH COMPENSATuRY DISI'LAYS (PERCENTAGE)

PILOT PILOT PILOT PILOT PILOT PILOT STANDARD
CONFIGURATION and MEAN
PERCENT IMPROVEMENT* 1 2 J 4 5 6 DEVIATION

NO WIND

CCV OVER BASIC F-16 20.0 57.7 23.7 55.6 48.5 43.8 41.6 14.5

WIND = 6.6 kts RMS

CCV OVER BASIC F-16 47.9 63.5 54.8 15.1 36.7 30.9 41.5 16.0

F-16 CCV W/DISPLAY 1 7.3 18.7 12.4 18.7 11.8 9.3 13.0 4.44

F-16 CCV W/DISPLAY 2 7.2 15.5 15.2 19.4 13.0 10.5 13.5 3.77

WIND = 13.2 kts RMS

CCV OVER BASIC F-16 15.5 52.4 50.3 3.1 22.8 36.0 30.0 18.0

F-16 CCV W/DISPLAY 1 7.5 20.4 6.4 15.9 7.8 5.4 9.7 6.29

F-16 CCV W/DISPLAY 2 12.6 17.6 18.4 4.8 6.9 9.8 11.7 5.08

*IMPROVEMENTS IN TRACKING PERFORMANCE WITH DISPLAYS 1 AND 2 ARE REFERENCED
TO THE F-16 CCV WITHOUT THE DISPLAYS

A 10-15% reduction of pointing error is observed wh&n the advanced displays are incor-
porated in the F-16 CCV simulation. There is little difference (1 standard deviation --'5%)
in performance improvement between the two displays. Display 2 gives angular predictor in-
formation (both displays represunt the sum of wind effects and CCV inputs) and display 1gives magnitude as well as angular information. Since there is little difference betwaen
the two displays, magnitude information in this case did not augment performance. This
supports the earlier hypothesis that the thumb can sense magnitude information but cannot
sense angular informatior. well on the CCV button. It is the additional visual feedback of
direction that the pilot uses to improve his tracking performance 10-15%. It is this pre-
dictor or lead cue the display gives of where the velocity vector will be superimposed in
the next 3/10 second which augments the pilot:CCV aircraft system.
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Conclusions

Based on the test program utilizing the fixed-base F-16 Col simulator with F-16 CCV
dynamics, a Heads Up Display with an external view of a numbered runway and horizon, an
isometric sidearm stick with a two-axis thumb button to command the direct force modes,
and a modified cockpit interior, the following conclusions were reached.

1. In the presence of no wind to moderate winds (6.6 kts RMS), the six pilots utilized
the direct force modes to improve RMS tracking ability 40% over that attained with
the basic aircraft.

2. In the presence of severe winds (13.2 kts RMS), the direct force modes improved
tracking ability approximately 30%. The decrease fzom (1) is probably due to the
fact that large CCV inputs are necessary in severe winds, which cause manual force
coupling problems between the thumb button and the sidearm stick.

3. The designed displays improved the tracking capability of the F-16 CCV 10-15%.

4. Subjectively most pilots preferred the arrow display (display 1) over the angular
display (display 2); the latter was found to be more distracting.

5. Observing the tracking results, there was no statistically significant difference
between the two displays. The angular display gave predictor information for di-
rection; the arrow display gave magnitude and direction information. Thus the
pilot primarily used direction information to improve his tracking performancL;
the additional magnitude information did not improve his performance appreciably.
This correlates with the developed hypothesis that the thumb could sense the
magnitude of the CCV input well but not its direction. The purpose of the dis-
play was to show the direction of the input, which it did. Thus the magnitude
cue was already available from the thumb button; the direction is now available} from the display.
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ISUMMARY

The National Aeionautics and Space Administration Langley Research Center's Terminal
Configured Vehicle (TCV) Program, in cooperation with the Federal Aviation Adm;inistration
(FAA), is pursuing research and technology concept development for airborne systems,
operations and procedures that can provide needed improvements and solutions to air
transportation problems for conventional civil aircraft particularly for the 1980-2000
time period. Specifically, it is to provide the airborne systems capability which can
lead to increased airport and runway capacity, increased energy efficient terminal area
operations, reduced weather deper.dence with safety and reduced community noise by use of
improved flight procedures. This paper describes several research activities and
experiments within the TCV Program having as one of their objectives the definition ofpilot electronic display information requirements.

INTRODUCTION

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Langley Research Center,
Terminal Configured Vehicle (TCV) Program has been established to conduct research
necessary to identify, evaluate, and demonstrate flight systems and flight management
technolo9y concepts that will improve the efficiency of conventional takeoff and landing
(CTOL) aircraft operations in high density terminal areas with reduced weather minima.
Terminal area problems addressed in the program include safety; weather effects; conges-
tion anC resulting loss in productivity caused by delays, diversions, and schedule
stretchouts; energy management; and noise (refs. 1 and 2).

The TCV B-737 aircraft is one element of extensive analysis, simulation, flight, and
airport experimental facilities located at the Langley and Wallops Flight Centers
(ref. 3). Major attention is being focused on the avionics, displays, airborne systems,
and interfaces between the pilot and air traffic control (ATC) systems. Attention is
also being paid to the efficient transfer of information between the pilots, on-board
systems and the traffic control system and an improved distribution of work between the
pilots and on-board systems to optimize the pilots' ability to function as the flight

-manager in the future environment.

Activities in the past have included modifications to the advanced displays and
automatic flight controls in the NASA TCV B-737 aircraft which enable close-in curved
approaches through landing using the MLS, and demonstration of the benefits of this com-
bined capability to the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). Present
activities are dedicated to experiments which further characterize efficient descent and
approach paths, and use MLS, RNAV, precision path control, and on-board displays to
improve airspace, runway, and crew utilization. Future research will extend this work
to the multi-aircraft operating environment and address various distributed-management
and crew-information options which could improve system capacity in the 1990's ATC
environment (ref. 4).

This paper will present results of research experiments having as one of their
14 objectives pilot display information requirements and visualization techniques for elec-
Si tronic display systems. The paper will be divided into sections dealing with display

related piloting tasks in flight controls for approach-to-landing, flight management for
the descent from cruise, and flight operational proceduies considering the display of
surrounding air traffic. Planned research of advanced integrated display formats for
primary flight control throughcut the various phases of flight will also be discussed.

TEST AIRPLANE AND EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS

A cut away view of the aircraft illustrating the palletized research installation
aboard the test airplane is showr in figure 1. Major components consist of a standard
forward cockpit, an ft flight deck (AFD) for research, navigation and guidance pallets,
flight control computers, and a data acquisition system. The aircraft is equipped with
digital, integrated navigation, guidance, ccntrol, and display systems which can be
readily reprogrammed for research purposes. A si7..plified block diagram, of the experi-
mental avionics system used for flight research is shown in figure 2. The system
functions are controllable and variable through software, and the hardware is readily1> accessible for modification or repair.

The two-man aft flight deck arrangement is shown in figure 3. The center area of
the cockpit is seen to resemble a conventional B-737 cockpit, whereas the area
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immediately in front of the pilot and co-pilot have been opened up by removing the wheel I
and column and replacing them with panel mounted controllers. The placement of these
controllers permits full view of the flight displays. Both pilots are similarly equipped
with electronic vertical and horizontal situation displays (EADI, EHSI) and the Naviga-
tion Control and Display Unit (NCDU), which includes a navigation data display and a
keyboard for communication with the navigation computer system. The pilot has display
mode panels to call stored airport or other information from computer memory. He can
similarly reject or erase information depending on its importance during each phase of
his flight. The other facet of research flight deck operations is the Control Mode Panel
located in the center of the glare shield. In this system either pilot can operate the
airplane through either of two computer augmented manual control modes or five automatic
modes.

The EADI display provides basic attitude, horizon, and approach path error informa-
tion. Additional information including speed error, flightpath and track, altitude, and
a computer drawn perspective runway with extended centerline have been integrated into
the display format. The EADI symbology is explained in figure 4. The EHSI, illustrated
in figure 5, is a pictorial navigation display to provide the pilot with accurate air-
craft situation information relative to the guidance path desired (either INS or MLS
RNAV derived), flight plan waypoints, and geographic points of interest such as air-
fields, mountains, and VORTAC's. The dotted track select line is a tentative new track
and becomes solid when acquired in manual ilight or accepted through the NCDU for auto-
matic flight. In the illustration the desired horizontal flight path is displayed as a
solid line connecting waypoints. The curved trend vector shown emanating from the nose
of the aircraft symbol consists of three dashes indicating future position at 30-, 60-,
and 90-second intervals. Only a 30-second trend vector is displayed with the 1 n. mi.
scale. A rectangular box, just beyond tne waypoint SOUND, indicates the scheduled
along-path position during 4-D (time navigation) operations, with the dots ahead of it~indicating future scheduled positions at 30, 60, and 90 seconds. The time box location

of figure 5 provides the pilot with an indication of his scheduled time and flightpath
position errors.

] Magnetic track is indicated at the top of the EHSI. The operating modes of the two

EHSI's (pilot and first officer) are independent; i.e., one may be operated in the
north-up mode (for route visualization) and the other in track-up (preferred for naviga-
tion). The EHSI's may also be operated with different map scales or options. The six

map scales provided are 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 n. mi./inch, and the one selected is
displayed in the lower left corner of the EHSI. The altitude/range symbol, an option

J. when in the track-up mode, consists of an arc some distance ahead of the aircraft symbol
and represents that location at which the aircraft would reach the reference altitude,
selected via the control mode panel, if the current flightpath angle is maintained. Inthe lower right corner of the EHSI are displayed the ground speed (GS) in knots, the

mode of navigation (in this case inertial with single DME update, IDX), and the wind
W ! velocity and direction. When in the MLS RNAV mode, the letters AMX (for air data, MLS

J update) would appear.

There are 12 pages of display information that the pilot may select through the
NCDU keyboard. This display is used by the pilot to enter or change initial flight con-
ditions and flight plans, examine current navigation data pages, select display options,
check experimental system status information, and recall stored navigation data. Fig-
ure 6 is a drawing of the display portion of the NCDU and illustrates the type ofi i ' , RSULTinformation presented on one of three navigation data pages.ADDCUSO

~Approach-to-Landing

The results of an initial TCV piloted simulation effort showed that the addition of
a perspective runway image and relative track information to a basic BADI format
improved flightpath tracking performance during a straignt-in approach-to-landirg using
standard manual control (ref. 5). In addition, the integration of this information with
the display of flightpath angle allowed the immediate assessment of the current situation
(of the aircraft with respect to the runway) and any control corrections necessary.
Following the simulation, a flight test evaluation was conducted to assess the benefits
of the integrated display format coupled with a velocity vector control mode for the
apprcach task. The results agreed with the earlier simulation results &nd compared
favozably with Category II flight-director performance criteria (ref. 6). This display
format had been used previously to monitor numerous automatic approaches and landingsconducted as part of the NASA/FAA Microwave Landing System (MLS) flight tests and
demonstrations (ref. 7). As flight testing continued, however, pilot desires surfaced
for an improved velocity vector control mode with accompanying display information
changes, especially when flying in turbulent atmospheric corditions.

The development of improved longitudinal and lateral velocity vector control modes
for the TCV B-737 is discussed in reference 8, and the results o: a simulation evaluation
of the longitudinal mode is presented in reference 9. The desire of the pilots to use
flightpath angle as primary information required the further development and tailoring
of the longitudinal control mode. The display of anticipatory flightpath information,
to allow early azcessment of the pilot control action, was considered necessary in
turbulence fot precise approach control with low physical workload. Requirements for
to.al system response from pilot control inputs were defined and the resulting longi-
tudinal control mode with forward loop column position integration was developed.
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Reference 8 contains a detailed discussion of the control response shaping that was
accomplished to satisfy the pilot's desired system response. An integrated control/
display approach was taken in developing the improved system. A drawing of the display
format illustrating the additional display information is shown in figure 7. The refer-
ence %pilot commanded) flightpath angle information can be seen as dashed line wedges.
Current or actual flightpath angle information is regarded as primary flight information
by the pilots and was retained in the shape of the solid line wedges. The points of the
actual flightpath sybols were removed so that the pilot could easily assess the value
of each parameter and how well the airplane's actual ftightpath tracks the desired ref-

erence flightpath angle.

The simulation tests consisted of a tracking task that required the pilot to make
step changes in flightpath angle. The movable pitch reference line, seen in figure 7,
was used as a target and driven to different values as a function of time. The pilot
was .equired to track the target to the best of his ability. Anotner task used in the
simulation tests was an approach-to-landing task on a 30 gl;deslope, including flare and
touchdown. The approaches were conducted in calm, turbulent, and wind shear conditions.
A baseline and various leveis of improved systems were studied in simulation, and a
statistical treatment of the data was made.

The results of the tracking and approach to landing task data show a reduction in
overall mLean tracking errors with the control/display system improvements. A 50% reduc-
tion in pilot control input activity was also noted with this system during the approach-
to-landing task. A complete discussion of the statistical examination of the simulation
data is presented in reference 9.

An improved lateral control mode concept with curved ground track control has also
been develo:ed (ref. 8). The design of this control mode requires that the pilot's
lateral control input be used to develop not only a bank angle command but also a cor-
responding track outer loop command. Considering the lateral path capture task and
especially the close-in curved approach task, this control mode reduces pilot workload
by maintaining a constant radius ground track. In effect, this reduces the task to one
under a no-wind condition.

The display aspects of this design have brought about the presentation of a reference
(pilot commanded) roll attitude shown in figure 7, i7 a dashed line format and stabilized
thp horizontal trend vector presentation on the EHSI (fig. 5), especially in turbulence.
Fo,. small, preqise track changes during final approach, the display of reference track
angle (fig. 7) has been found to be very helpful to the pilots. The display of the ref-
erence or pilot commanded values of flighpath and tzack angle information, coupled with
the small control input capability through a trim button, has allowed the pilot to make
precise reference changes to those parameters. Pilot comments using the system in
simulation and flight have been most favorable.

Another desired feature of this control mode is a simplified decrab maneuver
capability. The system has been designed to require rudder pedal input only to establish
a propcrtional decrab angle whilc the pre-established ground track is maintained.

Flight Management - Descent from Cruise

The Federal Aviation Adminiscration has developed an automated time-based metcring
form of air traffic control for arrivals into the terminal area called local flow
management/profile descent (LFM/PD). The LPM/PD concept provides fuel savings by
matching the airplane arrival flow to the airport acceptance rate through time control
computations and by allowing the pilot to descend at his discretion from cruise altitude
to tha metering fix in an idle thrust, clean confiquration (ref. 10).

Numerous studie have illustrated the benefits and the feasibility of time navigation
'in achieving the maximum landing rate (ref. 11). The initial ground systems work has

been laid for time-based metering and definite progress is being made. The NASA is con-
cerned with the airborne side of the problem. The nilot's display and conrol require-
ments for both the manual and automatic modes for this task mLst be determined if the
total system is to work and the maximum benefits are to be gained.

As a first attempt to better understand the time related display and control task in
the cockpit, a flight experiment was conducted where the pilot was required to deviate
from an established time slot and capture one that was 6 minutes behind. This task was
established tw simulate a situation where the f ±ow to the airport is disrupted and an
attempt to absorb the delay is hzidled by a holding pattern turn at high altitude. Con-
sidering that under these conditions the controller will be handling numerous aircraft
and flightpath changes, it may be difficult for the controller to direct each airplane
out of its holding pattern to make good a new time schedule. The objective of the test
then was to examine the ability of the pilot to perform this task with the on-board

4z d'splayed information.

The flight originated at Langley Research Center with high altitude routing and
terminated with an ILS landing at Norfolk, a total distance of 259 n. mi. The flight had
a scheduled landing time. Immediately after takeoff from Langley the aircraft was placed
under 4-D automatic contro.. The major portion of the flight was accomplished auto-
matically except for a maneuver to illustrate manual control capability in the 4-D mode
as disussed in reference 12.

2J-___
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During the flight leg from waypoint LVL to RMT, as illuotratad in figure 8, a 6-minute
delay in scheduled arrival time was simulated. Using the velocity vector control mode
(holds track and path angle) the pilot manuallv entered a holding pattern, then recalled
the appropriate NCDU flightpath page when on the "outbound" track and entered the new
arrival time at RMT in the navigation computer. This change initiates the proper compu-
tations through all flight legs and resets the time box (current scheduled position).
Since the EHSI shows only magnetic track, it can be seen in figure 9 that the velocity
vactor control mode held track very well against the existing 90 kt direct crosswind from
the west. It is obvious that during the turns considerable drift occurred, necessitating
an intercept angle inbound. Although this was the fVrst such maneuver from the pilot, he
was able to make use of the predictive trend vector time dashes ahead of his aircraft
symbol and the rescheduled time box with the time dots ahead of it, to judge the start of
his inbound turn and the maneuver to reacquire the time box. Other aids to the pilot for

time control are the flight acceleration command bar (fig. 4) for thrust management
purposes, and a readout of time error and time error per minute, separation or closure,
on the NCDU display shown in figure 6. Figure 9 shows that the pilot was able to close
on the inbound tzack only 5 seconds behind the time box. He continued closing until he
again coupled with the automatic mode 1.5 seconds behind the time box. The aircraft
arrival at touchdown (rescheduled) was within 5 seconds of that planned.

An important conclusion is that the displays and velocity vector control mode give
the pilot an alternative method of accurate navigation and control, which permits him
quick reaction time for an occasion such as the change in arrival time request, or
avoiding a threat. The track angle hold mote gave him time on the outboard leg to repro-
gram the computer to the readjusted time for further automatic flight. Without the
displays he 4ould not have been able to execute this type of repositioning pattern with
any degree of expediency or precision on his own. It is felt that this control/display
capability is very necessary for the widespread success of time navigation in the future
environment.

Following this experiment, flight tests using a flight management descent algorithm
were conducted in the Denver, Colorado, LFZA/PD ATC environment (ref. 13). The purpose
of these flight tests was to quantify the accuracy of the airplane's descent algorithm
and to investigate the compatibility and pilot acceptability of an airplane equipped with
time navigation capability in an actual ATC environment.

|I ~The flight management descent algorithm computes a five-segment descent profile

(fig. 10) between an arbitrarily located entry fix to an ATC defined metering fix. A
sixth segment from the metering fix t,) the next fix (specified by ATC and called the aim

ii! point) is also generated. Time and path guidance descent information based on these six
segments is provided to the pilot. The first officer initiates the path computations
through the keyboard using the NCDU display. An additional ATC clearance page format
was developed for this experiment (fig. 11). Once the desired metering fix arrival
route is entered, the required pilot inputs are displayed; ATC assigned time or pilot
desired speed schedule, winds, pressure, temperature, and wcight. When aa assigned
metering fix time is entered that cannot be met when a limit operational descent speedis used in the profile computation, then an appropriate "early or late by" time message

is announciated at the bottom of the NCDU display.

i }The display of information for the pilot during these tests was provided on the EADI,
EHSI (map display), and on the NCDU. Two options of the EADI display information used

d foL lateral and vertical path navigation on these flight tests were the vertical and
lateral :ourse deviation indicators and the star and flightpath angle wedges (fig. 12).
The flightpath angle wedges used with the star display represent the inertially refer-
enced flightpath of the airplane. If the airplane flightpath angle and track angle are
adjusted so that the flightpath angle wedges center directly on the star, the airplane
will be flying directly to the waypoint.

= ;Figure 13 shows a drawing of the EHSI display operated in a track-up mode. This dis-
play is a plan view of the desired route and optionally displayed figures such as radio
fixes, navigation aids, airports, and terrain features drawn relative to a triangular
airplane symbol. The range/altitude arc was used on the descent profile during these
tests by setting the reference altitude to the programmed altitude to the next waypoint.
Then the pilot would adjust the f]ightpath angle of the airplane so that the arc would
lie on top of the next waypcint displayed on the EHSI. This %ould result in the airplane
crossing the next waypoint at the programmed al-itude.

Between the top-of-descent and the mete-ing fix waypoint, the airplane was flown at
idle thrust and the use of speed brakes was no)t permitted. The captain used path guid-
ance on the EHSI dispLay and the lateral path deviation indicator on the EADI for lateralpath guidance. For vertical guidance, he used the star and flightpath angle wedges on
the EADI and the range altitude arc on the EHSI display. It was the responsibility of
the first officer to se±ect the desired altitude for the range/altitude arc option so
that the captain could devote his full attention to flying the airplane. The captain
would anticipate leveling the airplane for the programmed altitude at the bottom-of-
descent waypoint with reference to a conventional barometric altimeter and then would
proceed to the metering fix.

The research flights demonstrated that time guidance and control in the cockpit was
acceptable to the pilots and air traffic controllers. The flight data indicates that
airspeed error of the airplane over the metering fix had a mean value of 0.27 knots and

_
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a standard deviation of 6.5 knots. Time error over the metering fix had a mean value
of 2.5 seconds and a standard deviation of 6.9 seconds.

Flight tests having similar results were conducted in the LFM/PB environment of the
Dallas-Fort Worth terminal area: using the Lockheed-California Company L-1011 test air-'plane, to evaluate the performance potential of a Flight Management System which was

modified by Lockheed (under NASA contract) to incorporate a time navigation capability
to control terminal area metering fix arrival time during fuel efficient descents from
cruise altitude. The results of these flight tests were similar to those of the Dnver
flights and will be reported in a near-future NASA Contractor Report.

.iDisplay of Surrounding Air Traffic

As part of a joint NASA/FAA effort, Cockpit Display of Traffic Information (CDTI)
studies are in progress to evaluate the capabilities, zenefits, and liabilities of pro-
viding this information to the pilot in the future ATC environment. Items to be
ddressed are the means for providing data of sufficient acciracy and frequency, the role

of aircrew and controllers in the ATC process, evaluation of performance and accuracies
to determine effects on capacity, controller and aircrew workload, and safety.

Potential benefits of the COTI fall into the general areas of improved capacity,
efficiency, and safety. Proponents of the CDTI believe its application in the ATC process
can improve terminal area capacity by allowing for reduced aircraft separation, efficient
mergin9, and general improvement ir aircraft traffic control and crew execution. By pro-
viding sufficient information, collisions may be avoided through advance indications of
traffic conflicts wherein the air traffic controller dnd aircrew can make course changes
to resolve the conflict. The display may also serve as backup for certain ATC system
failures.

Concerns for the use of the CDTi are that it may result in less efficient operations,
with the aircrew challenging the air controller, increasing workload and possibly uni-
lateral action resulting in less control and safety. The effect of CDTI usage on the
air traffic controller and aircrew operational procedures and workload must be determined
to judge its utility in the ATC system.

One of the major issues is the role of the CDTI in the overall ATC process. Should
its use be passive as in a monitor role, where its apolication is to provide the aircrew'I with independent information on traffic for providing assurance and an error detectioncapability? Or, alternatively, :an the CDTI be applied in an active role, utilizing the

traffic display to control in-trail spacing and lateral separation and to resolve traffic
conflicts? Ultimately, if the CDTI is a useful approach for improving the ATC operations.
its application may be a compromise between the two roles described above. The aircrew
will be able to utilize the CDTI to execute certain functions that are best controlled
from the air, with knowledge of the controller, who has the overall ATC responsibility.

4 The TCV program fixed-base simulator was used to conduct an experiment involving the
evaluation of cockpit display of traffic information. The experiment was conducted
using taped time-dependent, non-interactive traffic in aa approach-to-landing situation
with two levels of pilot control: 3-D automatic and the velocity jector control mode.
Speed control via manual speed selection and autothrottle was used in all tests (path
stretching was not allowea for maintaining separation between aircraft). The resultspresented in reference 14 indicate that reasonable approach task performance can be

maintained when traffic information is displayed on an electronic map for both merge and
follow type situations. A trend toward reducing separation where large gaps existed was
observed. This gives some evidence of "electronic VFR" operation. Overall, the results

3 are favorable toward presentation of traffic information during fixed path, descending,
decelerating approaches.

During the CDTI simulation experiment an oculometer measuring eye look point was
used to determine pilot visual scan patterns with and without traffic information on the
EHSI. Long straight-in and close-in, curved, descending instrument approaches were made
in NASA's fixed-base TCV simulator. The pilot either manually controlled the simulator
or monitored the automatic system control of the simulated aircraft during the approach.
Tests were performed with and without the display of traffic. The results (ref. 15)

indicate that the pilots' use of the EHSI increased for the manually controlled close-in,
curved, descending approach compared to the conventional straight-in approach. When
operating as a monitor of the automatic system, the pilot scanned around more with less
attention devoted to the EADI. The pilots preferred the manual mode because it kept
them in the control loop. The addition of displayed traffic to the EHSI increased the
pilots' use of the EHSI with a corresponding reduction in his use of the EADI.

This addition of traffic information to the EHSI increases the pilots' attention to' this display by 11 to 17% with the greatest shift in attention occurring for the auto-
matic control cases. A secondary result of this experiment shows that the pilot uses
the EHSI considerably more for the curved approach case than for the straight-in approach
case with or without the display of traffic symbology. It was also n-)ted that the
pilot's pupil diameter increased during the landing flare indicating a higher stress
level even though the tests were conducted in fixed-base simulators. This experiment hasIL been repeated in flight.to obtain data for simulation validation and to determine the
effects of actual flight operations. Preliminary review of the flight data indicates a
high degree of correlation between simulation and flight results. Final results of these
flight tests will be reported in a near-future NASA report.
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A TCV B-737 flight experiment has been conducted to evaluate the presentation of
coded traffic symbology on the EHSI. The results of this experiment are presented in
references 16 and 17. The primary objective of this study was to assess the benefit of
coded traffic symbology and to obtain an initial assessment of the impact of workload on
pilot ability to monitor the traffic display using simulated traffic in a flight environ-
ment. The tests consisted of curved, descending, de-elerating approaches, flown by
research pilot flight crews. The traffic scenarios involved both conflict-free and~blunder situations.

Figure 14 is an illustratioi. of the changes to the basic EHSI display symbology and
an explanation of the various coaing used for the srrounding traffic. Figure 15 is a
photograph of the displays taken during a CDTI flight. The use of the coded traffic
symbology and the defined approach paths for the aircraft can be seen on the EHSI.
Information presented on the EADi and NCDU can also be seen. The displayed traffic was
synthesized via magnetic tapes and played into EHSI to simulate various traffic
scenarios, with and without conflicts.

Subjective pilot comnentary was obtained through the use of a questionnaire and
extensive pilot debriefing sessions. The results of these debriefing sessions group con-
veniently under either of two categories: display factors or task performance. A major
item under the display factor category was the problem of display clutter. The primary
contributors to clutter were the use of large map scale factors, the use of traffic data
blocks, and the presentation of more than a few aircraft.

in terms of task performance, the coded traffic bymbology was found to provide
excellent overall situation awareness. Additionally, the pilots expressed a willingness
to utilize lesser spacing than the 2.5 mile separation prescribed during these tests
assuming the wake vortices would not be a problem. Results of pilot scan and dwell time
measurements obtained during these flight experiments will be reported later.

NASA and FAA are developing additional test scenarios to address the various roles
and application of CDTI in projected ATC environments, with TCV aircraft flight tests
planned for the NASA-Wallops Flight Center and FAA-NAFEC. A brief si-nmary of the joint
NASA-FAA CDTI effort is presented in reference 18.

Advanced Display Formaats

Significant advances remain to be made in the primary flight display area ii we wish
the airplane/pilot system to routinely execute vertical and rime navigation terminating
in close-in curved approaches within a Microwave Landing System environment. The pre-
viously cited automatic and manual flight results were obtained with the pilots scanning
both the EHSI and EADI for the required set of information prior to the final approach
segment. As the low altitude portion of the curved flight was extended and the final
approach shortened, the precision, the guidance accuracy, and the information available
to the pilots on their dirplay became more critical. The displays were adequate, and
acceptable to the pilot, for the curved approach task to the short final, but the need
for an integrated pictorial presentation was determiaed.

The reproduction of electro-mechanical indicator inforration onto electronic displays
will not solve the piloting problem of integrating pieces of information into a clear[mental image of his flight condition. Flight path display formats must be developed that

integrate attitude, flight path, speed, relative position, and pertinent numerical
information into an easily understood perspective display of the aircraft's flight
situation.

Two flight path display formats currently being addressed are the path-in-the-sky
concept shown in figure 16 and the tunnel-in-sky concept shown in figure 17. The
path-in-the-sky display format is designed to integrate information concerning attitude,
kinematic performance, navigation, and path prediction (ref. 19). The tunnel-in-sky
integrates situation and predictor information into one format (ref. 20). Both formats
are aimed at presencing the pilot with a 3-D perspective image of path situation and
prediction. Simulation experiments with both the path and tunnel concepts will be con-
ducted in the near future to complete the format designs for adaptability to all phases
of flight.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The NASA TCV program is vitally concerned with the aircraft's operational capability
in the future air traffic system. This program involves the capability of the aircraft,
its system, and flight crew to improve the efficiency and safety of the terminal area in
a more demanding weather environment than present. It also includes the capability of
the airborne system to work synergistically with the air traffic control system to
improve flight efficiency in the traffic flow with reduced problems for both the 3ircrew
and ground controller.

aThe studies conducted to date that address the integracion of flight information

in the cockpit represent only a small but well defined portion of the system problem. 1
has been concluded that the mere reproduction of present or similar instrument indicator
information onto electronic displays will not solve the pilotfng problems envisioned 4n
the future. The research and development of innovative pictorial display formats coupled
with flight control, navigation, guidance, and performance considerations must be
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aggressively pursued. The current experiments described in this paper are specific
planned steps in the overall attainment of the program goals.
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